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Designed from the outset to
exploit the statement performance
of the single-chassis Mikado
Reference CD source — now a
modern legend — the Diablo is
not an exercise in compromise.
Provocatively styled and
priced, be prepared

to lower your expectations ...
of cost At
it is hardly
inexpensive, but it will easily
surpass the performance of apreamp or apower amplifier bearing
the same price ticket. If you are
ready to discover timbral details
and dynamics that amplifiers have
been holding back we can help.
We are proud to have on order,
at the time of writing, Diablos 002
and 003. No.001 remains in the
factory as areference. It will be
your passion in the years to come
and the jewel in your system.The
Diablo is aredefinition of audio
amplification and abargain at its
price. Don't get left behind.

•
True Dual Mono configuration
•Zero negative feedback
•Microprocessor-controlled 50-step
relay volume attenuator for
best sonic performance featuring
VVelwyn ultra precision resistors
•Ultra-short signal path
•Optional MM/MC phonostage
module
•I
2Vdc link input and output
•Flash memory upgrades via PC
•Non-invasive protection system
•Infrared remote control
•3-year ( non-transferable) warranty
•Designed and built in Denmark

4Q, 2x800VV @ 20
•Output impedance: 0,0190
•Frequency Bandwidth (- 3dB):
0.1 to 250KHz
•Power Supply Capacity:
2x58.000uF
•SUB output gain: +6dB
•Input Impedance, balanced
(20-20000Hz): 20K0
•Input Impedance, single ended
(20-20000Hz):8K0
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The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can
release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
called perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency.
though. the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure. ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant.
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter' - one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond
the range of human hearing, and delivers audible
sound with unheard-of clarity.

www.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call - 44 (0)1903 221 500
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Welcome
F

or the first time in almost 20 years you see a new face staring out at

EDITORIAL TEAM

you at the head of an Editor's column. My predecessor, the hugely

Editor • Steve Fa irclough
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • Rene Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Liz Briggs
Consultant Editor • Steve Harris
Technical Director • Paul Miller
Senior Contributing Editor • Ken Kessler
Technical Adviser • Martin Colloms
Consultant Technical Editor • Keith Howard
Group Art Editor • Patrick Morrissey

knowledgeable Steve Harris, has gone back to his ' first love' of

writing about hi fi and is now Consultant Editor of Hi Fi News. Over the

coming months you will be reading much more from Steve as he tests kit,
reviews jazz, and reports on reader systems. Meanwhile Paul Miller has
been appointed Technical Director of the magazine and in the coming
issues you'll be seeing more of Paul's expert lab testing pervading
throughout HiFi News as we will be bringing you the best possible mix of
subjective and objective reviews of the latest hi-fi kit.
To knock on the head some of the inaccurate rumours that have been flying

HOW TO CONTACT US
Tel • 020-8726-8311
Fax • 020-8726-8391
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
Our editorial, advertisement and publishing offices are at:
HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon.
Surrey. CR91HZ. England.

about concerning the future direction of HiFi News myself and the editorial
team have been beavering away on some great new ideas to breathe extra value
into the magazine whilst staying true to our core
values of being the most respected and established
title in the world of hi-fi. We certainly don't intend
to change into some sort of '
Hi-FiMart'for sub-

ADVERTISEMENT TEAM
020-0126-0322
020-8726-8324
020-8726-8323
020-8726-8321
020-8726-8315

Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
Display Sales Exec • James Bush
Classified Sales Exec • Gemma Bown
The Market ( Reader ads)• Carole Molloy
Production Manager • Clare Lordan

£100 'equipment' but Ido believe in bringing an
entertaining mix of exclusive reviews, technology,
news, advice, reader systems, interviews and
reviews to you, our readers. In fact I
can promise
you that HiFi Newswill continue to deliver a

MANAGEMENT TEAM

quality publication that will be essential reading

Editor- in- Chief • Mark Hedges
Marketing Director • Angela O'Farrell
Publisher & General Manager • Niall Clarkson
Managing Director • Paul Williams
Editorial Director • MikeSoutar
Chief Executive • Sylvia Auton

for all lovers of hi-fi.
IN THIS ISSUE...
This month we've got agreat line-up of
EXCLUSIVE tests including the Marantz SA- 15S1

PHOTOGRAPHIC TEAM
Roger Phillips, Norman Hodson, Anthony Butler, Claire Collins,
Sophie Jones

CD player and amp combo, the beautiful
MartinLogan Summit speakers, ATC's 30th
anniversary speaker, Stirling's update of the classic

KEY CONTRIBUTORS
Classical Music:Christopher Breunig
Jazz: Ben Watson Rock:Johnny Black, Ken Kessler
Hi-fi:David Allcock, David Berriman, Tony Bolton, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Ben Duncan, Barry Fox, Alvin Gold,Jonathan Gorse, Ian
Harris, Keith Howard, JimmyHughes, Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller,
Howard Popeck

BBC LS3/5A speakers, and Shanling's stunningly

'I can promise
you HiFi News
will continue to
deliver a quality
publication that
will be essential
reading for all
lovers of hi-fi'

attractive Omega Drive CD player.
After atrip to China our Deputy Editor, Andrew
Harrison, has come back with news of the latest gear from
Audiolab whilst we've also managed to secure anews
EXCLUSIVE with details of FUNK's new turntables. I
also

WHY NOT SUBSCRIBE TO HI Fl NEWS?
To subscribe to Hi Fi News just go to page 99 of this issue for our
latest subscription offer or just call: 0845-676-7778.
Alternatively you can e-mail to: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com
For any other subscription queries call: 01444-4'75675
or e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

TO GET HOLD OF BACK ISSUES

must direct you to page 87 for acompetition that offers a
brilliant first prize of apair of new Opera Tebaldi
loudspeakers plus aUnison Research Performance
amplifier (acombination worth E15,000). Second prize
in the competition is aweekend for two in Venice, so
there's plenty of incentive to enter. The competition is a

If you've missed an issue just call: 01133 310800

'token collect type' with token 1on page 87. The following
two tokens will be in the October and November issues.

Hi Fi News magazine incorporates: Stereo. Tape & Tape
Recorders, Audio News, Record News, Audio Record
Review, rie Gramophone Record, Which CO' and Music
Business. Hi Fi News is amember of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations ( ABC) and of EISA ( www.eisa-awards.org).
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STEVE FAIRCLOUGH - EDITOR
You can e-mail us at: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Back in September 1985 the cover of Hi Fi News was dominated by
Apogee's Scintilla ribbon loudspeaker that was described as: ' one of the
most important loudspeaker introductions since the Quad ESL- 63' Inside
the speaker got almost 10 pages of reviews by Messrs Colloms, Kessler
and John Atkinson. The result? Well, we said: ' If you have the taste, and
deep enough pockets, the Apogee Scintilla will be the loudspeaker of the
decade'. Elsewhere Ken Kessler and John Atkinson presented their ' Golden
Turkey Awards 1985' with the most memorable quote of the year going to
Ivor Tiefenbrun of Linn Products for his: ' Ihave repeatedly made clear that I
am not against digital techniques in principle'. SF
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The experiences this doir has had! The amazing performances, concert, and gigs it has witnes:ed from arl around the musical world.
From the front row at Carnegie Hall to the stalls at Brixton Academy, from the dress citcle of the Sydney Opera House to the bar in
Ronnie Scott's — thÉ aair has been there! It has experienced music as il should be heard — ave and vibrant, with every nuance and
emotion as clear as the musicians intended.
The Rotel 02 Series is anew range of hi-fi from acompany with areputation for delivering award-winning sounds at realistic prices.
The 02 Series' superb sounc is the result of Rotel's Bo anced Design Concept — an integrated appoach that ensures five star performance.
To find out hcw the Rotel 02 Series can

sake

you to te world's greatest musical venues, visit www.rotd.com.

The Rote! )
incruainy the

Ri-rt-Os

Series
amplifier

ROME
Rotel RA-03
May 2005

B&W Loudspeakers, Dale RoadLWorthing, West Sussex BN11 2BH, United Kingdom, 01903 221500
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Rotel RA-03
April 2005
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Audiolab set to make aUK comeback
One of the UK's most recognisable
hi-fi brands of the 1980s and ' 90s
—Audiolab — is scheduled to
reappear in shops next month with
aline-up of new hi-fi separates.
The line-up of new products
includes many familiar names:
Audiolab 8000CD CD player;
8000S integrated amplifier;
8000Q pre-amp; and 8000P and
8000M stereo and mono power
amplifiers.
Heading up development at the
new Audiolab' is Nick Clarke, as
Director of Engineering — an
electronics designer who started
work at Audiolab in 1987.
All the new Audiolab units

The 8000S is based closely on

will be available in silver

the original 8000S, but now also
incorporates some of the

finish only

-

component improvements
introduced during the TMA era of

note is the new disc transport

transformers, one each for digital

pre- amp (£60C), based on the

1997-2004, when it was known as

and analogue sections. UK pricing

the 60iRV. It is said to be

mechanism: since most of : he
world's remaining supply of CD

original late-era Audiolab 8000Q.
IAG is launching two AV products

conservatively rated at 60W/ch,

mechanisms are optimised for CD-

offers apre/power section that can
be split from afront panel control,

ROM or Video CD use, IAG brought
in the expertise of asenior optical

and full remote control. The 8000S

disc engineer from Philips, to

is said to be 'the best integrated
amplifer that Audiolab made', and
will be priced at £ 500.

create atransport solution better

For the 8000CD, IAG has goen
for anew ground- up design. Of

optimised for audio CD use The
converter section sports aCirrus
CS4398 DAC chip, and power is
courtesy of twin toroidal

is likely to be around £ 600.
The power amplifiers offer 100W/

—the 8000AV is based on the

ch and 125W, for stereo (£400)

AV30, but will see the addition of

and mono (£400) versions
respectively, and since they offer

an HDMI input for audio-only
passthrough; and the matching

the same gain as the power section
as the 8000S, can be readily added

multi-channel power amplifier will

to an integrated amp- based system
to allow bi- or multi-amping. Their
more natural partner is the 8000Q

be the 8000X7. These products will
be £ 1000 and £ 1500 respectively.
IAG UK, 01480 447700
www.audiolab.co.uk

T+A SACD player ' equals
the best turntables
in the world'
Theorie und Anwendung ( T+A)
Elektroakustik of northern German
is boldly claiming that its new

f`îêbf,e"‘

valve-equipped SACD player, the

D 10

D10, has sound quality to at least
equal the very best vinyl-playing
turntables in the world.

circuits. offering achoice of filter

impedance of 100 ohm from the

gradients to help combat the

ECC 99 double triode output tube.

DVD, creating ahigh-ena player

converter chips in a ' Quadrupel'

problem of Jltrason:c noise inherent

It's here that output can be

that played movies as well as music

configuration designed to reduce

in Sony's SACD system.

switched between nominal 60kHz

would have led to inevitable

It uses eight Burr- Brown D/A

D'gital ard analogue sections of

uncorrelated converter errors to one

and 120kHz SACD bandwidths.
Dr. Sigfried Amft, owner of T+A

'Despite the massive popularly of

performance compromises.
Compromises of any sort were never

quarter, and background noise by

the player are isolated by aunique

6dB. Asignal processor provides

opto-coupliug system, and 'jitterfree iCoupiers' from Analog Devices

Elektroakustik. clamed: ' This is a
device that has been designed to

going to be on the agenda for this

T+A's usual choice of interpolation
filters to tune CD sound to taste,

are used for high-speed daTa

reproduce stereo music and stereo

and T+A engineers have also
developed afour-stage DSD

transfer. The ou:put stage uses
valves for filtering and output
buffering, and boasts alow output

music alone', reinforcing the

The top- loading D10 SACD player
is priced at £4599.99 in the UK.

spiralling lack of interest in multichannel audio for hi-fi music.

www.taelektroakustik.de

oversampling and noise-shaping

8
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BBG Distribution, 01923 205600
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A different Classé
For more than 20 years Classé has been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best. Our
engineers have apassion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style, userinterface, product reliability and performance are all second to none. The new Delta
series is an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Visit us
at www.classeaudio.com or experience the product range at one of the following
authorised retailers.

Holburn HiFi Ltd
+ 44 (0) 1224 585 713
note@holburnhifi.co.uk
HI F1 Experience
+44 (0) 20 7580 3535
sales@hifilondon.co.uk

Sound Academy
+44 (0)1922 493 499
sales@soundacademy.co.uk
Acoustica
+44 (0) 1244 344 227
geoff.coleman@acoustica.co.uk

Robert Taussig
+44 (0) 20 7487 3455
sales@roberttaussig.co.uk
Cloney Audio
+ 353 (0) 1288 9449
sales@cloneyaudio.com
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www.usheraudio.com

Be
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

there.

CP 8872 II
2xe low- bass woofers, 7' woofer
rsoft dome midrange and 1' Be dome tweeter
4-way system:

sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1watt / 1rn
nominal impedance 4 ohms

With the music.

frequency response (- 3dB): 25 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling. 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
weight: 92.7 kgs (including base)

The new Usher Dancer II Beryllium.

dimensions (w

dxh): 32 cm a % cm s152 cm

CP 8871 II
3- way system: 2x8 low-bass woofers

rmid- low woofer,

and l' Be dome tweeter

sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance 4ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight: 77.5 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (w xd xh): 32 cm a85 cm s137 cm

CP 8571 II
3- way system: 8' low- bass woofers
7' mid- low woofer, and 1' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity. 87 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 30 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 100 watts
crossover frequencies: 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight: 51.7 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (w ad h): 32 cm y60 cm a112 cm

USHER
67 KaiFo

UDIO TECHNOLOGY
g Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherems11.hinetnet

n Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:wwvv.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

FUNK to put anew
spin on turntables
FUNK is anew name in the
turntable world — brought to you
from the people behind Pink
Triangle — that is set to deploy four
new technology patents when it
launches its first two models (the
FUNK and FUNK V) later this year.

E:(1FL

Sources
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•The Bearing — an inverted
bearing that uses apurpose made
highly polished Sapphire thrust
plate which is said to send ' rumble
to obscurity whilst resisting any
tendency to resonate'.
•Vector Drive ( FUNK Vmodel
only) — this uses an asymmetric

An artistic
representation of the

technologies are...

triple pulley arrangement to balance

FUNK Vturntable

•Achroplat — said to be a100%
impedance matching platter to the

and linearise the drive to the
platter/bearing system. This is said

record Achromatic ( non-resonant)

to mean that the motor has less

either the Rega RB 250 or 300

said that he will try to supply

support. It is said to feature ' a
unique aerated construction' that

work to do so it can concentrate on
smoothly turning the platter, thus
delivering low-level resolution

arms as standard. Adedicated arm
will be out before the end of 2005.

service and some spare parts for the

throughout the frequency range.
•A lid technology patent.

company formed by the former Pink
Triangle boss Arthur Khoubesserian

accessories in the form of mats
(Achromat) and as replacement

The FUNK turntable is set to
retail at around £450 whilst the
FUNK Vis set to sell at around

who has said that the FUNK
technology will also be made
available to Pink Triangle and LP12

platters for other products.

£780 — both will be supplied with

owners. Khoubesserian has also

The four key FUNK patents

offers additional internal damping
to further enhance performance.
The achromatic material will be
available in various options as

The FUNK Firm is the new

launched is the new Profile range.
The Electra models are the threeway, floor-standing 1027 Be at

smooth and highly articulate. It will
be available in the UK ' in the

sound of great promise: silky

£3999 ( pictured here, on the left)
and the two-way, stand- mounted

autumn'.

1007 Be at £ 2299. Beautifully
thought through, they employ anew

below Electra and benefits from a
striking, elegantly proportioned,

25mm inverted dome Beryllium

part-elliptical enclosure made by

The new Profile range comes in

(hence Be) tweeter set in acurved

bonding together and then

aluminium panel and anew version
of Focal's patented sandwich cone

veneering six 3mm thick layers of
high density fibreboard. The LF

LF driver, paired in the case of the
1027 Be to double the effective

their Electra equivalents, while the

drive units result from work done on
tweeter has an inverted aluminium/
magnesium dome, with anew Poron

A new generation of moving-coil
cartridges from Clearaudio is being
spearheaded by the Concerto. Priced
at £ 1230, it sports anew stylus tip
'five times smaller' than that in the

sandwich cone midrange driver.
The new tweeter, which has its

foam suspension derived from

own so-called Infinite Acoustic

There are five models in the
range: two floor-standers, the 918

brand's

significantly more accurate reading
of the record groove.

Loading enclosure, has enabled

Focal's flagship Utopia Be design.

Focal to lower the crossover point

(£1999) and 928 (£ 2799); a

from 2.8kHz to 2kHz, relieving the

stand- mount, the 908 (£ 1399 —

giddily- priced

Insider

Reference flagship, and said to give

165mm LF driver of duty in an area

stand available); acentre-channel

where it was beginning to exhibit

version, the CC908 (£999); and

top- plate featuring 12 ' fingers', each

non- linearity. The tweeter runs out

subwoofer, the SW908 (£ 1599).
The Profile 908 and 918 are

with a different shape, claiming to
control
resonance
within
the

extension of the systems is 46Hz

available while the others are to

(1007 Be) and 38Hz ( 1027 Be).

appear in the autumn.

cartridge body. Weight is 4.0g.
Audio Reference, 01252 702705

The cabinets have acurved external

www.focal-fr.com

to 40kHz while the low frequency

www.hifinews.co.uk

profile and the grille covers are set

line, starting with two models,
writes Ivor Humphreys. Also

employs asingle glass skin

and FUNK may also relaunch the
Anniversary as well.

Clearaudio
plays its own
Concerto

flush to minimize diffraction
effects. A preview of the 1027 Be
at Focal's HQ recently revealed a

cone area. This model also

FUNK turntables the Pink Triangle
Tarantella is likely to be made
available again in aMk. Ill guise

e-mail: service_pinkt@mac.com

Focal expands loudspeaker line-up
French loudspeaker maker Focal is
introducing anew Electra 1000 Be

original Pink Triangle turntables.
In addition to the imminent

New to the Concerto is aflowery

www.clearaudio.de
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Shorts
The Magix Ringtone Maker is a
£20 PC program that can be
used legally to make aringtone
from ahome recording of baby's
first words, or illegally to rip
music from acopyright CD or
MP3 file, convert it to ringtone
format and dump it directly into
aphone. The software also
allows editing to cut asong down
to ringtone length. Its publisher
FastTrack (
www.fasttrack.co.uk),
says that users should obtain
'express permission' from record
companies before ripping!
The Danish loudspeaker brand
DALI has opened aUK sales
KEF Audio is to introduce eight new

upgrades. These upgrades include

significantly lower distortion and a

office and has said that it wants

iQ speakers to replace the Q Series

the use of stiffer, titanium-coated

sweeter top end, while retaining the

to become amajor brand in the

that was launched in 2002 and the

cones; much longer throw

stgnature KEF mid- band purity and

UK'. To find out more contact

new line-up will range from the

suspension (for better bass), copper

three dimensional sound stage'. The

DALI UK on 0845 644 3537 or

entry-level £ 229.99 iQl bookshel'

ciad aluminium flat wire voice-coils,

iQ bass units are completely rew

go to www.sali-uk.co.uk

up to the £ 799.99 iQ9 floor-stander

elliptical tweeter dome profiles and

and feature amuch longer throw

(shown in asystem, above).

Kgid die-cast chassis.

suspension design and twin faraday

Following his Lossless leader

loops for greatly reduced distortion.

article (
Hi Fi News, May 2005)

Alt the new Q models incorporate

The result is said to be: ' aUni Q

KEF's patented Uni Q driver

driver array that plays much louder.

KEF, 01622 672261

Keith Howard has discovered

technology with several important

has superior bass response,

www.kef.com

some new findings about the
Microsoft Windows Media

Key Komponents from Linn

Mission possible
via IAG buyout

additional research will be in

After months of speculation about

Audion has launched its Silver

Encoder. Full details of his
next month's Hi Fi News.

its future, Mission has been sold to

Note Power Amplifier which is

the International Audio Group ( IAG),

recommended to be used with

better known as the owner of Quad,

high efficiency speakers with

Wharfedale, Leak and, more

designs of 93dB sensitivity and
upwards. The Silver Note is

recently, Audiolab brand names.
Tim Harris, Managing Director of

available exclusively through

IAG UK said: ' The Mission product

Noteworthy Audio and retails at

portfolio is exceptionally strong and

£2500. For more details contact

selling well. However, the company

Noteworthy Audio on 01296

has suffered severe, and well

422224 or go to www.

Linn's new Komponent range of

documented, financing issues

noteworthyaudio.co.uk

loudspeakers

during the past 12 months. This
new deal puts Mission or avery

JAS Audio loudspeakers from

The new Komponent loudspeaker

system capable of delivering atruly

strong financial footing, allowing its

China are now available in the

system from Linn features four

captivating music and movie

many successful product ranges to

UK through Shadow Distribution

distinct acoustically- matched

performance'.

continue in the market.

-the first two models that are

Furthermore, with full access to

available are the £ 1399 Orsa

floorstander, the Komponent 104

106 models are the first

IAG's considerable manufacturing

and the £ 2299 Orior. Contact

compact loudspeaker, the

loudspeakers to feature Linn's new

infrastructure, Mission will now be

Shadow on 01592 744779 or

Konponent 106 left/centre/right

2K array technology. This sees the

in an ideal position to pursue - with

go to www.jas-audio.com

the utmost vigour - its long- held

models - the Komponent 110

The Komponent 110, 104 and

model, and the Komponent 120

high-frequency drive- units housed

active bass- reinforcement

in adedicated alloy chassis,

commitment to technical innovation

loudospeaker.

isolated from the rest of the

and product excellence.'

The Komponent range is said to

loudspeaker, that's said ' to create a

In aseparate deal IAG has also

The Canadian company
Paradigm - known in North
America for its loudspeakers -

be: ' The result of many months of

wonderfully clean and pure high-

just purchased the Mission brand

careful listening, tuning and testing

frequency reproduction'.

name from NXT plc.

is under construction but it's at

by some of the world's leading

Linn Products, 0500 888909

IAG UK, 01480 447700

www.paradigmay.co.uk

acoustic engineers is aloudspeaker

www.linn.co.uk

www.mission.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

has come to the UK. Its website
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Performance and Value

At £ 775, the SDA 2175 Semi D gital Power Amplifier
offers:
200W / 8 ohms, 375W / 4 ohms
Balanced and single- ended aralogue inputs
Treble is sweet and accura .e. Bass is tight and controlled
Complete lack of noise
Fully balanced design - all the way to the speaker terminals
75% less heat than class AB amps
Advanced protection circuits
No relays or fuses in signal path
High quality speaker terminals
Chassis made entirely from precision machined aluminium

"Supremely smooth and well balanced in every
respect, this amplifier starkly shows what other
solid-state does wrong. Brilliantly engineered,
it's nothing less than an epoch-Inaking product.
VERDICT — Outstanding."
Hi Fi World, June 2005

Virtually immune to speaker back-emf
Vice- like control of speaker cones

At £ 1095, the SDAi 2175 Semi Digital Integrated Amplifier shares the same impressive
power engine as its brother and includes the following main features:
6 RCA inputs + 1XLR balanced input
Pre- amp output balanced aid single- ended
Tape Out
User programmable attenuation for each input
Individual level and balance adjustment for each input with 0.1 dB steps
4 step display dimmer with programmable time-out
IR remote control
RS 232 connection for software upgrades

Performance and Value from TacT/Lyngdorf Audio?
Absolutely.

LYNG DORE
0870 9 100 100
www.tictaudio.co.uk
www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Come and meet the Hi Fi News experts!
Visitors to the Hi Fi & Home
Entertainment Show — to be held on
September 24 and 25 this year —
will get the chance to meet and talk
to our team of experts which will
include the legendary Senior
Contributing Editor Ken Kessler, HiFi News Consultant Editor Steve
Harris, and HiFi News Deputy
Editor Andrew Harrison.
On each of the two ' oublic days'
of the show we will be holding four
expert sessions — at llam, 12

Hi- Fi & Home
Entertainment Show
23rd- 25th September 2005

noon, 3pm and 4pm — on the Hi Fi
News stand when you can come

ABOVE: Andrew Harrison will be

along and quiz our experts with your

answering queries at the Hi Fi &
Home Entertainment Show

hi-fi queries.
In addition to the traditional
listening rooms and high-end audio

LEFT: The back of the Cadillac
Escalade in- car system

gear that will star at this year's show
there will also be some superb

Events

examples of how In-Car
Entertainment can also be high
end. Amongst the vehicles that will
be at the show are astunning
£200k Cadillac Escalade that
features an SQ Plus system, and
former Formula 1driver Eddie
Irvine's Ferrari ( with ir car system)
is also scheduled to appear.
As well as all of that there will
also be demonstrations by HiFi
News Technical Director Paul Miller
on state-of-the-art home cinema
and asuperb living area produced

2-4 SEPTEMBER 27th
International AES Conference,
in conjunction with Livingetc
magazine that demonstrates how

at the Renaissance and ' Park Inn
Hotels, Heathrow, London and it's

Hillerod, Denmark, ' Efficient
Audio Power Amplification',

high-end home entertainment
systems can be stylishly
incorporated into aliving

open to the public on Saturday 24

www.aes.org

environment.
•The Hi Fi & Home
Entertainment Snow will take place

two for the price of one rate just go
to www.hifinews.co.uk. We look

and Sunday 25 September from
10am to 6pm. To book tickets at a

HHi-Fi&Home
Entertainment Show
23rd-25th September 2005

forward to seeing you there.

Marantz calls for audio design rethink

23-25 SEPTEMBER Hi Fi &
Home Entertainment Show.

Marantz fears the audio industry is

sexy, attractive products that

Park Inn and Renaissance

in terminal decline — unless
manufacturers creatively rethink

created desire. It was about
emotion. Music is about emotion,

their design, production and
marketing strategy, writes Barry Fox.

too. You can't buy Swiss watches on

Hotels, Heathrow, London.
Open to the public 24th and
25th. Call 020 8726 8317.

Marantz now has its own factory
in China and at the company's
annual seminar for press and trade,

the Internet either. It's time for the
specialist audio manufacturers to

1-2 OCTOBER The Brussels
Hi Fi & Home Cinema Show,

do something like the Swiss watch
industry. To make people say — " I

Sheraton Hotel, Brussels.

Terrie O'Connell, MD Marantz

want that". There has to be a

Europe, confirmed that although

different approach, which people

29-30 OCTOBER Home

Denon and Marantz will remain

Entertainment Show,

separate under the D&M parent,

feel something is different. Apple
did it with the iPod. It took away

they will: ' move towards sharing

Sony's market. Ireally hope we can

manufacture'.
'Brand Ambassador' Ken Ishiwata

see something similar in hi-fi'.

gave his annual address and

channel stereo for the hi-fi market

suggested: 'the best lesson is from
what happened in the 1970s when

(with SACD players), with
multichannel SACD only for AV (two

the Japanese watch industry killed
the Swiss manufacturer's business.

DVD players have SACD surround

The Swiss came back by offering

Marantz is concentrating on two-

playback).
lshiwata also said: ' Putting an

Renaissance Hotel,
Manchester. Call Stuart
Marantz Europe MD Terrie O'Connell
said that Denon and Marantz may
move towards ' sharing manufacture'

Hopwood 01206 391001.
24-26 FEBRUARY Sound &
Vision 2006, Marriott Hotel,

iPod dock is one option but Apple
charge alot in royalties. We are
thinking of something similar, but

Bristol. Call Audio excellence,
0117926497 www.
bristolshow.co.uk

special to us'.

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
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dollar for your excellent magazine, so to not have

how the Millennium Falcon sounds through their

the page Ialways turn to first is agreat
disappointment. Why not have aholiday in this

subwoofer, or the level of comfort of the

wonderful country you could always check out

demise being encouraged rather than alleviated

my system. Which is Pro-ject perspective

by most of the hi-fi press.
Ayoung person reading ahi-fi mag will come

turntable, Micro MC, Rotel RCD951 CD player,
McLaren amplifiers, Pre 602 power 902.mono
blocks made in New Zealand circa 1985 — they

away with his/her head spinning and ataste of

sound great. Speakers are my own designed and
built omnidirectionals, using Fibrous cement

confused idea that proper music reproduction is
all about spending weekends in second-hand

pipe and Audax drivers.

shops looking for adiscontinued medium,

I'm also amember of the Melbourne Audio

Ienjoyed reading your informative group test

nausea in their mouth. They will have a

listening to their favourite sounds through a

Club — athriving entity of some 150 members.

curtain of snaps, pops and crackles, and

One day my long-suffering wife said: ' Surely
there must aclub for hi-fi nutters like you?' and

spending weeks setting up their turntable.
Hearing their CDs via aseries of boxes,

indeed there was. Magazines are great but join

complete with glowing valves that burn out at

your local audio club to get the most out of your

regular intervals, with abass response that their
MP3 player and sub-woofer can better without

hobby. We visit each other's homes alot for

Getting the
M- Bird

earpieces of their iPods! Ihate to say it, but its

musical evenings ( jazz in my case) and so you

breaking stride. Or spending five years' wages on

can appreciate others systems which is probably

an exotic series of boxes that fill their bedrooms,
and which still lack ' warmth' or ' presence' or

why Imiss the column so much.
Martin Bray, Melbourne, Australia

'musicality', or whatever the latest buzz-word is.
Not to mention the magic ' acoustic table' they

MI Steve Fairclough replies: 'Fear not, Martin.

have to put it on, and the inch-thick cabling you

Articles on readers' systems will be returning in

need to connect all the boxes up.

the very near future. Keep buying HiFi News
and watch this space...'

Get real, guys. Appreciating music isn't atask
—it's apleasure. Whack your CD into the player,
push ' play' and enjoy. If hi-fi is to be restored to

on MP3 players from several competing

APPEAL TO THE MASSES

manufacturers in the June 2005 issue of

Ihave been alover of good music reproduction

people into the hobby, people who appreciate

Hi Fi News. Iwas especially taken with the

since the early 1970s when my most prized

the concept for what it is and what it can do.

M- bird XT- 21. Hcwever, on further

possession was asix-watts- per- channel music

That good music, reproduced over proper

investigation of this intriguing product, I

centre which, to my 14-year- old ears made Olivia

equipment, will enrich your life as much ( or

haven't been able to find adistrilmtor in the

Newton John sound like agoddess, and which

more) than the other forms of recreation, and

UK, et alone Europe. Ihave however found
several non-descript Australian sites selling

enabled Bowie's voice on Lady Stardust to send

can change your life for the better!

several var eties of this MP3 Player. Can you

shivers down my as-yet- unformed spine.
Like many enthusiasts, through the years I

help me find aUK imoorteddistributor?

have made frequent forays back into the hobby,

Where did you obtain the review sample?

going through the usual upgrades, and bouts of

Ben Rose. by e-mail

reading specialists mags etc. It's obvious that
these days, the hobby is slowly dying. Very

• Andrew Harrison responds: ' if any other

few people are likely to be talking

Hi Fi News reader wants to get hold of the

about the bass reproduction of

M- bird XT- 21 its UK distributor is UMAX on

their new amplifier or the

0870 906 3304'.

transient response of

health, it needs to be through bringing new

By all means, print articles about Garrard
301s or Leak Troughlines, but present such
things as interesting curiosities from the past
The Linn Sondek:
on reader Alan Smith's
hi-fi wish list

their speakers.

ALL SYSTEMS GONE?

Instead it's

Please don't tell me you have run out of readers
with interesting systems because Iwon't believe
you. So where has my favourite column gone?
For months now you have not featured areader's
system. Why not? You write enough about hi-fi
shows all over the world but not aword about us
ordinary mortals and how we listen in our own
living rooms. Ilive in sunny Australia and
because of the exchange rate we have to pay top

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778

wwwhifinews.co.uk
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Your views

that still have much to offer, in the manner of an
E-Type Jag for amotor enthusiast. Instead, point
out that for the price of ahalf-decent desktop
they can get hold of ano-fuss budget set-up
from NAD, Marantz or Rotel ( mix and match to
taste) that will blow their mini-system with its
flashing lights into oblivion. Hell, they can even
plug their MP3 player into it if they want. That
Eminem or Destiny's Child sound 10 times as
good through aset of Sennheiser phones than
they ever did through ear- buds. That the
confused muddy intro to that song you
downloaded last week resolves into acrisp,
heart-stopping riff through aset of decent
speakers. Do this, and they'll come running.
Epicureanism isn't just for the aged!
Yes, I'd love aLinn Sondek and Mike
Levinson amp, but reality is reality. My favourite

The classic Garrard 301 turntable from 1956

musicians can make my heart thump on all four
of my set-ups, but Ican tell the difference

magazine refreshing:

between them. It's this difference that should be

1) Your openness in terms of talking about

individuals involved with their origin.

bringing the young back into the fold.

electronics manufacturing and the general trend

legendary products and the companies and

of offshoring to China. Whenever possible. Itry

4) Keep producing and if possible, expand the
AV Tech section of the mag.

• Steve Fairclough responds: 'Icouldn't have put

to purchase products that are produced ir the
country where Ireside. I'm glad I'm not the only

year was a ' tee' to see if wanted to keep

Alan Smith, Brisbane, Australia

Because of where Ilive and the cost, this past

it better myself, Alan. Listening to music is all

one who feels this way.

subscrioing to your magazine. I'm 40- years-old,

about enjoyment and the emotional involvement
we have with it. The hi-fi equipment that

2) Re: the two recent articles on jitter and i.Link

and the original HiFi News & Record Review is

and HDMI ( and Denon Link) I'm wondering if

kind of mythical in my mind. Inever read it, but

enables us to do that can also be loved and

you're on to a ' dirty little secret' in the

Ialways came across good comments about it in

cherished and it's important that we embrace

electronics world. If you do not sync the clocks

my reading of mags over here. Ilike reading

both our hardware and software for the

in the sending and receiving units, jitter will be

about two channel stuff, but the facts of life are

maximum possible enjoyment'.

horrible, and you're better off using 5.1 analog

that now, alot of us listen to two channel

connections. Ihope you continue to pursue this.

sources througt our HT rigs.

REFRESHING CHANGE

3) Iloved the Garrard article on the 301 and

Iam relatively new subscriber from ' across the

401 ( June 2005). Ilike reading reviews of new

pond'. Ihave to tell you. Ireally find your

components, but Ialso like hearing about

Kevin Brown, Santa Clara, California

ONLINE DIY HELP
It was really good 7.o see the recent article on the

Changing phases
Iread with interest the ' Phase Change' article by Keith

DIY Welbourne amp (with mention of DIY
speakers HE10.1). In fact DIY has had ahuge
resurgence in the last few years because of the
support that can now be found on-line at forums
such as diyAudio.com and Audio Asylum. A
DlYer no longer has to hope he can find some

Howard in the July 2005 edition on the issues with

local mentor

speaker crossover design and the common practice of

only the help of abook.

inverting the phase of adrive unit to obtain aflat

or

struggle through aproject with

Aquestion can be posted on-line and

frequency response ( albeit at the expense of poor

someone, in Sweden, or Australia, or the USA, or

impulse response).

anywhere in the world will chime in with

Some 40 years ago or more Idevised amethod of

useful suggestiqns. Frugal-philes (that's my

designing a ' perfect' active analogue crossover, that

trademark, by the way) everywhere are DlYing

is having no amplitude or phase error, for crossovers

their own kit to have aworthwhile music system

of any degree and of course with all the drive units

at afraction of the cost of some of the store

in phase. Unfortunately, being merely an enthusiast

bought hi-fi items.

Iwas never able to exploit the idea. It would be

Also can you please remind Ken Kessler that

ideal for an active speaker although it could also be

the iPod is at its best with full resolution music

used to ' correct' apassive crossover. If phase/

files ripped off your own CDs ( lossless or raw).

impulse response is now the next barrier to

With an HD as source and aRAM buffer it really

perfection it might be agood time to resurrect it!
Ray Spencer-Bamford, by e-mail

is just aportable variation on music servers like
the Linn Kivor.
David Dlugos, by e-mail

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of Hi Fi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail
are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice wD1 be answered, resources permitting, and at our discretion, but we
regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
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Simply
stunning.

The Chord
Choral Series.

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.
A discerning range of compact
system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'
DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•'Symphonic' Phono Stage
•'Prima' Pre-Amplifier
•NEW 'Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
•NEW 'Blu' CD Transport
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

0 CHORD®
Chord Electronics Limited

absolute sounds
NHB-108 model one E
power amplifier

NHB-18 NS preamplifier
(available shortly)

Oxford Audio Consultants are one of the leading specialist
hi-fi outlets in the UK, which is why we are so proud to
represent world-class products from Absolute Souncs. As an
Absolute Sounds Studio Dealer, you can be 100% sure of
exceptional service, backup, long-term support and awideselection of many of the worlds most renowned hi-fi products.
From asingle component to acomplete system, Absolute Sounds
and Oxford Audio Consultants have the answers ard just as
important, the solutions.

darTZeel
We are very pleased to announce that we have been chosen along
with only asmall handful of other Absolute Sound dealers, to
represent darTZeel products in the UK.
The dorTZeel NHB-108 model one Bpower amplifier ( NHB stands
for " Never Heard Before") is based, on the triple principles of
simplicity, purity, and reliability. The NHB-108 model one Bis
painstakingly hand built, the CNC-routed aluminum casework
includes inner and outer compartments: the inner compartment,
beneath the case's "outer interior," contains much of the wiring; the
outer compartment contains the massive power supply and the
output devices.
The darTZeel NHB-108 model one Bwill let you hear so deeply into
the space of arecording that your mind's eye will work overtime
filling in the details. Your hear the music as it was meant to be heard,
delivered with on honesty that few other amplifiers can match.
With the darTZeel NHB-18 NS preamplifier ( available shortly),
instead of offering apreamplifier based on the same approach as
that of its competitors, darTZeel chose to think differently, offering for
the first time in the world what previously seemed impossible.
All will be revealed shortly...

m

mit

Martin Logan are without odoubt ore of the leading designers
in electrostatic loudspeakers. For many years we at Oxford
kidio have shared with () Jr customeis the enioymen' and
peformance that Martin Logan loudspeakers deliver.
[ad- new generation of Marin Logan take aleap
fcrward and Oxford Audio irvites yoo to hear theinewest creation, simply called the Summit.
A New World of high-performance audio... The. resuit of years
of research, the new Summit rm powered hybrid electrostatic
loudspeaker features PoweredForce'm and XStat'm technologies,
dramatically reducing cabinet size, yet establishing new standards tor
effbency, dynamics and precision in cfloorstaeding loudspeoke-.
E>Ferience the new Summ tand foreve- change ycur
e>pectations of what aspeaker can and should be.
For further information or to be one ot the first to experience
the new Martin Logan Summit, why not call Ox;ord
Audio Consultants today and discove• why for rrariy,
nctl-ding compares to the sound of an etectrostatc.

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE LOVE TO LISTEN
Established in 1988. Today we are one of the leading specialists in audio, home cinema,
audio-visual and multi-media installations.

Cantay House
Park End Street
Oxford
OX1 1JD

Tel
01865 790 879
Fax
01865 791 665

Opening Hours
mon-fi: 10am - 6pm
(closed thursday)
sat: 10am - 5pm

jonharker@oxfordaudio.co.uk Iwww.oxfordaudio.co.uk
(visit our web site for the latest information on new/used equipment)

Opinion

Survival
tactics
Software updates, and crosstalk surround

A

Opsodis: surround from front speakers

sour news item reports, Marantz
reckons the audio industry has

to adapt if it is to survive. The
industry has already tried to adapt by

Southampton University in the UK,

offering higher quality surround sound,
from SACD and DVD-Audio. DVD-A is

from only front speakers. The Opsodis

now virtually dead, sunk by the easier
availability of surround from DVD-Video
Dolby Digital and DTS.
SACD is still alive, thanks mainly to

has been promising good surround

OPSODISm

the sale of SACDs as stereo CDs. The
fact that Marantz now crafts only stereo
CD/SACD players, and markets SACD surround players as aDVD

AV product, speaks volumes about the feeling most music lovers
have about surround. It's are-run of the quadraphonic boom
and bust of the 1970s.
The most successful survival option so far has been tc

system builds on the well-known
crosstalk cancellation principle.
Sound from the left channel is
reversed in phase and added to the
right channel so that it cancels out
and the right ear hears only the right
channel to give abinaural effect.

Marantz recently gave Opsodis the opportunity to talk to the
press and demonstrate the technology. The aim was to get
feedback but the Opsodis team, including Chief Technical
Officer Takashi Takeuchi, clearly surprised Marantz by
announcing that Marantz would ' launch during next year', that

the pity. Apart from the insidious move towards lower sound

'many AV manufacturers will join this sound revolution', and
'Marantz will lead the move'. During adescription of the

quality, it sucks hi-fi into the awful computer world of
downloading software updates. This is tolerated by PC users, but

complex theory behind the system, Opsodis even quoted aprice
of € 2500 for a ' lifestyle' system including aMarantz amplifier

it is not what home entertainment is all about.
The UK's Digital Television Group has tackled the problem
head on. The Freeview boxes that bring digital terrestrial TV and

with built-in Opsodis processor and front speaker units.

integrate iPod and MP3 playback with home audio. And more's

radio into our homes need occasional software updates if they
are going to offer new features like the seven-day electronic
programme guide or interactive news. These come over the air
and are then burned nto the receiver's flash memory. The user
can choose between updating for new features or saying no and
missing out on the new features.
The DTG tests every update before it is released over the air
to ensure that the update for one box model does not stop
another box model working. But the DTG does not have to test
updates that arrive over aphone line. And this is what happens
with one Freeview digital TV and radio receiver, the iPlayer from

FROGS AT THE FRONT
Demonstrations were given to groups of only five journalists at a
time sitting in the room centre, in front of aplasma screen and
three bookshelf speakers laying on their sides like small coffins.
The centre speaker has two tweeters ( left and right) and two

Can you wonder why Iworry
about afuture audio world that
relies on upgrades by phone?

Netgem that is also sold by BT. The box only gets its updates by
modem and phone line. The owner pays for the call.
Irecently connected an early model iPlayer to aphore line
and accepted the on-screen invitation to update its software.
Knowing that amains failure during upgrade can corrupt the
chip memory and kill adevice stone dead, Iran the iPlayer from
an Uninterruptible Power Supply. But the box locked up halfway
through the ' Loading Upgrade' step with the phone line still
connected. After waiting over an hour Ihad to pull the plugs.
This left the player completely dead. A month later Ian still
waiting for Netgem to do as Isuggested and collect the iPlayer
for post-mortem. Can you wonder why Iworry about afuture
audio world that relies on upgrades by phone line?

midrange units ( left and right); there are two bass drivers in
each of two outer cabinets. The walls of the room were damped
to show that the system did not rely on wall reflections.
Ademonstration recording of frogs at the front and thunder
at the rear was very effective, and excerpts from martial arts
fantasy movie House of Flying Daggers sent fight and drum
effects wafting round the room. But arecording of acar driving
away gave an image which was hard to locate. Most worrying,
my request to hear music through the system was refused. ' We
have not prepared any music,' said Takeuchi.
No music at aMarantz audio event?! No wonder Marantz said
afterwards they would only be interested in selling Opsodis as a
way to create pseudo-surround from alifestyle AV package, with

Better sound from fewer speakers sounds like good news, in

single small and stylish speaker unit at the front — not three
large front boxes that users may well find more intrusive than a

theory at least. Opsodis, acommercial company spin-off from

quartet of small satellite speakers around the room.

SURROUND FROM TWO SPEAKERS
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Tower of Power
It may cost over £ 12,000, but ATC's Anniversary SCM 50
offers adriver configuration never before available in one
of its floorstanders, plus atrio of re-vamped Class A amps.
Dave Berriman reckons it sounds sublime

30th Anniversa
PRICE

A

Si nature SCM 50 ASL Tower

£12.720

TC has been quietly going about its business of making
loudspeakers since 1974 — not ordinary loudspeakers
mind,

but

high-powered

designs

with

high-fidelity

One of founder Bill Woodman's first
product was the now-famed three-inch midrange dome
driver, designed to reproduce music more convincingly
by combining smooth frequency response, low
aspirations.

coloration, wide dispersion and dynamic range.
The ' Limited Edition 30th Anniversary Signature
SCM 50 ASL Tower', to give it its full name, is aspecial
edition of ATC's well-established SCM 50 active
stand-mount loudspeaker. It uses the latest derivation
of the famed midrange dome, the SM75-150S, with
ATC's 234mm ATC woofer and 25mm soft-domed silver
voice-coiled tweeter and is the first time this
configuration has been available as afloorstander.
In recent years, ATC has up-rated its drive units by
incorporating its Super Linear high gauss magnet
technology. This makes use of electrically insulating
magnetic materials in the magnet system to reduce eddy
currents by more than 10 to 15dB and give asubstantially
cleaner sound. The all-electronic crossovers are fourth
order ' to eliminate phase and harmonic distortions'
introduced by typical passive crossovers'.
Apart from the stunning high-gloss piano finish,
which is in honey-hued multi-grained American burr
magnolia veneer and ' aeronautical grade' polished
aluminium trim, the extra 15% in internal volume
improves the bass alignment for even deeper low
frequencies. Also part of the Anniversary Signature
package is an attractive acrylic base and spiked ' feet',
both of which provide physical support for what is an
extremely heavy design.

www.hifinews.co.uk

The internal amplifiers run in Class A up to twothirds of the full-rated power, which is 200 watt for
bass, 100 watt for midrange and 50 watt for the tweeter.
They have been re-vamped with new ultra-low noise
discrete circuitry but retain the same grounded source
technology as in the standard model. With aclaimed
noise floor of —90dB, the only noise audible via these
speakers should be from the source equipment.
SOUND QUALITY
The first thing Inoticed about the sound of the SCM 50
Anniversary was the sheer solidity and stability of the
soundstage it created (stereo imaging is absolutely
pin-sharp) and its even, consistent tonal balance. For
instance, playing Ivo Janssen's recording of Bach's Well
Tempered Clavier [
Void 98013] the piano position was
convincingly centre-stage, remarkably clear and lifelike,
down to the subtle but not emphasised tap of fingernails
on keys and the full, rich sound of the instrument's
body. Indeed, Ihave rarely heard piano reproduced
sound so convincingly. Just take the left hand, for

The piano position was centrestage, remarkably clear.., down to
the tap of fingernails on keys
instance. Through many loudspeakers this sounds weak
or muddled, but here it was accorded a power and
solidity that is rarely heard. The longest strings were
given equal weight to those higher in the scale, assisted
no doubt by the loudspeaker's unusually wide frequency
range. While the sound is both rich and powerful, it's k
not over-resonant or muddled and in that sense these

Hi-FiNews
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Titanium- finished
heatsinks
disperse heat
from the three
amplifiers per
box, totalling
350W class A
power

magnificent loudspeakers convey just the right balance
of power, solidity and precision.
Moving on to a different solo instrument, Ispun a
25-year-old Decca CD of Kyung Wha Chung playing the
Beethoven Violin Concerto with the Vienna Philarmonic,
conducted by Kirill Kondrashin [Decca 400 048-2]. As
an early digital recording, this usually lacks the relative
translucency of modern 16-bit fare. From past
experience her violin can sound fierce and unyielding
when replayed over unforgiving systems, but with the
ATC and, it must be said, the Musical Fidelity kW
SACD player with valve output stage [see p56 of this
issue for afull review], the string tone was much more
natural than usual and surprisingly fresh.
Her technique was easy to hear, the subtlest variations
in bowing were clearly apparent and the string tone and

Brubeck's Take Five really swung,
with the sax firmly at the centre,
full toned and not at all shrill

il

delicacy were excellent — at least given the age of this
recording. There was no harshness, brittleness,
roughness or ` shouty', ' horny' quality to the violin or
orchestra — just a sense of natural openness and
transparency coupled with the firm foundation provided
by a solid and powerful (but not too powerful) lower
_
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midrange and bass output. Ihave rarely heard this old
disc sound so good. Most noticeable was how the tone
of the violin remained consistent through the range,
with little or no obvious changes in character introduced
by transitions between the various drive units. Also, it
could be played at realistic concert levels without
my having to leap to turn down the volume control for
relief from listening fatigue.
Maybe having soft domes for the mid and treble helps
consistency, but these drivers must be knitted together
well in amplitude and phase to achieve this. Also most
noticeable was the warmth and richness of the orchestral
sound and the lovely tone of the double basses. The
massed strings were brilliant in tone, but not harsh.
Dave Brubeck's 'Take Five' from Time Out SACD
[Columbia Legacy CS 65122] really swung, with Paul
Desmond's sax firmly at the centre, full toned and not at
all shrill. The drums had real power and scale. Indeed,
it is rare to find drums sounding so realistic — most
likely acombination of the unusually deep and even
bass and low distortion [see Lab Test measurements].
The sound in this recording is quite ' dry', controlled
and neutral and one could almost imagine sitting in the
booth during the first playback. Bass was excellent,
though this particular recording's treble quality was
undistinguished. The SCM 50 can't improve on what's
on the recording, but if it has been captured faithfully
one can be assured it will be reproduced well.
At this point I substituted an Audio Research
Reference 2 all-valve pre -amp for the ATC SCA3
all-discrete solid-state unit. Coupled with the valve

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Lab report
The composite curve, comprising

right-hand loudspeaker), introducing

combined anechoic axial and near-field

different variations towards the left and

woofer/mid range frequency responses,

right. Once again, the curves were

is shown in Fig 1. This indicates avery

consistent and smooth.

even frequency response, with nicely

Various sine-wave sweeps were

extended and gently falling bass output

carried out, to measure harmonic

(-3dB at 39Hz) which reaches way

distortion. In Fig 4are shown

idown to 30Hz (-6dB), without peaking.
The mild low-frequency lift in the

non-gated sine measurements. These
were measured at 0.25m, mid-way

composite curve is mainly due to the

between woofer and port, at alevel

near-field measuring technique. The

equal to 90dB at one metre ( more

port was tuned low (to around 27Hz),

accurate at low frequencies).

which extends bass far deeper than is
usual and helps keep distortion down to

At 40Hz, second harmonic ( blue]
was just 3.3% and third 2.2% [green

Three amps sit

the lowest audible frequencies. Treble

Fourth and fifth harmonics ( brown,

inside each

was smooth and extended too, with just

grey] were only 0.7% at this frequency.

speaker with a

amild lift at high frequencies on-axis.

At 100Hz, distortion was even lower.

power inlet and

Overall, as measured, the frequency

Second harmonic was less than 0.5%,

XLR balanced

response held within ± 3dB from 40Hz

third under 0.3% and fourth and fifth

signal input at the

to 20kHz, which is pretty good.

even less.

cabinet base

The off- axis curve family of frequency

/

responses of the SCM 50 ASL Tower

[were measured at one metre, initially at

,

Gated measurements, on the
midrange axis at 0.5m gave more
accurate mid-range and treble figures

atypical listening height of 89cm from
the base, which is mid-way between the

(curves not shown). These indicated

midrange and tweeter. The responses

through the mid and treble.

'showed good consistency, marginally
smoother below axis than above.
Bearing in mind this is athree-way,

remarkably low distortion of under 1%
The waterfall family of curves ( not
shown here), indicated some well
distributed ridges of energy through the

Tweeter above

and that listening is usually done at two

midrange and treble. These were not

SM75-150S

metres or more, the vertical tests were

the lowest levels of delayed energy I've

midrange driver

repeated with the microphone on the

seen, but the energy is spread out

mid- range axis (see Fig 2). This tells a

across the frequency range. There were

output stage of the

similar story but with less of adip on

no major peaks which could stand out

Musical

and below axis.

to become noticeable and this, no

Fidelity

kW SACD player,
this

brought

further

level

translucency
fluidity
fancied

of
and

into

system

a

The curves for horizontal off-axis
measurements are shown in Fig 3.
Note that the drivers are offset to the
left on the front baffle ( measuring the

doubt, accounts for the low audible
coloration recorded.
This was avery fine set of
measurements, as one would expect.

the

and

I

I could

hear the benefits
of

the

speaker's

on-board Class A
amplifiers

even

more clearly.
Shifting a gear
in musical genres,
Morcheeba's
Calm

,o
ewe<

Big

[
Indochina

Fig 1. On-axis composite 20Hz-20kHz

Fig 2. Off-axis response, vertical

Fig 3. Off-axis response, lateral

Fig 4. Harmonic distortion ( see text)

3984222442] featured Skye's voice as smooth and silky
as one could wish, while in ' Part of the Process' the
floor fairly shook with awesomely deep and powerful
but well-controlled bass. This CD is richly layered with
effects, such as multiple loops, samples, ' scratches' and
echoes. Every little detail was audible and one can
imagine the ATC 50 as the heart of aproductive studio
acting as aclear window on the recording. Even in the
most complex mixes, the sounds held together and kept
the strands separated. That is the mark of afine monitor
— atrue monitor, not merely amarketing label.
Voice was particularly well reproduced. For instance,
James Taylor and Mark Knopfler's vocals in ' Sailing to

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Hi-FiNews Definitive Test
loudspeaker

Those drivers,
and cabinets
with their
honey coloured
American Burr
Magnolia veneer

Philadelphia' were rendered superbly. From Elvis
singing ' Four Leaf Clover' on acompilation CD to Van
Morrison's difficult-to-handle guttural drawl in 'The
Last Laugh' from Sailing to Philadelphia, the ATC
delivered the goods in afree, natural and easy manner.
There is one thing about these loudspeakers which
may not appeal to everyone used to hi-fi with the
emphasis on 'hi'. I think it's the ATC's intrinsic
neutrality and lack of emphasis or distortion. One could
call it lack of character — but in aloudspeaker that's a
benefit to my ears. Some listeners may find them atrifle
underwhelming — at least at first. It's important to give
them time, allow one's ears to adjust and learn to
appreciate their subtle understated analysis and then
you might find it difficult to revert to 'ordinary'
speakers. If you like music larger than life or with
obvious ' clarity' and ' definition' you may prefer
something more ' impressive', but if you enjoy live and
natural-sounding music there's no doubt you'll enjoy
these magnificent loudspeakers.
The price of around £12,720 may seem expensive.
but just remember each loudspeaker houses three highquality low-distortion amplifiers of startling sound
quality. There's always the passive version at £10,280,
but then you'll need to find areally good amplifier for
the difference in price. Ireckon the extra cost of the
active version represents excellent value. Then there's

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The price may seem expensive,
but each speaker houses three
high- quality Class A amplifiers

the fact that with the ' active' version, all that's required
for a stunning system is a pre-amplifier and signal
source of comparable quality.
A pair of these speakers may set you back the price of
a decent car, but what pleasure they can bring. With
hand-built quality, furniture-quality finish and a sixyear no quibble guarantee, they could be the last
loudspeakers you'll ever need to buy. II

Supplier
Loudspeaker Technology Limited
01285 760561
www.atc.gb.net

Hi-FiNews verdict
A studio- quality speaker that combines fine engineering, solid hand
built construction and accurate, musically satisfying replay in the
home. While it's not cheap, remember this is an active design and so
comes with dedicated high quality power amplification on board.
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3D Acoustic Orne• aDrive CD Pla er

banner as the Omega Drive once the original's
power supply has been modified for the UK mains.
You know you're dealing with something alittle

aseparate box in order to minimize RFI/EMI noise

different when you take delivery of ametal flight

in the main CD player chassis.
The CD player is made from CNC machined
aluminium. Inset in the main chassis is asecond

(CD-T100/SCD-T200), it has only now

case in which is housed not just the CD player
itself but two remote control handsets, a power

piece of aluminium that holds the display and
control panel while a third piece, made from

decided to launch an assault on the high end.
The player is the limited edition CDT- 300, sold

supply, two sets of feet, two CD lids, the lid holder,
a pair of gloves and a cloth for cleaning the

frosted acrylic, holds the feet. The player's lid

in the UK by Real 1-1i Fi under its 3D Acoustics

player's casework. The power supply is housed in

that grips the center spindle of the transport, and

PRICE

£4000

W

hile Shanling is well known for its entry
level ( CD-T80) and midrange CO players

28
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FiefINSVIS

comprises two pieces: a small magnetic clamp
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Auditionsl

CD player

Left: Separate power supply; the remotes ( smaller
handset is equipped with basic functions only);
stand to hold puck and lid while changing discs
speaker cables connected to Martin Logan SL-3
speakers. Isotek Orion mains filters provided
front-end mains filtration while the Isotek Titan
filtered power to my power amp. During the test
the CDT- 300 also partnered aMusical Fidelity A5
pre/power and kW pre/kW 750 power combination
along with a Shanling STP-80 integrated valve
amp. Reference digital sources included Musical
Fidelity TriVista 21 and X-Ray V3, plus Perpetual
Technologies P-1A/P-3A Signature upsampler/
DAC. Speakers included Leema Acoustics Xavier,
PMC GB1 and Hyperion HPS-938.
SOUND QUALITY
This machine is really two players in one, having
both single-ended and balanced audio outputs.
Switchable upsampling was tried in both singleended and balanced modes, and in both the
player was preferred with upsampling turned on.
This is how it remained for the rest of the test.
Beginning with the player on the single-ended
connection, this is not just agood performer, but
one that offers some of the finest CD playback
I've heard. The first thing to hit you is the size of
the soundstage. This not only easily surpasses
what is ' good' for digital, it heads towards the
image size you get from afine analogue source.
The lateral stage extends acouple of feet beyond
the outer edges of the speakers and is solidly
rendered with tactile,
believable images.
Meanwhile, the depth is arevelation, being on a
par with that offered by range-topping dCS and
Accuphase components. Lead vocals, such as
Dido's on 'The Hunter' from No Angel [
BMG
74321-80268-2], are placed a little in front of
the plane of the speakers and are exquisitely
scaled with convincing height and air.
While Iwas concerned that the permanently
connected valves in the output stage would
introduce extra warmth to the sound, this was
unfounded, though there is no doubt that this
player has some of the most powerful and dynamic

Shanling's 3D Acoustics Omega Drive CD player
is alimited edition, high- end newcomer. In an
exclusive test David Al/cock powers up this
stylish system to

ehow well it performs

low-frequency reproduction I've yet heard from
digital at any price. Not only is it extended, it
carries ahuge quotient of energy that was able to
drive any music — from Brubeck to Jakarta — in an
enthusiastic and enjoyable way.
As for the midrange, this was superb, being
open and transparent and possessing the kind of
dexterity and texture that will satisfy the most
pedantic enthusiast of female vocals and piano.
The high frequencies were also outstanding,
sounding not only detailed but grain-free and

amuch larger unit made from clear Perspex with

INSTALLATION

smooth, with a wealth of detail allowing this

an aluminium handle that isthen placed on top of

The CDT- 300 was praced on top of my Clearlight

player to be held up in comparison with dCS,

the transport to seal the CD in the player.

Audio Super Position 'T' rack with the power

Mark Levinson

The whole player is bathed in Shanling's
signature blue light, with the lid holder lighting

supply on an adjacent rack. The player was

its resolving abilities.

up when the lid is placed on it. The top plate of

Atlas Elektra balanced and single-ended cables

mode,

the player has five buttons: stop, pause, play, next
track and previous track. All other functions are

simultaneously. The KRC-3 was connected to a
Bryston 3B-SST power amp via Townshend IsoIda

performance that switching to balanced operation
would deliver. Lead vocals on 'The Hunter', and

accessed by the larger remote control.

DCT-100, with Townshend ' solda DCT bi-wire

'Wuthering Heights' from Kate Bush's The Whole

www.hifinews.co.uk

connected to aKrell KRC-3 pre-amplifier via both

Reference and Accuphase

in

As good as this player was in single-ended
I was not prepared for the uplift in
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ART Audio
ART Loudspeakers
Audio Analogue
Aurum Cantus
Audio Physic
Audionet
AVI
Bel Canto
Black Rhodium

Aucío Consultants

Blue Note
Border Patrol
Custom Design
Croft
GamuT
Goldring
Graaf
Hovland
Isol-8

Living Voice
Lumley
McIntosh
Musical Fidelity
Musical First
Opera
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos

Project
QED
Ref 3a
Resolution
Roksan
Shanling
Soundstyle
Stello
TacT Audio

Triangle
Trichord
Townshend Audio
Unison Research
Wadia
Whest
Wilson Benesch
Vertex AQ
and many more.

Exclusive Brands to Shadow Audio Consultants include:

Full- range available for demonstration.
ART Audio
Designed and
hand-built in
England by Tom
Willis, ART Audio
Amplifiers are not
just beautiful to behold, but beautiful
to listen to as well.
ART Audio Amplifiers can be tailormade to suit you exact requirements.

GamuT
To compliment
their range
411)
of existing
products, arange
mat
of stunning
loudspeakers are now available.
Pictured are the bookshelf 13 model
in stunning Birds-eye Maple Gloss.

McIntosh
A laboratory is
riot afactory; it
is aplace where
people search for
ways to improve
the quality of life, where things are
designed and built to an ever-higher
standard, instead of aprice.

Products that reproduce the entire
range of musical notes.

By design... there is nothing like .1
McIntosh.

TacT Audio
True Room
Correction
and Digital
Amplification.
Pushing the limits of technology to
bring you the best and most lifelike
listening experience possible. Products
that synergistically combine numerous
technological innovations to the full!
Loudspeakers also available.

Shadow Audio are major stockists for awide range of brands including:
Full- range available for demonstration.
ART
Loudspeakers
Based in the
west coast of
Scotland, ART
Loudspeakers are
acompany specialising in the design
and manufacture of domestic two
channel and home theatre speakers.
Speakers that very simply - produce
music as it is!

Bel Canto
High-end audio
equipment that
brings you closer
to the music,
reproducing
sound so precisely you'll think you're
at alive performance. Bel Canto puts
you inside the sound stage during
recording and brings music and •
movies to life in your own home.

Shanling
A range of very
distinctive,
beautifully built
and superb
sounding valve
based products from China.
Full-range available for demonstration
including the very limited edition
SCD-T300. Be very quick if you want
one!

Wadia
True State-of-theart CD Players.
The legendary
Wadia 861 is
now available in three versions,
which means the best is now more
affordable than ever!!
Rediscover your entire CD collection
today with Wadia!

Special Offers:

News & Announcements:

On the following mains filtration systems. All Isol-8 products,
including: Cleanline2 - £295, Mini Sub2 - £495 and
lsotek's incredible New Titan - £ 1425, Gil Solus - £295 or
GII Minisub - £495

Througlhout 2005, we will be holding aseries of very special Music Evenings.

Come with FREE delivery, FREE Isol8/1sotek mains cable worth
£.40 and a30- day money hack ttuarantre.

Why not join us for an evening of music with friends! Each Music Evening will
focus on aspecific product or system. Experts will be on-hand at all times to
give advice and answer any questions that you may have. Please register your
interest as early as possible to avoid disappointment. Places are limited and by
appointment only.

Best Part- Exchange Prices
For full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products, our extensive used listing, links to
reviews, technical information and much more, visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk

CD Players
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista CD Player
Sony 777ES SACD
DCS Verdi latest spec
DOE Elgar Plus, latest spec + Siltech firewire cable
Audio Analogue Meastro CD player
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Digital Processor / DAC
BAT VK5 DSE CD player
Gryphon Tabu (£3800)
Wadia 270 Transport, current spec
DCS Verdi La Scala Transport (£9499)
Musical Fidelity A308CD player
Roksan Kandy MKIII silver/black ex-dem
Audio Analogue Paganini
Audio Analogue Meastro CD player
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CD
Musical Fidelity A3.2 CD player

£1695
£1195
£3595
£4595
£795
£1495
£2895
£1795
£3950
£6995
£995
£450
£475
£950
£1695
£549

Amplifiers
Pathos Classic One mk11
Shanling STP-80 integrated valve amplifier
MusicafFidelity Nu-Vista amplifier
Pathos Logos Integrated
Audio SynIheris Passion Ultimate passive pre
Moon i5 integrated amplifier (£2695)
Plinius SA 10D MK3
Plinius Ml6P (with phono stage)
Classe CA-401 power amplifier
Classe CP 47.5 reference pre amp
Mark Levinson 26s pre-amp
Musical Fidelity A308 integrated
Musical Fidelity P270.2 power amplifier
Quad II-forty system,pre-an1)+2 mono blocks
Plinius CD LAD balanced pre-amp
Audio Analogue Meastro
Chord SPM 500 power amplifier
Krell KAV 300i
Musical Fidelity A3.2 Integrated
ES Lab DXS4 digital amplifier

£950
£895
£1695
£1695
£849
£1595
£1695
£1195
£2995
£1295
£2495
£949
£595
£2495
£495
£895
£895
£995
£595
£1295

Mark Levinson 28 pre-amplifier
Mark Levinson 27.5 power amplifier
Croft TS1 with Epoch Pre (£3000)
Roksan Caspian M Series pre+monoblocks
ART Conductor Pre-amp
Conrad Johnson 16LS pre-amp (£8000)
Audio Analogue Puccini Settanta (£950)
Musical Fidelity A3cr pre amp
Sugclen Masterclass Mono blocks (£6600)
Sugden Masterclass Pre-amplifier (£2300)
Audio Note Soro SE + built in phonostage
Graaf GM50, KT88 valve amp, black (£4M0)
Musical Fidelity X-150 v3 (£799)
Hovland HP100 pre+built in phstage (£5350)
Hovland Radia Power amplifier (£ 7995)
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (£7325)
Quad four forty valve pre/power (£4000)
Audio Analogue New Maestro (£ 1750)
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta
Unison Research SR 1
Musical Fidelity A308 Power amplifier
Musical Fidelity A308 Pre amplifier
Roksan Kandy MKIII (silver or black)

£995
£1995
£1995
£2295
£1595
£3750
£790
£475
£3995
£1299
£1195
£2790
£650
£3995
£4995
£4995
£2495
£1255
£395
£895
£995
£995
£450

Loudspeakers
Diapason Karis Ill speakers + matching stands £ 1095
Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home (£ 1900) £1195
Ref 3a Dacapo i, maple (£2700)
£1650
LivingVoice Avatar II s
peakos in Maple (12700) £ 1950
Audio NoteAN-J spears, blad<+stands (£200)) £495
JM Lab Cobalt 816s (£999)
£695
Triangle Heliade, Champagne finish (£595) £395
Triangle Naja (£1995)
£1195
ATC SCM-50ASL, Yew (£7947)
£4995
Wilson Benesch ARC'S with stands (£2500) £ 1699
Soundlab Millenium M3 + optional Torroidal £3995
Transformers + bi-wire (£10k)
JM Labs Electra 905, cherry (£ 1295) £599
Triangle Australe in cherry (£3300) £1995,
Totem Model One + beaks in Natural Cheny .£699

Living Voice Avatar OBX-R in Cherry
Wilson Benesch Discovery (£5700)
Martin Logan Ascent i, new £4330 '
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new £5000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
Audio Physic Spark3, Cherry or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo 3i, Cherry or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo3i SE, Cherry/light maple
Audio Physic Virgo Ill, Cherry
Wilson Benesch te‘CT 1, Cherry
Triangle Antal ES

£2695
£3895
£2995
£3600
£2999
£1250
£1395
£1799
£2895
£3595
£595

Analogue
Linn LP12, Nairn Aero tonearm, Armageddon
PSU, Cirkus bearing excellent cond (£40004-)
SME 10, boxed AS NEW (£2800)
Audio Synthesis Passion Phono stage MM/MC
Linn LP12 + Ittok LVII and Valhalla PSU
SME 20/2a + SME Vtonearm (£5695)
Pathos In The Groove MKII (£ 1200)
Wilson Benesch Full Circlet-Ply Cart (£2100)
Musical Fidelity M1 turntable, boxed as new
Pro-ject 2.9 wood + Ortofon 510 cartridge
Michell Orbe SE boxed as new
Tom Evans 'The Groove' phono stage(£1900)
SME 10A, boxed
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
EAR 834P de- luxe phono stage
Ortofon Jubilee - very low hours
Trichord Dino - silver front

£ 1595
£1895
£795
£795
£3695
£695
£1495
£1990
£350
£1595
£1250
£2495
£695
£250
£795
£199

Miscellaneous
Naim olive Hi-Cap
Stax SRS 4040 tube system
1SOL-8 2k Qube2 mains conditioner
Townshend Super Tweeters,7Itanium matt
Stax SRS 4040 tube system - boxed unused
List is updated on adaily basis via website

Shadow Audio Consultants, 21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU
tel: 01592 744 779 Ifax: 01592 744 710 Iinfo@shadowaudio.co.uk I www.shadowaudio.co.uk

£495
£595
£995
£650
£795
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CD player
Story [
EMI CDP 7464142] literally leaped into
the room, with musicians on both albums placed
on the largest soundstage I've yet heard from a
digital source. Performers were detached from the
speaker cabinets and the room boundaries simply
melted away. Meanwhile, spatial information was
downright astonishing. So convincing was the
illusion of space around and between performers
when heard from the sweet-spot that Ifelt that if
Irose from my chair Icould walk between and
around them. And the bass, already solid, became
incredibly authoritative.
Siemens 7308 NOS double-triode vacuum tubes

Digital and analogue outputs are found to the rear

almost always failed to deliver fully — until, that

the already quiet noise floor. This allowed more

in players and DACs that sound closed- in and

is, you start spending five figures on acomponent.

subte intonation in vocal delivery to be heard,

If the Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 and Perpetual

heigntening the illusion of the performer being

lacking in air. Rather, the CDT- 300 managed a
highly accomplished performance with the kind of

Technologies P-1A/P-3A Signature combination
gave me my first insight into what digital bass had

present in the room, with even subtle changes in
breathing being clearly audible.

detail and resolution more typically associated
with the very finest in analogue playback.

Digital has always had the potential to better
vinyl in its bass accuracy and power, but has

the potential to achieve, the CDT-300 in balanced

It should ccme as no surprise that the high

The best, however, has been saved until last.

operation finally delivered on the promise. Indeed,

frequencies also improved, in this case taking on

Dynamics, both macro and micro, are, in my

this is the first digital source to truly assault my

a shimmering, ilfuminated quality without ever

experience, unmatched by any digital component

Basis/Graham/Lyra Argo front end when it comes
to bass power and resolution, giving incredible
insight

into the full extension, texture and,

critically, the timing of bass notes.
The bass line on ' Cold, Cold Heart' from Norah
Jones' Come Away With Me [
EMI 7243 538609
2 9] finally took on the space and power of the
Classic Records vinyl version, solidly underpinning

it can go from awhisper to amaelstrom
in the space of single note in away
that'll have you jumping out of your seen

the whole track and making listening a more
enjoyable experience in general. What's more,
vocal performances, whether from Norah Jones,

becoming exaggerated or forward. The result was

I've heard to date. The player's incredibly quiet

enhancements to both the delicacy and subtleties

operation in balanced mode undoubtedly helps its

Dido, Celine Dion or Sting were all embodied with
greater presence, scale and solidity, while the

of note decay and texture,

while ambience

capabilities in portraying micro-dynamic shifts in

previously unheard was revealed for the first time.

the music, not to mention its ability to pull subtle

astonishing transparency of the player, already

Anc all this was acconplished without the player's

decay and textural information out of arecording

excellent in single-ended

designers resorting to the still over- used trick of
subtly rolling off high frequencies, which results

that would otherwise be obscured by the noise

mode,

was further

enhanced, aided perhaps by further lowering of

floor. But the macro dynamic range of this player
is simply staggering. It can go from a gentle
whisper to a sonic maelstrom in the space of

The technology used

single note in amanner that will have you jumping

The CDT- 300's exotic chassis is home to arare

Mark Levinson Reference 30.6 DAC and

transport, the Philips CDM-4 Pro swing arm

Boulder 1012 (where two are used). So the

mechanism, widely considered to be one of the
finest mechanisms ever made. It is due to the

CDT- 300 is certainly in good company.

not just in its price category, but as a digital

The IN stage is carried out by adozen
Burr- Brown OPA627 op-amps ( also shared with
the Levinson Reference 30.6). The OPA627 is

component at any price. Its outstanding build
quality, striking looks, the meticulous attention to
detail paid at both a mechanical and electronic

own suspension that ' floats' the transport free

another component to have garnered a
significant following in DIY circles for

areference standard, makes this player, even at

of the chassis, making it all but immune to

upgrading CD players due to its smooth sound,

£4000, averitable bargain. Add in its exclusivity,

unwanted external vibrations.

precision and speed. However, it's rarely used

with only 300 being manufactured worldwide,

due to its price. For example, atypical op-amp,

and just 25 allocated for the UK, and you have a

the AD712, adual-channel design, can be

true collectors' item. What more can Isay other
than that Iwant one! •

rarity of these transports that the CDT- 300 is
limited to only 300 units worldwide. The
transport is mounted inside the chassis on its

To capitalize on the advantages the Philips
transport brings, Shanling's designers had to
come up with some pretty special electronics.
They began with the SM5847 upsampling and
lfilter

chip from NPC — certainly one of the best

;off-the-shelf units available. From here the

purchased for £4.50 whereas the OPA627

spared on the components in the CDT- 300.
balanced outputs, and here these are always

operate in parallel for single-ended operation
and two per leg in balanced mode.

con lected to the valves — in this case four
Siemens NOS 7308 dual triodes with gold

This is the first Shanling player to feature

The 1704K, while not the latest DAC ( it was

pins. It's achoice made not only on the basis

originally released in 1998), is still considered

of sound quality but also because this tube is

www.hifinews.co.uk

Make no doubt about it, this player is stunning,

level, together with asound quality that is truly of

might cost upwards of twice that, for a
single-channel device_ No expense has been

digital data goes to eight Burr- Brown PCM
1704K DACs, arranged so that four DACs

to be one of the best ever made, and was used
Lip components like the Wadia 861 CD player,

out of your seat.

easy to find almost anywhere in the world
should replacements be required.

Supplier
Real Hi-Fi
0870 909 6777
www.realhi-fi.com

FIFFINews verdict
Astunning piece of audio engineering, this player
earns an unequivocal recommendation and is a
must-audition If you are considering a player at
over £3000. Shafting should be proud of itself.
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MartinLogan Summit • loudspeaker

aks
Twin Pe

EXC[.1J1ev11\/ E

Pretty, petite, and sounding superior to its predecessors, the Summit may be a
classic hybrid panel speaker but it marks aturning point in the evolution of
MartinLogan. Ken Kessler finds himself in the presence of greatness
doorway at 20 feet from the hot seat - didn't

Martinlo an Summit
PRICE

£8498

woofers ( no light means no power, green is play

matter. Iwas hearing something truly exceptional.

mode, yellow is stand-by and red means initialising

Open, clear, fast.., and so powerful that Ithought

or ' safe' mode, if the system has overheated).

I'd wandered into the Wilson or Kharma rooms.

By the way, the Summit comes with the most

fter a run of criminally ridiculous model

A

What Isaw were acouple of speakers that were

names - ' Grotto', ' Passage' and ' Depth' -

so pretty and so, well, dainty that Ithought there

As

someone at MartinLogan has whipped up a

must have been acouple of Descent sub-woofers

moniker with relevance: Summit. And why not?

bottomed

hiding behind a curtain. Nuh-uh. This petite

Where else should you be after an ' Ascent'? In

Remove the bottom cap, though, and there are

model is only 59in tall, and that lower box, with

big, fat threaded spikes within, for use on carpeted
floors. So simple, yet so downright clever.

clever feet I've ever seen, on any speaker system.
delivered,

they're

cylinders

hard-floor-friendly,

with

height

flat-

adjustment.

actuality, this all- new model doesn't replace the

its mere 12.5 x20.5in footprint, is only 16in tall

Ascent; it displaces the dearer Prodigy, but at

at the back. Because the mesh grille runs the full

But it's what's not on view that matters even

least there's a linguistic link with one existing

height of the speaker, unlike certain ML models

model in the range. And the Summit is classic

more. Inside the familiar see-through mesh is the

with acloth-on- sculpted- frame grille for the lower

MartinLogan: an electrostatic hybrid floorstanding
model rather than one of those architectural,
on-wall/in-wall models. And it could prove to be a
major turning point in MartinLogan evolution.
Although the product

latest XStat Transducer, using the CLS curve that
section, it appears ' lighter' and less intrusive. I has always ensured that MartinLogan speakers
can only imagine how the speakers look with the
aren't ' hot seat' electrostatics. That curve is ML's
optional clear alloy grille. (' New Look' sidebar.)
solution to achieving ' a smooth pattern of
Acouple of other cool fillips add to the Summit

dispersion without degrading sound quality.' The

literature drips with

experience. There's now ablue ' pilot' light running

diaphragm wears aconductive coating applied to

techno-babble there is away to sift through the

the depth of the top panel of the bass enclosure,

sales guff and get right down to the nitty-gritty. All

the polymer surface at an atomic level, using a

and you can dim it or turn it off entirely with a

plasma bonding process. Then, a proprietary
compound is ' driven into the surface of the

The Summit was one of very few
products Iheard at CES that Iabsolutely,
positively had to get hold of for review

polymer film in an oxygen- free argon chamber.'
ML states that this process ensures ' extremely
uniform
optically

I

massless

surface resistivity characteristics,
transparent
diaphragm.

surface,
This

and

an

a nearly

uniform

surface

resistivity controls the electrostatic charge on the
diaphragm surface and regulates its migration. As
aresult, no discharging or " arcing" can occur.'

you really need to know, if you're eager to get to

rotary

is

ML calls its stator technology ' MicroPerf' and it

the closing paragraph, are: 1) The Summit is

accompanied by two others allowing you to adjust

gets the credit for much of the down-sizing.

control

at

the

back.

That

rotary

substantially smaller than its ancestors. 2) It's

levels at 25Hz and 50Hz by ± 10dB to deal with

According to ML, ' MicroPerf reveals more open

even prettier than the last few ranges of ' Logans,

room interaction. Also on the back are stout multi-

playable area in each panel, offering increased

if you can imagine that. 3) It sounds so vastly

way binding posts for single or bi-wiring, and

performance from even more compact stat panels.

superior that you have to wonder if Lawrence,

another pilot light to indicate the status of the

The XStat transducer in the Summit supports the

Kansas is the inspiration for Smallville, Kansas.
Indeed, the Summit was one of very few
products Isaw and heard at the Las Vegas CES in
January that Iabsolutely, positively, matter- of- lifeand- deathly had to get hold of for review. The day
before CES opened, Marti nLogan's Paul Rosenberg
said, emphatically, that Ihad to drop by their
suite to hear something very special.' Bugger, I
thought, ML is at the Hilton, and Ihadn't planned
on going there because life's too short to look at
touch- panel remote controls and in-wall drivel.
But Imade the journey. And I'm glad Idid.
Within mere seconds of walking in on ademo
already underway, Iknew Iwas in the presence
not just of a great MartinLogan, but a great
speaker

regardless

of

technology.

Clearly,

something was afoot. Off- axis, standing in the
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Heralding anew look
Because the Summit's main panel is so thin,

also ' chrome' and ' black chrome' finishes

and because ML made afeature of the new

available at prices so silly Icouldn't believe the

frame construction, the Summit does not offer

price list, so call Absolute Sounds to confirm. I

user- changeable, clip- on customizable ' side-

mean, spending half as much again as the cost

cheeks' as on the Ascent and other existing

of the speakers just on the metalwork...

models. Their ' sides' were wide enough to

The other area where you can go wild is the

decorate; with this new construction, there

enclosure containing the woofers and amplifiers.

simply isn't any area to trim - just an inch and-

The base price of £ 8498 pays for dark or

aquarter side view of the alloy frame. But there

natural cherry, black oak or maple, while an

are possibilities to explore with the frame, for

extra £ 1950 pays for rare, hand- rubbed woods

which there are acouple of finishes on offer.

including bird's-eye maple, something called

The review pair had asatin black coating, but

Bubinga, another oddity called Wenge and

later this year, you'll be able to specify clear

probably others. How much, Iwonder, for Ferrari

alloy for an extra £ 390. Apparently, there are

Rosso automotive paint?

hifinews
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loudspeaker

Factory specifications
Frequency response: 24-23.000 Hz ± 3db
Sensitivity: 92d B/1W/m
Nominal impedance: 4ohms
Minimum impedance: 0.7 ohms @ 20kHz
Crossover frequency: 270Hz
Components: Custom- wound audio transformer,
air core coils, polypropylene capacitors
Woofer type: Two 10in ( 25.4 cm) per channel,
cast basket, high excursion, aluminium cone
with extended throw driver assembly,
non- resonant chamber format
Woofer amp power: 2x200W/ch (4ohms)
Bass controls: ± 10dB at 25Hz & 50Hz
Power handling: 100-300W/ch
Signal inputs: Custom bi-wire binding posts
Weight: 75 lbs. each ( 34 kg)
Dimensions: 1500 x520 x320mm ( hwd)
bandwidth

and

dynamics

associated

with

traditional electrostatic panels nearly twice its
size.' So Iwasn't imagining that the Summit
sounded wa-a-ay bigger than it looks.
But the most striking impression you get from a
quick once-over is that — despite its seeming
delicacy — the Summit appears to be more robust
than any panel speaker you care to mention_.
even an ol' Apogee. To ensure that the XStat panel
works at its very best, to provide rigidity beyond
concern, ML has developed some construction
techniques to make the panel so solid as to recall
the old Leak test of standing on one of Harold's
cones. ( Isaid cones, not cojones.)
Two insulated, high- purity carbon steel stators,
a proprietary plasma- bonded diaphragm and the
ClearSpar spacers are fused into the necessary
curved geometry, and locked into place with ' an
aerospace adhesive whose strength exceeds that
of welding.' ML's proprietary ' Vacuum Bonding'
process ensures uniform diaphragm tensioning —
ever aproblem in electrostatic manufacture — and
ultra- precise tolerances, ' resulting in unequivocal
precision, linearity and efficiency.'
Better still is the frame itself, which at first
glance might seem like standard ML fare. But it
boasts ' AirFrame' technology ( Itold you ML had
gone trademark name- mad), fashioned from an
ultra-rigid billet and extruded aerospace-grade
aluminium alloy. UK Distributor Absolute Sounds'
Pedro — not asmall lad — showed me by twisting
the frame that it was tough. It didn't move a
millimetre. The AirFrame ' rigidifies' — their word,
not mine — and secures the ESL panel to the
Powered Force ( yup, another ML appellation),
while ensuring sonic and electrical isolation.
Working with MicroPerf, the AirFrame, too, helps
maximise the panels' playable surface area and
dipole

dispersion

pattern,

while

virtually

Mesh grille running full leight of speaker

eliminating destructive IM distortion caused by

results in lighter and , ess obtrusive looks

spurious vibrations and resonance. Trust ne:

www.hifinews.co Lk
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Walrus

11New Quebec St, London W1

Some Digital and some Analogue news. And, don't forget the upcoming Heathrow Show ..!
Just because we are predominantly an analogue, vinyl based, retailer doesn't mean we don't care about digital. We realise that our
customers, much as they love their vinyl collections, still need to play digital media occasionally! It's apity that SACD never
achieved the prominence it ought to have. But then, the choice of music is still very limited. Or, perhaps it's the other way round.
Anyhow, when you get agood recording, SACD can be stunning. You guessed this was leading somewhere, and it is! Musical
Fidelity have at last released their new
kW Series SACD player. It features MF's
trademark sophisticated choke
regulated power supplies, and, unusually the
SACD and CD circuits and their power
supplies inside the player are completely
separate. Too often, when you buy a
really good SACD player you still needt
o
retain your existing expensive CD
player to get the best out of the respective
media. The MF player gets the
absolute best out of both media, it really is one
of the only genuine dual purpose machines on the market. Other details include technical specs (signal to noise ratio and jitter)
which challenge the resolution of measuring instruments, and the ability to switch between two very high quality output stages,
valve and transistor, to keep both camps happy! This is their best digital player yet, and one which it will be very hard to surpass
(despite what MF say in their regular newsletters - existing owners know what we mean!) - if you are interested, don't delay in
hearing it as Ithink the limited production run will soon all be allocated. Oh, nearly forgot, the price is awhisker under £4000 very good value indeed when you see (and hear) what you get for the money.
•

Staying with digital, we've just taken delivery of the new "entry-level" Shanling CD player - the CD-T80 at £650 - and what a
brilliant player it is. How they manage to make this superbly built unit for the price they do is quite scary. The fit and finish is
absolutely top class, what you might expect if you pay double or treble the price, and the sound quality is on apar or better than
just about anything else up to athousand pounds. I'm told the importer is having aproblem keeping up with the demand! If
Shanling continue on present form, they will be (rightfully) dominating quite afew sectors of the enthusiast hi-fi market. We refer,
of course, to their two existing models, the mid-range CD-T100 (£ 1650) which has been around for ages now but is still very
competitive and looks as stunning as ever, and the relatively new limited edition CD-T300 Omega Drive player, featured in our last
ad, for £3999. This new, very modern and attractive player is attracting huge interest. Like the Musical Fidelity it is also alimited
edition model. If you fancy owning atop class CD player which will have lasting value, superb sound, and totally original
appearance, come and demo it before it's sold out.
Our main business, in case you were wondering, is definitely still analogue! And, we have some exciting news on the turntable
front. First, the affordable: Michell
Engineering have released alimited edition (it's all
limited editions this month!) turntable,
loosely based on the famous Gyrodec. However, the
Odyssey looks completely different, with a
jet black acrylic base, black chassis, clear lid, and a
special black version of the acclaimed
Tecnoann A, finished off with ablack version of the
HR power supply. It also has nickel silver
weights, and aclear acrylic spyder like the Orbe.
This special model, which only needs a
cartridge to complete it, is not only stunning looking
but very competitively priced at £2150. But,
the most interesting thing is the exclusivity - only 100
pieces are being made. They will almost
certainly become collectable. And, sadly, due to copy
dates, by the time you read this we suspect there may not be many left, so please phone for current availability.
The other exciting news is the arrival at our shop of the brand new flagship turntable from Nottingham Analogue, the Deco. This
model is about as exclusive as it gets, the price alone will assure that! Mass is very high, and the platter features aunique
contoured design to aid energy dissipation. If you want to know more (and hear it) you'll have to pay us avisit.
Also new to Walrus is the Stirling Broadcast LS3/5a loudspeaker. Stirling is only one of two current licensees for this superb,
classic speaker design. It might be an old design, but it still beats most other compact speakers, especially since Stirling made
some small but important tweaks! Price is avery reasonable £890 to £973 dependent on finish. On demo now, please try to hear
before you consider purchasing any other compact speaker.
On to this month's Featured Accessory, the Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge. This is avery simple well made balance which sells
for £28, and will last you alifetime. It measures tracking weight between 0.5g and 3g. For anyone who regularly changes their
pickup this is an absolute must, unless you're rich enough to afford one of the swish electronic gauges such as the Martin Bastin
gauge. Even if you have an arm which already has tracking force calibration, the Shure will be alot more accurate.
Lastly, don't forget the Hi-fi and Home Entertainment Show at Heathrow, from the 23rd to 25th of September. Iknow it's along
way off, but put it in your diary now! We'll be there with lots of our favourite stuff in room Syndicate 16, feel free to turn up with
your favourite LP or CD for aquick demo. See ya there!
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic audiovalve black rhodium
breuer dynamic brinkmann

cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final

lab goldring graham ( tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics
klimo koetsu lavardin lyra magneplanar michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3
origin live ortofon pro-ject rega ( turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shahinian shanling shelter slinkylinks sme
something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio
transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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loudspeaker

Which reminds me: the Summit owner's manual
leaves out nothing: proper set-up, tuning, an

to deliver SPLs, bass and impact. And they still

explanation of the technology and, as an added
bonus, a history of electrostatic speakers. It's a

cones or domes, with an openness and freedom
from enclosure- induced colorations that you

model of clarity and conciseness.
Because the Summits were replacing the

cannot avoid in anything short of aWilson Sophia

Ascents in a5.1 system, Iused both home cinema
gear and pure two-channel audio equipment. The
bulk of the listening included the Denon 2900
universal player, Marantz's new two-channel-only
SA- 15S1 SACD player (see p42) and digital radio
and TV courtesy of Sky. Amplification included

I've ever used, especially if you use the spikes
hidden in the feet.
What makes MartinLogan so specia4 are the
strides the company has taken in creating ESL
hybrds so smooth and uniform-sounding. OK, so
some of you will never accept that hybrids can
work, but trust me: its latest PoweredForce
(groan...) woofer assemblies are one of the key
reasons why the Summit is both smaller yet bigger
- and more powerful-sounding. It's wedged two
10in

aluminium-cone woofers with

Bachelor No. 2 acquired even greater intimacy,
the mass of rapidly- played woodwinds and strings
on Klezmer (
Chandos CHSA 5027) remained
clear and uncluttered, never losing their ' space',
while still blending seamlessly. Probably the most
outstanding characteristic is the way the speakers

pre-amp, Quad 909 ( 2x140W) and MC275 stereo
power amps ( 2x75W) and the Theta Intrepid

simply disappear - afamiliar MartinLogan trait allied to simply glorious front-to- back depth. With

amplifier ( 5x100W). Which immediately revealed
one thing: the 4 ohm Summits are not that easy

live recordings of a ' known' stage or hall signature,
the effect is nothing short of transcendent. So

to drive, despite the 92dB/1W spec. They were
most comfortable with the Theta, which seems to

scare yourself: start off with a stunning vocal
recording, preferably acappella, or with minimal

belie its 100W rating. They both need and adore
extra power. All things being equal, Iwould
imagine that ideal matches would include solid-

instrumental backing. If you replicate what I

Krell,

Levinson, McIntosh, etc, or 100W- 150W tube
amps, muthas filled with KT88s or 6550s.

These are the most solidly mounted MartinLogans

or Sonus Faber Guarneri.
Aimee Mann's vocals, via the MoFi SACD of

the Lexicon M1 processor, Audio Research REF 3

staters of the 200W- plus variety from
That ML mesh is certainly see-through

sound faster, cleaner and more precise that most

heard, you will swear the performer was in the
room. And that's what good hi-fi is all about.
Naturally, this speaker loved slumming it in an
AN system, coping magnificently with sound
effects and slams and explosions. On particularly

But why worry about scale, bass and SPLs?
MartinLogan has been delivering those for years,
along with finesse and transparency. What the

well-presented discs, both Dolby and DTS, the
effect was even more rewarding than the two-

Summit adds, in its way rewriting the rules, are

what good multi-channel sets out to achieve. If

channel spread, because it helped to accomplish

Naturally, this speaker loved slumming
it in an AN system, coping magnificently
with slams and explosions

its owr,

you get to demo these in both modes, try the
Klezmer SACD, and then a DVD like the

ind vidual, dedicated 200W amps ( yes, that's
800W per Summit pair) into abox that it descr bes

unbelievable dynamics, speed, transient attack
and force in measures one would sanely attribute

as 'riot much larger than acase of wine!' - which

only to speakers of the dynamic variety. Now,

magnificent House Of Flying Daggers. I'm not

tells you Gayle Sanders' fave tipple.

you're thinking, why the hell would Kessler praise
an ESL that sounds like adynamic?

saying it will turn you into acineaste, but it will

Inside the Summit is the proprietary Vajlko
crossover, derived from the flagship Statement e2

stop you from automatically using words like

loudspeaker. The high and low-pass crossovers
use hard-wiring, audiophile-grade polypropylene

dynamic. It is so clearly and definitively an ESL

'crap' whenever anyone mentions home cinema.
The Logans, by virtue of their dispersion, both

that no experienced listener would mistake it for

spread the sound and envelope you with it..

capacitors, toroidal transformers and air-core coils

anything else. But what it does is eliminate from

So, if you want agorgeous panel speaker, but

'to deliver spectacular levels of transparency,

the ESL recipe the need for size, eg a massive

linearity and integration.' It operates at 270Hz,

wall of apanel like aSound Lab or stacked Quads,

refuse to forego such dynamic speaker charms as
slam, solidity and real- life SPLs, this beauty could

Ididn't say that the Summit sounds like a

be the one. Don't scrimp on the power, spend a

and Iswear it's the most seamless hybrid marriage
I've ever heard.
Moreover, there's said to be usable bass down

couple of hours on installation, and you'll possess
asystem that can only be bettered by spending

to 24Hz. Iwon't argue with that, especially as I

another £8k plus. Yup, the Summit is that good.

tried them with and without aDescent subwoofer.

So strike now, while the dollar is still weak.

Aside from 5.1 usage in my AN set-up, the
Descent simply wasn't necessary. One woofer fires
forward, one downward, and this allows the
speaker to be pushed into acorner if space is a

Absolute Sounds
020 8971 3909

problem, the box itself ensuring that the main
panel remains nearly 2ft from the back wall.

www.absolutesounds.com

Hi-FiNews verdict

In my rooms, they sounded best around 3ft
from the back walls and 12in from the sides, with
a couple of degrees of toe- in. Add in the

As usual, smooth, uniform-sounding and with scale
aplenty, but the latest ML rewrites the rules with slam

aforementioned 25Hz and 50Hz level controls,

and attack to die for. Add greater room-friendliness

and you have a speaker that smply begs to be
tuned to the room.

www.hifinews.co. uk

Speaker terminals, and controls for bass and light

and those looks, and this speaker is atour-de-force.
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BAT VK-51SENK-600SE • amplifiers

BAT to the future
Balanced by name, balanced by nature — that's the way of Balanced Audio
Technology of Delaware, USA. Andrew Harrison hears its new dual- mono duo

separate transformers and circuits boards for each

BAT VK-51SE
PRICE

£7950

BAT VK-600SE

A tape output is prov ded, on balanced XLR

stereo channel, and even requires two separate

connectors,

mains cables to feed each amp's power supply.

include Mono, Phase and Mute, and inputs can

Judged by the amp's prodigious heat output from

be equalised in gain between sources.

naturaly.

Other switched controls

the huge heatsinks that make up the full height

This is done within a ' ist cf options accessed

and depth of the chassis's sides, it's afair guess

from the Function button, where it's also possible

tanding firmly in the US high- end arena in
terms of both build and sound quality,

that the MOSFET power stages are biased heavily

to adjust stereo balance, and change the volume

into class Aoperation.

display between either a nominal 000-140, or

Balanced Audio Technology made its name

The VK-51SE pre- amplifier stands at the top of

using adecibel scale of either dBM or dBU ( the

in the mid-' 90s with its sturdy valve amplifiers.

the company's range of pre-amps; and therefore,

former goes up to amaximLm of ' OdB', while dBU

PRICE

£9500

S

it is not exclusively a tube technology

especially in its Special Edition guise, represents

uses unity gain as reference and reaches a

company, as the solid-state VK-600 stereo power

But

the finest product of its type that the company

maximum of + 17dB).

amplifier here demonstrates.

can make. True to the brand ethos, and in common

The BAT amplifier combination was slotted into

with the VK-600 power amp, it is afully- balanced,

a reference system comprising dCS digital and

300W/ch design, promising to double that figure

dual- mono design, with nary a phono socket in

Michell Orbe record- playing front-ends, with B&W

into a 4 ohm load, measuring 19 x9.5 x23in

sight. Five balanced XLR inputs are available

N802 speakers, and compared to the supremely

(whd), and requiring two people to lift its 50kg

across the back and inputs can be renamed to

transparent Music First Audio transformer- based

(110Ib) bulk. It's atrue dual- mono design. using

taste on afour-character display.

passive pre-amp and Chord SPM 1200C power

The VK-600SE power amplifier is a massive

Pre-amplifier on top of the
300W/ch power amplifier
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amplifier
amp. The BAT VK-51SE and VK-600SE showed a
smoother, creamier presentation. Bass was alittle

Pre- amp's

richer, with plenty of weight, if not with as much

dual- mono

sense of rigid control in the ultra- low bass. ' Inertia

layout with six

Creeps' from Massive Attack's Mezzanine provided

paper- in- oil

auseful point for comparison, with the BAT amps

capacitors per

losing the last word in infra-sonic control and
stop- start timing, although they equalled or

channel

perhaps bettered the midband articulation that
allows the rest of the track's instrumentation to
continue describing the tunes while seismic synth
lines lay down the low notes.
Given more purely acoustic fare, such as ' Anisa'
from Zakir Hussain's Making Music, the BAT
amps showed off beautifully the cavernous and
reverberant acoustic space of the studio recording,
with images set further back in the soundstage.
Importantly, Hussain's tabla tone was described
with awider range of vibrant tonal colours.
Turning to CD replay, ' Sugar 5' by Lamb
remained rich and warm, if not as controlled as

percussion relayed more convincingly through the

heard from the reference amps. Itried the BAT

leaner sound than that heard with the VK-600SE

Chord power amp and VK-51SE combination.

VK-51SE pre-amp with Chord's SPM 1200C and
found a pacey sound that retained the air and

when it comes to power and detail its superiority

the overall excellent engineering,

11

Whether it's the balanced circuit topology or
these

BAT

in tonal richness from the midband region upwards
will

make it the preferred choice for many

listeners. There's no denying the quality of build

These BAT amps deliver avast dynamic
range, from black silence to orchestral
crescendo, with acolourful palette u

and engineering in these products,
audition is recommended. •

and

an

Supplier
Sounds of Music
01892 53 9245
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

1-11-FiNews verdict

sparkle of the most desirably transparent-sounding

amplifiers

amps, with better in- room tangible presence to

experience of avast dynamic range, from black

music. From Trilok Gurtu's The Beat of Love,

silence to orchestral crescendo, with a rich and

detailed and creamy sound makes the BAT combo a

tracks like ' Dance With My Lover' were played

colourful palette described in glorious detail.

with intense rhythmic effect, with the driving

While my own taste is for a slightly faster and

welcome addition to the higher echelons of high- end
amplification. Midband is particularly strong.

Volume can be shown as decibels or figures

Standby, function and phase buttons on pre- amp

really

deliver the

high-end

audio

Pricey, but sturdy, vast dynamics along with arichly

Each channel features twin-triode 6H3Os valves

Benefits of balanced connections
Balanced technology provides low- noise,

voltage difference between their chassis. When

interference-free connection of audio signals,

conductor will be used to connect the two

asingle- ended cable is connected between

chassis together, reducing the voltage difference

and is nearly obligatory in professional audio

these two components, this voltage difference

applications. BAT describes the differences:

between them. But the voltage drop across the

will appear along the common conductors

shield will not add to the signal, because this

'Single-ended interfaces use a " common"

(shield) of the interconnect. As aresult, the

conductor ( shield, ground or instrument chassis)

third conductor does not carry the signal. What

shield will now carry the parasitic ground noise

as asignal return path. Balanced line, on the

current between the two chassis. Since the

flows through the balanced interconnect is a

other hand, use two dedicated conductors to

shield is directly in the signal path, the voltage

current and noise. Additional benefits are
derived for tne fact that balanced circuits are

clean signal, separated from extraneous ground

provide forward and return paths for signal. The

drop along the ground conductor will be

ground connection in balanced configurations is

combined with the signal that the interconnect

accomplished by means of athird, dedicated,

inherently symmetrical. The balanced nature of

carries. The result will be noise and distortion

ground conductor. Any two components in your

the internal circuit greatly reduces transient

introduced directly into the signal path. In a

system will, most likely, have ameasurable

balanced system, aseparate shield or ground

demand on the component power supply, further
improving signal integrity and noise immunity.'

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Lice nsed to tnrill
Why fork out nearly £900 for aLS3/5A wannabe when alittle digging around
can unearth apair of reasonably priced, secondhand BBC originals? Because
the surrogate Sterling Broadcast V2 really is that good, says Ken Kessler
importance of this latest chapter in the edda.

Stirlin Broadcast LS3/5a V2
PRICE

6890 65

own mini monter, the material used for the grilles

Most LS3/5A aficionados, especially those who

is hard to cone Dy and licensing permission from

communicate by mouse, know the fol.owing:

the BBC is complex.

1) The genuine, KEF-driver-equippec original

With all these obstacles and no shortage of

IPacino's gift to impressionists was aline
from The Godfather — you know, the one

is no longer made in any serious, serial production

secondhand speakers around, why, then, would

form, though one or two entrepreneurs will argue

someone like Doug Stirling and abunch of other

about how every time he breaks away, they

to the contrary. Any new LS3/5As that turn up are

LS3/5A specula:ors ( for lack of a be:ter term)

cl..a-a-ag him pack. For Michae; Corleone, it was

even bother? harbeth, ProAc, Spender and others

:he hold of la Cosa Nostra. For me? The humble

made from ' new-old-stock' drivers and parts,
while cabinets are less of aproblem.

BBC LS3/5A. Just when Ithought that Rogers'

2) Genuine LS3/5As of various stripes now

substitutes, w.th much success, and the world

A

new LS3a clonet:e would be the last I'd ever write
about the Greatest Small Two- Way Mon tor In
HistoryTm,

BAM!!

another

LS3/5A

command crazy money on eBay.

have
isn't

spent
short

years
of

developing

brilliantly

more

perform.ng,

modern
small,

3) Reviving the speaker, which specialists

two-way dynamic speakers betweer £ 500 and
£1000 per pair. But this is the nature of both

wannabee

estimate could still sell up to 500 pairs per

appears. On'y this time, the :ale doesn't involve

annum, has proven to be just about impossible

LS3/5A-lust and audiophilia. Like the Lancia

wishful thinking: the Stirlirig LS3/5a V2 is real. It

because KEF no longer makes the drivers for OEM

Fulvia coupe, the Rolex ' Paul Newman' Daytona

exists. And . t's very, very special.
Let's back up abit, : hougn, to get all of you up
to speed
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the

users, the company with the too ,sand dies for the

chronograph, the Leica Rangefinder camera and

drivers — Harbeth — has no interest in resuscitating

the AGA cooKer, the LS3/5A exhibits an inimitable,

the speaker for fear that it will affect sales of its

unrepeatable magic. Call it nostalgia, delusional

www.hifinews.co.uk
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loudspeaker

behaviour - doesn't matter. The cognoscenti want
the original and will Accept No Substitutes. And

If every single element or the original must be

the LS3/5A, no matter what its detractors argue,
has aunique charm that - for certain listeners

present for aspeaker to be aproper LS3/5a,

Doug explained that available drive units would

and the key components - the KEF drivers - are

do 11 ohms, but insisting on 15 ohms would

readily-available drivers closer to his solution'.

cannot be denied, imitated nor dismissed.

not being used, what gives Stirling the right to

have meant changes to both the coils and the

Stirling, though, would not be deterred, in no
small part because agoodly chunk of his business

call this an LS3/5a? Here's where this speaker

surrounds - using rubber instead of more

becomes the most interesting solution so far to

modern materials - and the price would be less

is in the professional sector rather than the

the lack of LS3/5As.

resistance to ageing. ( But see main text...)

domestic, and he's aBBC licensee. And however

Cabinets? No problem. Stirling even went a

much certain rivals of his would like to believe,

stage further and reverted to the screwed- back

even in the cynical world of pro studios there's

types used in the very earliest examples, based

remain nameless, acrossover wizard who

still a cult following for the LS3/5A. Although

on his thin- walled Reference' cabinets

thought laterally about the entire problem. He

To achieve this without KEF drivers, he
enlisted the help of adesign maven who must

Doug has done his best to refurbish old LS3/5As

modelled after the famous 001/002 pair

posited this: instead of desperately trying to

and make new ones from original parts when
stocks are available, he wanted aregular source of

featured in the HiFi News shoot-out afew years

reverse- engineer unavailable drivers, why not

ago. He even tunes them by not screwing the

use readily- available, top-quality drivers and set

brand-new speakers to sell to his clientele. He

backs too tightly, which changes the sound.

about altering their characteristics - aided by a

wanted to be able to offer the added benefit of a
five-year warranty and the absolute assurance of

Grille material? Stirling bought afew rolls of

carefully- developed crossover - to ape precisely

Tygan some years ago, enough for many

the sound of the LS3/5A?

the future availability of spare parts.

hundreds of pairs ( and he also discovered a

Now this sounds like atall order, but it

cloth substitute that was used on the very

should not surprise anyone who has fine-tuned

ENTER THE LS3/5A V2
Doug created the V2 appellation to distinguish it

earliest Rogers models).

an amp with changes in capacitors or valves.

But Doug Stirling is no masochist, so he's

You can do anything you like to the sound of a

from KEF-based originals. Not that it would ever

emulated not the single- wire 15 ohm model but

component if you know what you're doing. And

be a problem, because you only have to look at

the later bi-wire 11 ohm replacement, with

this guy knows what he's doing.

the drivers to know they're not KEFs. But Doug
didn't want to court accusations of foul play so,
after the initial trial batch of 100 pairs, every

polypropylene caps and inductors. This, and the

Stirling LS3/5a will come with an invoice and

new drivers [ see ' What exactly is aV2?' panel],
ncreased the power handling over the originals at

owner's certificate that indicates ' V2' status.
His mission statement was to achieve the same

of your purism and adherence to originality.

basic balance and timbre, at the same time
improving the crossover quality with audio-grade

ow frequencies - awelcomed benefit regardless
He matched this crossover to aspecial version
of the well-respected SEAS 5in bass unit - a

Ienlisted two seasoned LS3/5A users to
audition the V2 with me. It took seconds
to see the smiles on their faces

Tygan grille cloth as used for the originals
driver found in not afew of the LS3/5A's modern
rivals, but tweaked specifically for Stirling. It was
ano-brainer: the overall dimensions - ' even down
to the mounting positions' - are almost identical

to the KEF B110. He told HiFi News that, ' This
is important to keep the off-axis response similar,
as well as the unit's interaction with the cabinet.
Aspecial surface treatment is applied to the cone,
again in order to bring the unit characteristics as
close as possible to the Bib. The unit has a
suspension system that progressively controls
cone excursion at high low- frequency level, thus
increasing the bass overload po nt.' Doug Stirling
added that it also ' does the quirky thing at lkHz
Cone of Stirling-tweaked SEAS bass unit is treated
to bring its characteristics close to the KEF Bi 10
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loudspeaker
that the KEF did.' Same with the tweeter: the
'mystery' designer chose to use a ScanSpeak
model, again devising a special version for this
application. Both units were mounted in exactly
the same positions on the baffle as the original
LS3/5a, ' important

for

both

dispersion

and

integration at the crossover point. It was even
found necessary to create a cavity behind the
baffle the same as that made by the frame of the
B110, as this affected the response in the vital
area just below the crossover point.'
STIRLING VERSUS ORIGINALS
Before apair even reached us for consideration,
the LS3/5A community was a'buzz with favourable
noises. Key figures in the ' 3/5A counterculture
had already paid real money for them, and it was
blessed by no less than the Yoda of LS3/5A-dom:
Paul Whatton. OK, so Iwas pre-disposed toward
them before they arrived. But Iwas not going to
be swayed by emotion. So instead Ienlisted two
seasoned LS3/5A users to audition them with me,
against apair of 15ohm Rogers originals.
It took all of, oh, three seconds to see the
smiles on their faces. While neither was in the
market for speakers and both owned mint pairs,
they gave it atotal thumbs- up... with one expected
proviso. Even off axis, it was clear that the V2

Stirling Bro
BBC
LS3,•5a
A.m. fug Li3.4•1.,^,..,

Limited Edition
......
114it. Dr ......
aroadcat.t

G.,••••••en

Clockwise left to right: Bi wire terminals as per
the 11 ohm BBC model; as in originals, screws
are used to fasten back panel; ScanSpeak tweeter

Somers. V%

--

by acertain logic, could mear to some that the

delivered the sound of an LS3/5A, while at the

V2 is actually better than the original! Now Idon't

same time exhibiting certain differences. On the
plus side, it would certainly go louder, well past
the area seasoned users consider to be safe for a

want to see that as a pull quote' on web sites. I

normal LS3/5A. Moreover, despite measuring
exactly like an LS3/5A, it seems to deliver more

maximum SPLs. Or if you like things virgirialry
new. In which case, you should know that the

bass. Not abump to mislead you, but aperception
of greater extension. And, as we concentrated on

standard walnut V2 sells for £ 758.00 plus VAT
per pair — just under £ 900 — while crown-cut

adiet of female vocals, it exhibited the requisite
warmth and sheer presence that makes the
original so truly revered.

maple is £798 plus VAT per pair and pairs in

But equally, there were some areas to criticise,
for which there seems to be an explanation. One

add emphatically that it's only better than an
origiral if you worry about spares, frag lity and

birds-eye maple, rosewood anc ebony veneer are
£828 plus VAT. Note that the luxury veneers will
be produced in series of only 98 pairs each, and

thing that struck everyone who was involved with

he V2 had the disadvantage of being 'too new to
assess fairly.' But even given that condition, both

the original shoot-out was that the more use the

also agreed that,

speaker had, the better it sounded — in contrast to
Stirling's concern about woofer surround aging.

KEF-driver LS3/5As, they'd have no qualms about

A year ago, Iwouldn't have believed that the

replacing them with V2s. Yes, they're that good, if

dilemma of the LS3/5A would be solved so

abrand-new LS3/5a is what you crave. But is it
worth considering the V2, when you can buy a

elegantly. How could I? The refusal of KEF and

We have no scientific way of knowing what the
'run-in period' is for these speakers, but it was

were they bereft of their

Doug reckons that over a third are already sold.
Which reminds me: he estimates, conservatively,
that he wil. sell 200-250 pairs per annum

Harbeth to respond to a certain, admittedly
limited coterie of consumers pretty much nailed

A year ago, Iwouldn't have believed
that the dilemma of the LS3/5A would be
solved so elegantly
clear that they needed to loosen up abit more to
provide the delicious lower register flow and the
sweeter highs of awell-seasoned LS3/5A.
Equally, there's also acase that simple ageing
— rather than actual hours of usage — can affect
the performance, as Ifound out when Idiscovered
aforgotten pair of 15 ohm Rogers that had been
in storage for nine years, and which proceeded to

second-hand pair of originals for £ 500 ( if you

shut the coffin. Suffice it to say, Doug Stirling and
his designer have, through careful deliberation
and experimemation, produced a surrogate that
even the most hidebound LS3/5A purist could not
fail to admire. But I wouldn't bank on it:
audiophiles can be very strange, contrary people
when you tamper with their idols. •

Supplier
Stirling Broadcast

hunt around)? I'd have to say ' yes'.
Most obvious are two practical concerns: a

01963 240 151

warranty and spares availability. But, having used

www.StirlingBroadcastnet

these for awhile. Ihave to admit that 98% of the
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LS3/5A sound, plus an impression of deeper bass
and audibly greater power handling ( and therefore

blow away everything else in my collection. Both

louder playbacK) are mighty tempting. It's as if
the V2 rectifies the only two complaints any sane

listeners agreed — one quite emphatically — that

individual could evel against the original. Which,

An LS5/3A surrogate that even aput ist could not fail
to admire, the V2 also boasts greater bass extension
and power handling, plus the availability of spares.
This is one BBC wannabe you have to hear.

Marantz's SA- 15 SACD player and PM- 15 amp offer a
heady slice of the SA- 11 and PM- 11 sound with ahefty saving in
price and no sacrifices in luxury or looks. Ken Kessler savours abargain
Marantz SA- 15S1
PRICE

£1100

Marantz PM- 15S1
PRICE

£1100

L

ife's just full of surprises, eh? Little did I
know, when Iwrote the worshipful if doleful

review of the Marantz SA- 11S1 SACD player
in May :hat ababy sister was on the way. Iadored
the 11, but the note of melancholy nmy coverage

Display indicates user-adjustable attenuation

Rear of amp boasts WBT speaker terminals

was down to two things. First was the needless
removal of multi-channel capability, given that its

huge custom-made film capacitors in the power

headphone socket and small rotaries for bass and

presence would not harm two-channel playback

supply. Neither is the SA- 15S1 abox full of air:

treble adjust. Around the back, in addition to the

one iota. The second is the abject failure of SACD

there's abig motherboard packed witn top-grade

speaker terminals, are the sockets for the special

itself to secure amarket, and therefore its future.

components, a decent transport, and a serious

connections for piggy- backing multiple SA-15S1s,

Anyway, along comes the SA- 15S1 and the
matching integrated amp, the PM- 15S1, the

power supply [ see ' Under those lids' for more].

connections for system remote integration and a
switch to choose between bi-amping and stereo

Across the front, the PM- 15S1 carries a rotary

latter with the same down-scale relationship to
the SA-11S1's matching amp, the PM- 11S1.
What Marantz has done, though, which should
make all of you utter a big 'thanks,' is create
economy versions that don't give up a whole
helluva lot except for price. The ' lls cost £ 2499
for the amp and £ 1999 for the SACD player, yet
the ' 15s are only £ 1100 apiece. So, for only
£200 more than the SA- 11S1 on its own, you get

At £900 less than the SA- 11S1 player,
the SA- 15S1 is an almost ridiculous
bargain. It's simply adelightful product 11
mode.

Additionally,

you can

run

this as a

source control selecting six inputs including
phono,
with the ' temperature gauge' display

stand-alone pre- amp, via pre-out phono socKets

90W/ch - into-8 ohms PM- 15S1 with afat toroidal

indicating attenuation mode (the amount of which
is user- adjustable), output level referenced against

PM- 15S1 measures 440 x464 x123cm (wxdxh),

transformer, a brace of massive heatsinks, plus

OdB and

as does the SA- 15S1 SACD player. To the rear of

atasty amplifier thrown in.
And we're not dealing with flyweight, corporate,
mass-market swill here. Marantz has filled the
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Available in platinum or gold finishes, the
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SACD player/amp
the SACD player minimalism rules. You get apair

that something is simply delicious SACD playback.

of analogue outputs, digital coaxial or digital
optical outputs and sockets for Marantz's system

extracted the richness and weight that SACD

integration. That's it.

exhibits over its 16- bit ancestor, with the authority

SA- 15S1 SACD PLAYER

one would only associate with high-roller hardware.
Put simply, SACDs sound more real and natural

Let's deal with the SACD player first: it's a real
pip. Ilove the fast action, even when switching

With both new and archive SACDs, the SA- 15S1

than normal CDs, and the SA- 15S1 does correctly
what few if any universal players or budget SACD

from SACD to CD on adual- layer disc. The feel is

players can do. It exhibits a level of authority

pure ' high end', and Ijust don't know quite how
they did it at the price. Ifed it afew dozen SACDs

almost as commanding at the ' 11, sounding only

and conventional CDs, including a fistful of
Telarcs ( Rory Block, Junior Brown and others),

SEPIN. HO

slightly lighter in the bottom octaves, and with
marginally less impact than Irecall.
The Klezmer music, in particular, showed it to

Sockets for system integration on rear of SA- 15S1
PM- 15S1 AMPLIFIER

Mobile Fidelity's SACD of Aimee Mann's Bachelor

be areal thoroughbred, able to separate musical

But the real surprise was the amplifier. Ihave to

No. 2, the Chandos Klezmer disc, and Audio

strands so the listener could home in on a

say at the outset that it is not the most powerful-

Fidelity's John Maya & Friends. CDs included the
new Cream ' best of', the amazing new Donovan
reissues on EMI, Now That's What ICall Kosher!

particular sound, without upsetting the overall
coherence. And what it does with voice will make

on Shout, the Judds' Greatest Hits and Weezer's
latest. Let's start with this: even if it didn't play
SACDs in it, the SA- 15S1 is worth considering
because its CD playback is terrific.
Played side- by-side with champion CD-only
players like the Musical Fidelity X-RAY v3 and the
Quad 99CDP, the Marantz demonstrates the
smoothness that makes those two players such
bargains, with the added benefits of slightly better
transparency than the Quad and better detail
retrieval than the X- Ray. Price differences and
styling aside, you'd be hard-pressed to choose
between them. But the Marantz costs more than
both, so it should add something to the mix, and

you gasp, especially blending the two Judds
harmonies, and handling the textures in Donovan's

11

sounding unit I've tried. Ifed it to PMC DB1+, 15
ohm LS3/5As, the new LS3/5A V2, MartinLogan
Summits and Wilson WATT Puppy System 7.
While Icould get satisfactory levels out of all of

But the real surprise was the amp. To
nail its character, think 'smooth' but not
valve- like. Not too warm, not too rich if

voice. At £ 900 less than the ' 11, it shines out as
an almost ridiculous bargain. It's simply a
delightful product, on every level bar the removal
of the multi-channel option.

Under those lids

them, the dial was turned way up to do it. As this
had no bearing on sound quality, Ipoint it out
only to implore you to try it with the speakers in
your system. To nail its character, think ' smooth'
but not valve- like. Not too warm, not too rich,
rather aneutrality without nasties at the frequency

For the PM- 15S1, Marantz uses its three-stage
construction with full Current Feedback' to

As for the SA- 15S1 inside can be found the
Crystal CS4397 ' Super DAC' D/A converter,

extremes. Too much bass can catch it unawares, a
side effect of its seeming gutlessness, and some

render the amp insensitive to tough loads.
Marantz also reduced the feedback impedance

with ahigh precision system clock to prevent
any distortion from jitter. The output stage

heavy dance tracks and hyperactive Jack Bruce

of the Current Feedback circuit to its minimum

employs current feedback topology, with the
HDAM modules for high bandwidth and fast

to make it faster and extend the bandwidth.
The unit also incorporates Marantz's latest

made it sound abit breathless down below. But
nothing could upset the midband or treble, so
maybe this amp is best mated to smaller speakers

HDAM-SA2 ( Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Module),

signal handling needed for pure audiophile
playback regardless the format. Playback is

of high sensitivity and an easy impedance. Suffice
it to say that, within limits, the amp sounded

originally designed for the PM- 11S1, in place

stereo-only CD, CD- Ror SACD.

positively magical with the PMC DB1+ and the

of conventional op amps. They offer the
shortest possible signal path, and reduce
external noise and reduced mounting area.
A number of features help to lift the Marantz
above its integrated competition. For openers,

Marantz has created anew mechanism
module specifically for audio applications. The
servo and decoder are mounted on afour- layer
glass epoxy board, so noise radiation is said to

MartinLogan Summit at medium levels. Its phono
stage is areal bonus, with plenty of gain; Ieven
ran the Transfiguration m-cinto the m-m setting
and it was listenable. Beautifully quiet and clean,

be extremely faint, while shielding is provided

it's easily worth £300-£400 on its own.

the PM- 11S1 features the WM8816 electronic

by the box construction of the chassis. Marantz

linear volume control from Wolfson, hand-

even finished the tray with aspecial coating
that dampens vibration, and they've chosen
black as ' an ideal tray and mechanism colour

Both amplifier and SACD player behaved
impeccably. They look great, they sound terrific.
They ooze perceived value. They lack nothing
beyond what I've belaboured about multi-channel

for minimal effect on laser diffusion.'
The rest of the thought processes mirror the

and absolute power. Damn, it's agreat time to be
buying hi-fi equipment...

selected and custom-made components,
floating control bus allowing you to daisy-chain
up to four of these for multi- amplification or
multi-channel systems and — drum roll, please
—adamned fine Current Feedback m-m/m-c

amplifier, with digital, analogue and control

phono stage. Marantz isn't taking any chances.

circuits separated and shielded in their own

Supplier

It has separated and shielded all pre-amp,

enclosures, and with independent power

Marantz

power and volume control circuits in their own

supplies for each dedicated system block to

enclosures, to prevent cross-talk and other

01753 680868

ensure maximum separation, clarity and

www.marantz.com

interference. There are independent power

dynamics. Symmetrical layout, hand-selected,

supplies for the LCD display, pre-amp, power
amp and volume sections. And there's even one

custom-made components, machined brass

FIFFINews verdict

gold-plated terminals — aside from the removal

for the greens among you: Marantz has

of the user-adjustable filtering, achange of

Great CD playback and athoroughbred with SACD, the

removed hazardous substances in the solder,
no doubt anticipating future EU regulations.

DACs and other minor differences, this really is
an SA- 11S1 for the fiscally-challenged.

www.hifinews. CO. Ll k

SA- 15 is an absolute bargain at the price. Amp is no
slouch either, striking afine balance between warmth
and over richness. Phono stage is areal bonus.
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Clearaudio Emotion • turntable

Clearaudio has combined
great looks with affordabil .
in its new Emotion turntable.
Tony Bolton takes it for aspi .

Atouch of Emotion
Clearaudio Emotion turntable
•DRICE

Lbbb

O

ver the last 30 years Clearaudio has built a
reputation for making products that are both

length is recorded as 222mm, with an overhang

remain the same. Ilistened to the Blu-Emotion
for afew days and was unable to detect any sonic

of 17.31mm and an offset angle of 23°. Internal
wiring is Clearaudio's own OFC Superwire in an
unbroken run from cartridge tags to the pair of

differences between the decks, so the choice is
purely down to aesthetic preference.

non-magnetic phono sockets that sit underneath
the deck on the back of the arm pillar.

COMPONENT FORM

Bias

compensation

is

unusual

in

being

The turntable arrives in component form, with a

well thought out and engineered. Bearing in
mind the old adage, ' you get what you pay for',

magnetic. This is controlled by a large knurled-

very detailed and comprehensive set of instructions

these items have always carried premium price

headed screw mounted in a bracket facing the

that even anovice turntable user should be able

tags, which has put them beyond the reach of a

right hand side of the main arm bearing housing.
This system has the advantage over more

to follow, and be ready to listen to music within

rot

of music lovers. To redress this balance
Clearaudio has introduced a new entry-level
turntable, the Emotion, as a complete package
including Satisfy tonearm and Aurum Classics
Wood cartridge, for £655.
Your money buys abeautifully finished record
player sporting an uncoloured, frosted GS-acrylic
chassis that's supported on three matching spikes.
the

motor sits in alarge vibration-damping casing
in ac,rcular cut-out at the back left of the chassis.

an hour of starting the job. Once set-up is

Even though the Emotion is the baby of
the Clearaudio family of turntables, the
breeding certainly showed through

u

This drives the 20mm-thick platter ( finished to

conventional dangling-weight or spring-tensioned

complete. a suitable set of interconnect are

match the chassis) via asilicone drive belt. The

required to link the arm to the phonostage, since

platter sits on ahardened steel shaft that runs in

systems in being friction and resonance free due
to the absence of physical contact with the arm.

a polished sintered-bronze precision cap. To the

The arm assembly contributes 233g to the

My first impressions of the sound of the

riglit sits the much-applauded Satisfy tonearm.
The arm is made from ahigh-grade alloy and is

entire unit's 3.8Kg weight. Overall measurements

Emotion were ones of self-contained calmness.
Even though it is the baby of the Clearaudio family

mounted on aWolfram shaft running in sapphire
watch bearings for the horizontal plane, and
ceramic bearings for the vertical. The effective
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none are orovided.

for the complete deck are 400 x360 x 130mm
(wdh). There is also the Blu-Emotion option

of turntables, the breeding showed through, with

available at £ 720. This boasts avery attractive
blue finish to the chassis — platter and feet colour

the deck having a mature, even-handed way of
reproducing sound that proved to be very easy to

www.hifinews.co.uk
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turntable
live with. Indeed, its manners proved faultless,

the Imagination [
Tip World records TIPWLP 30]

moving again. The Emotion, on the other hand,

and if the demands of the music being played

were replayed with seemingly boundless amounts

became abit too much for the system to handle

took things more in its stride, seemingly having

gracefully, then the listener was left aware of it,

of energy. The bass stopped and started accurately
enough to ensure that a subconscious rhythm

without having the senses assaulted by vulgar and
inappropriate sounds.

difference in outlook and approach between a

accompanying foot movement was impossible to
avoid, although Iwould say that it was not the

20-year-old and a30-year-old. On apractical note

Some of the calmness could be attributed to
the precise and unhurried timing that characterised

deepest bass that Ihave heard (see ' Aurum
Virtuoso' panel below for more).

detachable dust cover, and the switch, positioned
on top of the motor, came more readily to hand

music when played on this machine. By unhurried,
Idon't mean that the pacing seemed slow; rather

than that on the side of the Clearaudio control. •
It is inevitable that comparison will be made

of gravity. A good example of this was when
playing Klemperer's 1964 Columbia recording of

between this and the Pro-Ject Xperience turntable,

[SAX 2554].

I am not the world's greatest

Ifelt that the Pro-Ject had the advantage of a

CLOSE COMPARISON

the deck portrayed aseemingly appropriate sense

the Largo from Dvorak's New World Symphony

seen it all before. A human analogy would be the

Supplied Aurum cartridge and Satisfy tonearm,
pictured above the arm's frictionless bias control

which Ireviewed and liked in the May 2005 issue
of HiFi News, since the two are priced so
similarly. The Pro-Ject is sold at £ 550 without

Klemperer fan, finding his style a little too
cartridge so with, for instance, an Ortofon MC15
measured for my taste, but in this instance I Super at £ 105 (£ 140 less 25% discount if bought
found the Emotion's presentation to work in a with the deck) the two are price-matched. Both
sympathetic manner with the music. It portrayed
decks also share rectangular acrylic chassis and
the micro-detail of the little inflections in timing

detached motors driving acrylic platters via abelt.

and dynamics that a conductor leaves as his
signature on aperformance, in asubtle way that

Idid not have the opportunity to test the two
decks side by side, but the difference in

caused me to play the piece twice and wonder

presentation was so great as to be unmissable.

why Iwas actually enjoying, rather than tolerating,
Klemperer at the helm.

sense

By way of complete contrast, the pounding
140+ bpm beats of 1200 Micrograms' Heroes of

adrenalin-fuelled music, it sometimes felt alittle
impatient, waiting for the next beat, to get up and

Whereas the Xperience had an irrepressible
of fun,

and

excelled

at

reproducing

Acrylic not only looks sharp, it is excellent for the control and prevention of unwanted resonances

Aurum yVirtuoso
The Emotion package includes a Clearaudio

alittle reticent in describing the lower areas of

Aurum Classics Wood cartridge that retails on

bass notes, but Ifound this preferable to the
usual bloom that alot of cheaper cartridges use
to disguise aless-than-weighty bass.

its own for £ 110. The Aurum is the base model
of five in Clearaudio's moving coil range, which
is topped by the ' Virtuoso' at £ 345. All models
possess an aluminium cantilever along with a
wood- capped alloy body, but different stylus

Other aspects of the performance were good,
with timing and imaging qualities that aren't
usually found in this price bracket.

profiles exist, along with minor internal wiring

Swapping aVirtuoso for the Aurum revealed

changes. The specifications are as follows, with

clearly what the extra money buys. The family
characteristic of calm detail remained, but the

Virtuoso figures in brackets where different:
Frequency response is given as 20Hz to 20kHz,

Virtuoso did it with more style and panache.

and channel separation as >20dB (> 30dB).
Channel balance shows a great improvement

the Aurum became solid and textured with the

across the range <- 2dB (<_ 0.3dB). Tracking

Virtuoso in charge as shapes and colours

weight is 2g for both models, with an output
voltage of 3.3mV ( 3.6mV).

contrasted in the sound. The latter gave me the
impression of reaching awhole layer nearer to
the original performance, leaving an awareness

The ' Aurum' gave asurprisingly good account
of itself on the Satisfy arm and when mounted
on the Hadcock 242 Integra attached to my
Origin Live- powered LP12. Ienjoyed the control
it gave to the sound, and the way it retained a
sense of decorum even when provoked. It didn't
try to show off sonically, and could, at times be

www.hifinews.co.uk

Images that were mildly ethereal when using

of the miniscule background information that
the more affordable cartridge glossed over. Both
are very good pick-ups at their respective prices,
but the performance difference is such that, if
there is spare cash available Iwould approach
your retailer about an upgrade.

Supplier
Audio Reference
01252 702705
www.audioreference.co.uk

Hi-Felews verdict
An extremely likeable and user-friendly deck, with an
exemplary standard of build and finish that promises
longevity and an unmistakable whiff of class in its
sound. Adefinite for the audition shortlist.

Hi-FiNews
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Peter Suchy • Clearaudio

Clear as abell

CoHmi-FmiNieu\mvsm3

EXCLUSIVE

In an exclusive interview Tony Bolton talks to Peter Suchy — the founder of the
classic German marque Clearaudio — about his love of analogue, the vinyl
versus digital debate, and what he sees as the future for his company
Why do you think that 'old school' vinyl replay is

the pre-amp from the system. It was like jumping

years. In most cases people do not understand

taken so seriously in Germany?

in at amuch higher reproduction level. This was

that they can get this wonderful reproduction at

Peter Suchy: ' There are several reasons for this.

the motivation to design aphono pre- amplifier

this level, because today we can make much

One is technological improvement. Today we can

that music lovers could really use, that fed

better records than in the 1950s.'

get transistors and capacitors with signal-to-noise

directly into the amplifier and then the speaker.

Do you see vinyl as staying aspecialist market or

ratios of 120 to 130dB, so we have agreater

So Clearaudio will focus on anything that will

think that it could become amainstream one?

possibility to improve any device that amplifies

improve analogue music reproduction.'

'I think it will stay aspecialised market because

the signal from the cartridge. Forty years ago this

Where do you see the future of high-end music

we live in aworld where the man on the street is

reproduction?

influenced by going into adisco and hearing loud

wasn't possible. We have better cutting devices,
even though old mono and stereo was fantastic
quality, but we can make it better today. Yet this
is only possible in the analogue area — not with

'The future for the small number of companies

music with high sound pressure levels. People

focusing on analogue reproduction only is going

feel this energy not knowing that it is garbage for

hand- in- hand with reproduction from LPs. This is

the ears. They are influenced by major

digital. So if you take the best components you

abig future. LP records will never change their

companies explaining that digital sounds better

can reach an unbelievably high level of music

format. The first format was mono, and you know

because you can not scratch it and that there is

reproduction — though I'm still not satisfied.'

that some mono records can sound better than

no groove noise in it. These arguments are
obsolete. We are now producing records on virgin

Where do you see the future of Clearaudio?

stereo, but later stereo recordings are giving us a

'I see our future in the improvement, and

depth of reproduction and details that perhaps

vinyl, which is silent.'

breaking through, of any new devices that

we cannot get from mono. This is how the future

What do you believe to be vinyl's weakest points on

simplify the analogue system. We have

will go for the small group of analogue users.

abasic technical level?

eliminated the pre-amp. We made several

Improvements and simplification of the

'The cartridge is the most important instrument

experiments with some well known equipment

equipment to play records using turntables but

in the system. If you drink water from aspring in

from companies like Conrad Johnson and Audio

no change in format. Today many record

the woods it is clear and it tastes fantastic. If

Research — both transistor and tube — that is

companies are producing very good pressings on

there is one speck of dirt in it, it all tastes dirty.

supposed to be the best, and finally, two years

180g vinyl, and all over the world are large

Asimilar thing happens in music: if the source

ago we made listening experiments eliminating

collections of records built up over the last 100

isn't clear then you can never get the results,
such as you can get with aMaster Reference. If
people want to improve an analogue system then
the biggest improvement will come from their
buying abetter cartridge. And then from getting
abetter tonearm: one that harmonises with the
cartridge with no resonance problems.'
Why is acrylic your preferred medium when it
comes to building record players?
'Beat propagation velocity in acrylic is much
lower than that in aluminium or metal, so
during the cartridge tracking process, the
vibration energy is going into an acrylic
platter that is more acoustically dead than
one made from aluminium. Iwonder at
some companies who use aluminium
platters. They ring, and that resonance
affects sound. It's important for the design
of the turntable to use amaterial that is
acoustically dead anc whch has very low
speed of propagation. This material is
acrylic. It is the ideal material. Personally I
would use vinyl as the next step after acrylic, so
From left to right: Robert, Peter and Patrick
Suchy. Peter Suchy's sons work alongside their
father to ensure 'these precise components will
continue well into the future'
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Interview
Peter Suchy

Do you think digital reproduction can ever meet, or

digital distortion to be so bad that after five

surpass, the stereo vinyl experience?

minutes Igot astrange feeling. Icould hear this

'Never ever! This answer isn't just based on

digital noise coming from the Acapella speaker's

intuition but on experience too. CD started with

plasma tweeters. My motivation was to show Sony

44.1kHz sampling frequency; as you know the

and Phi ips that even asmall company could ge:

real frequency is around half of this, and you

it right. But the result convirced me to stay

need very strong filters. Isay never, because all

analogue, and to put the energy into step-by-step

the designers of digital equipment forgot several

improvements in analogue reproduction.'

•

things about human sensitiv ty.
About five years ago, Dr Flanagan, an American
scientist, made experiments with dolphins and
The Master TQI parallel- tracking arm ( top);
assembly at the Clearaudio factory ( above)

humans, and found that we could sense 28kHz to
100kHz. Not hearing, but feeling through our
bones and skin, bypassing our ears. And the crazy
thing about this sensitivity is that as we get older

we designed the Harmoniser, which is absolutely

and our high hearing goes down this sensitivity

flat on the bottom, and has avinyl mat that's

doesn't. This is why old people with hearing down

specially shaped at the top to have the best

to 6kHz can still sense and enjoy the harmonics

contact with the record, taking the energy in the

of aStradivarius. You can only get the full emotion

vinyl mat without any reflection. If you have

of music by, say, Beethovel or Dvorak, if you go to

material-to- material contact with absolutely

alive concert or have the highest level of recording

identical speeds of propagation then you have no

and reproduction as you have these 28 to 100kHz

reflection energy, then it goes to the acrylic

harmon cs. You need them for the emotion.

platter. If you're buy ng aturn:able and t's

If the designers of CD had had this knowledge

possible to take off the platter, take apenny and

they

wou ld

have waited 20 years for SACD, but for

knock the platter with it. If you hear ametal

20 years people have collected CDs, and the real

ringing then this ,ste energy spectrum that is

music lover has carried on collecting vinyl. They

adding to the original signal from the cartridge.'

have more on vinyl than CD.

Do you have apreference for pick-up arm length?

Four years ago Istarted acrazy project using a

'As long as possible - as long as you car place it

800kHz sampling rate. When we had finished this

on the turntable! The preference is 14- inch.'

system Ifound the pressse on my ears from

www.hifinews.co.uk

Clearaudio: Key facts
•Clearaudio began in Erlangen, Germany in May
1978. Its first project concerned the production
of two-way phase- correct loudspeakers.
•The company sold 3,000 of these speakers in
the firs year, depite being an unknown company
in tie German market.
•The Clearaudio logo is from the Greek alphabet;
alpha, beta, gamma, delta. The delta represents
the fourth dimension, the emotior in music.
•Clearaudio's Trigon Pll stylus shape
(introduced in 1990) uses the exact same
parabolic shape that can be seen in close-ups of
grooves in virtually all stereo LPs.
•Today people in over 60 countries around the
world own and use Clearaudio products.
•Peter Suchy's audio expertise and innovations
have resulted in over 50 patents being registered.
•Peter Suchy explained: Our philosophy is to
make something as well as we can, and then to
make it better.'
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DNM 3D-Six • pre-amplifier

tit-FINe\f\is
EXCLUSIVE

Six Appeal
DNM's unconventional premium pre- amplifier
has been revised after six years of
development. It's time to reach for the DIN
plugs, says Christopher Breunig

inputs, and record out: disc 1, disc 2, tape, radio,

via the power supply unit. There are separate gain

and direct ( CD). Auxiliaries 1and 2 are blanked

controls for left and right channels; below these

off, but if required asimple modification accesses

are rotary selector switch, mute and a toggle

eter Walker of Quad famously likened an

these with the front selector stop extended. Also

which allows the choice, when tape recording,

amplifier to ' a straight wire with gain'. If

at the rear are the inlet sockets for the ribbon

between fixed or variable level output. But with

only life were that simple! Denis Morecroft

power cables and outputs to the power amp.

the 3D, two sets of moving-coil or moving- magnet

DNM 3D- Six

p
PRICE

£6995

DNM

With the Six or Twin, in preference to the

boards may be fitted, selected by afront toggle

pre-amplifier for six years - now the Series 3D is

optional direct connection to the power amplifier,

switch. The 3D is priced as aline-only unit: sets

has

been

deliberating

over

his

new

in production. As with earlier series there is an
upgrade path via different power supplies: under
the pre-amplifier motherboard is a replacable
power supply distribution board tailored for one of
the three available power supply options; in order
of price, these are known as Primus, Twin or Six.
Higher specification moving-coil or m- m boards

The 3D represents ahuge step forward
from earlier DNM pre- amplifiers and
really comes into its own with analogue ti

are also substituted as you move up the scale.
of RIAA m- cor m- m boards are an optional extra

power supply units

the outlet is routed via a5- pin DIN cable link to

both come in the same 290 x 160 x 122mm

the power supply box, where grounding is further

[see ' Getting there, stage- by- stage' opposite]. One

(wxdxh) acrylic casework as before. But to suit a

optimised, before the signal is fed to the amplifier.

can also switch stereo to mono, and there is now

The

pre-amplifier and

less conservative generation of enthusiasts these

The gain in resolution here makes this especially

a 3.5mm socket for headphones ( 35-300 ohm

can now be had in clear rather than the familiar

desirable with the top-spec Six PSU. Note that

impedance) driven from the pre's output amps.

DNM ' translucent black'. The 3D caters for seven

the Primus doesn't allow this pre/power connection

Although not incompatible with other makes,
the new pre-amplifier is intended to complement

Moving- coil boards
for 3D- Six

DNM's own PA3/PA3S power amps. Please note
that

a simple

desoldering

modification

to

unwanted PA3 speaker outlet tracks is described
at www.dnm.co.uk, for improved performance
with single or hi-wire connection.
The development work on ribbon cables and
slit-foil electrolytic capacitors ( Six and Twin power
supplies have DNM's special T- Network fourterminal caps: see HFN August 1997) has led to
a further exploration of how to optimise the
circuits to achieve neutrality in timbrai resolution,
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pre-amplifier

good timing and spat al representation. To reduce
botn signal paths and unwanted current effects
the various plig-in boards ( electrically terminated
to prevent high-frequency reflections damaging
sound quality) are three-dimensional, that is,
folded wittl through-pin connectors to the fine
tracks. They have a mirror image symmetry, the
audio signal neffect running through

3

precise

sources, it really comes into its own in athrilling

'spaced pair' of conductors.

way with analogue, whether ' Money', from Pink

SOUND QUALITY

the quickening of tempo makes you feel as if you

The 3D

,
epresents

Floyd's The Dark Side Of The Moon [
EMI], where
a huge step forward from

earlier DNM pre-amplifiers. Very fine with digital

might be standing at edge of a cliff, or the
rebarbative

finale

of

Bar,ók's

Fourth

String

Quartet,

played with

steely precision

in the

Juilliard's 1960s recording [ CBS]. Ihad always
suspected that there was good sound to be had
from that old LP, which can sound screechy and
insensitively spread as one microphone per player. k
Now at last Ihear acohesive image, wide dynamic

Getting there, stage-by-stage
pr

s

e annel PA3 and, with

full supp yregulation and using T-netwcrk
capacitors, its more refined 23W/channel PA3S
[HFN Jure 1988/Nov 20031; these introduced
DNM's three-dimensional circuit layouts,
Denis Morecroft has lever liked metal casework
and his products are in acrylic (cheaper plastic
for the smaller power supply unit), thereby
avcicing interaction with the music signal. Nor
are there any phono sockets: 5- pin 180' DIN

www.hifinews.co.uk

connectors are used, so purchasers may have to
reterminate tonearm leads! Pin 1may be used
for the earth lead, alternatively there are
adjacent 2.5mm insert points for earthing.
The 3D pre-amplifiers are wholly made in
England; he PA3s are currently produced by
Karlev Audio ( Reson), Switzerland. Karlev also
manufactiores DNM's innovative Rota acrylic
turntable, with its unique suspension, armmount, drve and bearing systems — regrettably

these are at present as elusive as the unicorn.
Most purchasers of the 30, it is thought, will
probably be upgrading from existing DNM
pre-anplifiers so — set out in full detail om
the company's website — generous trade-in
allowances are offered. For example exchange
a3C- Six for a3D- Six and you pay £ 4112.50.
Sets of m- cor m- m boards with RIAA correction
are respectively £ 749, £ 659 and £ 549 for the
3D- Six, Twin and Primus.
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Shadow Distribution
prove that great things
can indeed come in
small boxes!

Cadham Centre
GlenrothesKY7 6RP
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
infoeshadowdistribution.co.uk
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

EASTERN ELECTRIC
www.easternelectric.co.uk

A Brief Introduction
Eastern Electric is apint venture
between US- based Bill O'Connell
and Hong Kong- based electrical
engineer Alex Yeung which began
when O'Connell metYeung in the cyber
world and eventually ordered one of his
5wpc MA- 1amps with RGN2504 rectifier
and 6L6 output tubes.
The rest as they say, is history and the
results speak for themselves. A range of
products that set new standards and alevel
of performance way beyond its price-point.
Eastern Electric has received world-wide
acclaim, awards and praise from reviewers
and listeners alike.

FINESSE,ADAPTABILITY & BUILD
QUALITY: Minimax Pre-amp

FATIGUE FREE HIGH RESOLUTION
MUSICALITY: Minimax Tube CD Player

TRANSPARENCY & LOW-LEVEL
DYNAMICS: Minimax Pre-amp

ULTIMATE AFFORDABLE TUBE SYSTEM:
Minimax CD Player, Pre-amp. Power Amp

"Put more succinctly yet.
MiniMax is for music lovers,
not theoreticians, critics and
other cold-blooded experts.
"Known as agolden ear in
Hong Korg, designer Alex
Yeung voices all of his valved
components to do justice to
music's innate beauty. Music
first, test tones ninth."

"Without endless money and
asaint's patience for costly
mistakes, you're far better
off with something like the
MiniMax."
"Yet another example of atrue
value product that's intelligently
packaged with just the right - and
some unexpected - features. My
hat's off to the golden ears in
Hong Kong. "

"Within seconds it was
obvious that the MiniMax was
painting abig, very full and
rich sonic picture."
Pour yourself awarm bath
and settle back with aglass
of wine.You have just entered
the MiniMax zone, adomain
of luxuriant harmonic textures
that envelopes and caresses
the aural pleasure centers. "

ALL PRODUCTS COME WITH A NO RISK 30- DAY MONEY
BACK OPTION * ( CONDITIONS APPLY)
Minimax Valve
Minima./ HDCD
Power Amplifier
Valve CD Player
(WxLxH) 316x205x150mm (WxLxH) 316x338x95mm

Minimax M520 Valve
Integrated Amp
(WxLxH) 412x415x185mm

Minimax Valve
Minimax Valve
Pre Amp
Phono Pre Amp
(WxLxH) 316x145x115mm (WxLxH) 316x215x127mm

£1,399.00

£699.00

£999.00

£849 .00
-

£799.00

If you are using asolidstate amp now and
wonder why your music
experience doesn't draw
you in or doesn't have the
tone characteristic of a
live concert, what you're
likely missing is the
pleasurable warmth that
only tubes provide.

Experience what extended
frequencies really are.

This phono stage is redefining
the term "State Of The Art".

From deep bass notes that
delineate the bottom end of
agreat bass line to the crisp
strike of acymbal to the soft
brush strokes on asnare skin.

Even in the calm of the
evening spinning your
favourite artist on vinyl, the
MiniMax will have your
feet tapping like no other
phono stage you have
ever heard. Dynamic yet
sweet with clarity focusing
on the musicians playing.
in the soundstage of the
performance.

8watts of delightfully
enjoyable power guaranteed
to please. Sit back in your
sweet spot and let the music
take to the unchartered
waters that flow from your
speakers into the ears of your
mind. This amplifier floats
the boat to the sea of aural
pleasures that most drown
in while trying to wade in
its tide.

Our latest creation in
bringing the digital domain to the Reference standard
that Audiophiles demand.
This player will make you
forget about your vinyl •
collection, or at least give
you the alternative to choose
without sacrificing what you
love from your vinyl (analog)
rig.

Engineered for years
of satisfaction with
meticulous attention
to detail, Alex Yeung
has selected the
highest quality parts
and transformers made
especially for his
statement design of the
Eastern Electric M520 '
integrated amp.
With the design of the
M520 we believe we
have taken this circuit to
reveal the absolute best
musicality you will find.
What are you waiting for?

Many differei it combinations
of capacitors and resistors
were auditioned until
we found the exact
mixture of capacitors from
Europe and the highest
quality audiophile grade
components which sets
the MiniMax apart from all
other preamplifiers in sheer
musical enjoyment.
Letting the music touch
your heart and soul. Peace
of mind knowing you never
have to wony again about,
is there another product
out there that can bring me
closer to the music? We
don't believe thee is and
will put our MiniMax up
against any challengers.

Only the highest quality
electrical parts were matched
and selected for use in its
solid construction. Handassembled by highly trained,
experienced builders and is
sure to bring years of listening
enjoyment
The MiniMax Phono'Stage is
asophisticated all tube high
end phono stage equipped
with the highest quality
permalloy core MC step-up
transformers. With 57dB of
in, it will drive the most
rlemandingoflnsvouitput MC
di:fridges with PASP,

Carefully selected
components housed inside
its perimeters are second to
none. Each unit is burned in
for 48 hours to assure quality
control before it even leaves
the assembly plant
The MiniMax Amplifier
extols the recorded
performance as it was meant
to be heard. Singling out
each instrument in its space
and note duration of its tone
and pitch. Why settle for
anything less? Affordable
High-End was our goal with
customer satisfaction being
its priority

Have you.been disillusioned
with "Perfect Sound Forever"
with your CD's? Our Tube
CD Player will have you
thinking maybe they were
correct No, we didn't roll
off those shrill grainy high
frequencies glat other players
exhibit, we engir leered a
way to successfully represent
these extended frequencies.
Its essence is simplicity
and attention to detail. The
MiniMax CD player is the
product of acompany.that
firmly believes in the adage,
less is more.

Dealer enquiries are very welcome.
Please call or email for an information pack containing further detW.

Auditions

pre- amplifier

Who needs mono?
Amono switch is one of those facilities, like
tone controls, that has largely disappeared, but
the 3D underlines just how useful it can be —
indeed essential if left/right channel gain is
not ganged. CDs especially vary widely in
transfer levels and gain adjustment may
become necessary when going from one disc to
another; switching temporarily to mono helps
judge abalanced image between speakers. We
have become fairly used to playing mono LPs
with astereo pickup over two speakers; but
this can result in aspurious brilliance'. With a
mono switch you can more readily recognise
and respond to the original label character —
the image is refocused into anarrower central
area but still suggests depth and separation.
Many early stereo recordings were produced
with exaggerated left—right separation, to make
them more effective' on the average domestic

The DNM 3D- Six power supply with its

reproducer. Listening today, this feature can

T- network electrolytic capacitors; triple ribban

become distracting. Played as mono these

cables are connected to numbered pre- amplifier sockets

really can sound good.

range and pin-sharp representation of the third
movement's lightly plucked strings, in contrast
with

Bartók's

prescribed ' slapping'

pizzicati,

where the strings rebound from the body.
The 3D throws open a huge wide window on
analogue favourites,

notably the Curzon/Szell

the signal goes from the

real emotional response. Any coloration will be

pie- amplifier to the

the fault of the CD player, and an initial suspicion

main amplifier via the

that the stereo soundstage was slightly narrowed

power supply unit

was dispelled when Iturned to the Solti Mahler 8,

Brahms First Piano Concerto [ Speakers Corner

Decca's

Decca], surely one of the five greatest classical

'Symphony of a Thousand' on tape, with its

recordings ever made. Playback: Van den Hul

impressive width and separation. The end of Part

landmark

attempt

to

capture

this

MC10S; Well Tempered Arm; Linn LP12/Cirkus

1sent waves rushing up the back of my neck!

with Origin Live Ultra 200 DC motor replacement.
It was the Origin Live kit which had really alerted

above

me to the wealth of detail to be had from the

distracting, and Sony's 20- bit remastering of Kind

grave Adagio, but as well as the musicians' vocal

Of Blue really is more enjoyable in double- mono!
With historic transfers on Naxos, and the more

noi%î,c.
coul,

1'1

heard before, with the 3D you
,
averm's pedalling and get asense

With the 3D- Six or Twin,

concertos [ Deccal brought asmile to my face. I
am not agreat Bach lover, but the 3D generates a

Imention in the ' Who needs mono?' panel
how stereo mixes can

sometimes

be

purist label Opus Kura, the 78rpm swish faded

of the .epa wicrophones placed for the piano.

into utter insignificance behind a vivid and

The weigkel of orchestral phrases and slight

involving musical foreground.
Agood piano CD is Yundi Li's Liszt on Deutsche

the event' is also suggestec: a timing ideal

Grammaphon — DG offers the ' Rolls-Royce' of

rarely brought off. Indeed, the timing, resolution

Two mono discs I hear for pleasure, both

piano recordings these days. The 3D conveys the

of sounds starting and stopping, the powerful

'Oxfam' pressings which nonetheless make good

latent power implied in this young Chinese artist's

tenuti in th

rings, the sheer power at climactic

passages, were realised in aquite special way.

depiction of dynamic range and rhythmic drive
whilst still preserving subtle expressive shadings,

111 You could hear the resolving ability in
the rapid repeated notes, wide dynamic
range and wholly lifelike piano sound

and the tonal accuracy of instruments or voices,
especially in low registers, all combine here to
create enormous satisfaction. This is DNM's most
sophisticated product to date and is certainly one
well worth seeking out.
EMMI
MMIMP

test material, are Alan Bennett's 1984 A . A. Milne

opening pages of the Sonata; with ' La Campanella .

DNM Designs

'The

you could hear the DNM's resolving ability in the

01480 457989

Records] and the 1940s Duke Ellington collection

rapid repeated notes, wide dynamic range, and

www.dnm.co.uk

In AMellotone [
RCA]. The Bennett sounded much

wholly lifelike pianoforte sound.

House at

Pooh Corner'

readings [ BBC

The 3D

quicker paced and more expressive than before,
while with Ivie Anderson's ' IGot It Bad...' you felt

is especially

impressive at

pitch

definition and tonal accuracy in low registers (
eg,

Hi-FiNews verdict
Costly but flexible pre- amp offers profound musical

you could hear far into the studio even when the

in

reviewed

rewards with its exceptional timing, resolution and

voice levels were quite high over the band. The

elsewhere in this issue). Equally, it is able to

tonal neutrality. Ample facilities, excellent finish.

3D is no less foot-tapping and addictive with

convey the minute timing inflections musicians

May be bought in three performance level stages.

digital sources: András Schiff's Bach keyboard

give to their phrases; the sense of being present

www.hifinews.co.uk

the

Schubert ' Trout'

Quintet

Hi-FiNews
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Lyra Dorian Mono • cartridge

Mono

Mania

Here's atreat for mono-fiends everywhere — Lyra
has ahand- built stereo- compatible moving- coil
cartridge at aprice that's bound to please.
Ken Kessler enjoys the sweetspot

here, are 'totally safe to play any microgroove
record from 1948 and onwards.' Dorian's stylus
size is specified to suit all microgroove records,
whether they be monaural or stereo.

counterweights to achieve tracking force of
1.8-2.0g. As for pre-amp settings, the Dorian's
impedance is 3ohm, its output voltage is 0.25mV
and frequency range is stated as 10Hz-50kHz.

In true Lyra tradition the mono version of the
Dorian is hand- built, then tuned by Yoshinori

Lyra's recommended load, dire...
nverting RIAA inputs, is 100

acartridge specifically for mono LP playback is

Mishima.

which you'll acknowledge is kini."be .. Lyra

about as relevant a move as buying an 8-track

medium compliance moving-coil fitted with the

suggests that the user should deter. n.k. .'fie best

player.

company's

Lra Dorian Mono
PRICE

E

L. ) ,19

ven the most fervent vinyl addict must
contain himself when it comes to mono. For
many, merely contemplating the purchase of

One fact,

though,

undermines

such

It is a low- impedance,
Namikl

MicroRidge

low-output,
2.5

x 75

s
t
'

;onhm,

wariness: Sundazed and Classic Records are still

micrometre, natural diamond I.ne-contact stylus

value ' by listening.' It also suggestia load via
step-up transformer of 2-10 ohm and not more

issuing brand-new mono LPs, so we're not talking

on a solid boron rod cantilever. The latter is

than 10 ohm, but there were LPs that sounded

solely about old vinyl. And why are Classic and

mounted directly to the internal structure of the

Sundazed doing this? Simple: mono LPs can and

cartridge body. Its generator consists of Lyra's

better with 100-200 ohm to my ears.
This creates a perfect opportunity to provide

do sound incredible.., especially when the original

proprietary pole- piece- less, dual neodymium discs

you with some psychological counselling, so here

was recorded strictly in mono.
Most of us, however, have two-speaker systems,
and we're not about to set up single-channel rigs,
so we need modern, stereo-compatible mono
cartridges, which is what Lyra, Decca, Grado and
afew others are producing to satisfy the increasing
interest in mono. Jonathan Carr has addressed
this

concern

by

designing

Lyra's

monaural

It

This is not 1986. Do not be anal about
this. Playing with impedances is not
going to ruin the cartridge...
El

top of each other. The cartridge suspension,

in abalanced, symmetrical-field magnetic system
with apermalloy core and 99.9999 ( 6N) copper

goes: This is not 1986. Do not be anal about this.
Playing with impedances is not going to ruin the

cantilever and stylus are identical for the monaural

coils. To optimise it for mono, the core and coils

cartridge, nor make your dick fall off. Set the load

cartridges to their corresponding stereo versions,

are oriented at 90° rather than tie 45° orientation

while Lyra's new proprietary line-contact stylus
was developed to track with equal facility on both

appropriate for stereo.

cartridges with two separate mono coils wound on

owhat sounds best for you. Enjoy.
Oh, and there's one other thing: if your pre-amp

Compliance is around 12 x 10 -6 cm/dyne at

has amono button, do use i:. Idon't know why,

stereo and mono records. Lyra stresses that its

100Hz and weight is atypical 6.4g, so for most

mono cartridges, including the Dorian reviewed

arms balancing doesn't require supplementary

but even with true mono cartridges, you can hear
adifference, especially in terms of image solidity,
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cartridge
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Colour- coded
pins aid set up,
but watch out for
Each mono Dorian is checked and adjusted by Yoshinori Mishima before being packed

while there's aseeming 'eduction in the nature of
surface noise, too.

naked cantilever

The Lyra is smoother and sweeter than
the Decca, and — surprisingly — only
slightly less bold and forward sounding"

With the aforementioned components, plus
SME 30 turntable, Wilson WATT Puppy System 7
speakers, McIntosh 2102 power amp and assorted
Transparent cables, the Dorian worked its magic
immediately. The only modern mono cartridge I
have is aDecca Maroon, which costs around half
that of the £ 549 Dorian. The Decca is, for some,

The

an acquired taste, but once you've savoured its

experience of only a little excitement. If Icould

— precisely what every mono- maniac cites as a

immediacy, just about everything else souncs
lifeless. What a Decca never sounds like is a

describe the Dorian's sound with an utterly
non-conventional term ( as far as audio jargon

reason not to abandon the single-channel LP.

moving-coil. Which is where the Dorian comes in.

goes), Iwould say it's ' shiny' and in a wholly
positive way. Whether using brand-new vinyl
pressings like the mono Dylans from Sundazed or

via- mono cartridge versus a mono LP-via-stereo

For openers, it's smoother and sweeter than the
Decca, and — surprisingly — only slightly less bo,d
and forward. Deccas are known for turning evey
musical event into abreathtaking toboggan ride.

Dorian

cossets you,

while

robbing the

portions of the groove, the sound is bold and vivid

It's tough to explain Unless you use mono LPcartridge. This is not aoout the mono vs stereo

debate so, no, Ididn't compare mono Dylan with

slightly worn 1950s mono LPs which are rendered

stereo Dylan. There's no denying the more solid

listenable when the new stylus tracks the unworn

central image, the creation of — uncannily — a
sense of front to back depth, of remarkable
transient speed, and of the absence of awhole
slew of problems that stereo suffers inherently

From stereo to mono
Lyra's Stig Bjorge explains that converting an

only in one direction. The reason Lyra has

existing stereo cartridge to mono operation

wound two separate mono coils onto the former

requires aconcern for the differing natures of

is in recognition of the fact that most mono

the two formats played back through a

cartridges still will be played on astereo

two- channel system. ' There is one monaural coil

and that mono avoids completely. What arelief it
is not to have to worry about stage width.
What the Dorian does is close the gap between

system. So the two separate, identical coils will

revivified mono cartridges of the past and the new
generation of mono cartridges, some of which

for two channels. The coil former in astereo

simply produce identical signals to each of the

cartridge is angled at 45° and the coils are

suffer wholly obscene pricing. Lunatic collectors

two stereo channels, hence producing astable

wound at 90° in relation to each groove side. In

aside, Ican't think of anyone prepared to spend

mono centre image.'

£3000 on a mono cartridge. But £ 549? Once
you've heard what this cartridge can do to Louis

amonaural cartridge, the
coil former is

Prima's Call of the Wildest or any Mickey Katz LP,

parallel ( or

you'll understand why Phil Spector was right. II

vertical
depending how

Supplier

you see it) with the

Symmetry

record because

01727 865488

there is movement

www.lyraaudio.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
The Lyra makes ahugely welcome addition to what
is agrowing number of stereo- compatible cartridges.
It's smoother and sweeter than the Decca Maroon.
and still bears areal-world price. Agreat cartpdge.

wvvvv.hifinews.co.11k
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A gift to music.
•

Definitive Audio creates aquality of
musical experience that is peerless.
Our service is bespoke, our
philosophy is unique and our
results are celebrated the world
over. We use aselection of the most
artful and ingenious creations,
including the emotionally
persuasive and sublimely beautiful
KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan.

definitive audio
t: +44 (0) 115 973 3222.
e: shout@ciefinitiveaudio.co.uk

KsL _
GAKu0H

,
K0_1)

WAI'l' MONO VALVE AMPLIFIERS £,18,000 PER PAIR

T 0118 981 9891

te

E info@audioconsultants.co.uk

audio

www.audioconsultarts.co.uk

consultants

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS
bEclipse-TD 712z. These unusually shaped loudspeakers
produce imaging and soundstaging that can equal that
achieved with the best speakers costing several times
their price. Very sharp focus, very fast and probably the
best transients we have heard. Virtually no colouration,
amost revealing loudspeaker. With their custom stand
f4000 apair.

Conrad-johnson ACT 2
and Premier 350. This
a Ayre Acoustics K-1 and

This pre- power

combination offers an

combination offers an exceptionally high

exceptionally transparent

level of transparency and deep soundstage

and natural sound producing

for the price. With acharacteristically sharp

avery 3dimensional, large

focussed image, the fully balanced circuits

soundstage. A reference

offer avery neutral tonal balance. On apar

system. ACT 2 valve

with the best amplifiers we have heard.

pre- amplifier £ 13000.

K-1 pre- amplifier f4995. V-1 power amplifier

Premier 350 power

(2oowpc) £6495.

amplifier (35owpc) f8000.

Located approximately 15 minutes drive from
either M4/Junction 12 or M3/1unction 6with
free and easy parking outside the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.
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7 Cornet House
Calleva Park
Aldermaston

Demonstrations by appointment
Mondays to Saturdays io:oo toi8:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration

Reading

and previously owned equipment listed on our website.

Berkshire RG7 8JA

More info visit our new website www.autlioconsultants.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Dynaudio 52SE • loudspeaker

Auditions

loudspeaker

Taking it

SE
Dynaudio has gone upmarket with the
Audience range via acompletely reworked
version of its popular 52 standmounter.
Patrick Fraser sounds it out...

Dnaudio 52SE
PRICE

A

£ 950

ccording to Dynaudio, the decision to create
an SE version of its £ 650 Audience 52

standmounter was not only an attempt to
build on the success of the 52 brand. It

some big- band jazz, growling electric bass or
aclose-miked solo cello. You certainly never
feel short changed when it comes to detail
though. Compared with a much-cherished
pair of original Audience 52s, used regularly
with

the

Musical

Fidelity

Nu-Vista

M3

was also a bid to hold market share at

integrated and 3D CD player employed for
this test, apparent was the way the SE version

the highly popular £ 900 price- point once
both its Contour 1.1 and 1.3 models had

revealed the finer workings of, say, finger on
string or extra ambient cues around vocalists.

been revamped and re-ticketed above the
psychologically important £ 1000 mark.

(Cabling was Nu-Vista throughout and stands
apair of Acoustic Energy ST-AE1.)

All this gives abig clue as to why the 52SE

Yet the big gains here were in bass
extension and headroom. Treble was at once

boasts the 17cm mid/bass driver from the

11

Treble is at once expressive, extended,
clean and supremely smooth, benefiting
high vocals and metal percussion alike !!

Contour 1.3 Mk II, the 28mm Esotec tweeter
from the Contour Srange and anew crossover

its own space over an appropriate- sounding
fat, slack-skinned snare. Yet once the
pulsing ' White Shadows' kicks in the off- beat
bassline

merely

serves to

anchor things

rather than propel the song along.
Having said that, all the body, presence
and sheer listenability that is the Audience
series house sound survives here intact. Just
be sure to partner the 52SE with something
speedy electronics-wise — amps from Sugden,

expressive, extended, clean and supremely

Nairn and Cyrus would be a smart start — if
you want to hear it at its best.

in astandard cabinet given extra bracing.

smooth, benefiting high vocals and metal
percussion alike. Play something that souncs

Unchanged is the fact that to the rear of
each speaker is a single set of gold-plated

spitty up top, like the hi- hat work on the
vinyl-to- digital mixes that make up Ministry

EMIZIZIMMIMMIPI

binding posts plus aport equipped with foam
bungs to aid bass tuning. Sensitivity is again

of Sound The Annual It [
ANNCD96] and that

86db/W/lm and impedance a flat 4 ohms
meaning that, like the standard 52, the SE
will give few amps cause for complaint.
And the sound? This is not aspeaker that
trawls deep into a mix to reveal every mixing
desk punch- in. Rather, it's a big-sounding
design that will drive the room whether fed

www.hifi news. co. uk

tweeter renders what can at times sound
downright crunchy when heard through the

•

Dynaudio International
020 7378 1810
www.dynaudio.com

standard 52 in an almost silky- like fashion.

Hi-FiNews verdict

If there was a niggle it was that things
could sound overly relaxed at times. Spin

Wide there's no shortage of compact standrnounters
ar3und this price- point the somewhat safe balance

'What If' from Coldplay's X&Y [ Parlophone

here makes this aspeaker that's easy to recommend.

4747862] and there's plenty of emotion to
be enjoyed as Chris Martin's voice floats in

Just be sure to partner it with afast- sounding amp.

Hi-FiNews
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Musical Fidelity • SACD Player

Hi-FiNews
EXCLUSIVE

Super Sonics
Musical Fidelity's flagship player boasts stereo SACD replay with
both valve and solid-state outputs. David Berriman is impressed

Musical Fideli
PRICE

kW SACO

£ 3999

M

usical Fidelity could never be accused of
resting on its laurels. The company's
continual quest to improve performance

and value for money saw it build a cracking
CD player in the Nu-Vista only to better it with the
lower- priced A5 through the use of new chip sets.
Then seeing the A5 had outperformed a much
more expensive player, company owner Antony
Michaelson realised he could now use all MF had

To the rear are both valve and solid-state outputs that are active simultaneously

learned and make a super stereo-only replay
separate circuitry, which by my reckoning makes

amps, and the other uses a military spec 6112
thermionic valve - like the A5 CD player. Both are

the same Burr- Brown 1792 device as used in the

four stereo DACs in total. The justification is a
claimed 121dB signal-to-noise ratio and very low

A5 CD. It upsamples the digital signal stream to

distortion levels.

connected to different amp inputs. Either may be

machine - and make it an SACD player, too.
The digital converter chip in the kW SACD is

active simultaneously, so can be left permanently

24- bit, 192kHz, so that the DAC runs faster and

And there's more: the SACD and CD circuits

listened to according to personal preference,

subsequent filtering is gentler. Whereas the A5

each have their own choke- regulated power supply

regardless of whether CD or SACD is the source,
which makes sonic comparisons easy.

uses just one stereo DAC per channel, the kW

DAC and filter [ see ' Chokes and solid-state

SACD features two stereo DACs in dual-differential

regulation' opposite] while the player's Class A,

The kW really does deliver outstanding sound

mode to reduce noise and distortion further. This

low- impedance low- noise analogue stages are

quality, using either CD o, SACDs. Taking 16- bit

arrangement is repeated for both CD and SACD in

duplicated. One is solid-state, using paralleled op

CD sources first, the overall impression was of
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SACD player

Glow to go: as player warms up lights in feet change from red to amber and finally neon blue

it was as though the kW SACO has taken
an already high CD quality even higher
—so high as to even challenge SACD
But SACD replay was startlingly good too,
seeming to bring out the key qualities of this
medium. 1:'s probably the best-sounding SACD
player I have heard since Sony launched its
SCD-1, which is saying something. For exampie,
the Linn Records SACD recording of Kodaly's
Dances of Ca/anta IMackerras/SCO on CKD 2341,
revealed aglorious richness, with sonorous horns,
and the spaciousness, depth ard acoustics of the
venue nicely captured. It's that subtle placement
of musiciais in the live environment that SACD
appealing

sound

be

had.

Most

does so well — and the kW is master. At the other

listeners would be forgiven for thinking

end of the cynamic scale, for example, even in

that CDs were actually SACDs — that's

the loudest passages, the massed strings stayed

how good it sounds.

clean, clear and nicely separated.

I thought

Inside the kW SACD, and 6112 valves ( above)

to

the

A5

CD

sounded

As for the solid-state versus valve output-stage

aston,shing, but the kW SACD has taken

comparison, frankly, there is no argument; to my

CD replay astep furthe,-.For instance,

ears, the valve option is so obviously better as to

with J.S. Bach's ' Well Tempered Klavier',

make the choice a no-brainer. The valve output

played by IvaJanssen [ Disc 1from Bach

has a translucency,

Complete Keyboard Works on Void 9805

delicacy which is just ' right'. It's not just amatter

AB], the comparison between the A5

of the sweeter treble, or the reduction in grain, it's

and kW SACO was startling. While the

as thougn afuzzy veil has been lifted to reveal the

A5 gave aglorious acoustic and deep,

music in amore ' holistic' way.

depth, transparency and

firm piano tone, the kW SACD revealed

My only gripe was that the kW SACD was not

ar even greater sense of delicacy and

equipped with afacility to select either the CD or

transparency. Not only was the playing even more

the SACD layer in dual- layer CDs. Still, with the

unusually fine detail resolution and smoothness.

expressive, the left hand was even firmer, the

kW SACD, the gap between CD and SACD replay

By smooth, Idon't mean dull, but atangible lack

piano tone richer and more complex harmonically.

using different discs was so close that many

of grain and glare for CD — at least with the best-

It was as though the kW SACD has taken an

iisteners might wonder if it is worth closing it by

recorded examples. Add to that a fine sense of

already high CD quality even higher — so high as

investing in duplicate software.

depth, space and vitality and there's a very

to even challenge SACD!

Chokes and solid-state re ulation
The separate CD and SACD signal paths have

existing CDs, without having to replace discs,
Choke filtering is augmented by solid-state

been optimised for each application, so that no

regulation to hold DC voltages constant over

compromise has been made by making the

both the long and the short term for even better

circuits do for both applications.

regulation and smoothing. The result is claimed

While choke filtering prevents noise reaching

That is the kW SACD's strength: any buyer can
wring unexpectedly musical qualities from their

to be greater dynamic range, lower noise and

while dipping atoe into the world of SACD.

•

Supplier
Musical Fidelity
020 8900 2866

the signal processing circuitry, it also prevents

higher resolution. It seems that reduction of

the reverse flow of digital noise back into the

radio- frequency noise is of even greater benefit

power lines, which can influence not only noise,

to SACD replay because the ultrasonic noise

FIFFINews verdict

but also jitter levels and distortion. Indeed,

with which one- bit noise shaping is associated

Startlingly good stereo SACD replay plus the ability to

jitter is claimed to be at the limit of

is more insidious. It is, of course, widely spread

wring even greater performance from Red Book CD

measurement accuracy of the Miller Audio

out and extends up into radio frequencies,

makes this machine amust- listen. Inability to access

Research QC Suite, at 130ps.

where choke filtering is highly effective.

PCM layer on dual- layer discs is the only gripe.

www.hifinews.co.uk

www.musicalfidelity.com
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Budget interconnects • accessories

To help you to find out some of
the best options in budget
interconnects Tony Bolton has
tried out three ' big name'
cables in agroup ' shoot-out'
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The Chord Corn any Chrysalis
PRICE

£40/m pair

Monster Interlink 300 Mk II
PRICE

made of sliver-coated high- purity Matched Crystal

Before companies like Chord, Monster and Van
den Hul began offering aftermarket cables,

Oxygen Free Copper, as is the double shield. The
is described by the company as having a low
59pF/m parasitic capacitive load. Proprietary RCA

Van den Hui The Name
£40/0.8m pair

M

Ashort history...

insulation material here is polyethylene foam, and

£30/m pair

PRICE

Van den Hul's offering, The Name, consists of a
central conductor measuring 1.1mm in diamater

phono plugs are fitted. These are non-magnetic,
with Teflon insulation and are layer- plated with

ost manufacturers supply some sort of
interconnect with source components

copper, silver and 24ct gold. The Hulliflex-4
jacket is sand coloured.

such as CD players, tuners and turntables,

but

the quality

is often

so poor that the

most audiophiles relied on good old bell wire.
The Chord Company was founded by pianist
Sally Kennedy to provide DIN-terminated
cables for Naim, and has carried on selling
dedicated audio cabling for some 20 years.
Monster was founded in 1979 by Noel Lee, a
design engineer and professional drummer. Lee
liked the name ' Monster because it sounded

SONIC VARIATIONS

strong and powerful. As for Van den Hul,

performance of the equipment in question is

With three such different approaches to the same

usually compromised. Over the years a lot of
companies have produced abewildering variety of

objective — that is, the transmission of the signal
from, in this case, a Denon CDR-W1500 player/

founded in 1980 its boast is the world's first
metal-free conductor speaker cable. Along with

cables to remedy this situation.
Three of the best known names in the industry

burner to a Denon PMA 355 amplifier — Iwas

have provided examples from their range of budget
interconnects for this review, to see what a

curious to see what sonic variations existed, if
any, between the three.

some highly covetable cartridges of course!
expect from the likes of my Chord Cobra 2 ( now
superseded by the Cobra 3) with afluidity and

The Chrysalis was the first to go into action,

snappy sense of rhythm that was thoroughly

moderate expenditure in this area can do in
releasing the performance potential of your hi-fi.

revealing a pleasingly balanced, though not
particularly weighty nature. The bass was quite

engaging. The treble had better and smoother
extension than either of the others, even if it still

Instead of choosing interconnects based around
matching prices, this selection was compiled by

well rounded in shape and certainly carried atune
couldn't separate massed violins enough to avoid
very well, but it wasn't the most impactful that I them slurring into each other alittle.
have come across. At the other extreme the treble
was, again, pleasant and gentle yet somehow not
THE BEST BUY
quite definite enough to be fully convincing.
Without factoring in cost then the league table is
The cable's real strength was in the midband,
simple: Van den Hul's The Name takes first prize,

selecting the second model

up within each

company's product hierarchy.
Going through the selection alphabetically, the
first up is the Chrysalis from The Chord Company.
This is the second in Chord's range of eight
analogue interconnects, and like the majority of
its compatriots, it can be terminated with either

characterised by excellent projection around
vocalists and solo or close-miked instruments.
Textures were reasonably good, with very little of

Musical choice would affect my
preferences. Classical music definitely
worked better through the Chord

followed by Chord's Chrysalis with

Monster's

Interlink 300 Mk II close on its heels. However,
the £ 10 price difference between the Chord and
Monster products, and the latter's potential to
tame some of the wilder treble excesses of budget
digital sources, could make it the better buy.
Ithink the Chrysalis could be alittle too honest
for comfort in some budget systems. The star of

u

the show was undoubtedly the Van den Hul The
Name. It brought asatisfying level of sophistication
to the sound of the system and didn't seem out of

RCA phono plugs, 3.5nm jack plugs, DIN or BNC

the smeary blandness to massed violins that can

plugs. The standard RCA terminated model was
used for this review.
The cable consists of four separately insulated,

make them sound synthesized.

place when briefly tried against cables up to three
times its price. While it couldn't match the overatl
performance of these superior wires it certainly

The Monster I
interlink 300 Mk II, despite being
25% cheaper than the Chord product, gave agood

wouldn't let the side down if used for asecondary
source in a more up-market system. It is awell

account of itself. Ifound little to choose between

thought out and made product that offers very

shields, again, of oxygen-free copper. The outer

the two in the lower and mid- ranges, the linterlink
300 having a little more substance around the

jacket is made of grey coloured PVC. The RCA

good performance, and therefore, value for money.
Buy with confidence. •

bass notes and the Chrysalis producing aslightly

phono plugs are of Chord's own design and feature
silver-plated contacts and nickel- plated bodies.

better

difference was in the higher frequencies where

Meanwhile, Monster could well lay claim to

the greater smoothness, and slight extra sense of

stranded oxygen- free copper conductors inside a
polyethylene insulatior. Around these are lapped

defined

soundstage.

The

noticeable

being one of the prime influences in making the

space released by the Chrysalis showed where the

general public aware of the differences that cables
can make, setting about this task in the 1980s.

extra money went. To some extent musical choice
would affect my preferences here. Classical music

Its current range is extensive and boasts aslightly
lower starting price than either Chord or Van den

definitely worked better through the Chord.
making it worth spending the extra money.

Hul, hence the £ 10 price differential between the
Interlink 300 Mk Il and the other two. Still, £30

For the same £40 you could buy 0.8m of Van

buys a well-finished product that uses a very

den Hul's The Name interconnect. It is the most
upmarket of the three in looks, and proved to be

different approach to the Chord Chrysalis.

so sonically. It seemed to produce just a little

The

Monster

product

is

of

a solid-core

construction, using dual balanced conductors and
what is called aPEX insulator. Termination is with
the company's own patented six-cut Turbine

more of everything than the competition.
Bass, for example, sounded slightly deeper
—still not earth-tremor inducing, but, for instance,
the cannon in the 1812 Overture would have abit

Design RCA phono connector which has 24ct

more presence with this cable in place. The

gold-plated contacts.

midrange had an openness that Iwould normally

www.hifinews.co.uk

Supplier
The Chord Company
01980 625700
www.chord.co.uk
Monster
01923 431634
www.monstercables.com
Van den Hul at Henley Designs Ltd
01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HI-Fi News verdict
While the Chord boasts fine midrange abilities and
the Monster reveals more substance around the bass,
the star here is the Van den Hul with its smooth yet
snappy delivery and sophisticated, up-market sound.
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Apple iPod • accessories

In the second part of his iPodaphernalia
round- up Andrew Harrison reveals more of
the latest add-ons that are available for the
world's favourite portable music player
ir

1BL On Tour
PRICE

£64.61

s the name may suggest, JBL's
Tour is designed for travellers as a
portable powered speaker, measuring
just 175 x88 x35mm ( hwd). It stows
away easily enough, with the top cover
sliding back to reveal two metal dome'
drivers, for left and right channels.
Internal

equalization

means

a

neutral sound, with some semblance
of bass, from the 3WXhannel class D
amplifier. Overall sound was the best i
of the group, being relatively rich and

r

full. The unit even rims off batteries,
four AAA, with about 24
hours play time. This
compact and curvy
loudspeaker is a
winner for music
on the move.

PodGear AudioBudd
PRICE £ 14.99

PodGear FirePower

With a dock connector on one end and a 3.5

PRICE

plug the other, the Audiobuddy will connect

The FirePower is acharger plug designed for UK mains

your iPod to almost any stereo device.

sockets, with asix- pin FireWire socket on the bottom that

The lead measures 72cm and retracts
into the case wnen not in use. An

£19.99

rovides current to charge an iPod. Early iPods can
make use of the FirePower easily with their

adaptor turns the 3.5mm plug end

ireWire ports; later models orily ship with

into two phono plugs.

USB2 leads so you'll need to use adifferent
cable, adock connector-to-FireWire lead ( not
supplied), to make use of this gadget.
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Interim° Digital iDS-01
PRICE

£39.99

This two-speaker system resembles a pair of mini washing machines
and is made from the same cheap- looking white ABS plastic as the
ShuffleStation here ( in contrast to original Apple accessories and those
from JBL which exude some quality). And sad to say, sound quality also
echoes the lower-grade construction. Its sound is messy,
bass-free and all- too tinny. On the front is a pair of
touch- sensitive + and - volume buttons, aping

Ale

those of the JBL systems seen last month, albeit
more flimsy, and at the back aUSB Type Bsocket
allows battery charging of an iPod.

PodGear ShuffleStation
PRICE

£34.99

No sooner had Apple announced
the baby iPod Shuffle model in
January than a slew of matching
accessories arrived, including this
stereo speaker add-on. A double:3 ended jack plug allows the Shuffle
to mate, inverted, to the unit's
middle section; plus an extra linein socket can be used to connect
any portable player. Power comes
from asupplied wall-wart, or four
AAA batteries.
Build quality here is relatively
insubstantial, and sound quality is
poor. If you're wondering whether
something can sound tinny and
plasticky at the same time, then
the

ShuffleStation answers that
question in the

-1-41re

affirmative.

hers
Etymotic Research ER- 6i

•Etymotic ER- 6i, 0845 0550005

PRICE

www.widget.co.uk

£99.99

Etymotic's flagship ER- 4P is the finest in- ear

enhanced low bass response, resulting in

'phone solution we've heard - but then it

lower playing volumes, cleaner sound - and

does cost £ 200. The cheaper ER- 6 model

improved chances of retaining your hearing!

gets close to the performance for just under

The ER- 6i is certainly louder than the ER- 6,

half the price, and now there's the
inevitable iPod-ploitation i model,

but perhaps not as smooth, at least
on a new pair out- of-the- box.

ER- 6i

you don't mind the somewhat

block out almost all surrounding

intimate in- ear fitting, the

noise and also provide greatly

ER- 6i

like

•JBL, 020 8731 4670
www.jbl.com
•PodGear, 01494 522721
www.podgear.net

But if white's your colour, and

in all-white trim
Earphones

•Intempo Digital, 0161 828 5219
www.intemp-digital.co.uk

the

wwwhifinews.co.uk

is the only choice.
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Timeless Design
Since 1977 Meridian has been one of Britain's leading audio
manufacturers. Howard Popeck recalls its BS Meridian Series 1system,
acollection of components whose looks have stood the test of time

E

merging phoenix- like, or should that be

families, and it really worked. It made Naim pre-

the seven black-cased 101s with chrome front

Cinderella- like, from the turmoil of Lecson

amps of the same era sound anaemic on everything

plates and deep blue lettering. These are utterly

via the short-lived Orpheus designs, Bob

other than the Linn Asak cartridge.

beautiful, and probably priceless now.
From memory the 102 was astand-alone m-c

Surart and Allen Boothroyd announced the arrival

Even today, my 101B driving my Meridian Mis

of BS Meridian ir the pages of HiFi News 28

gives a bass slam, tightness and attack that is

years ago. The Series 1system initially comprised

astonishing — an effortless 25Hz. Admittedly, the

never released. The 103 is a modest looking

the 101 pre- amp, the 103 power amp and the

Ml's midrange is abit old-fashioned now and the

two- box power amp with Meridian's characteristic

astonishing M1 active speakers with six on- board

treble

this

transparency, bass control and superb dynamics

power amps and aradical electronic crossover.

comoination

reference

and natural detail without harshness. You look at
the tiny boxes and wonder how they achieved the

This

was

shortly

folowed

by

a brilliant

lacks true sparkle.
today

Nevertheless,

represents

the

standard in bass performance beaten in

my

step-up that reached prototype stage but was

refinement of the 103 into the 103D, the only
adequate

104FM

tuner,

and

the

justifiably

legendary 105 mono power amplifiers. During the
1970s all of these items were favourably reviewed
(occasionally ecstatically so) around the world.
The visuals are stark. The cosmetic design is
timeless. The components look as modern today

The visuals are stark and the cosmetic
design is timeless. They look as modern
today as they did back in the late 1970su

Ill

as they did back in the late 1970s. Finished in
brown or black, the 101/103 combination was
short

on

facilities,

virtually

idiot- proof

and

sonically arevelation. Excellently engineered from
architectural

extrusions with

an

unshakeable

experience only by the Wilson

Puppies, the

LumenWhite Flames and the Burmester B100.
Meridian wasn't the first to use the active speaker

dynam.cs,

given

the

comParatvely

primitive

components tha: were then available.
Bob Stuart paid close attentior the effects of

focus on sheer musicality and listenability, the

principle —

Feedback

power supplies on power amplifier sound. It was

101, and latterly the 101B ore-amplifier, gave

speakers preceded it. Nevertheless it promoted

rumoured ( altnough never substartiated) that this

cramatically more expensive units a real run for

the concept and refined it to ahigh degree.

might have been initiated by considering how

more musical, less transistory, and more natural,

USED BARGAINS

exemplified by the NAP 250. Perhaps it was

bu: then it was almost 27 times the price. The

Today the 101 series pre-amps are tremendous

careful tweaking of the Naim power supply? The

differences were noticeab ebut not jaw- dropping.

value on the used market fetching ridiculously low

NAP 250 was gaining , ustifiably high accolades

That's aremarkable achievement.

prices given the clarity and transparency of the

for the then- new aspects of rhythm, timing and so
on. The Meridian response was the three- box

the

Philips

Motional

Naim

the money. My Mark Levinson ML6a pre- amp was

achieved

its

characterstic

sound —

The 101 pre-amps had acarefull engineered

reproduction. They use DIN plugs throughout,

system designed to optinise LP input precisely

other than the later versions, which had RCN

103D with twin power supplies. The 103 could

for all the major m- c cartridges via customised

phono female connectors on ashort trailing lead

easily be upgraded to the 1030.

replaceable

These

for LP input. The brown versions were cosmetically

included the Supex, Deno(' and Fidelity Research

more durable than the black, but the ' real prize' is

matchbox- sized

modules.

In pure musical enjoyment terms Ipersonally
feel the

103D has never been

bettered by

The early HiFi News tests
1.• • rm. •••••••••

Meridian product was first reviewed by HiFi News in the October
1978 issue when Martin Conoms looked at the Meridian 101 MC
with the 105 power amplifier in asix- way test of pre- and power

M

ob

amps. He concluded: ' This clean- looking product completely satisfied
the majority of lab and listening requirements, and offered generous
power delivery as well as great tolerance of difficult speaker loading'.
In the June 1981 edition of HiFi News the Meridian 1051101 amp
system was revisited by Martin Colloms who noted: The Meridian
system has shown continued improvement, notably in terms of noise
levels, RIAA accuracy, distortion and sound quality'.
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Classic kit

Mervitan Series 1

RArx TApE

mom°

The June 1981 issue of Hi-fi News carried a

Above: Meridian's Serles 1pre- amplifier, or Control

ieview of the105/101, plus an adve-t for an

Unit, tops astereo amp chassis and two outboard

add-on m- cmodule for the 101 Control Unit

PSUs, one per channel. Good clean secondhand
examples can make these spectacular buys

\^,

hifinews.i
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Meridian. It stands comparison to any power amp
up to £ 2.5k at today's prices yet can be picked up

The Meridian brand

on eBay for as little as £ 200. Putting ultimate

Bob Stuart ( pictured left) and Allen Boothroyd founded

power to one side, the 1016/103D combination

Meridian in 1977 after they discovered they had shared

shows conclusively that amplification of musical

interests and philosophies regarding audio equipment

performance has not evolved very far during the

design. Its product line-up is designed and made at its

past 29 years. Ibelieve it is impossible, within

factory in Huntingdon, England. Since 1977 the

the context of the release date and the price, to

Meridian Audio designs have received much critical

over- praise this combination — it's awork of genius

acclaim including winning the Design Council Award for

in every respect (and very reliable too).

No

Outstanding British Product three times as well as

software, no RS232 ports, no multi-channel and

winning the EISA European Product of the Year twice.

no

Impressive stuff in any language.

gimmicks.

Just

watertight

engineering

principles intelligently applied to achieving the
goal of musically realistic listening.

way that USA comoanies such as Great American

Worthy of mention, if only for the cleverness of

103/D was modestly

Sound ard Tbreshold had been achieving for

the user interface, the Meridian 104 FM tuner

powered at around 45 RMS per channel, doubling

years. The NAP 250 of that era, notwithstanding

was asensible, if far from exceptional sounding,

into 4 ohms.

its

in

tuner. The 1970s were the pinnacle of tuner

gaining prominence and notoriety and the then

comparison unless used with bass- heavy speakers.

design from the Japanese giants such as Trio,

Meridian power amps just didn't have sufficient

Even today, the 107 is atough act to follow.

Sansui and Yamaha. Personally speaking, tuner

muscle to partner them.

design hasn't been the pinnacle of Meridian's

First, the Gale 401A speakers. Chrome ended,

The gauntlet having been thrown down, so to
speak, Meridiar took on the challenge of trying to

heavy, and capable of uncommon dynamics if you

coax a half-way decent sound out of the Linn

and looks good with the 101 and partner amps,

could overcome the 3.4 ohms at 5kHz load. These

Isobarics for owners who wouldn't choose the

but nothing more.

speakers were substantially free of coloration

Nairn solution. At that time many Naim dealers

Despite all this, the

Meanwhile, two speakers were

timing

and

rhythm,

sounded

feeble

expertise. The 104 sounds pleasant enough today

although with a slightly rising treble which was

literally refused to sell Naim amplification to

otherwise sweet and detailed. Meridian rose to

customers who didn't own aLinn LP12. Meridian,

So how would one characterise the Meridian

the challenge with the twin monoblock 105s.

no doubt with one eye on the dawn of digital, built

sound from the 1970s? Well, crisper and clearer

Many of these were sold with the Gales with the

five sets of its Isobaric amplification solution,

than almost anything else from that period. It is

THE MERIDIAN SOUND

105s connected to the speakers on short speaker
leads and on long signal leads from the 1016.
The resulting sound was almost ethereal, very
light,

open and airy.

However Meridian

had

another ace up its sleeve: the Meridian 107.
RE-BADGED ORPHEUS?
In reality the 107 was are-badged version of an

The 103D stands comparison to power
amps up to £2.5k at today's prices yet
can be had on eBay for as little as £2001/

amp from the previous Boothroyd-Stuart company,
Orpheus. An effortless 150 RMS into 8ohms and

three pairs of 105s and no crossover. Each pair of

lively, even today. Under certain circumstances,

nearly doubling into 4 ohms, this one- box unit

105 power amps was customised for treble, mid

with inappropriate loudspeaker matching, it might

clad

be termed as sounding mildly bright — but nothing

was

and bass respective'y. It was neat, tidy and precise

magnificent. From memory, only nine were ever

in

copper- coloured

mirror

glass

—arid it worked — to acegree. Once in place, the

more than that. But it's the bass than continues

built. Whether this was prudent recycling of old

sonic shortcomings of the

to impress. Transients are delivered with aspeed,

stock or the release of astatement product is far

apparent

from clear. My bet is that it was abit of both.

attention to other ard more worthwhile amplifier/

cannot fail to impress — for all the right reasons.

amplifier to produce proper, appropriate and

speaker projects and new active speaker designs
of its own. These included the clever but ultimately

has having no artificially induced bloom.

authoritative bass weight, slam and control in the

disappointing M3s and the peerless M2s.

This was without any doubt the first UK power

and

Meridian,

Isobarics became

sensibly,

turned

its

precision,

liveliness,

impact and control that

It's acold bass if you like. Iprefer to think of it
The MI active speakers deserve apage all on
their own. They are certainly worth buying for up
to £ 900 and Iwouldn't sell mine. But remember
that there are no replacements for any of the
original drivers and the electronics trays have
components that are difficult to replace.
The 104 isn't worth chasing unless you want
the complete set. The 103 is great, but the 103D
is amazing. You aren't going to find a 107, so
we'll leave it at that. The 101B is one of the finest
reproducers of vinyl available at any cost — but
check what cables you get with it, or at least can
obtain afull compliment of DIN leads first.
So, where does that bring us? Well, when I
visited the Munich high-end show in April this
year Iput my head into the Meridian stand. There
was a big screen showing a ' boom- bash' movie.
The noise was, well merely hi-fi. It wasn't music.

The pre-amp (top left) with its 5- pin DIN socketry for line- level sources and power amp (top right) with

Ididn't stay. Isuddenly felt very old, somewhat

two sets of speaker terminals; below these are PSUs, each with power leads but no speaker connections

nostalgic and just abit gloomy. MI
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If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden in Surrey
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• LOOK at our website
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NA LJEN
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35 High Street, New Malden,
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hi-fi equipment.
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For 30 years or more we've
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Multiformat Marantz
A universal player by any other name,
the DV9500 also sports HDMI video

70

Bright star from InFocus
As competitive as ever, the
Screenplay 7210 goes supernova

73

View from the Inside
Jon Thompson and the re- invention
of THX as an ally of Microsoft

74

It's twins!
Miniature mayhem as apair of
Velodyne's baby DD- 10 subs raise
Keith Howard's roof

76

MasterClass
Ever wondered why so many LCD
screens look blurred? David Perry has

No, it's not aspeed cameia but LG Electronics'

the answers

innovative new hang- on-the- wall DLP projector

AVTech's monthly newsround with David Perry
FANCY THAT!

cells ( instead of 2x red, 2x green ard

Just when the novelty of hang-on-the-wall-TV was

2x blue) to achieve awider colour

beginning to wane, we get arefreshing innovation

gamut and improved brightness. A

courtesy of LG in the form of its ' Wall Type' AN110

1.4x zoom lens can celiver a100in

projector. It's aDLP-based system which, as its

16:9 image from throw distances

name suggests, may be hung on awall. Due for

between 3.8m and 5.3m.

release in September for £ 1999, it features Texas
Instrument's latest 0.65in DMD chip at 1280x768

The 92mm-deep, '1-1D Ready'
projector is rated at 1100ANSI

pixels and BrilliantColor technology. This makes

lumens with a >3000:1 contrast

it the first consumer- level multi- primary display

ratio or 700ANSI lumens in its

product in the world.

<25dB ' silent' mode. LG adds its new

The AN110 includes a6-segment colour wheel
using red, green, blue, cyan, yellow and magent a

XD Engine image processor, separate
left/right keystone adjustment, ±
125% vertical lens shift and stand or

The 6OPY2R from LG, HD- Ready plasma and digital PVR

ceiling mount capability. The projector is
available in ablack or white livery with afaceplate

DENON'S BEHEMOTH GETS ASIBLING

that can be modified to match the décor of any

The AVC-A1lXV, 7-channel AV amplifier owes much

room, including flock wall-coverings if that's what

of its design to its more technologically advanced

tickles your fancy.
MORE LG

and critically acclaimed sibling, the AVC-AlXV,
albeit squeezed into acompact and more affordable

A bit previous perhaps, but LG seems keen t
o

package. So says Denon in introducing this £2499,
feature- packed AV maestro that usurps its big

announce its intention to launch plasma display TVs

brother with full up-conversion of all sources to

into the UK featuring built-in digital TV decoders
and HD digital video recording onto a160GB HDD.

HDMI. It also includes Denon Link version 3, now
finally ratified for multichannel SACD audio. With

A launch early in 2006 looks likely, just in time for

aTHX Ultra 2 specification and arated 7x140W

the World Cup. These 50in and 60m models in the

output, the 'AllXV looks like areal challenger. See

PY2DR series also feature multi-format memory
card readers for MP3 audio, still image playback

next month's Al/Tech for the first technical review.

or transfer onto the DVR. Both are 1366x768
Denon's baby behemoth — the AVC-Al1XV

SONOS UPDATE

HD- Ready panels with arated 5000 :1contrast ratio

7- channel AV amplifier ( full review next month)

Sonos

and 1000cd/m 2 brightness.

multi-zone digital music system following our story
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JWTech Update
of DVD-V, DVD-A, SACD, SVCD, CD, MP3, JPEG

OPINION

and DVD-R/RW media is supported.
To complement the DV9600, Marantz is also
launching its SR9600 AV receiver with THX Ultra2
specification. Due for release around August, this
multi-talented receiver includes 7x140W amplifiers,
a new 32-bit/225MHz DSP from Cirrus Logic,
1EEE1394 digital interface with flow rate control,
Marantz's SR9600 AV receiver with its
7x140W amplifiers is joined by the 1080p
video-equipped DV9600 universal DVD player

system block shielding and copper-plated chassis.
A new ' SA2' version of its HDAM op-amps is
utilised on all eight channels while the Marantz
Room

Acoustic

Calibration ( MRAC)

regime

remains listed alongside HDMI v1.1 switching and
.

multi-room/multi source flexibility.

, 1

o_.1M11-

T

he caution ' lies, damn lies and
statistics' might have been coined
for the numerical specification of

ARCAM'S NEW DIVAS
Arcam's

DiVA

home cinema range welcomes

in last month's AVTech. The Europe-wide launch was

the new AVP700 home cinema processor and
P1000 multi-channel amp. At £ 1400 and £ 1600

officially scheduled for 13th June with prices as
follows: Introductory Bundle ( 2ZP & 1CR) £899,

respectively, this ' naturally partnered pair allows

Perry touches on this very topic in his

a truly spectacular multi-channel sound system

Introductory Bundle with speakers £ 1099, CR100
controller £299, ZP100 Zone Player £369 and

to be created'. Drawing heavily on the design
work of the renowned FMJ AV8 processor, the

excellent MasterClass, demonstrating that
just because an LC display has alightning-

SP100 loudspeaker £ 149.
RGB GETS CYM

AVP700 offers the intensive feature set demanded
by AV enthusiasts and custom installers alike. Video
format up-conversion, HDMI digital video switching

Using the three primary red, green and blue colours,

and full duplex RS232 allow the processor to

as we have for half acentury, to produce arainbow

enumE

of on-screen hues just won't cut it today. So multiprimary displays will no doubt become the ' next big
thing' in display manufacture, and the marketing
boys and girls are going to love it. By adding

.•

additional, complementary primaries of cyan, yellow
or magenta, the display can benefit from avastly
improved colour gamut and tonal range, as well as
enhanced efficiency and brightness.
Texas Instruments hopes to start the ball rolling
with the announcement of its BrilliantColor
technology for DLP at this year's InfoComm Expo.
Essentially TI has provided, via its new DDP3020
imaging processor, a means for DLP display
manufacturers to add up to three additional colours

.........

ç

fast response time, this is no guarantee the
picture will be equally crisp.
Crisp bass is another matter and one ably
supplied by the pair of diminutive Velodyne
DD- 10 subwoofers currently occupying very
little or Keith Howard's floorspace. The
ScreenPlay 7210 projector from InFocus

fl

is equally compact and yet delivers a
surprisingly bright image — another example
of quart performance from a pint pot.

.

•1.. I..

some home cinema components. The devil,
as always, is in the detail and David

G

DiVA AVP700 — affordable esoterica from Arcam

These guys are aggressively driving the
price of projectors into the reach of more
and more enthusiasts, which has to be a
good thing.

simplify typical home systems and integrate into the
most complex installs.

Marantz, too. is facing up to competition
from its own stable ( Denon is also part
of the parent D&M Holdings) with the

The AVP700 boasts Dolby Digital EX, DTS ES,
DTS 96/24 and Dolby Pro Logic Ilx decoding,

DV9500 universal DVD player. Is this the
natural partner for its reference VP- 12S4

two-way HDMI switching, balanced audio outputs,
HDTV-compatible component/RGB switching,
composite and S-video up-conversion (to component

projector? Turn to page 68 to find out.
And where branding is concerned, few
can match the canny expertise of THX,

this year in Boston USA, AVTech can testify to the

or RGB), a second zone output with audio and

now firmly ensconced with Microsoft in a

substantial benefits such a scheme brings to all
display technologies.

video, and an RDS tuner. The P1000 uses seven

new partnership. Jon Thompson explores

precisely matched power amplifier modules, rated

this latest twist in the battle for consumer

at 7x135W. In common with the existing P7, the

credibility on page 73. Appearances, il
seems, are everything.

to the existing RGB system. Having attended the
Society for Information Displays ( SID) symposium

1080 PROGRESSIVE GETS ANOTHER BOOST
Last month Classé Audio stepped up to the plate
with a1080p DVD player, but now Marantz wants a
slice of the action. Due in the UK around October
for £ 1499, the Marantz DV9600 is one of anew
breed of high-end DVD players featuring a full

P1000 is ahigh-current, high-efficiency design with
a massive toroidal transformer at the heart of its

Happy viewing!

PSU. Aselection of both balanced and unbalanced
inputs also ensures that the P1000 will have a
market across the pond! Both should be at your
local dealer now. •

range of video format outputs right up
to 1080p. This highly featured player
includes 216M Hz./14-bit video DACs,
PALJNTSC progressive scan with
chroma error correction, HDMI v1.1
and IEEE1394 digital connections and
video processing by Analog Devices.
A symmetrical analogue audio board
includes

customised

components

and a dedicated power supply with
Marantz's discrete HDAM op-amps for
all six channels. Meanwhile, playback

www. hif inews . co. uk

Mentioned in dispatches...
Analog Devices

www.analogdevices.com

Arcam

ww.arcam.co.uk

01223 203200

Classé Audio

www.classeaudio.com
www.denon.co.uk

01903 221500

Denon

01753 888447

LG Electronics UK

www.lgelectronics.co.uk 0870 873 5454

Marantz

www.marantz.com

01753 680868
+31(0)356257214

Sonos ( Europe)

www.eu.sonos.com

SID

www.sid.org

Texas Instruments

www.d1p.com

Paul Miller, Editor, AVTech
Comprehensive Test Reports from the QC
Suite are available to download at
www. mi fletaudioresearch.com/avtech
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Maramtz DV9500 • DVD player

Movie
Magic

Marantz might offer the best single- chip projector on the market, but
is this its natural partner? Paul Miller investigates
Marantz DV9500 DVD Pla er
PRICE

£1500

D

espite Marantz sharing the same corporate
roof as Denon, there still appears to be very
little technological crossover between the
two. Marantz has made aname for itself with state-ofthe-art projectors including the VP-12S3 and VP- 12S4
(AVTech Aug 05) while Denon is making areal impact
with its ground-shaking AV receivers. Both companies
do produce its own top-end universal DVD players but
there's little or no commonality between Denon's £2500
DVD-A1XV (AVTech May 05), for example, and the
£1500 Marantz DV9500 featured here.
If anything, there's just ahint of Pioneer technology
within the DV9500, in the form of an LSI used for
scaling the digital video prior to the Silicon Image
Si19190 chip which drives its HDMI output. Rather like

...there are clearly visible
differences between notionally
identical digital video outputs...

SEPTEMBER 2005 HI-FiNews

Pioneer's players, this sub-menu is only enabled once
an HDCP-compliant video display is connected to the
player and then not all the scaling options are
necessarily provided. With EDID properly implemented
on both player and display, the latter should force the
source to output apreferred video resolution. There's
no point in scaling to one resolution in the player only
to have the video re-scaled in the display.
Otherwise, this deceptively sleek-looking player is
packed with a full complement of speaker size (bass
management), distance and individual channel level
adjustments. Its technical performance is as clean as a
whistle with ultra-low distortion (as low as 0.00025%
SACD media), good low-level linearity, flat

IV with

Pioneer's DV-868AVi, in fact (AVTech Feb 04). There's a
big Sony decoder implemented for multichannel SACD
but, otherwise, everything about the DV9500 is Marantz
through-and-through. In keeping with its audiophile
roots, Marantz has specified acomprehensive analogue
board, comprising three, two-channel 24bit/192kHz

68

DACs feeding individual HDAM op-anips tor each
channel. This discrete circuitry replaces the more
common integrated op-amps used elsewhere and gives
Marantz far greater control over the final sound of its
player regardless of whether there's a CD, an SACD,
DVD-A or DVD-V disc in the drawer.
The DV9500 also includes afull complement of 5.1channel Dolby and DTS decoders and uses top-notch
Analog Devices video DACs for all its analogue video
outputs. Only the HDMI output is driven via the scaler
which offers 480p, 720p and 1080i options from a
section marked 'Others' in the setup menu. Like

frequency responses and very low levels of jitter. You
can
download
the
full
reports
from
www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.
LIGHTS OUT
Despite what some engineers would have us believe,
there are clearly visible differences between notionally

www.hifinews.co.uk
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identical digital video outputs, just as there are audible
differences between digital audio outputs. And so it is
with the DV9500's HDMI output which delivers a
slightly peaked-up gamma, emphasising the ' manic
greys' that suffuse the back chapters of The Chronicles
of Riddick as they race against the consuming fire of the
sunrise. The brilliant whites that dominate movies like
Touching the Void look fabulously clean and bright
without washing into the shadowy areas of the picture,
the darkest of which look especially contrasty and serve
to bring an added depth and realism to the picture.

stages is first rate, so many home cinema fans should
think seriously about running its 5.1 channel outputs
into the (analogue) multichannel inputs of their AV
amp or receiver instead of using adigital bitstream feed.
As such, the DV9500 is capable of creating and
sustaining a tremendous sense of drama and tension
with a sound that was described as "sophisticated,
articulate and gripping". This was certainly true of The
Battle of the Pelennor Fields from The Return of the
King where the orchestral score builds menacingly

behind the clatter of sward on shield and where the
battle horns truly resonate to achorus of cries from the
advancing horsemen. All this and
the whoosh of arrows soaring
List ggggg Setup
Audoo Setupl
overhead is interwoven by the
AudIn Setup2
DV9500, as well it should, into a
Parent
truly cohesive
Others
VIDEO SETUP
oundfield
1 ISIS Mode
a
TV Aspect
at placed us
-,.incg 002
f,
: Prkisiriesimeo
Auto
ause Mode
rmly
in the
Logo
3ack Oreund
On
Screen Saver
entre of some
Mutt,
TV System
: Vodeo
Scat V.deo OJt.
ruly
compelling

Of course, the DV9500 is also amu I
tichannel music
player and we were
eager to spin some
SACD
and
DVD-A
discs.
Faith
Hill
sounded relaxed but
this was achieved at
the expense of some

,

slight loss in crispness
and focus. You end up
with asoundfield that's
both spacious, airy,
encouragingly busy and possessed of a
suitable 'grunt' but still lacking alittle meat
on the musical bone. In this regard, the

,

liZia=1

1

mdpw

DV9500 seems better suited to music with a
grand and very atmospheric theme rather than one with
bags of discrete detail pouring from every channel. An
SACD like Faure's Requiem (Harmonia Mundi) plays
directly into the DV9500's remit of revealing the ebb
and flow of grander orchestral or choral themes. The
haunting quality of the voices rises from front and rear
of the room convincingly enough just as the deeper
resonance of the cello adds warmth to an otherwise
cool but spacious recording.
DV9500's internal decoder and analogue output
PLAv
•

1TOm

I
I

pat's,

ction. It's the
ympathetic
alance

etween
choral and orchestral score, between dialogue and
awesome bass effects that keeps your attention riveted
to the screen. In short, it's aperformance worthy of the
very best partnering amplifiers, AV or not.
AVTECH SAYS...
If we must make such distinctions, it's true to say
that the DV9500 seems rather better suited to the cut
and thrust of movies than the rich colour of music,
which is rather fortunate given the player's exceptional
picture quality. Universal it may be, but the abiding
strength of this multifaceted player lies firmly at the
feet of DVD. Think of the DV9500 as afirst-rate movie
machine with the bonus of compatibility with both
SACD and DVD-A and you'll have the measure of this
current Marantz flagship. III

G

Su' • lier
Marantz Hi Fi UK Ltd

lNsV

HDMI, certainly, but this player cffers HDCP-encrypled digital
video and two-ciannel audio only. The replacement DV9600
model will include HDMI v1.1 with support for multichannel
digital audio ( see AV Nes)

01753 680868
www.marantz.com
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InFocus Screenplay • projector

)

Play it
again...
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A ScreenPlay gets
us

upgraded with new
DLP goodies, but is it
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still abargain asks
Paul Miller?
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SOO
InFocus Screen la 7210
PRICE

£4500

A

ggressive pricing is InFocus's watchword, but the recent
reduction to £ t1500 for its potent 7210 projector
represents something of amassacre for its competition.
It, strategy is pretty simple: don't waste resources
re-inventing the internal chassis or casework but simply
shoe-horn in the best quality DLP chip, light engine and
colour wheel that's currently available. As aresult, the

...this 7210 trades brilliance and
eye-tickling dynamics for aloss of
smoothness in contrast and tone...II
7210 looks just like the 7205 reviewed in AVTech Feb
2005 which, in turn, looked just like the 5700 before it.
Sure enough, the distinctive ' handbag motif' is an
acquired taste and betrays more than a suggestion of

70
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InFocus's major slice of the corporate presentations
market. But on the plus side the compact enclosure will
slide into almost any location, including table-top, wall
and ceiling mounts thanks to the flexibility of its zoom,
focus and digital keystone correction. InFocus even
includes athread to its focus ring to take some standard
72mm SLR-type filters, should you feel the urge.
Under the bonnet, the main difference between the
7205 and this new 7210 is the evolution from TI's
1280x720 HD2+ DMD chip to the DC3 (DarkChip 3)
variant, which offers an improved contrast and smoother
greyseale. As before, the 7210 must scale the 576p video
output offered by many DVD players to the panel's
720p, for which it uses the Faroudja DVDi 2310 solution
that also includes a deinterlacer. Otherwise, the 7210
utilises the same Zeiss lens, UHP lamp and 7-segment
colour wheel as the 7205.
The internal software is also unchanged, so the
on-screen set-up menu takes a familiar form with
comprehensive contrast, brightness, colour, tint, aspect
ratio and gamma adjustments. All of this is navigable
via the small grey remote or from the cluster of buttons
on the projector's top surface. The most powerful tools

www.hifinews.co.uk

AVTech Projector
are tucked away in the ' Advanced' submenu with its
Colour Space, Colour Temp and Colour Control facilities
offering genuinely useful adjustments that form the

On the Bench with AVTech

basis of our published ' Recommended Settings'.

5700 reviewed in May 2004. Blue and red primaries are richly saturated

Despite using the latest DC3 version of TVs HD2+ chip, the colour gamut
of the 7210 is almost identical to the 7205 reviewed in Feb 2005 and the
but, as the CIE chart suggests, greens are slightly washed out and cyan

LIGHTS OUT

looks especially weak. This is probably linked to the cell colours of its

Like all ScreenPlay projectors, the 7210 delivers
consistently bright and punchy-looking images while
the upgrade to TI's DC3 technology certainly brings a
better definition to details in the shadows. The rapid
action that takes place through the ' feeding time'
sequence on Crematoria (
The Chronicles of Riddick)
looks both darker and meaner than it does with the

7- segment colour wheel and the filtering of its ( dual mode) 220-250W
UHP lamp, but it also represents areal weakness against the wider colour
gamut of, admittedly far costlier, projectors like the Marantz VP- 12S4.
Then again, the 7210 trades colour for brightness: using our Recommended
Settings, it's possible to achieve anear- perfect 6470K colour temperature
at some 25FL brightness. This is some 7FL hotter than the 7205 model
and punchy enough to throw a decent image in a less- than- blacked- out

older 7205. The rendering of light and shade rippling
over the angular scales of the beasts is certainly more
insightful, even if other CGI effects can look a little
over-etched or simply too visually ' obvious' in the

room while maintaining aslightly better — 800:1 contrast ratio.

opinion of one of our viewers.
Furthermore, incidences of the dreaded rainbow
flicker are slightly greater with this projector, as if by
Fig 1: CIE Chart

way of recompense for its powerful depiction oI
contrasts. It's occasional and most obvious with strong
black/white contrasts and it's also subject to some
personal susceptibility, but the fact remains that this
7210 trades brilliance and eye-tickling dynamics for
some loss of smoothness in contrast and tone.
The maiden flight of the XF-11 from The Aviator
provides agood test of the 7210's internal de-interlace'
as the diagonals cut by the wings look smooth and free
from jaggies as do the contra-rotating blades. The colon'
palette is something else, however, as the red of roses.
velvet furnishings and illumination (in later scenes)
looks richly crimson in tone. Blues are equally deep

02

and saturated but the green of grass and wallpaper in
internal shots looks somewhat depleted, even washedout in comparison. It's six of one and half adozen of the
other, as the weaker greens also serve to make reds and

06

blues look more vibrant.
Nevertheless, the images are not knocked out of shape
by the skewed colour gamut thanks to the vibrancy, the
immediacy and impact of its presentation as awhole.
As ever, this ScreenPlay is never less than bubbly,
informative and ' in-tune' with the movie at hand.

AVTech's Recommended Settings for the ScreenPlay 7210 Projector
Picture

AVTECH SAYS...

Contrast
Brightness

66
46

Aspect Ratio
Gamma
Overscan

16:9
Film
Off

Advanced

Color Space

Auto ( RGB)

Color Temp
Color Control

6500K
Red Gain
Green Gain

55
45

Blue Gain

45

This latest 7210 projector certainly paints a more
obvious and impressive image than the relatively
subdued but tonally more subtle HT300 from SIM 2, for
example. It's also better suited to less-than-optimum
environments which, all told, makes it the more
accommodating choice. It's recommended, with the
sole proviso that InFocus makes a substantive,
generational change to its next upgrade of this
tried-and-tested package. •
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This tweaked' version of the ScreenPlay 7205 offers aslightly bigger
and brighter picture with improved contrast, particularly in shadowy

The faro liar InFocus backpanel includes an Ml DA connection, for which you .II need a

areas of the image. And it'll certainly out- gun any 50in —£ 5k plasma

passive adaptor before using any HDMI or DVI-equioped players. Analogue sources are

when it comes to wall-to-wall action.

accommodated through pairs of umponent and S- Video inputs plus acomposib sccket. The
two trigger ports and aserial RS232 socket will keep the custom installers happy
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Mark Levinson
Esoteric
Cello
Ayre Acoustics
Audio Note
Thiel
Tannoy Prestige
Revel
Stax
Eichmann Technology
Lyra
S.M.E.
Audio Tekne
My Sonic
VP'

0% Finance
available for
up to 3 years
On selected items. Subject to status.
Conditions apply.
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a sound connection!

SOURCE

VIDEO

Distributed in the UK by:
Henley Designs, 01235 5111 ()()
www.henleydesigns.co.111.
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AVTech Update

JON THOMPSON'S

VIEW FROM THE INSIDE

I

nthis industry, reinvention if not evolution is often key to survival.
The Microsoft Corporation, for example, seems very keen to

etto

establish itself as the digital media platform of choice. To gain

credibility and major kudos, Microsoft has announced a joint
venture with THX, itself formerly part of Lucas Film but now
predominantly owned by Creative Labs, the Far East PC sound
card manufacturer. This joint venture aims to establish a THX
'best practices laboratory' for Windows Media and has been
boosted by AMD, the CPU manufacturer, which has joined as a
founding sponsor.
This latest THX facility will be set up in the heart of Hollywood
and

housed

in

the

historic

Raleigh

Studios.

These were

established in 1915 and are still one of the largest independent

In bed with THX:
Microsoft signals
joint venture for

studio facilities in Hollywood, offering television, feature film and

best practices lab

music video production facilities. The THX facility, meanwhile,

for Windows Media

Microsoft

Windows X3

promises an objective evaluation of Windows Media Technologies
for professional post production and consumer applications. This

But THX has always been avery sophisticated marketing company

laboratory will be an independent venue where companies and

and the synergy achieved by its joining forces with Microsoft

individuals can learn about advanced digital content workflows

makes commercial sense. The six million dollar question,

using the Windows Media format, as well as the proposed SMPTE

however, is whether Windows Media 9 ( or VC1 as its mainstream

standard, VC1. The lab is set up on a not-for-profit basis and

format is called) really man enough for the job?

primarily funded through Corporate membership. Inside the

Personally, Ihave yet to be impressed by this technology as it

facility there will be editorial, authoring and compression suites,

just seems to miss that certain essence of creating life- like, High

as well as astate-of-the-art digital living room to demonstrate the

Definition pictures. By comparison, Iwas blown away by the

wide variety of Microsoft-enabled devices.

vibrancy

and

fidelity of

the

images

shown

in

a recent

demonstration of Apple's QuickTime 7 using H.264. So Apple
LINES IN THE SAND

has already established itself as the format of choice for

Recently, we have seen a battle to establish next-generation

Hollywood's trailer delivery, leaving Microsoft avery poor second

multi- media entertainment devices in the home (
AVTech, Aug
05). Microsoft is attempting to nibble away at Sony and its

in its selection of material.
The battle lines appear to be drawn between Microsoft with its

Playstation 3 by coming to its heartland of Hollywood where

deep pockets, domination of the PC market and its vastly under-

Sony, many years ago, acquired Columbia Pictures in a bid to

specified X- Box 360, the Sony Corporation with its supercomputer-

establish itself as an end-to-end, full service company. Despite

specified PlayStation 3 ( let's hope the reality really does live up

its immense domination, Microsoft is not really in the content
creation business, so it's limited to making deals with third
parties to obtain exclusive content for its platforms. Sony, on the
other hand, relies heavily on its studio business to leverage
blockbuster content. In its promotion of the BluRay DVD platform,
which is an integral part of the PS3, it regularly shows clips from
Spiderman 2and Laurence of Arabia by way of demonstration.

11

I'm not sure what Apple's stategy
is, but it offers the best available
HD video compression system if

Microsoft has made friends with various independent film
producers as away of gaining content. If you take alook through

to its revolutionary specification), and Apple. Frankly, I'm not

Microsoft's website, much of its HD demonstration material,

sure what Apple's strategy is, but it remains the master of cool

other than Terminator 2, are independent documentaries and

and, at the moment, offers the best available

I
MAX features. Its teaming- up with THX is probably aclever move

compression system. BluRay also supports H.264, so we have a

HD video

in gaining consumer awareness and credibility. It also revitalises

good idea of what to expect from that format. This could be avery

the THX brand whose heyday was probably in the mid-to- late

long and drawn-out battle over the next two years and it will be

1990s when it established a rigid set of criteria for the

interesting to see what impact the THX Microsoft laboratory has,

specification and setup of AV kit.

bearing

in

mind

the

cynicism

of

Hollywood.

Power and

Nowadays, things have moved on and most manufacturers are

relationships are everything in Tinsletown with other studios

quite capable of producing very high quality 6 or 7.1 channel

typically very wary of Sony, so it could yet be anybody's race.

products without having to pay THX a licence fee. In high end

AVTech will be following this very closely, as the repercussions of

home cinema, THX is arguably less important than ever although

this titanic struggle must surely filter down to our world of

aTHX badge still carries weight with some mass market products.

domestic home cinema in afew short years.
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Velodyne DD- 10 • subwoofer

Baby Bloomer
Compact but commandling,
advanced DSP helps shrink the
subwoofer, says Keith Howard
Velod ne DEI- 10 subwoofer
PRICE

£2000 (
black)/£2150 (
che(ry or maple)

V

elodyne styles itself as the global leader in high
performance, low distortion subwoofers", and few familiar

with its impressive range of products would challenge that
claim. Right at the pinnacle is the awesome 1812 Signature
Edition, so named because it combines an 18in and 12in
driver in one box — although the allusion to Tchaikovsky's
famous overture is probably no coincidence. Next in the
pecking order, and using the same core technology, comes
Velodyne's four-model Digital Drive range. The `baby' £2000
DD-10 is featured here and auditioned as apair in place of
one, commensurately larger subwoofer.
Baby indeed, because a distinctive features of all
Velodyne subs is their compactness — remarkably so for
the punch they pack. The DD- 10 measures just
298 x298 x343mm and is also relatively light at under
9kg thanks, in part, to the efficiency of its integrated,
Class D amplifier. This is rated at 1250 watts continuous
output power or 3kW peak! The DD- 10 also utilises the
smallest version of Velodyne's in-house, servocontrolled woofer which is hooked into the Digital
Drive DSP module that provides for the measurement
and correction of its in-room response. This Digital
High Gain Servo system uses adigital accelerometer to
measure and control cone excursion at a sampling
frequency of 16kHz.
Velodyne pioneered the fitment of on-board digital
parametric equalisation to subwoofers with its Digital
Drive system and in its latest (version 2) guise the
software offers important enhancements. In particular
it now incorporates aself-EQ feature, measuring the inroom response using a supplied microphone and
optimising it automatically.
Optimised is, perhaps, too strong aword because
in self-EQ mode the centre frequencies of the
eight available filters are set to their defaults (20, 25, 32,
40, 50, 63, 80 and 100Hz), the Q (sharpness) of each
filter is fixed and only their gains are adjusted. Either
way, there's no substitute for manual adjustment of the
filters if you want the best results. It is far better to get
the sub and listening positions right and then use EQ to
gild the lily than it is to hope its EQ will cure all ills. In
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AVTech Subwoofer'
particular, you should avoid wide, deep dips in the
response since these can only be filled by expending
extra amplifier power and cone excursion. Because of
this, the maximum boost available for each filter section
is 6dB, whereas up to 12dB cut can be applied.
Digital Drive also provides control over other factors
including low-pass crossover filter frequency and slope,
subsonic filter frequency and slope, and polarity. Six
presets are available that allow settings to be stored for
different circumstances, such as music replay or home
theatre. All this is controlled via Velodyne's remote
handset in conjunction with aTV or other display, for
which composite and S-Video outputs are provided.
As you would expect, audio connections can be made
at either speaker or line level, via binding posts and
phono or XLR sockets respectively. Serial (RS-232)
input and output sockets are also provided to allow
easy daisy-chaining of two or more subwoofers. One
then acts as the master, ensuring that volume and preset
changes are carried across all the units in asystem. Two
DD-10s were requested for this review since two
subwoofers always perform better than one, and not
just in respect of enhanced output capability. Correctly
positioned, two subs also enhance the spatiality of the
image down to low frequencies and provide more
consistent results over awider listening area. Velodyne
has asuggested procedure for setting up more than one
sub, which was followed to the letter for this review.
PERFORMANCE
Although there is no room here to reproduce the results,
Iperformed anumber of measurements on one of the
review samples which confirmed the DD- 10's inherently
flat frequency response and established that the lowest
cabinet structural resonance (assessed using a
lightweight accelerometer attached to the centre of one
of the side panels) occurs at 148Hz.
Although this is almost an octave above the frequency
range over which the DD-10 will typically be operated,
this is perhaps one aspect of its performance that could
usefully be improved.

Velodyne
,vric •

Similarly, and Digital High Gain Servo System
notwithstanding, you can hear harmonic (distortion)
content when driving the DD-10 hard with a20Hz sine
wave. Moreover, if you increase the volume setting
there comes a point at which an obvious modulation
sets in at afrequency of about 2Hz, which presumably
is caused by internal driver protection. I'm not one for
flashing lights on equipment but avisual indication of
when this occurs would be welcome. If you prefer a
'dirtier' bass sound then you can back off the servo
control of its cone motion via the setup menu. This has
a 'Theater/Music' setting that's variable between 1 (least
control, highest distortion) and 8 (maximum control,
least distortion). Changing between these settings on a
20Hz sine input makes aclearly audible difference. For
my listening Iused setting 8 throughout.
There isn't agreat deal to say about the DD-10's sound
because it delivers just what you would expect and
hope for. Take appropriate pains over the setup, first by
positioning the sub(s) to minimise significant response
'holes' and then by using the EQ to smooth out the
remaining ripples (it is not necessary or even desirable
to achieve a perfectly flat response at the listening

11

Take appropriate pains over the
setup and deep, even, clean bass
in ample quantity is the reward im

position), and you are rewarded with deep, even, clean
bass in ample quantity to suit most of us. Only on the
most extreme programme material, in an usually large
room or for unsociable listening levels would you need
to consider DD 12s or larger.
Isubjected the review pair to all my favourite bass
test tracks and they sailed through them. Even the
Bass Outlaws' formidable Kill the Competition was
accommodated at the loudest Iwould want to play it,
by which time Iwas quartering the listening room to
quell window and other rattles. If your listening room
has asuspended wooden floor, as mine does, then you
may well want to consider some form of compliant
isolation to reduce its excitation.
AVTECH SAYS...
At £2000 (
black) or £2150 (cherry or maple) each, apair
of DD-10s — and apair really do sound better than one
—represent asubstantial investment for most of us. But
factor in that extraordinary bass driver, the servo
control, 1.25kW power amp and the flexible room EQ
function, and it begins to look like good value.
Recommended, if you want the best. MI

Supplier
Redline
0131 555 3922
www.red-line.co.uk
In addition to the usual audio inputs and outputs, the DD- 10's

Hi-FiNews verdict

back plate has video outputs to attach adisplay, serial inputs and

A substantial subwoofer in all but size, the exceedingly dense

outputs for daisy- chaining and amicrophone input for the

construction of the DD- 10 commends it to one of the most important

on- board EQ system. Output level is normally set using the

AV markets here and in the US: custom installations where the entire

supplied remote but volume up/down buttons are also provided

speaker system has to be housed, out of sight, in wall cavities.
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Liquid Crystal is slickedy-quick, so why do so many LC displays still
render blurred- looking images? David Perry snaps some facts into focus

I

Cdisplays have been improving at an astounding rate in recent
years and prices are plummeting All good news of course, with
ever brighter, higher contrast and more colourful screens

becoming available. Plus aful', plasma- beating 1080p resolution

so that they match the orientation of the front polarizing sheet.
The Liquid Crystal molecules form individual chains that are
'twisted' by an electric field to vary the brightness of each and
every pixel per picture frame.

even or small 37in displays. However, motion often reveals the

Ideally, the reaction of each LC chain would be instantaneous

LCD's Achilles' heel as its images are plagued by blurred and

and the change in brightness of each pixel equally spontaneous.

strangely discoloured moving edges, or comet- like tails following

In practice, these LC chains take afinite time to move to the

objects in motion around the screen. Yet motion is, of course, a

correct position for the required pixel brightness. Ironically, large

fundamental element of TV and movie content. So what is it

individual changes in brightness are easier to achieve because

about Liquid Crystal Displays that makes them blur no matter

the LC chains twist quicker in response to abig change in appl:ed

how super fast the liquid crystals become?

voltage. Subtle changes in brightness actually take longer to
achieve, and it's the quality of these slight shifts in contrast that
can have abig subjective impact.

LIQUID CRYSTALS REVISITED

1

MasterClass and showed how the

Manufacturers typically quote the ' response time' of their LC
panels in milliseconds ( msec or thousandths of a second). In

liquid

order to avoid LC- related blur and other mction artifacts. this

We described the inner workings of the LC display in our July

Pixel transitions per frame

5,11

crystals

themselves

are
and

response to changes in the applied voltage needs to be less than

polariing sheets. In short, light

avideo frame, which is 20msec for 50Hz systems and 16.67rrsec

sandwiched
waves

between

enter

glass

vibrating

in

one

direction and it's the job of the

Response l-Onal

liquid crystals to turn' these waves

Max

for 60Hz. In which case, aquoted spec of 12msec should mean
pin-sharp, full motion images.
Unfortunately, this single figure cannot tell the whcqe story
because there's no guarantee that every possible level of pixel
brightness can be achieved in less than I2msec. The auoted
figure smost likely abest case scenario.
Fig. 1shows ablack-to-white transition for avery sharp edge

Pbell Iraaelllaius per frame

and compares the ideal LC response time (- 0ms) with aquoted
12ms response time. However, if the LCD has even slower
grey-to-grey transitions, say around 35ms, then it will take about

12na Raffle»

two frames to reach the required brightness and become merged
with the pixel data for subsequent frames ( see Fig. 2). These

(-0inn

variable and slower-thar-expected response times are responsible

3

for many of the familiar motion blur and distortion artifacts

Frame (15.137nm)

suffered by LCDs ( see Figs. 3and 4).
Fig. 1: ( Above) shows that an LC pixel
THE REAL WORLD IS ANALOGUE

36neII
Mae lain 2frame&

response time of 12msec falls within
one frame period, unlike Fig . 2 ( right)

Up until about five years ago it had beer thought that the reason

where aslower response time means

for poor motion rendition was puely down ro the slow reaction

asingle image is blurred across one
or more frames of video
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Min
1

2

3

Frame (16457ms)

4

S

times of the liquid crystal molecules. But that, the boffins
discovered, was only part of the reason. Just as important is the
way an LC display maintains each image on the screen and the

www.hifinews.co. uk

AVTech Masterclass
Pattern at rest

Moving to the right
12 pixels per frame

NOW YOU SEE IT...
In our football example, the moving ball ' steps' across the screen
frame- by-frame, but the eye continues to track and predict its
direction during that same period. As aresult, the image of the
ball blurs across the retina. No matter how slickly the LC
responds, the low frame rate and hold-type nature of the LCD will
always cause blurred images on the viewer's retina.
It's useful to note that this type of blur occurs with the viewer
and not on the display, so the magnitude of the artifacts and

Fig. 4: Motion blur
also introduces

Fig. 3: This simulation illustrates the Blurring suffered by ahold- type

annoyance factor depends upon the susceptibility of the viewer

colour distortions in

LC display. Higher resolution components ( the finer lines) produce

or, indeed, reviewer.

the moving image

more motion blur, to the extent that all detail is lost in some regions
of the image

GOAL?
So

just

what

are

way the human visual system ( HVS) tracks motion. In the natural

manufacturers doing

world motion is continuous, smooth and analogue whereas, in all

to

our display systems, the motion is sampled into a discrete

perception of motion

number of frames per second ( 24, 25, 30, 50 or 60Hz).

reduce

blur?

The

solution

our

Object moving to the right
10 pixels per frame

Teas e"'

obvious

is to turn

FREE KICK

the

If we were to track afootball moving across a60Hz display, our

impulsive display by

LCD

Object at rest

into

an

Discolouration

eyes would attempt to follow a natural arc even though the

switching the image

football is moving in astepwise fashion every 60th of asecond.

off for part of each frame. This is asimple enough idea, but very

And it's this mismatch between the way motion is portrayed and

complicated to engineer in practice. There are four main methods

the way the eye expects motion to occur that's the biggest

for reducing the hold-type artifacts of LCDs: Black Data Insertion

problem for all displays. LC displays are known as sample- and -

(BDI), Blinking Back Light ( BBL), Frame Rate Upconversion

hold types because they take the sampled frame data and hold it

(FRU) and Scanning Back Light ( SBL). These are discussed in

on the display for the entire period of the frame. The image never

the adjacent boxout and Fig. 5shows asome LCD motion artifacts

switches off, unlike a cathode ray tube ( CRT). plasma or DLP

before and after correction.

Blurred edge

which are known as impulsive displays. These displays flash the
image at the viewer for avery short period of time and rely on ow .
persistence of vision to make the image seem continuous.

Taking the motion blur out of LC displays
• BDI drives the LC to black for part ( usually 50%) of each frame.
Increasing the BDI duration gives aproportional reduction in blur but

However swift the LCD responds,
its low frame rate and hold-type
nature always causes blurring

very fast LC response times are required — typicaby less than 8ms.
This method may also reduce image brightness and contrast and
possibly aggravate any perceived flicker.

FINAL WHISTLE
None of this is to suggest that improvements in LC response
times are pointless once they've reached a certain threshold.

• BBL effectively inserts black data during a frame by turning off

Indeed, the faster the LCD the better, particularly for graphics

its backlight for aset pericd. Once again, the tectnique works well

display monitors and 3D displays. As for the ambiguous LC

but can ; ntroduce large area flicker and reduce bcth brightness and

response time figures quoted in LCD specs, I'd recommend using

contrast. If the LC response is not very fast and consistent, then

them as only avery tentative guide.

synchronisation with the backlight is not possible, causing ghosting

Thankfully we may soon see amore meaningful metric by way

and colour distortions.

of the ' Moving Picture Response Time' ( MPRT) index, asystem

II FRU requires high- quality motion estimation ( ME) and motion

camera to measure adisplay's motion rendering capabilities as

Fig. 5: The practical

compensation ( MC) to render new kames in-between existing ones.

perceived by aviewer. VESA (
www.vesa.org) is currently looking

realisation of

Converting a60Hz LCD to 120Hz will halve the blur but again, very fast

at developing a standard test using these MPRT techniques,
which At/Tech will adopt in due course. •

technologies

using specially selected test patterns and a motion tracking

LC response times are needed and high- quality ME/MC at consumer

new, LCD driving

level is still difficult to achieve.

•SBL is aPhilips' Aptura technology and part of its ClearLCD branding
(www.philips.conVaptura). This attempts to combine the advantages of
the last two techniques yet overcome their drawbacks. It uses aseries
of dimmable backlights that are lit in atop- to- bottom fashion to match
the scanning nature of the LCD. This ensures the pixels are only lit
once they have reached the desired brightness level. Furthermore,
the LCD becomes impulsive by only lighting these pixels very briefly
during each frame. Frame rate up- conversion is applied via Philips'
PixelPlus 2HD processor, converting 24 & 30Hz to 60Hz and 25Hz &
50Hz to 75Hz, respectively.
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Ghost images during motion

Ghosting reduced via aspecialised
LCD driving technology
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Opinion

Sound
reflections
Air- columns, sonics and good stereo from the ballet

H

aving devoted two months to
explaining infrasonic power-cable
damping and hypothesizing on

twice that (which is still very low) if the

[
int -

GARDEIÉE

pre- modern awareness of the Doppler

device is a loudspeaker with its outlet at
floor level, as against an unstopped orean
pipe up aloft.

effect, Ifeel that it's time that I

On meeting the vastly greater freedom

paid attention to some queries from

for molecular motion now available, the

correspondents concerning more immediate

soundwaves switch immediately from a

matters. In particular, reflected sound has

pressure to velocity regime. The upshot —

proved to be puzzling on two counts.
First,

when

discussing

putting things as simply as possible — is

column-type

loudspeakers in the Jan and Feb 2005
issues, I stated that when sound waves

that

positive-going

portions

of

Tir deztri, mir
j
ru: rottypeafe.
Original Decca sleeve of SXL 2313

travels back into the enclosure as a

travelling through acolumn reach its open
end, the portion of energy reflected back

when

the waves expand on reaching unconfined
air at the exit, the resulting diffusion
generates arelative fall in pressee which

undergoes a phase reversal. Then in June,

rarefaction.

while considering reflections in general, it was noted in passing

Conversely,

negative-going

half-cycles invite agap-filling surge to provide acompensating

that the dependence of an object's reflectivity on its size vis-à-vis

pressure, which likewise moves inwards. And such is the physics

wavelength doesn't apply to what happens within air-columns.

of superposition that the waves manage to travel along the

This latter may seem self-evident, but in essence the two points

column in both directions simultaneously without losing tneir

represent opposite sides of asingle coin, so with the proviso that

individual coherence, rather as teams of ballet dancers pass

the following remarks apply only to devices of constant

through each other, forming striking mutual patterns as they go,

cross-sectional area, I'll try to deal with each.

but each still intact when they separate.

Reflections in columns naturally take place at the ends,
whether sealed or open, where in musical instruments ' open'

DIGITY-POKERY

refers to the position of an activated finger- hole. Crucially,

Regarding ballet, like many other music- lovers Ifirst met the art

though,

via recordings, wallowing in the orchestral delights of Massenet,

be

it in cone- driven

loudspeakers or reed- driven

clarinets, an air-column's diameter is tiny in comparison with the

Delibes, Tchaikovsky, Stravinsky, Rossini/Respighi et alas heard

wavelength at its resonant frequency. The waves are thus moving

from much- played early LPs, long before witnessing any stage

in aconstricted pressurized environment, and on reaching the
closed end have no alternative but to be reflected back by a
barrier comprising a virtually infinite acoustical impedance
compared with that of the already high- Z air-column through
which they have been travelling.
However,

while dense objects remain

impenetrable,

in

conditions of free radiation there may be enough time within

La Fille Mal Gardée offered some
of the best stereo sound ever piped
out of Covent Garden... superb

11

each half-cycle for impinging waves to diffract around them. But
in compliance with the size/wavelength paradigm, this requires

productions. Then, in the stereo age the Hérold/Lanchbery La

that the obstacles be appropriately small, which clearly can't

Fille Mal Gardée burst onto the scene via asuperb highlights

apply at the blocked end of atube.

disc from Decca [ SXL 2313/CD version 430 196-21. Iraved

Turning now to the phase- reversal phenomenon, when a

about that in HFN's first ' Recommended Recordings' feature

column's end is open, some energy is radiated outwards without

back in Nov 1962, and must now do likewise over a latter-day

phase change; but alarger fraction fails to escape, undergoing a

recording of the same work.

180° inversion of both direction and phase. There are various

But this time the music was captured on the soundtrack to a

ways of conceiving and describing the process, but 12 years have

TV film of the ROH's revived production, as broadcast on BBC2

passed since it was last tackled here ( in Sept 1993 ' Sidelines'

in February. Yes, that's six months ago, but friends have been

together with a run-down of what happens to the behaviour of

urging me to give it amention, agreeing that it offered some of

tubes when they're tapered), so I'll attempt an update.

the best stereo sound ever piped out of Covent Garden. Despite

As with acolumn's closed end, acoustical impedance is of the

acramped orchestral pit set beneath alustreless acoustic, it was

essence, but in amore complex fashion due to the interaction of

widely spread, spaciously set, and detailed. Some reverberant

pressure and particle-velocity as the waves meet free space,

digity-pokery was probably involved, and there were no voices

where there's now asharp fall in impedance. Indeed, beyond the

needing accommodation as in opera; but whatever the explanation

end of the column the impedance is simply that of free air, or

(and NICAM notwithstanding) the upshot was superb.
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IN DEPIS
FEATURE

I

have nothing agairst home cinema: Ijust choose not to have
it in my home. Perhaps its an age thing but Iprefer movies

in which characterisation and the spoken word have greater
cur
ru t
IL; vtlian high-octane action and serial explosions,
so sitting the optimum distance from asmall-screen TV
with NICAM stereo sound suits me just fine. Downstairs
in the listening room, despite a recent upgrade to

the very lowest audible octaves are fundamental to high
fidelity sound reproduction. In which case the presence
of asubwoofer within the audio system, or better still
two, is an essential requirement.
Other things being equal, I still maintain that a
small subwoofer beats a large one, and not just for
aesthetic and practical reasons. Compact subwoofers
have smaller cabinet panels and are therefore less likely
to suffer structural resonance within their working
range. Cylindrical or spherical cabinets, like that of the
B&W PV1, are particularly well adapted to the small
subwoofer role because they best resist the relatively
high air pressure fluctuations that are generated within.
Small subwoofers are also desirable because any large
reflective object within the listening room in the vicinity
of the main speakers tends to screw up sound quality.
This is an effect that Ireally don't think is widely
enough appreciated, particularly by those who put

The very lowest audible octaves
equipment racks between their loudspeakers. Keeping
are fundamental to high fidelity
the subwoofer(s) small limits this impact.
But asmall subwoofer constrains the size of the drive
sound reproduction
of course, which in turn threatens to compromise
0 unit,
output capability. If we assume closed box bass loading
a5.5-inch LCD for navigating DVD menus.
Many of you reading this will. Iimagine, have similar
priorities, or at least keep your hi-fi and home theatre

— and really small subs are usually of this type because
there's no room for an appropriately dimensioned reflex
port — then for flat sound pressure versus frequency
response the volume of air displaced by the driver must

systems quite separate. We may also be alike in sharing
afondness for small loudspeakers and aconviction that

quadruple with each halving of frequency. The smaller
the driver's surface area, the greater its excursion must be

inalti-cliannel, the fare is music only. The screen there is
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to achieve this, and acumpact subwoofer runs the risk of
reaching its excursion limit prematurely, at which point
it will generate excess distortion. Active subs generally
incorporate protection circuits to save the driver from
actual physical harm, but these involve the output being
compressed in some way which is also undesirable.
So there is an important balance to be struck. We want
asubwoofer to be compact for the reasons already given,
but not so small that it craps out before delivering what's
required. This raises the obvious question: just how
much excursion capability is necessary on challenging
source material at representative replay levels? Is a
subwoofer with a 10-inch or 12-inch driver up to the
job, or do you need to look to something equipped with
a15-inch or even 18-inch unit?
SCARY ANSWERS
It is very easy to generate scary answers to this question.
For instance, if we assume free-field radiation (no
room boundaries) and a 12in driver with an effective
cone diameter of 250mm, the peak excursion required
to generate just 90dB SPL at 20Hz (the nominal lower
extreme of the audible frequency range) at a listening
distance of 3m is 38nun. In other wards, the cone would
have to move about 1.5in forward and backwards from
its resting position, and this to generate asound pressure
level that is only 16dB above the average hearing
threshold at this frequency.
To put this in context, the typical linear excursion
capability of agood quality bass driver is about 10mm,
while even Velodyne's extraordinary units — which have
voice coils over 150nun in length — can `only' boast
about 22mm. This explains why if you connect, say,
an electric bass guitar to a domestic loudspeaker, the
volume level you can achieve before the bass driver cries
enough is surprisingly low.
If this calculation convinces you that the only worthy
subwoofer is abig subwoofer, hang on amoment because
there are important factors to consider which chip away
at this outrageous air-moving requirement. First, we
haven't taken into account the effect of room boundaries.
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In the listening room, each extremity adjacent to the
subwoofer (floor, side wall, back wall) acts as an acoustic
mirror and generates virtual images of it. So in effect
there are eight subwoofers present rather than one: a
single real subwoofer and seven virtual ones. As aresult
the subwoofer can generate sound pressure levels as
much as 8x (18dB) higher than suggested by afree-field
calculation of the type in the previous paragraph. In
many rooms the boundaries won't be perfect reflectors
at LF, but even if we assume aboundary reinforcement
gain of 12dB this still reduces the excursion requirement
by afactor of four.
To this has to be added the fact that most recordings
—even those with astrong bass content — have afalling
response at extreme low frequencies. If we repeat the
previous calculation but increase the frequency by an
octave to 40Hz, this reduces the excursion requirement
by a further factor of four. Add in 12dB boundary
reinforcement and the excursion requirement is now
slashed by a factor of 16 overall. So 38nun becomes
2.4mrn, and our 12-inch driver suddenly looks much
more comfortable.
These revised calculations give reason to hope that
compact subwoofers can cut the mustard after all, but
to be sure we need to determine the actual excursion
requirements on representative music programme. To
do this, Ifirst selected adozen CDs from my collection
— these are listed in Table 1 [see p91] — which are all
well muscled in the bass. Note that the list is divided
into two. The first eight tracks represent what Iwould
classify as 'normal' recordings, albeit with strong bass
content. The last four tracks, by contrast, would be rated
as distinctly abnormal for most of us.

B&W PVls: apair

'Kill the Competition' (aptly titled) is the most
challenging track from a disc created specifically for

will be sufficient to

people who think it cool to stuff acar, pickup, SUV or van
with as many large woofers as will fit, drive
them with kilowatts of amplification
and turn the wick up. On the CD's
cover it says `Danger: ultra low
bass may damage speakers',
and you'd do well to heed
the
warning.
Telarc's
notorious recording of

all, music you care

handle most, if not
to throw at
them

the ' 1812
Overture'
is not quite so daft
— at least, not if you
consider it essential for
Tchaikovsky's celebration
of the Russian weather's
defeat of Napoleon's army
to include the sound of real
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subwoofers
cannon. As we'll see, this is one of the very rare
recordings with significant LF content below 20Hz. The
remaining two tracks feature the Ruffatti organ in Davies
Symphony Hall, San Francisco, and earn their place as a
result of including pedal notes down to 20Hz. For organ
aficionados, of course, this is normal fare. But Ibet many
of you reading this play organ recordings as often as Ido,
which is hardly ever.
IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS
If you imagine I'm about to regale
you at this point with tales of

and what sound pressure level OdBFS in the filtered file
represents. In Table 2 the excursions are calculated for
two driver sizes — 10-inch and 12-inch — and for three
OdBFS SPLs in each case: 100dB, 105dB and 110dB, all at
adistance of 3m and assuming 12dB boundary gain.
If we limit ourselves to the eight ' normal' tracks, you
will see that a10-inch driver with 1Ornm peak excursion
capability can comfortably accommodate all of them
at OdBFS=100dB, some of them at 105dB and none at
110dB. If instead we use asingle Velodyne DD-10 then

11

derring-do
involving
laser
interferometers or some other
hi-tech means of measuring cone
excursion, I'm going to disappoint
you. There's no need for any of
that: the peak cone excursion
for each of these tracks can be
determined using nothing more exotic than a fully
featured software audio editor like Adobe Audition and
asingle equation.
This is the process. First Idownsampled the ripped
track files from 44.1 to 81(Hz and converted them to mono.
The downsampling stage isn't essential but was done for
convenience since we will later be looking at spectra
from the files, analysed using an 8192-point FFT. With a
sampling rate of 81(Hz this gives aspectral resolution of
better than 1Hz, which is what I
wanted.The downsampled
file was then low-pass filtered using Audition's Scientific
Filters facility, using the settings Butterworth, 20Hz and
second order. The filtered waveform now represents the
cone excursion of a closed box speaker with a system
resonant frequency of 20Hz and aQ of 0.707 — in other
words, a speaker with a maximally flat response

Ithink asmall subwoofer beats
a large one, and that's not just for
aesthetic and practical reasons

its 22nne excursion capability will cope with all but one
of tracks 1to 8, even at 110dB. Tracks 9and 10 pose a
much sterner test. Even the DD-10 cannot accommodate
these at the 105dB or 110dB reference levels, but apair
of DD-12s could. The two organ tracks — 11 and 12
— surprisingly are not that stressful, despite their 20Hz
content, because the recording level is relatively low in
both cases. What this means in practice is that apair of
DD-10s or DD-12s will have plenty of excursion capability

The Velodyne, with
its 22mm excursion
capability, coped
with all hut
one of the
test tracks used

down to a comer frequency of 20Hz and a 12dB
per octave roll-off beyond. Audition's Statistics
feature was then used to scan the filtered file to
determine the peak sample value (
je the peak
cone excursion), recorded in the second
column of Table 2.
All that is needed now to convert the
peak cone excursion from an arbitrary
decibel figure into millimetres is knowledge
of the drive unit's effective cone diameter

Lab report
o
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Fig 1. Overlaid spectral analyses of tracks
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Fig 2. Overlaid spectral analyses of tracks 9 to 12
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There is no alternative but to apply high-pass filtering to your
main speakers if the full potential of your sub is to be realised

even for the most testing material played pretty loud. If
you listen at moderate levels and couldn't give afig for
Telarc's cannons or the LF excesses of the Bass Outlaws,
then even this will be overkill: a pair of 10-inch subs
or equivalent with lOrrun excursion capability will be
sufficient to handle most if not all of what you are likely
to throw at them. For example: apair of B&W PV1s.
SPECTRA
But you do need to ensure that
your subwoofer(s) shoulder the
lion's share of the low frequency
excursion requirement or you
won't exploit them to the
full. Furthermore, the bass or
bass-mid drivers in your main
loudspeakers will continue to
generate excess harmonic and intermodulation distortion
on programme with significant bass content. To achieve
this there is no alternative but to apply high-pass filtering
to the main speakers.
This has traditionally been unpopular in audiophile
circles, the more usual approach being to apply just lowpass filtering to the subwoofer, at afrequency that allows
it to blend in with the main speakers' inherent roll-off. But
Figure 1 - which overlays peak excursion requirement
versus frequency curves for the eight lionnal* tracks
- shows clearly why. The peak excursion requirement
typically occurs at about 40Hz (the bottom E-string on
astring bass or electric bass guitar is 41Hz) and doesn't
begin to tail off until above 70Hz. So to reduce the
excursion burden on the main speakers significantly,
they really need to be rolled off below 80Hz.
For interest, Figure 2shows the excursion spectra for
the four 'abnormal' tracks, 9-12, on the same scales. The
blue trace depicts the murderous 'Kill the Competition'.
the red trace the Telarc ' 1812 Overture' (note how it peaks
at 13Hz!) and the green and orange traces the two organ
pieces with their circa 20Hz pedal notes.
SURPRISE CONCLUSIONS
This article's introduction promised some surprises. The
first is that, for music programme most of us play, there
is no need to specify a 15-inch or 18-inch subwoofer.
even if you habitually listen at quite high levels. A pair of
10-inch or 12-inch subwoofers will usually suffice.
Second, the received wisdom that it is best to leave the
output of the main speakers untouched and use the sub
to fill in their inherent roll-off is misguided. Admittedly
it is difficult to realise acrossover between them without

www.hifinews.co. uk

knowing the

1111

roll-off behaviour of the main speakers,

and certainly the filtering has to be applied at line level,
with the use of a powered sub, if the main speakers'
sound quality is not to be compromised. But only with
high-pass filtering applied to the main speaker signal can
the full potential benefit of one or more subwoofers be
realised in your system. Without it, the subwoofer is only
fulfilling part of its job description. •

For the music programme most

11

of us play, there is no need to
specify a 15in or 18in subwoofer
1:110111EMMIMIIIIIMW
1) ISO 226:1987 ( E), Acoustics - normal equal- loudness level contours

Track
Reference

2

Artist

Album

Brian Bromberg

Wood

Track
1 The Saga of Harrison Crableathers

Brian Bromberg

Wood

3 Come Together

3

Jennifer Warners

The Humer

2 Somewhere. Somebody

4

Jennifer Warners

the Hunter

8 Way Down Deep

5

Sin Kenner

Sheffield Lab
Drum & Track Disc

1 Drum Improvisation

6

Bela Fleck and the Flecktones

Flight of the Cosmic Hippo

4. Flight of the Cosmic Hippo

7

Kart Bremnes

Svarta

8

Karl Bremnes

Svarta Dorn

2. Sangen om motter med fiellet
14. Kill the Competit-on

1 ungen om ved Tarnehamn

EH.

9

Bass Outlaws

Outlawed Bass

10

KunzeVCincinnati Pops

Telarc SACD-6054I

1. Tchaikovsky 1812 Overture

11

Michael Murray

Telarc CD- 80097

1. Bach 'Gott heiliger Geist

12

Michael Murray

Telarc CD- 80097

It. Widor Symphony 1106. Adagio

Peak

Peak

reference

cone excursion rmnu

41211)

assuming I2d8 boundary effect gain

10- inch driver
reflective piston diameter 200mm)

12 inch driver
( effective piston diameter 250m0)

escwsnx,
IOUS.

OdBFS=
100d8 SPI
63m

Odin=
105dB SPI
03m

OdBFS=
110d13 SPL
b3m

OdBFS=
100dB SPL
ib3m

OdBFS=
110dB SPI
43m

OdBFS=
10508 SPI
43m

1

-21.63

3.89

6.93

12.32

2.55

4.43

7.88

2

-20.91

4.23

7.52

13.38

2.77

4.82

856
1562

3

-15.69

7.72

13 72

24.40

5.04

8.78

4

-21.51

3.95

7.02

12.49

2.58

4.49

799

5

-18.04

5.89

10.47

18.62

3.85

6.70

11.92

6

-18.27

5.73

10.20

18.13

3.75

6.53

11.61

7

-16.67

6.89

12 26

21,80

4.51

7.85

13.95

8

-17.70

6.12

10 89

19.36

4.00

6.97

12.39

9

-8.77

17.12

30 44

54.13

10.96

19.48

34.65

10

-9.64

15.49

27.54

48.97

10.12

17.63

31.34

-23.69

3.07

646

9.72

LOI

3.50

6.22

.23.70

3.07

5.46

9.70

201

349

6.21

2

Table 1 ( top) shows tracks used; peak excursion requirements Table 2 ( above)
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Itew cen t-ks be e frtis eekerz
The DCM5 is the latest and greatest evolution of Audiostatic technology - aloudspeaker
so transparent and fast the only sound it makes is that of the source and amplification
driving it.
With the addition of the patented Mirror Drive transformer; making it arelatively benign
load tc drive, the DCM5 is adream — afull range electrostatic with asmall footprint and
aunique 'visual appeal. It has sufficient bass output to negate the need for a subwoofer
and delivers dynamics, speed and transparency across the frequency range. And, when
well set-up, the imaging borders on the holographic. All this from atransducer that's
equally at home on the end of e'rther solid-state or tube amplifiers of 100w o- more.

Musicology is the UK distributor for Audiostatic,Atma-sphere OTL amplifiers. Symposium
equipment supports, Coincident high efficiency dynamic loudspeakers, and the Rives PARC.

Contact us on 01273 700759 or email: sales@musicology.co.uk

www.musicology.co.uk
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Competition

1

Abumper £ 15,000 prize
•Apair of Opera Tebaldi loudspeakers and...

g • AUnison Research Performance amplifier

Your chance to win a superb prize in our
exclusive token collect competition
This month ( and for the following two months as well)
HiFi

News

teamed

up

with

of floorstanding speakers weigh 90kgs each and

Opera

measure 150 x32 x80 ( hwd), and they both feature

Loudspeakers/Unison Research :o offer you the

a25mm ScanSpeak front radiating treble unit with

chance to win afirst prize of apain of the new Opera

silk dome and decompression chamber.

Tebaldi loudspeakers ( worth £ 9995) plus a Unison

Loudspeakers was established in 1989 and since

Research

has

Performance amplifier i
worth £ 5000)

Opera

then has pursued a design policy of marrying top

whilst second prize will win a weekend break in

quality

Venice for two. All you have to do :o be in with a

principles of acoustic science.

chance of winning this magnificent prize is to collect

materials with

The Unison

carefully applied

Research

basic

Performance integrated

the entry tokens ( 1, 2 and 3) from the September,

amplifier is amodfied update of one of the company's

October and November 2005 issues of HiFi News.

classic pieces. Its power output has risen from 24

Opera

is

a brand

cf

quality

Italian- made

watts to more than 40 watts per channel thanks to

loudspeakers ,ind each model in its range combines

the use of six KT88 valves in the output stage. Watch

a luxurious

out for the next two entry tokens in the next two

hardwood

cabinet

with

quality

components and drive units to deliver superior sound

issues of HiFi News and don't miss out on your

quality with atouch of Italian style. The Tebaldi pair

chance to own these luxurious components!

ABOVE:

One of the new Opera Tebaldi loudspeakers

that come in a pair at £ 9995

LEFT:

The superb Unison Research Performance

amplifier that's worth £ 5000

HOW TO ENTER
Competition rules
Closing date lot eerie ts Enday. 4November ? COS 1) Pe competitron
ro oper to UK readers ahed 18 and over. except employees of IFt Mee&
PMC. or their agents. Overseas readers as lot eligible to enter.

Complete this entry form and then collect competition tokens 2and 3 in the October and November 2005
issues of HiFi News before entering. Full details of how to enter will appear in next month's HiFi News

2) [ Ines must be acompanied by three anginal entry taxers as
published in the September. Cdober and November 2005 esues al lir-Fr
News). 31 There is no cash or uthe alternathe to ' he prize offered. While
every effort is made lo ensure that all informahon regarding tho prize is
correct at time of going to press. PC Media cmoot be held reeonsible
for am errors or discreaandes. 4) The winner will be selected shortly
after the closing date and will be contacted bd post. S. Tb' Editor's
decision will be final and binding and no corre.pondence will be entered
into. The Winner's name-will be published in tito January • Ch smie of HIFr

News. 6) The winner should be prepared toms-operate with publiaty

arising as aresult al winning the prize. 7) Entry to the. competition
impltes acceptance of the ru es All entry forms submitted beanie the
properly of IPC Media
111-Fr News magazine. published by PC Media, will collect personal
information to process ¡our eutry. Would you hue receive e- mats from
Hr-F, News magazine and IPP, containing news, special oftrs, and
product and service informaten and take pail in
via e- marl? If yes, please tick here
INF) News magazine

q.

DV

magozme research

Answer the following two questions:
(1) In what year was Opera

(2) What is the per channel

Loudspeakers officially

wattage of the Unison

established?

Research Performance amp?

1889

24 watts

1984

80 watts

1999

240 watts

1989

40 watts

Name

OPERA / UNISION
RESEARCH COMPETITION

TOKEN

Address

nd PO veold Ifffe to contact you bz post or

telephone to promote ami ask "cur opinion enture agazinee and services
lick rare dyou prefer I1Ps lo hear from us q. PC may one isiorally pass
your details to carefully elected organisations e they can hontact you by
telephone or post with regards to promotirg tond researchog their

Daytime tel
email

Postcode

J

products and services mk here dyou prefer et be contacte: q
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Franz Liszt performed by Yoram Ish-Hurwitz. recorded with cables from SILTECII-1

Music Reviews
Viktoria Mullova's Onyx debut
jazz from Simon H. Fell

Classical

Piano Quintets with Thomas Adès

Rock: White Stripes and Ry Cooder

Thomas Ades, Arditti Quartet/

freebop, plus future

Audiophile: Hendrix, Barber and The Birds

VIVALDI
Violin Concertos — RV187, 208,
234, 277 and 580

ADES
Piano Quintet
SCHUBERT
'Trout' Quintet

Günter Wand DVD

releases, the new label was initiated by Chris Craker, now

Viktoria Mullova, II Giardino Armonico/

head of classics Sony/BMG UK, and Paul Moseley, exDecca; other artists include Pascal Rogé, the Borodin
Quartet and Barbara Bonney. ( For downloads or track

Giovanni Antonini

sampling: www. oneclassics.com.)

Onyx ONYX 4001

Gut-stringing her 'Jules Falk' Stradivarius and using a
Baroque bow she joins the Italian ensemble which made
alively Vivaldi set ies in the early

53m 08s £££

Belcea Quartet, Corin Long
61m 21s £££

1990s for Teldec ( about half the
listed members are the same). She

There were trout in alarge pond at the
end of the road when I
was achild,

says the late night recording
sessions were ' exhausting' and the

escapees from hillside breeding
tanks; on rare occasions my father
would fish there whilst Ihad my

music more difficult than most

jamjar for stickleback. Anyone
looking for ashiny new Schubert

four violins and cello ( RV580),
three with titles — il favorito',

'Trout' might well pause here—
although not because it involves

tinquietude' and ' Grosso Mogul' —
the last, which has acentral solo

netting at the same time 20m of
elusive new music.

recitative, referred to the Akbar

EMI 5 57664 2

people would imagine. The
programme has one concerto for

court of the Grand Mughal; Bach
transcribed ¡tasan organ concerto

The Belcea Quartet bring plenty of
intelligence to the Schubert, Adès's
brisk, almost capricious partnering
must have presented plenty of
challenges. Maybe the Viennese
idiom definitively realised in the

(BWV594).
The sparks really fly here and
Mullova has rarely sounded so at
one with her colleagues— contrast

VIKTORIA MULL

Trained under the Soviet sytem (from which tyranny she

the disappointing Mozart CD with the OAE. The sound,

Curzon/Decca ' Trout' eludes these
players, particularly the leader. And
the tempo for Variation 5in ( iv) (given
seven separate tracks) is surely far

dramatically escaped via Sweden, first to the States and

too, is in more than amatch for those earlier Teldec

then London, where she has her family), Viktoria Mullova
has broadened her musical approach to embrace jazz —
eg, her last Philips album — and period- instrument

productions. I
savoured every minute of the playing
here. Record of the Month'. CB
Performances • • • •

too slow. The musical and physical
presence of the double- bass gives a

groups. Hers is perhaps the most exciting of the first Onyx

Recordings

lift to this recording, made in the
slightly hard Potton Hall acoustic —
Adès's own piece has the welcome
bloom of Snape Maltings. Adès's
piece for piano and string quartct

Ratings Performance/Recording
Outstanding
Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor

CD tracks: the last for the
accelerating recapitulation. This is
music of real individuality: goodness
knows how it was worked out! Tom
Service writes of 'adividing of time
that creates adisorientating sense'

never quite come together). I
could

AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER

Prices
LEE full price ££ mid price £ budget price
Especial special price set or disc

JS BACH
Keyboard Concertos 1 and
7 • Brandenburg Concerto
5 • Triple Concerto
BWV1044
Keyboard Concertos 2-6

•

•

•

Concerto 3is the Emajor Violin
Concerto in another guise. So far, I've
avoided the word harpsichord'.
Angela Hewitt has chosen aFazioli

Angela Hewitt, Richard Tognetti,
Alison Mitchell, Australian CO

Hyperion CDA 67307/67308
76m 58s/75m 29s £££
'The continuo player's revenge' is

not help thinking of arusting chain

how Angela Hewitt characterises the

swinging back and forth, or the

65- bar cadenza in the Fifth
Brandenburg Concerto; she is often

unfathomable pattern of raindrops
(pizzicati) plip-plopping in apuddle:
I
don't think it matters if we rely on
private visual ' props' whilst listening.

CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BRELJNIG
JAll BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
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movement although allocated three

(Steve Reich's displacements
gradually extend: here the patterns

Reviewers
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(2001) is in one continuous

•

asked if she's improvised it (what

This work certainly exerts astrong

kind of people go to her concerts?).
Often quoted as the very first
keyboard concerto it earns aplace in

pianoforte here, but the group,
directed by the lead violinist, also

attraction, even when the second
track has its locked- horn clashes. CB

this two-disc cycle; we also hear
No.4, since Bach adapted it for

includes aharpsichord continuo.
You might think these instruments

Performances
Recordings •

keyboard, two flutes and strings

together would be like kippers with
custard but the fact is that you have to

Hi-FiNews

• S •
• • •

(BWV1057), whilst Keyboard

www.hifi news. co. uk

Four Winds by Dick de Greet recorded with «Wes from * 1111.1MCIFI

strain to hear it: these productions
are dominated by the pianist — it's
Hewitt's show.
Fans will hardly be disappointed:
Hewitt brings her considerable
experience of how best to introduce
ornamentation, dynamic contrasts
and rhythmic buoyancy to Bach's
music. Modern piano or not, this is
'informed' Bach, with reduced-scale
string forces. But for those who
believe truth may lie in caricature,
don't forget Glenn Gould's Sony set
(without No.6); for all its solecisms —
like the ' flexatone' espressivo in 4(ii)
—these versions radiate sunshine/
bringa smile to one's face; and make
these Hyperion versions sound just a
bit prim. I
could have done with more
distinction in the accompaniments,
such as you find with Schiff/COE
(Decca) or Perahia/ASMIF ( Sony).
Try the second Hyperion disc first,
although it doesn't have the more
popular works. CB
Performances
•
•
Recordings

•

•

•

BARTOK
The Miraculous Mandarin •
Dance Suite • Hungarian
Pictures
Bournemouth SO/Marin Alsop
Naxos 8.557433
62m 12s £
Even if you have the Chailly or Fischer
full- priced versions of the complete
Miraculous Mandarin ballet, and
relish listening to this lurid score, you
should certainly investigate Marin
BARTÓK
The Miraculous Mandarin
(Complete Balker
Dan Sake • firgasiaw Flaw.
Seeresrasmh Spegenly Oreferolra

Marin Maw

way Marin Alsop distinguishes this
theatre music from the concert hall
Dance Suite, and with clearly
differentiated colours ( in part thanks
to Mike Clements's sound
engineering) the five Hungarian
Pictures, a1931 orchestration of
much earlier piano pieces, are a
worthwhile makeweight, with a
vigorous ' Bear Dance' and akindly
portrayal in ' Slightly Tipsy'. CB
Performances • • • •
Recordings

•

•

•

•

BEETHOVEN
Symphony 9
Agnes Giebel, Marga Hegen,
Ernst Haefliger, Gustav
Neidlinger, New Philharmonia
Orchestra and Chorus/
Otto Klemperer
EMI DVB 5999339
116m 38s DVD mono b/w £££
Aquick bit of mathematics suggests
that HFN readers would have to be in
their 40s to have heard Otto
Klemperer in the concert hall;
younger readers may nevertheless
be curious to see acomplete filmed
performance (and this one from
1964 has aspecial significance,
although EMI's quoted date is not

some other Klemperer performances
and the finale is particularly
impressive, thanks to Wilhelm Pitz's
large Chorus.
Not even Klemperer's last
Beethoven Ninth would have taken
116m: there is abonus here, again
Beethoven, where Ernest Ansermet,
amuch less frequent visitor to Britain,
is seen conducting the Seventh
Symphony. Unfortunately we don't
have his Suisse Romande, as this is a
Paris telecast with the ORTF. But, at
85, Ansermet has lost none of his grip

The second of these has seven

Performances • • •
Recordings
•
•

'Courtly Dances' and music from the
final scene where the queen awaits

Imogen Hoist, after the disastrous
1953 premiere of the opera Gloriana.

•

BRITTEN
Sinfonia da Requiem
• Peter Grimes — Sea
Interludes and Passacaglia
• Gloriana — Suite
LSO/Steuart Bedford
Naxos 8.557196
72m 03s £

herdeath. ( Hyperion's catalogue
boasts two versons of the Gloriana
unaccompanied ' Choral Dances'.)
The trouble with Britten was that lie
took himself so seriously: had Walton
written this stuff he would at least
have implied asense of humour. As it
is, the Gloriana music seems too
reliart on well tested Britten

Serious collectors probably look each
month to the Naxos historic transfer
series rather than its more variable

formulae. Contrast the Passacaglia
from Peter Grimes, which really is

newly commissioned recordings.

The Grimes Sea Interludes here
aregood but not quite in the class o'

quite correct). I
was lucky enough to

But one rich corner of its vast budget

hear him at the Royal Festival Hall

catalogue comprises Britten reissues

several times, so some of the detail
brings back memories— but the DVD

from the defunct Collins Classics
label, mostly under the direction of

allows views and closeups unseen by

Steuart Bedford. The most recent
seems to be the only single disc
available with the two orchestral

the general public. This was actually
something which made him uneasy,

suites prepared, in conjunction with

and, unexpectedly for atelevised
reading, he even includes the long
scherzo repeat. CB

music with apurpose.

Sir Coln Davis's three alternatives
(he made a1978 set out of the
contex: of the opera issued as a
Philips ' Sequenza' LP: this is my own
benchmark recording). On the other
hand, this disc has aSinfonia da

but having seriously fallen out with
impresario Walter Legge when he
dropped the Philharmonia, Otto
Klemperer gladly gave his services
free to aBeethoven symphony
programme by the renamed New
Philharmonia ( something Legge had
tried to block), and agreed also to the
BBC television cameras.
The venue is the Albert Hall, the
four distinguished soloists coming on
stage between ( ii)—( iii); Klemperer is
helped towards the podium and he

Alsop's new Bournemouth Bartók CD
as well (altogether better than her
Brahms with the LPO).

hands his heavy walking stick to the
co- leader, Desmond Bradley — a
gesture I
well remember. He

And, with 12 separate tracks, it
makes an ideal introduction to the

conducts sitting, his right hand often

score. Alsop really sorts out the

later he reverted to using one). ' His
bark was worse than his bite' Peter

textures— more convincingly than
Solti in his acclaimed LPO/Decca

clenched as if hold ing abaton ( years

version of the Suite ( which stops
short of the ghostly choral moment

Heyworth's indispensable biography
tells us; and you see not only his
immersion in the drama of

when the Mandarin's body glows
green), available asa Speakers

face, pleasure at the orchestra's

Beethoven's score but also, in his

Corner LP. Naxos's Poole Concert
Hall recording, which does not set out
to impress in ahi-fi way, has an

achievements. That noted, there's

attractive natural quality. Iliked the

movement is more spacious than in

www.hifinews.co.uk

scarcely the glimmer of any smile at
the end of the concert. The slow

Hi- Fir
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Arias sung by Leontyne Price. remastered with cables from SILTZCH

requiem very nearly as fine as those
by the composer with the New
Philharmonia or Previn's with the LSO
—Bedford's scherzo fairly bristles with
energy. Good Abbey Road Studio
sound, with plenty of depth: John
West/Simon Rhodes ( 1989) CB
Performances • • •
Recordings • • • •
DEBUSSY
L'après-midi d'un faune •
Three Nocturnes • La Mer
• Berceuse héroïque
Cincinnati SO/PaavoArvi
Telarc SACD-60617
64m 15s SACD hybrid £special
Paavo Jârvi is to add another
orchestra to his existing Bremen—
Cincinnati portfolio: he takes over the
Frankfurt RSO next year. Jârvi
is one of the few conductors still
recording standard repertoire works
at premium price; but his new
Debussy programme (which
contains one rarity) is abit of a
curate's egg. The opening of L'aprèsmidi is fussy, then towards the end it
suddenly becomes more compelling.
I
liked the grey, moody ' Nuages' but
the Three Nocturnes as awhole, and
even more La mer, never have
anything in them to make them
preferable to numerous others:the
Boulez/Cleveland remakes,
Abbado's Lucerne La mer and
Karajan's classic 1964 BP° (all three
DG); Stokowski% L'après-midi live
with the LSO ( EMI DVD); Haitink's
Concertgebouw Debussy; historic
versions of La Mer by Ansermet,
Cantelli, Munch and Toscanini. Jérvi
is good at balancing the orchestra,
less convincing at driving along the
music to aclimactic point, and a
prevailing blandness sets in. Slow
tempi in the outer movements of La
mer, presumably set to convey the
power of the sea, result instead in a
feeling of sluggishness. The
Cincinnati is still not atop echelon
orchestra.— how much more
expressive is 'Jeux de vagues' in the
old Reiner Chicago RCA recording!
The sobering Berceuse heroique is
very rarely heard. Regrettably, there
wasn't room for Eduard van Beinum's
1960 recording, along with the other
Debussy works, in the recent Philips
'Original Masters' reissue set Ei-IFN
June]. It was composed for piano in
November 1914, and orchestrated
the following year, by way of atribute
to the Belgian people — the country
had fallen to Germany.
The sound offers avery specific
soundstage and low frequency
percussion can be felt at floor level;

90
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GÜNTER WAND
My Life, My Music
RCA 82876 63887 9
130m/58m 40s (£££) DVD + CD
The two or three RCA ' Legendary Visinns' packages I
have seen so far haven't impressed me as anything
more than completely uncritical artist promo films
accompanied by sampler CDs. The series trailers
don't even contain moving images! However, this is
rather different, the DVD containing an biographical
section with vintage rehearsal, performance and
newsreel footage and, more importantly, Wand's last
interview given at 89 in his modest Swiss home
(idyllically set in pastures surrounded by mountains),
in November 2001. This is an extremely extensive,
intimate, and by the look of it tiring, conversation with
biographer Wolfgang Siefert, but especially when he

talks about Bruckner's music it is quite moving.
(Genuinely shocked by those who continued with the
Schalk Edition of Symphony 5, ' so terrible.., a
mixture of Mendelssohn and Wagner', he spent two
whole months preparing to conduct it for the first
time at 62; the orchestra library's Haas score he used
had never been opened. Symphony 1he describes
as ' sick music— like Schumann's Second'.)
Schooled only in operetta, he returned to war-torn
Cologne in 1946 and stayed 28 years at the Gürzenich
Orchestra. He established his strong conceptions of
classical works from rigorous score study ( he had no
access to recordings: this was atime when he was having
to beg local farmers for potatoes and butter) which he
rehearsed with equal intensity — ' God knows, I
was never
an easy-going conductor', he says. Two NDR players
nevertheless chuckle at ' the tea party' atmosphere at the
back of the orchestra when Wand was discussing score
details with his front string desks. There is one fatuous
piece of WDR interviewing from 1959 when, back from
the Soviet Union, he's obviously prompted to disparage
their State orchestras; instead, he speaks of working with
them with complete admiration.
When became to the NOR Orchestra ( 1982) some
players who had worked under Furtwângler deplored his
Beethoven; but Wand then was strongly committed to
contemporary German music.
In his last years his recordings were all derived from
concert performances and he never made short takes or
inserts. As the examples here — Schubert, Brahms,
Stravinsky, etc — confirm, there is quite afilm archive of
his conducting. Some of this is coming out now on TDK
DVDs. The early Gürzenich sound recordings are
already on Testament CDs. CB
Documentary value • • • • •
Picture quality • • • •

the dynamic range is quite wide
although there is acertain cloudiness
to the hall acoustic and the general
orchestral picture is set well back. CB
Performances • •
Recordings
S • •

and never fazed by the tempi. But
somehow amuddy ' Prague
Rudolfinum' resonance seems to
have been added by Chandos:
compare its near contemporaneous
Stokowski Bach transcriptions Vol.2
(same orchestra/venue/producer/

DVORAK
Piano Concerto • Violin
Concerto
Rustem Hayroudinoff,
James Ehnes, BBC PO/
Gianandrea Noseda
Chandos CHAN 10309
70m 29s £££
To judge from the accumulating
recordings, Dvorak's Violin Concerto
looks set to become as popular as his
mature Cello Concerto: not the case a
few years ago. But the Piano
Concerto is unlikely to become a
challenger, with only acouple of
pianists, Richter and Aimard, opting
for the composer's original version,
and others using the adaptation
made by Wilém Kurz. ( If we took too
purista stance we'd have to forgo
Kurz's piano student Rudolf Firkusny
with the Czech Philharmonic!) The

engineer) and you find aclearer,
sweeter, cleaner sound. CB
Performances • • •
Recordings
•
•

HI-FINews

fine Russian musician Rustem
Hayroudinoff has devised his own
solutions to Dvorak's awkward
writing, although partly drawing upon
Kurz; in the booklet Calum
MacDonald instances Hayroudinoff
maintaining pulse near the end of ( ii),
where Dvorak's score doubles it.
Noseda tends to drive these
concertos quite hard, and there's a
certain textural luxuriance which one
is tempted to call ' Italianate'. The
Canadian violinist Ja mes Ehnes is
remarkably clean in his intonation

HAYDN
Symphonies 82-87 ` Paris'
Concentus musicus Wien/
Nikolaus Harnoncourt
DHM 82876 60602 2
185m 48s three discs £££
No-one will be surprised to read than
Harnoncourt's ' Paris' Symphonies
are full of dynamic and tempo
contrasts, full of pregnant pauses. It's
not so ' listener friendly' as the classic
Bernstein/NYP discs, Ansermet's
strictly classical view with the Suisse
Romande, or Brüggen's lively set with
the Orchestra of the 18th Century—
although that is now part of asensibly
priced but large Haydn symphonies

www.hifinews.co.uk

compendium on Philips. As is
customary, Harnoncourt expounds
his view on what the music is about
and what, therefore, it requires. ( You
cannot cetach the booklet, as it is
glued on to afold-out backing

Francisco subscribers' audience.
Iput this review 'on hold' for a
month and admittedly liked the
performance more on returning to it.
The sheen of the orchestral playing

formingan unwieldy long strip; the

and the shaping of both outer
movements are fine; but I
still can't

discs and artwork have cheeky little
:artoon figures set in Paris.) The

get on with those middle ones. The
unvarnished Klemperer Ninths are

,:ij e Site

way, and, oddly for Rachmaninov,
percussive interjections on the
pianoforte. Temirkanov, in great form,
inspires arichly colourful
performance.
Temirkanov recorded the

nearer to the music's bitter

Mussorgsky, in Shostakovich's 1962

pessimism — Bernstein called this

orchestration, when he was with the
Royal Philharmonic ( RCA). His

symphony ' prophetic of the death of
our culture'.
DI%HE PARIS SYMPHOAltS
111417,
"JKOLAUS MARNONCOURT
CO.Ob
SCVS vat,

really support this. The first has apart
for alto saxophone, which the
Leningrad soloist phrases in ajazzy

The Seventh Symphony is due next
and it will be interesting to compare it

soloist then was Sergei Leiferkus:
more sepulchral in tone than
Hvorostovsky who, like Gerard

and the Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra ( on Sony).
The first movement of the Concerto
is perhaps kept on too even akeel,
although better that than the many
changes of speed in the Perahia ( his
later Schumann with BPO/Abbado is
much preferable). The slow
movement and finale sound fresh
and clear, and on the whole this is a
refreshingly uncomplicated version.
What makes the disc special is the
quite lovely reading of the Piano
Quintet; this sounds well on areally
wide- range system although with
anything less it can appear too studio

'fflPIR

balanced and boxed- in. CB
Performances • • • •
Recordings
S • • •
SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphony 8

2001/02 recordings are not live ard
were made in the empty hall

LSO/Mstislav Rostropovich
LSO Live LS00527
68m 45s SACD hybrid a

ambience of the Vienna Mozartsaal —
you can readily picture the close
microphoning used.
Out of interest I
compared the

Rostropovich is one generation on
from Mravinsky or Sanderling, who

Karajan/DG set, which Ihave never

could claim special authenticity in
Shostakovich, and in the Eighth
Symphony he certainly does not

really liked, and found some
surprising examples of much slower
or faster speeds. Harnoncourt is
probably at his most extreme in the
minuet of La poule'. CB

adopt the party ( ie, Mravinsky) line,
with considerably extended timings.
What is particularly odd here is his
sedate pacing of the third movement:

Performances • • • •
Recordings • • •

ascherzo with lacerating edges, not
least under the always considerate

MAHLER

baton of Haitink ( Decca); and the

Symphony 9
San Francisco SO/

withrilson Thomas's earlier LSO

Souzay, seems incapable of an ugly

recording ( RCA). In this San

sound. He takes amore operatic

Michael Tilson Thomas

Francisco series so far I
recommend
Nos.1, 2and 4. CB

stance, with more colour shifts and
freer dramatic delivery.

SFS Media 821936-007-2
89m 17s two discs
SACD hybrid £special

Performance
Recording •

• • •
• • •

much under- rated second LSO
recording with Previn ( DG — now
midprice) has more energy.
There is frequently adogged
feeling of literalness with

The one slight drawback here is
•

some audience restlessness in the
Rachmaninov; but these were two

Rostropovich's conducting— how
different is Rozhdestvensky, in his

performances well worth preserving
on disc. CB

rather dreadful sounding Olympia
recording with the former USSR state

Performances

•

orchestra ( Olympia); he constantly

•

brings touches of poetry that
illuminate this grave and formidable

Jarring details tend to fade into
insignificance when you become

MUSSORGSKY

more familiar with arecording. But in
the Lândler movement here, Michael

Songs and Dances of Death
RACHMANINOV

Tilson Thomas's brakingat bar 10
(Om 18s), although Mahler asks for

Symphonic Dances
Dmitri Hvorostovsky, St

heavy emphasis, is too mannered in
effect not to obtrude. So does the
wind glissando 10m 40s into ( iii). And

Petersburg PO/Yuri Temirkanov
Warner 2564 62050 2
53m 55s £££

in much of the Rondo Budeske, the
biting drive of the music is softened:
it's almostas if he wants to make

These are live recordings from one of
last year's Prom concerts, the
Symphonic Dances awelcome

Mahler more palatable for the San

antidote to the recent LPO/Jurowski

RCA 82876 65830 2
64m 19s ££

and Russian National Orch/Pletnev

This is astraight reissue of two 1991

suited to the hardcore Shostakovich

versions, having more of the drive
and glitter of the Eugene Ormandy

recordings made in London ( Abbey

collector wanting several Eighths for

Road) and New York ( Manhattan
Center), at which time the Tokyo

comparisons; but I
wouldn't like to
think of someone coming fresh to this

Quartet was led by Peter Oundjian.

music concluding that Mstislav

fashionable to see the work as death

Sir Colin Davis ( pictured in reverse in
the booklet— maybe ahint that we

haunted, but Rachmaninov's
correspondence with Fokine ( they

should reverse phase with this
recording: it indeed sounds better

Rostropovich's drawn-out
performance was in every particular
'definitive'. ( Rudolf Barshai's

planned to make the Dances aballet)
and original schematic for titles,

that way!) has recorded Mozart with
Alicia de Larrocha and, of course, the

'Noon—Twilight-- Midnight', do not

Schumann ' live' with Murray Perahia

recording ( Sony) — Ormandy gave the
1941 Philadelphia premiere and was
the joint dedicatee. It is now

www.hifinews.co.uk

Recordings

•
•

•
•

•
•

SCHUMANN

symphony. I
was not moved by those

Piano Concerto •
Piano Quintet
Alicia de Larrocha, Tokyo

quiet, resolving pizzicati phrases two
minutes before the end, although the
playing of the LSO is breath-takingly
fine throughout, deserving of the
deepest concentration.

Quartet, LSO/Sir Colin Davis

I'd say this live version was best

excellent Bournemouth Eighth is now
reissued on CfP 5870342.) CB
Performance
Recordings

HI-FiNews

•
•
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early hours eleanor mcevoy
"We think Early Hours on vinyl is our best
undertaking so far. We would thank the Hi Fi Audio
Community for huge support."
Mick O'Gorman MOSCODESIGN
EARLY HOURS ( vinyl) MOSV 101 available through ** VIVANTE" in The UK
and "MOBILE FIDELITY" in The USA

M=ECIE31

Yola

MSN151SACD128
CO

SA. CD

5.1 MOW SA CD

Earty Hours the LP half- speed mastered at Metropolis
released by AOL,C0 i
on 180 gram nnyi
(catalogue no. MOSV101)

EM(.1) I EM SAO, I
Released 011 Market Sqsare Records (2002! 015M SAC!)
Also arailaisk ass 180g sap, vinyl
ky Vsaante (2002) VA302

vimevante.co.uk

SPECIAL CONCERT.. NATIONAL CONCERT HALL, DUBLIN... Friday 19 August 2005...
The RTE Concert Orchestra with Eleanor McEvoy... 'ELEANOR McEVOY HER SONGS AND MUSIC'

unvuteleanormcevoy.net

When detail matters

The new MR5 equipment support from
Henley Designs, serious about sound!

H
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Henley Designs 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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More than asong by Witness, recorded with cables trom SILYECIA

BAGHDASSARIANS/
BALTSCHUN/BOSETTI/
DONEDA
Strom
Potlatch P204
45m 51s £££
Serge Baghdassarians (guitar and
mixing desk), Boris Baltschun
(sampler), Alessandro Bosetti
(soprano sax) and Michel Doneda
(soprano and sopranino saxes) play
stark, non- repetitive improvisations:
wisps, shards and palimpsests of
sound. As usual with defiantly new
musics, afirst hearing left me
puzzled and ungratified, but
something unplaceable about the
quartet's way of proceeding
encouraged further listening. Now
I'm convinced there's been nothing
quite so definitive in white-out sonic
reductionism since the advents of
Radu Malfatti's Polwechsel and

FOURINONE
#40 Vienna & #41 Bernbeuren,
2003
X-OR Field Recordings 13 CD
58m 20s £££
FourInOne is aquartet comprising trombonist
Johannes Bauer, saxophonist Luc Houtkamp,
bassist Dieter Manderscheid and
percussionist Martin Blume. They've been
•gigging since 1997, and for this CD chose
music from their 40th and 41st gigs ( Blue
Tomato, Vienna, 1November 2003;
Nigglmühle, Bernbeuren, 2November). Bass
and percussion are played with an abrasive
attack which rings with gritty sonics.
Bauer and Houtkamp interweave harsh
expostulations into this magical environment
with arigour reminiscent of abstract art. The
quartet hasa singular group sound, reining in
the love which this generation of European
free jazzers has for total blow-outs. This
tightness bears fruits in music which is intense
,and crisis-ridden. From one angle, it's ugly,
denying any smoothness; but for those
suffering asurfeit of DinnerJazz this bracing,
interactive music has the rugged beauty of
one of Anthony Caros welded sculptures. BW
Performances • • • •
ecordings • • • •

lasting half an hour, replete with
folk-song references and bell-

The way he focuses on aparticular
project, finisnes it, and then

music buta migtry ninge fry the
future of jazz. l3W

chime sequences. There were also
three collective improvisations.

releases excellent recordings of the
work is exceptionally satisfying.

Performances • • • •
Reardings • • • •

What's surprising is how
Simon Fell'sIst. The dadaist cover
sports tiny collage-clusters pasted
onto adeep space represented by
graph paper; the music likewise
places daft accidents and
coincidences under analytic
scrutiny. The package omits the
sleevenote claims and justifications
which garnish so many releases
today: these four know how good
what they do is, and expect listeners
to recognise that from the sounds
alone. Spiky stuff. BW
Performances • • •

•

Recordings

•

•

•

•

BRAXTON/SZABADOS/
TARASOV
Triotone

trombone, Alex Maguire on piano,

bop is now aglobal lingua franca.

the composer on bass, and Steve

PHIL MINTON/AXEL
DCRNERÍTHOMAS LE141
Toot

My favourite moments are when
Tarasov heats things to singe point,

Noble on drums) recorded in March
2003 at Gateway Studios in

and you can hear pianist and
saxophonist sweat. Otherwise,
Braxton plays with the poise, grace

55m 03s £££

Kingston; d'
3C two is aquartet
(Ward and Fell, plus Guy Llewellyn

Singer Pnil Minton is more so;11
than olues. Not because of what

French horn, Mark Sanders drums/
electronics) recorded on 31

he sings — an all-sounds-allowed
farrago of grunts and howls — but

January 2004 at the Bluecoat
Centre in Liverpool. ' Composition
No. 50: '<OW Kiang' hinges on the

because ot the variable quality
of his output. Like atrue soul

contrast between amagnificent
cluster frorrr Maguire— piano
harmonics net will test your system

achieves, he releases adisasbr.
Usually the problem is a resort

and vehemence we expect, but
Szabados isn't quite the Bartókian
genius bigged up in Stuart
Broomer's liners. For that, you'd
need more specific
eth nomusicologica I
research, and
maybe some score paper. BW
Performances • • • •
Recordings • • •

SIMON H. FELL
SFQ — Four Compositions
Red Toucan Records RT9326

LEO LR416 CD
53m 50s £££

91m 37s two discs £££

Anthony Braxton ( Chicago, 1945),
GyOrgy Szabados ( Budapest, 1939)

great present day composer

and Vladimir Tarasov ( Arkhangel'sk,
1947) came together to play reeds,

brought together by adistinguished
Montreal label. Having proved his

pianoand drums at the Ninth

mettle both as an improvisor
(Hession/Wilkinson/Fell) and a
composer for orchestral forces ( the

Festival of Jazz on 13 September
2003 in the Art House at Kanizsa,
Serbia- Montenegro. Szabados, a
Hungarian composer, wrote asuite

www.hifinews.co.uk

Disc one is aquintet ( Alex Ward
on clarinet, Gail Brand on

unsurprising the music is: flexible,
harmonically sophisticated free-

Two unreleased albums by Britain's

astonishing Compilation series), in
2003/4 Fell wrote for small groups.

—and intimiste (
obscene?) improv
from the others.
The quartet ('Composition No.
70: Liverpool Quartet') pursues the
close dialogue between
compositional blocks and
improvisation pioneered by
Anthony Braxton, but is here
realised with afinesse, commitment
and undimmed personality which
put Braxton's recent student bands
to shame. Indeed, some of Ward's
quick turns— wild humour and
fierce speculation Chinese- puzzled
into inextricable knots — will nave
you gawping. Not just important

Sofa 518

man, for every masterpiece he

to straight' singing ( his yearning
tenor reca Is Harry Secombe's),
but here his vocalise is downright
weird. However, when trumpeter
Axel Donner and symnist Thomas
Lehn let forth their bizarre
noises, Minton fails to engage
them in arything enusical. His
cries sound somewhat like ar
actor vainly trying to keep up
with the special effects in asci-fi
movie. The systems of shared
response which allow improvised
encomters to reach sublimity are
lacking. BW
Performances
Recordings

HI-F1News
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PI N EWOOD

You thought legendary
dCS CD replay was out of
reach? Now the world's

of Somerset and Hampshire

best comes in one box at
one quarter the price!

THE MARTIN LOGAN SUMMIT

The besE
one

CD?

Most people rate the three- and
four-box dCS CD/SACD players as
the best in the world — including the
US STEREOPHILE magazine.
So when dCS re- package all that
REMARKABLE TECHNOLOGY into
one slim box the world takes note.
The new Uk P8i plays SACDs and
CDs and UPSAMPLES CDsto DSD,
the format of SACD, for afuller,
more natural sound. Instruments
and voices develop more of their
character and there's agreater
"ambience" and presence.

You are invited to call Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes to
arrange a demonstration of this milestone in
electrostatic design. a world- class loudspeaker with
superb dynamics and transparency - plus two active
10 -Inch woofers Competes with the very finest

A key dCS achievement is their
unique RING DAC at the heart of
the conversion process. Its
accuracy, combining the best
aspects of both multi- bit and onebit, brings out the fine detail in the
recordings and the REALISM.

KRELL RESOLUTION

We like to use the DIGITAL
VOLUME CONTROL and connect
directly to the power amp — NO
PREAMP — for the greatest realism
and dynamics.
Digital inputs allow for superb DIA
conversion of other digital sources,
eg DVD with optional upsampling to
DSD. Integrate the P8i with ahome
theatre for stunning sound.

One of the finest ranges of cabinet speakers in the
world. Among the secrets is Krell's unmatched
crossover technology . This is the affordable proof
that Krell do more than just make superb amplifiers.

The
Right
Note

Your investment is protected with
one of the best UPGRADE SCHEMES.
Software can be brought up to the
latest spec from aCD and hardware
._41111111>___
upgrade is via part-exchange.
Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

•

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.

13 A .

You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy

01225 874728

music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

or

NEW

1-1
lo-call

0845 230 7570

C D :ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL,
STELLO, VERDI, VERONA), VVADIA.

VINYL:

AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM, GRAHAM,

THE GROOVE, LEHMANN. MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,

AMPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,
DK DESIGN. DNM, GAMUT, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO
PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, NEAT, TOTEM. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM,
NottoosT, VERTEX AQ ETC. MAINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS

TRANSFIGURATION.

TUNERS:

MAGNUM DYNALAB.

JADIS JA 200
Hardly new, these exquisite monoaural amplifiers
were around before Pinewood Music started 18
years ago A timeless and matchless classic

SONUS FABER DOMUS
We have the full range of the brand new entry-level
two- channel and cinema series Shapely and lovely and just beautiful with a Prima Luna amplifier.
Agencies Krell. Audio Research, Sonus faber. Wilson Audio.
Jadis, Unison Research Pathos, Oracle Lyra Koetsu
Copland. Martin Logan. Dreamvision, Prima Luna.
Synergistic Research, Transparent, Chord Company . BCD
Enginering, Futureglass

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
The finest in music and home theatre

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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Pietro Antonio Locatelli performed by Sandnne Cantorege recorded tine cables front SILTECFII

Rock
THE MARYHILLBILLYS
Meet the Maryhillbillys
Luna MhbCD0001L
38m 51s (£££)
Scottish ex- pat Scott Richardson
and his bunch of renegade pickers
earn acrust playing rough'n'ready
country music for the unsuspecting
denizens of dubious bars in
Melbourne, Australia. There's
nothing very original about what
they do, but they do it with so much
gusto that they're hard to ignore and
the opening track features the
irresistibly non- PC line You're a
mad ass manic crazy psychopathic
bitch from hell', aimed ata young
lady who Mr Richardson seems
intent on scraping off the sole of his
shoe. The band also features atasty
harmonica player in Steve Prictor, a

THE WHITE STRIPES
Get Behind Me Satan
XL Recordings XLCD191
44m 17s (£££)
Whether or not you like their
rough-hewn music, the White
Stripes deserve bucketloads of
credit for having the guts to
actually sound like themselves.
But then, Jack White and his sister
Meg are probably the least
competent musicians in any
contemporary superstar band, so
lack the virtuosity that would
enable them to copy their musical
betters. Fortunately, what they
can do is remarkable because
they play and sing with acrazed
passion that invests this album
with aglorious spirit, untainted by
the presence of ultra-slick session
men or even other band
members. Songs like the

handy mandolin man in Dave Job
and arhythm section that's hard to
resist. Sick to death of mainstream

anguished ' Forever For Her', the
country lament ' I'm Lonely', and

Nashville country-crossover? Here's
the antidote. JB

among the best they've written,
making even the throwaway rant

Performances • • • •
Recordings • • • •

of'Instinct Blues' forgivable. JB

the twitchy stomp ' Doorbell' rate

Performances •
Recordings •

• • •
• •

•

MELANIE BROWN
LA State Of Mind
Amber Café amber004
42m 45s (£££)

Title- U- Like including ' Rhythm Of
The Night', ' In Too Deep' and ' Hold

almost too much for asensitive

After living in LA for several years

evokes the spirit of this lost suburb
by telling its story in song, using

On'. It's nice but far from special. JB

musical styles — conjunto, corrido,
R&B, Latin pop, and jazz — that were
typical of its community. The music

floats the tantalizing ' One For The
Shareholder' on an unexpected
dance groove. If you buy one album
this month, make it this one. JB

(hence the album title) Melanie, the

Performances

former Mel Bof the Spice Girls, has
put herself in the capable hands of

Recordings

producer Kevin Malpass, who has
previously enjoyed pop success
with DJ Encore, Maria Rubin and
others. He's co-written the string-

RY COODER
Chavez Ravine
Nonesuch 79877
70m 06s (£££)

driven pop froth of this album's first

Ry Cooder puts on his po.itical

single, ' Today'. Given the ' imitations
of the genre, it's avery good piece of
work indeed, but the rest of the

activist hat for what is effectively a
concept album about Chavez

album is co-written by Mel, so we're
treated to the inevitable song about
how lovely her daughter is, and
others with names courtesy of

•
•

•

•
•

•

Ravine, aSpanish- Mexican district
of Los Angeles which he loved as a
young man, but which has since
been torn down to make way for the
Dodgers baseball stadium. Cooder

is virtually all acoustic, with avibrant
late- night feel that lovers of the
Buena Vista Social Club will find
easy to enjoy, even though rrany of
the ‘; ongs are in Spanish. JB
Performances • •
Recordings • •

• • •
• •

MARIA TAYLOR
11:11
Saddle Creek SCE14CD
39m 44s (£££)

Performances
•
• SIS
Recordings • • • •

LAURA VEIRS
Year of Meteors
Nonesuch 7559 798 932
47m 39s (£££)
Ms Veirs established herself firmly
in my consciousness with last year's
wonderful Carbon Glacierand, if the
shock of the new has worn off alittle

Jusr afew years ago CDs by new

with this one, Year Of Meteorsis still

female singer-songwriters were the
most consistently rewarding

astirring piece of work. Veirs is a

releases. Now, the market ptace is
flooded with them, willowygrls with

tunesmith, capable of weaving

acoustic guitars and not one new
idea among the lot of them. So when
someone with the vocal tenderness
of Maria Taylor pops up, it's like the
sun coming up.
The shimmery electronic
ambience of the sublimely spooky
second track, ' Song Beneath The
Sorg', gives me shivers every time I
play it. That this little miracle is
'ollowed by the chiming acoustic
majesty of 'Two Of Those Too' is

hif i
news

soul to deal with, and then she

classy wordsmith and aconfident
magical tapestries in song like
'Magnetized' with its rippling
acoustic textures and sweet vocal
counter melodies. She's musically
bold too, as evidenced by the quirky
fiddle signature that opens ' Parisian
Dream'. It sounds odd at first but
soon seems to fit like aglove, and
leads to abeautifully realised solo,
one of the best moments on adisc
generously supplied with them. JB
Performances • • • •
Recordings • • • •
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Read the brilliant Blue Angel Mantis review by Ken Kessler in Hi -Fi News February 05. Look out for Hi Fi News reviews of the Audio Valve
Sunilda in August Issue 05, Oracle CD2500 ir September Issue 05 and the Perreaux R200i in October Issue 05. It will be worth the wait
Oracle Audio

Perreaux

Audio Valve

R200i littegated amplifier
Areference 200wpc soid state, dual mono integetied
amplifier featuring MOSFET outputcieiacesand
advanced protecbon ciKoitiv.fhe stiff dual mono
power supply allows adynamic, resolute sound that
emerge!. frOrna black bacleound. Class Asignal laws
ensure that the R200i is
precise and accurate whilst
rnaintaininga lush and
musical sound.

Sunilda Phonopreamplifier
Sunilda is athree stage phonopreamplifier, based on
6922 (ECC88) and 12AX7 (ECC83) frame grid tubes,
suitable for MM- and MC-cartridges. Independently
for the two phono inputs, impedance and capacitive
load can be set separately and on-the -fly' while
listening Thus the user can easily configure the unit
to match the features of the cartridge by selecting the
optimal input resistance and capacitance for each
input separately!

CD2500 CD Player
Aunique suspension and dist: damping system.
originally used in our analogue turntables have
been adapted for use in the CD2500. The finely
brushed chassis machined from an aeronautic
grade aluminium alloy will dissipate unwanted
energy through an efficient series of coupling and
damping methods.The internal D/A converter is
based on the Cirrus Logic Crystal one bit chipset
and is 24 bit.

Switches are found for: MM/MC mode for each
input; input 1or 2; selectors are used to select
different Rand Cloads. There are two selector knobs
for each input capacitive and resistor load

We wanted to build the best CD Player available
and needless to say we
feel we have succeeded
beyond our wildest
dreams!

UMW

SXD2 USB DAC
ADigits to Analog Converter (DAC) with Universa
Serial Bus (USB)connettivity. Offering iipmrnpling
to192kHz with 24-bit resolution, the SXD2 is an
effective way to improve CD player performance.

In MM mode the gain will be 20 dB lower than MC
and at afixed input- impedance of 47 IC

Computer hheeeeddaudio can be played-back using thea
SXD2 via the USB connection. Essentially, the SXD2
USB DAC is ahigh enclextemal sound card, offering
hifi pertormance not only for music, but also gamingand production.
Utilised as an external sound card via the USB port,
the SX02 provides aconvenient method of accessing
computer stored music files. Being an external sourd
card, with its own linear rnwer supply, the SXD2 is
isolated from thecomputers power supply noise which isdetrimental to the performance of traditional
PCI sound cards and port- powered external sound • '
cards.
Increased resolution foryour existing CD player ad'
additionally reproduction of
HDD computer based acriio
without compromise. With the
SXD2 you can now enjoythe
best or bath worlds.

RPM-Audio

In MC mode the preamp will have higher gain and
switchable input resistors and condensers. The RIM
deemphasis is passive and split between the first
and second stage. Dividing the RIM network over
two amplification stages lowers the insertion losses
of the passive network dramatically. Furthermore,
the design holds atotal absence of feedback, thus
increasing the overall dynamics.
Power supplies are solid state regulated. This is
o the best way to obtain alow noise and supply
line with avery low impedance that will increase
the performance in the lower
frequency range.
o

The power transformer is housed
in aseparate aluminium case.

o

s‘;

ENVIZIO
360 Power amplifier
An amplifier designed by Roger Charles. From the
tight powerful bass and dean highs to jaw-dropping
sound-eaging and abreathtaking
naturalness the Erniizio 360
provides stunning sound. The
overall effect is aholographic
experience of being there with
the performer.

5
Blue Angel Analogue Audio
Mantis mc cartridge

Pk
g
_72
-;

The Blue Angel Mantis mc transduces only the
music recorded - nothing else.
Every part is predsion-made and
assembled in one workshop - atrue
high end musical instrument born
tri nil the mind ot r
musit

For further information please contact Andrew on 07790 907 737 or visit www.rpm-audio.co.uk

. ,
audioaero
Hear your music as never before

The new Prestige, Capitole and Prima models:
24bit / I
92kHz DAC, CD and SACD players,
with the unique STARS 2 resampling process.
.YheAudlophile Club - PO Box 6477 London -'
.theACeo.bk - sales@theAC.cD.uk - Tel: 020 8882 282
.111111.1.111111111111•11M1111111M7
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The Chopin Ballades & Scherzos by Rubenstein, remastered With cables from SILTECI4

Audiophile
THE BYRDS
Another Dimension

Sundazed SEP2 1-168
two 10in discs £special
Agatefold double-10in LP set
containing 12 songs of the demo/
outtake variety.., but heard here
with the right vinyl glow, as if they'd
been released way back when. 'Way
back when' means the group's most
experimental period, the 5th
Dimension LP. It will confuse those
who think of the Byrds primarily as
folk- or country- rockers, as this
package also showcases their jazz
excursions. Still, the standouts are
classic Byrds material. KK
Performances
G • •
Recordings • • •

LORD SUTCH
And Heavy Friends

OR

Sundazed LP5152

SUTCR

and He •

' • •

.

180g vinyl £special
Before he went full-time
into raving monster
loony- ism, the late wouldbe MP somehow managed
to corral giants like Jimmy
Page, Jeff Beck, Noel
Redding, John Bonham
and Nicky Hopkins into
playing in his backing
band for this 1970album.
Surprisingly, it's betterthan-half-decent heavy
rock of the period, though
its worth is, to be honest,
mainlyas an historical
curio. Put another way: his
singing parallels his
political achievement. KK

PATRICIA BARBER
Companion

Performances • • •

Mobile Fidelity

Recordings • • •

MFSL 2-45003
four 12in 45rpm discs Especial
MoFi's second deluxe LP treatment
for Barber is her 1999 live set, to
accompany Classic's recent release
recorded in France. Again, I
just
don't hear what makes her fans so
rabid, but there is acertain charm if
you haven't yet overdosed on Jazz
Chante: iseo Loved By Audiophile

here nor there, as the sound is, well,
so good it's scary. Crosby's first solo
is an album that appears on
to-die-for lists for both musical and
sonic merit. With the current Crosby

House', ' Star-Spangled Banner',
that awesome ' Hey Joe' — on three
slabs of thick vinyl, along with a
magnificent 12 x12in booklet, a

Stills & Nash tour underway, this set
will vanish quickly, for it comes off
like adark and moody alternative to
regular CSN fare. KK

FOREST

two 45rpm discs Especial
If you loved the SACD reviewed last
month, then the vinyl transfer is
essential if you still spin LPs. As

180g vinyl £special

Collector's furrier readers drool into
their granola. Deservedly rare
because it stinks, tinkly cod-

writen before, this should be
Jimmy D's breakthrough album:
superb facsimile of aWoodstock
ticket, aplectrum and abonus 7in
singe in coloured viny:.

Labels. Sound, though, is quite

medieval folk doodling that makes

'Sumptuous' barely ccvers it, and
it's ei absolute must if you,

remarkable, airy and just right for
those who think that Six Feet Under
is riveting TV. KK

the Incredible String Band sound
like Green Day. Almost makes you

accept that Jimi was the greatest
guitarist ever. KK

ashamed to be British. KK
Performances
•

Performances
Reco -dings

•

• G • •

DAVID CROSBY

• •
S • •

Analogue Productions
AP02020

Pure, unadulterated 1960s folk
drivel, the sort that makes Record

•

•

Performances • • • • •
Recordings • • • • •

Radioactive RRLP058

Recording

Performances
Recordings

JIMMY D LANE with
DOUBLE TROUBLE
It's Time

Forest

Performance

Jnlikely to suck. Heavy-ish, jazzy: it
wasa departure, but the core is still
pure Hendrix. KK

Recordings

•

• • • e •
• • •

•
J!MI HENDRIX

If ICould Only Remember

JIMI HENDRIX
Live At Woodstock

modern blues with ears to both the
past and present, brilliant backing
musicians, sublime material. KK
Performances
S • •
Recordings

•

•

•

VARIOUS
Motown Remixed
Motown 0602498302187
three discs Especial
DJ Spinna, Easy Mo Bee, DJ Jazzy

My Name

Classic Records

Band Of Gypsies
Classic Records/Capitol
ST472

Classic/Atlantic SD- 7203

RTH-2014-200

200g Quiex SV-P vinyl
four 12in 45rpm discs Especial

200g Quiex SV-P vinyl £special

200g Quiex SV-P vinyl
three discs Especial

Classic is being very picky about

The-es never been aunanimous
vercict on Classic's companion disc

As with Classic's Dylan boxes,

what it releases in the ultimate
format: 12in single-sided, 45rpm,
200g vinyl sets. Alas, it's still
supplying the original sleeve- plus-

another definitive set. Although the

to the above, particularly as Buddy
Miles never gets respect, while

Woodstock material was sorted out
some time ago, it's never been

some of the Mitchell- Redding
hardcore wouldn't forgive Jimi for

presented so lavishly — and that

moving on toa new trio. That aside.

three white promo sleeves instead
of adecent box, but that's neither

you expect off the Telarc 1812. But
some semblance of taste was
exercised, so you needn't approach
wito trepidation. KK

refers to the sound as well. This is
the complete, iconic gig— ' Red

the set has its moments; then again,
it istimi a:the Fillmore, and he was

Performances • • •
Recording
•
•
•

www.hifinews.co.uk

Jeff and other mixmasters were let
loose on Gladys Knight's ' IHeard It
Jackson 5's ' I
Want You Back' and a
dozen more of that stature, and the

Thfough The Grapevine', the

results (at worst) will torture only
you:cartridge—the kind of bass that
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Power Conditioners
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They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the hest!"
Rt,
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Ih- Fi- muga/inc

www isoteksystems corn

(01635) 291357
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TUBESHOP

hn

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

O

C
DRAGOW
LO

wellweusestiogcole-

performance
dedicated
loudspeaker
supports

7
1i

OR CALL US 0870 92204°4

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: petehneukeaol.com

RdEST SELECTION

UALITY TUBES ONLINE

www.hne.co.uk
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Subscribe
and save up to

Plus receive
FREE Russ Andrews
Noise- reducing Shorties
e
and Focus Rings

Improve your hi-fis performance with
Russ Andrews Focus Rings and 6

Solutions for better music & movies

pairs of Shorties. Fit the Focus Rungs

UK 6-Monthly Direct Debit

£18.72

Save 20%

Europe

C74.04

Save 25%

North America

S99.64

Save 25%

Shorties into your amplifier's spare RCA

Rest 01 World

£62.28

Save 25%

inputs for reduced distortion and lower
background noise.

Order Hotline +44(0)845 6767778

to your speaker's dome tweeter to
instantly stop high frequency reflection,
and then plug the noise- reducing

UK SUBSCRIBERS SEND " OUR ORDER

HiFi News Subscriptions,

Overseas readers: Call now quoting code 28N

TO:

FREEPOST CY1061,

Haywards Heat,t, West Sussex, RH16 3ZA, UK

(
No stamp needed)

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS SEND YOUF ORDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions.

PO Box 272, Haywards Heath,

PAYMENT DETAILS: DIRECT DEBIT

West Sussex,

RH16

3FS, UK
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Li

Ienclose acheque/internationa( money order made
payable to IPC Media Ltd

Nameof Bank:

for the amount of VE 1$

Address:

PIA one-year overseas subscription, saving up to 25%
(See price panel above)
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(see price panel above)
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fl Visa
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: 1 MasterCard

Amex
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Expiry date:
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If you woukb like to recwive emails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing
news. speak' otters end product and service information and take part in our
magazine research via email, please include your email below
Home

tel:

finc.countryiareacode)

Date of Bi'-th.

Debit

(
Please attach correct postage)

PAYMENT DETAILS:

Debit ( UK only). Pay only £ 18.72 every six
montis, saving 20% off full price or £ 23.40 fno E:2ii

DIRECT

For off ce use cnly. originators reference - 764 221

YES! I
WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO HI-FI NEWS:
Direc:
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Signature:
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Account no.

C

Please ay PC Media

_11

Ltd. Direct Debits from the account

detailed on the. itstr .1,:t ion suoject tc the safeguards assured by
the Direct Debit Guarantee. Iuncerstand that this instruction
rrav remain with IPC Media Ltd. and if so, details will be passed
eleCtronically to -ny Ban< or Buil.ling Society.

Date:
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to hear from IPC
IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selectee organisations so that
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they can contact you by telephone or post wrth regards to promoting and researching
their produc:s and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted Illam over 18I

Closi

date: 8th September 2005

Date-

FlimafiNews

essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Stunning looks: Inca Tech's Katana CD player

Welcome to the Hot 100 - Hi Fi News'
vital buying guide section that lists the
finest hi-fi components that we've reviewed,
updated every month. The emphasis here is on real value for money
- which doesn't always mean the lowest- cost options - but we've
also highlighted those more expensive components that genuinely
justify their sometimes frightening price tags, by offering a true
advance in sound quality for the audiophile. Listed are the issue date
(month/ year) where you can track down the original review, and the
author's initials. To track down the full-length review call our
Back Issues service on 01733 370800, go to www.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at www.hi-finews.co.uk.

CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33
Arcam Diva
CD73

Price

£1300
£399

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

Chord DAC 64

£1960

Tested
08/08
AH
13/08
TB
09/04
AH
07/0.

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500

12/99

£2000

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£899

Nairn CDS3

£7050

Nairn CD51

£825

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$1100/
$800

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison
Research Unico

£1100

multi-format machines struggle to be ajacK of all trades - this player is master of one.
The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off
here with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.
Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation ttbs high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the
most challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.
Chord's nowfully sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH
We've come to expect bargains from Mike Cree•<. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,

£700

Musical Fidelity
308CR

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While

concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£995

it

AH
07/0t

Inca Tech
Katana SE

How we rate

DB

AH
12/04
DA
07/0
DA
38/04
DA
10/0i
MC

extracting incredible precision from re-corcings Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples`to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable
firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sand wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price-point thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to lie. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust- listen concluded DA.
DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
Aplayer punching well above its weight, th aV3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal
impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.
Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution format or
otherwise- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round abiky than its predecEssor the worthy CDS2.

200 ,

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For

A aras

many listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.

11/0
DA

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonly in UK.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed. Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

07/03

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playng mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and SACD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Arcam
DV29

£1600

Cambridge
Audio DVD57
Denon
DVD-2900
Marantz
SA- 11S1

£200
£850
£2000

Pioneer
DV-868AV'

£1000

Sony
XA9000ES

£2400

100

Tested
02/04
AG
03/00
PM
10/01
PM
09/01

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CO player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/1.92kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V. plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in
sheep's clothing and is adesirable alternative toits gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.
Made an excellent impression against wmeheavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video

PM

performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

05/0b

Abenchmark with SACD replay thank; to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural mid ba nd.

KB

With CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

02/01

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD

PM

scaler providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

05/0 4
PM

Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced
,
J
1nd

with the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifica I
by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.
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Michell Engineering's top deck is now
sounding better than ever. The longrunning and much- loved Michell Orbe
turntable has received an effective revamp
courtesy of a new Controller NC (' Never
Connected') DC power supply. Careful
comparisons showed that the new version
offers the best of both worlds - it brings
you the pace anc toe- tapping timing of the

company's original AC- powered unit yet
retains the greater realism and naturalness
gained by the DC unit which preceded the
Controller NC. And if you already have an
Orbe with VC power supply, it can be
upgraded to the new spec: the cost is
£235 ( for decks which already have a DC
motor) or £ 835 ( where an AC synchronous
motor has to be replaced).

iewassa

RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Michell Orbe NC £ 2413 ( HEN Jan ' 05)

Turntables
Price

Tested

How we rate it

Avid Diva

£1100

02/04
TH

Versatile enougn to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to

Clearaucio
Champion

from
£1020

a/01
AH

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

Linn LP12

from
£1075

10/97
HO

Classic three-poini suspended chassis design, based on AR and Anston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

Michell Crbe SE/
NC powe supply

£2413

1/05
All

the company's AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

£120

07/00
TB

commented TB. If you reed aphono stage, gc fur Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).

Pro-Ject
RPM9X

£1000

09/04
TB

definition beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.

Oracle Delphi
MkV

£3180

07/04
DA

are athing of the j.st. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

SME Model 10

£3580

Rega P2

£198

yards

(there's still no subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

11/03
111

contrast and tin-boat colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

the engineeringccncepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.
and translucent patter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
room for imprmenient with better power supp ies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either AO° or Ekos tonearms.
Revamp for flagshe deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe-tapping timing of
Simple but effec two: price includes tonearm ano Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top o,flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'

Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy oían acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved
Basic design i525 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems
Price quoted includes asimplified version of theclassic Series Vtonearm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet far the greabess of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.
Back in the 1970s. Rega's original Planar 2was ; he usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged
Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Rpksan deck offers a'listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect 'real dynamic

Tuners
Makernodel

Price

Arcair D-81

£650

Creek 11-43

£400

Magnum
Dynalab MD106

£3150

Marartz 3T-17

£600

PURE Digital
DRX-7.021ES

£330

Tested How we rate it
With better con:rolsthan previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss-freetuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
Old-fashioned ana .Dgue tuner . ather than adigitalsynthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for
sure, but now ses -he standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, ' the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
Three wavebantisand RDS; forllithe sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle
bright. It lacks irdependent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
7/03
All

Winner of our three-way group test, this model bi ings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for
upgrading via aPG: dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMPS
Naim NAC 202/NAP 200
£1400/£1385 ( HEN Dec ' 04)
If you've only ever dreamed of owning aNaim pre-/ power
amplifier, take a look at this under-£ 3000 pairing. A
well-enecuted design boasting excellent musical and
rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie
factor more than compensates, ensuring that music is
both hvolving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build
and offers plenty of user-friendly features.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Amplifiers
Price

Tested

This top- of- the- range

Arc3m FM1 A32

Integrated

offers 100W/c h, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

Arcam A85

Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tonecontrols and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

Audio Research
VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two

How we rate it

With eight 6550 output tubes ( four per channel

push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

£10,000

3/00
MC

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was :op notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

08/0 I Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
MC
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

07/00
AG

the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes.Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Bryston 3B-SST

£1125

10/03
DA

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly— he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

01/99
AH

transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2
Conrad-Johnson
Premier 350

£5000

07/04
MC

detail was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

£8000

09/04
MC

fluid midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

Croft Vitale

£350

02/00
10(

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: ' vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

01/00

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplif er to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo oush-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audioph le sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2,
First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced,

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

offers improved dynamic con:rasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
This gorgeous- looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market
thanks to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

Icon Audio
Stereo 40

£990

Krell KAV-30011_

£3iFÏ1- 111 Scintillas...

02/04
TB

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.
TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound lhave ever heard from the
I
would take the KAV-300i Lover any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch

£2698

06/04
DB

drama and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if ycu want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

£1498

10/04
AH

features from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

£1000

05/03
DA

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price ooint I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

£4000

10/04
DB

with no loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

£800

06/04
DA

Nagra VPA

£9350

04/99
10(

feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

Nairn NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1400/
£1385

12/04
TB

ensuring that music is both involving and hugelyenjoyable. Bomb-proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

Nairn NAC 552

£11,750

06/03
is

any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

Nairn NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

03/02
AH

Naim NAIT 5

£800

02/01
AH

amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Pass Labs X350

£9950

02/00
AG

very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos 7 RR

£3250

08/99
xx

below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who sill called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Primare A30.1

£1500

06/99
AG

volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

11/00

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line

Krell KAV 400xi
Music First
Audio Passive
Musical
Fidel' A32
Musical
Fidelity kW 500
Musical
Fidelity X-150

Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral- sounding high-powered ( 5COW!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency
Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleashgly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated a: 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets cleser, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W ( we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads

Pnmare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

£250/
£350

04/03
TB

£3195

U6

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the

OW //H

listening position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.

TacTAudio
RCS 2.21

hi 4i
news. co. uk

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth andfatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Make/model

vantgar e
Uno

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

Avalon Eidolon

Price

Tested

£7350

05/00
Sil

I
p
23,0.0

B&W
DN1603 S3

2/04
AG
12/01
AG

B&W DN1303
B&W
Nautilus 802

02/03
MC

£6000

09/01
AH

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker atil4cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100dBM. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration ttiat spoils other ham loudspeakers.
Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top cIdss electrostatic s
with the tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.

An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of
music in most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore ' grown-up quality than the rest. Treble can get
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

One of B&Ws finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

I

£730

07/02
TB

Dynaudio
Contour 12.5

I£2460

08/00
10(

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

I £ 750

08/01
AG

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the suba 150W amp and 200mm reflex- loaded driver. Well able to

Energy
Encore 2
Epos N112
Harbeth
Compact 7ES

I

£1300

Leema Acoustics
Xavier
Linn Katan
MartinLogan
Prodigy

99
MC
05/02

Jamo 0830
1WIlab
Ut3pia Alto Be

2001
Awards

AG

simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention : iller looks.
TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater
vividness and more precise imaging. Atine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple 1
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers. with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds: easy to recommend.

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

02/04
AG

With ahigh sensitivity ( 90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of dep'h

01/05
DA

One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly

£635

11/01

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

AH

when reversed, switches to bi wire /bi amp ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual ( for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality ti. boot.

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy.., exceptional

I£11,000

T
E1995

and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

natural and transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatigung.

£8970

08/00
MC

MartinLogan
Clarity

£2500

08/03
DA

RIC DB1+

£625

11/04
KK

PN1C GB1

£995

10/04
DA

Quad ESL- 989

£4000

07/00
et

Ruark Etude

£500

02
AG

£950

10/00
AG

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that

£5000

09/02

Another beautiful ' boattailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002

£22,000

04/04
MC/10(

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this f,20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry

£1495

11/04

Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. fvt drange

Ruark
Prologue
Sonus Faber
Cremona
Sonus Faber
Stradivari
Spe.ndorS6e
Ta ri soy

IOC

FAG

£6500

04/01
MC

Totem Arro

£840

07/99
AH

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

09/01 8
12/01

Wharfedale
EVO 10

£320

06/03
AH

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

£9000

Dimension TD12

10/99
AG

Wilson WATT/
12/02
£22,500 I tr
Puppy System 7

104

SEPTEMBER 2005

spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals
reveals BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the vice.
PMC builds on the success of the OB1 with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offer; few
compromises when it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved cf the originals.
Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive ( 86dB). and aclean and neutral sound: amildly last- back
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Annati, but this speaker is extraormnanly good
of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
performance was especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behaid and around
the speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seam lessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG
and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon- square box, and the Icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open
rnidband and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster ai id more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '
7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.

HI-FiNews

www.hifinews.co.uk
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AT LEAST 10% OFF
our normal selling prices on a wide range of products from
a variety of manufacturers.
For our latest prices call your local store or visit

MONITOR AUDIO

PIONEER

SIM2

GOLD REFERENCE GR10 SPEAKERS

PDP435XDE 43"PLASMA TV

HT300 E-VOLUTION DLP PROJECTOR
4alle
ne‘'.

HD

(NICWAOCI)•

BRIGHTON
BRISTOL
BROMLEY
CAMBRIDGE
CARDIFF
CHELSEA
CHELTENHAM
CRAWLEY
CROYDON
EALING
EDINBURGH
EPSOM
EXETER
GLASGOW.
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN

KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH

,t
From

BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM

HULL
IPSWICH

www.ssav.com

£599 SAVE £ 200

ABERDEEN

£2499 SAVE Es

PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS ( NICWAOCII•
FLY TO NEW YORK OR BOSTON WHEN YOU BUY A PIONEER
PLASMA. TERMS B CONDITIONS IN-STORE OR ONLINE

dir

NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH
POOLE

£5999 SAVE £ 2000

PRESTON
READING

FREE 7' MOTORISED SCREEN WORTH £ 930 ( NICWA00)•

SEVENOAKS

FREE QED SPEAKER CABLE OR INTERCONNECT CABLES WORTH AT LEAST f50
when you purchase selected Speakers or CD/Amplifier combinations.. Ask in-store for details.
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or see the brand locator on our websIte before travelling.
*Added Value Offers - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with an other offer (NICWA00). Advert valid until at least 27/08/2005, E&OE.

SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES
SWINDON
SWISS

corrad

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
YEOVIL (OPENING SOON)

Specialist. hi-fi
Contemporary hi fi

is constantly setting new standards in sound
reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to, be it Robbie Williams
or Rachmaninov, Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that
will bring your music collection to life and complement your home.
We're enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or
upgrade) asystem that will delight for years to come.

Rotel
Rotel is truly unique .afamily-owned, specialist Japanese company whose passionate
interest in music led them to manufacture audio components of uncompromised quality

Arcam

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range The RCD-02 CD player combined with either
an RA-01, RA-02 or RA-03 integrated amplifier represents true audiophile performance

Arcam has spent more

amplifiers are available The RT-02 tuner completes the range.

than a generation

02 SERIES

building some of the
finest high-fidelity

RA-01 AMPLIFIER

ROTEL RA-03 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

RA-02 AMPLIFIER

The Rotel is simply the best-sounding amp here, and one

RA-03 AMPLIFIER

of the cheapest - if you're after an amp, you must hear it."

at an affordable price. For increased high-end performance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power

products the world has
ever seen. Whether

ARLAPv1 SOLO ALL

you're interested in
two-channel or a

RCD-02 CD PLAYER
RT-02 TUNER
10 SERIES

SOLO: A sleek, easy-tooperate system. Featuring
an audiophile CO player,
a 50 VVPC amplifier
combired with aDAB dgital radio
and asingh quality FM tuner, the 5010
MUSi• system will captivate all who listen.

complete multichannel AV system, the
Arcam DIVA series
offers the music and
movie lover the most

MUSIC SYSTEM

DIVA ' ERIES INCLUDES

761 TUNER

complete ramge of

A65 PLUS AMPLIFIER

DT91 DAB TUNER

high-performance

A80 AMPLIFIER

DV78 DVD PLAYER

home enterainment

A90 AMPLIFIER

DV79 DVD PLAYER

solutions from any

CD737 CD PLAYER

AVR250 AA/ RECEIVER

specialist manufacturer

CD192 CD PLAYER

AVR300 AN RECEIVER

RA-1062 AMPLIFIER
RCD-1072 CD PLAYER

Project
Project is currently one of the world's leading
suppliers of turntables, with arange of models
designed to satisfy all levels of expectation
and budget. The range is simple to

di)

use, maintenance free and will
function for alifetime.

Cyrus

DEBUT III TURNTABLE WITH 0M5E CARTRIDGE
2XPERIENCE TURNTABLE (PICTURED RIGHT)

If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try
listening to it through aCyrus system. With every
product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents aquality of

B&VV

sound, which is rare at any price. Invest in aCyrus
System and you'll be rewarded with awealth of
sound you wouldn't have thought possible.

Since the outset, the focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers
has always been to offer the best possible musical experience.

RANGE INCLUDES

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion

CD6 & CD8X CD PLAYERS

for music, B&W produces adiverse range of products befitting

6VS & 8VS AMPLIFIERS PRE X VS PREAMPLIFIER

the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

DAC-X DAC & FM X TUNER

600 SERIES INCLUDES
DM601 53 & DM602 53

LINKSERVER SOLO
A Cyrus co Player with

700 SERIES INCLUDES

built in 80Gb hard disk

705 & 703

drive. keep sit your
favourite MUSK instartly
4,4.04 2004

4100200.1 2004

Ire

FPM SERIES INCLUDES

accessible in a sine, easy

PV1 SUBWOOFER

to operate component.

SUMMER EVENT

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range
of products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

jr PRICING
F. POLICY

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.

The right accessories can make

In rie event you can find the same
prodbcts and excellent service at a
lower price, please bring it to our
store managers' attention.

0

%

FINANCE
OPTION'

Spread the cost of buying.

or break your system.

0% finance option' is available on

Our care:ully selected range,
includiig QED, Soundstyle and
Grad D, will ensure you get the very

the majority of products we stock.

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
'Added Value Offers

From range available

in-store Not in conjunction with any other offer ( NICWA00)
'Written details on request. Licensed credit

best performance from your system.

brokers. Mine/sum balance £400. Subtect to status.

2

ADVERT VAUD UNTIL AT LEAST 27/08/2005, 88,08.

4
At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com
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Monitor Audio
Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing and
perfecting the implementation of metal drivers,

Roksan designs and

innovative crossovers, and exemplary speaker cabinet

manufactures some of

construction and finish to further the ideal of achieving

the most accla.med hi-fi
•

sound which is to the original " as close as it gets".

equipment currenty
available. All Roksan

The range includes - Gold, New Silver RS, Bronze and

products are carefluly

Radius, aseriously compact system bringing true hi-fi

evaluated by experienced engineers at every

Kandy

performance to both music and movies at home.

stage of the design prccess with the emphasis on

KA1 MKIII AMPLIFIER

performance and build quality.

KD1 MKIII CD PLAYER

Caspian

M SERIES

CD PLAYER
AMPLIFIER
PREAMPLIFIER

'NCLUDE
BRONZE 32, B2 AV, 84 AV
SILVER RS1, RS6, RS8
GOLD REFERENCE 10 & 60

STEREO POWER
MONOBLOC POWER

BRONZE B2
"Monitor Audds Bronze B2s sound
much more expensive than their

Acoustic
Energy -

Digital Radio
Harman Kardon

Established in 1987,

f200 price tag would suggest. In fact, they
sound superb... In the competitive wcrtri of budget hi-fi,
speakers don't get much better than the B2s."

Wharfedale

TU970 DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER

Acoustic Energy is one of

With Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB) capability, this high-quality

Britair's premier loudspeaker

tuner delivers more stations and offers pure, distortion-free, CD-

manufacturers offering one

like sound, while providing useful radio and data services.

of the rrcst targeted range
of hi-fi and home cinema

DIAMOND 9.1 SPEAKERS
"The overall balance of
the speakers is their
finest characteristic.
Thanks to near-perfect

loudspeaker systems on the

driver integration, music

market today.

sounds wonderfully
natural and transparent.
This is abar-raising effort
from Wharfedale: these

AELJTE THREE

are ridiculously good
speakers at the budget

"The legendary AE1 lives on
nthis groundbreaking new
version... It sets anew
standard for small speakers."

price level." digital
technologies from one
of the oldest hi-fi names. -

FREE QED
Essential
Accessories

Marantz

FREE QED SPEAKER CABLE worth

CD5400 '
This is aremarkable CD player for the

at least £ 50 when you purchase
selected Speakers over f200.
Ask in-store for details

(
NICWA00)•

FREE QED INTERCONNECT CABLE
worth at least £ 50 when you
purchase selected CD and
Amplifier combinations.
Ask in-Ftore for details

INICWA00,

rhe Marantz ' Range Series' offers flexible
lystem building options for every lifestyle.
RANGE

ÇFPIFS

INCLUDES

CD5400 CD PLAYER
PM4400 AMPLIFIER
PM7200 AMPLIFIER
ST4000 TUNER
money, with superb sound, looks and feel - A very

SR4500 A/V RECEIVER
SR5500 AN RECEIVER

Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one of audio
excellence. Today's range . rdures both elect-onics
and speaker systems
PRODUCES INCLUDE
99 CD-PREAMPL1FIER
11L SPEAKERS

DV4500 DVD PLAYER

solid buy and alot of fun."

KEF

The Latest evolution of the acclaimed Q Series
demonstrates how the benefits of KEF technology
cascade down from the Reference Series to more
affordable ranges. New Q features all the inherent
advantages of KEF UNI-Cr technology and are
available in avariety of Finishes.

Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity's X-Seriesc imb.nes execeptionai build
quality with value for money.
X SERIES

X-80 & X150 AN1PL1F1ER
X-FtAY" CD PLAYER

AS SERIES AS AMPLIFIER & CD PLAYER

Q SERIES INCLUDES
Q COMPACT BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
Q4 FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS
Q7 AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

3
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Specialist home cinema
The recent growth of DVD has led to a huge rise in demand for
home cinema equipment. The prices of DVD players, AV receivers,
projectors and plasma screens continue to fall but, with so many
options, it's not easy to know which ones will suit your needs.
Indeed, in the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing
array of products, we aim to assist you in assembling a home
cinema system to be proud of - one that achieves outstanding
picture and sound quality.
I

DENON DVD-AlXV
An astonishing piece
of kit that has no
equals. Prepare
to be astounded."

HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2075

Pioneer

Yamaha

MODELS INCLUDL

MODELS INCLUDE

Yamaha is recognised as a

DSP-AX757SE & DSP-Z9

A/V AMPLIFIER VSA-AX10A1

world leader in the fields

A/V RECEIVERS VSX-D814 • VSX-20141 • VSX-AX5A1
UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS DV668Av • DV868Avi

of musical instruments and

****

•ls g er eto rt

tn: Cob 11::
loi•o•ooricipii

MOM
Denon

Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established

AN AMPLIFIERS

an enviable reputation for the performance of both its
hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous
awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems

AN RECEIVERS

have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which

RX-V557 & RX-V1500

audio equipment, and in

DVD PLAYERS

more recent years, home

DVD-5557 & DVD-S1500

all other are judged.
MODELS INCLUDE

cinema. New models for

AN RECEIVERS
AVR-1905 • AVR-2105 • AVR-2805 • AVR-3805

2005 include upgraded
A/V receivers, amplifers,

DV- 575A " For outstanding all-romd ability tnere are
few players that can match Pioneer's DV- 575A."

and DVD players plus
the innovative YSP-1

t*

A/V AMPLIFIER AVC-A1XV
DVD PLAYERS D \, D-1710 • DVD-1910

virtual surround speaker
(pictured right).

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS
DVD-2910 • DVD-3910 • DVD-A11 • DVD-A1XV

NEW YSP-1
Digital Sound Projector

DVD SYSTEMS
DHT-500SD • DHT-55050

.0.seetaiktiarts,
e1

r.
In.e.!!!!*.

VSX-AX5Ai Tweaked version of the Award-winning
VSX-AX5iwith additional sound-processing modes.

ed.

AVR-2805 " Last year's Award-w
2803 finally meets its match in the shape of
this storming successor from Denon."

DefFSOOSD

Ibmiummumpi

Arcam

"The Denon DHT-500SD is the best home cinema
system you can find in one box. If you're not
confident that separates are :he answer for you -

acomplete multi-channeJAV system, Arcam offers the

too complex or too expensive - then the Denon

music and movie lover the most complete range of high-performance home entertainment solutions

provider, the ideal solution."

Whether you're interested in two-channel

or

from any specialist manufacturer.
DVD PLAYERS DV78, DV79
FM1 DV29
AN RECEIVERS AVR250, AVR300
AN PRE'PROCESSOR AV8, AVP700
MULTICHANNEL POWER
P7, P1000

SUMMER EVEN T
PRICING
POLICY

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range
of products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

0

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.

The right accessories can make
or break your system.

In the event you can find the same
products and excellent service ait a
lower price, please bring it to our
store managers' attention.

Our carefully selected range,
including QED, So indstyle and
Grado, will ensure you get the very
best performance from your system

%

FINANCE
OPTION'

Spread the cost of buying.
0% finance option is available on
the majority of products we stock

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
'Added Value Offers - From range available
iestore Not in conjunction with any other offer ( NICWA00)

Written details on request. Licensed credit
brokers. Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.

4

ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 27/08/2005, E&OE.

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

SUMMER
FINISHES

VD Recorders

AUGUST

2005

REL
Subwoofers

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't
new, the choice, versatility and quality of recorders keep

In amarket packed with subwoofers claiming to

getting better. Our product selection includes both DVD

deliver the ultimate bass experience, only one brand

only recorders and hybrid DVD/hard-disk models.

of sub-bass system can prove its supremacy. With a

Panasonic

record of review success stretching back over a
decade and featuring no fewer than nine of the

DVD RECORDERS
NEW DMR-ES10 ( MULTI- FORMAT)

Pioneer

27TH

EVENT

coveted What Hi Fi? Awards, REL is acknowledged as
the leading provider of deep, clean bass frequencies.

HARD-DISK MODELS (
HDD)
NEW DMR-FH50 80GB (MULTI- FORMAT) • DMR-E500 400GB

DVD RECORDERS (
DVD-RW)
DVR-220 • DVD-320
HARD- DISK MODELS (
HDD/DVD-RW)
DVR-420H 80GB • DVR-520H 80GB
DVR-720H 160GB • DVR-920H 250GB
"In all, ttde Pioneer DVR-720H is afine machine with
some nifty features and superb performance... Superb."
WHAT VIDEO AND VVIDESCREEN TV • AUGUST 2004

KEF KHT

The Kef Home Theatre ( KHT) series brings
audiophile sound quality to affordable
home entertainment — it's been breaking
new ground ever since it was first
introduced. As its many awards and 5- star

"A flawless
performance
from the REL
Stampede
leaves little
room for
criticism."

Q SERIES
Quake • C)150E • Q201E • Q400E
ST SERIES
Stampede • Strata 5• Storm 5

ratings p•ove, the original outperformed
every conventional system in its class.
MODELS INCLUDE
KHT2005.2 "KEF has done it. This is the new best system in its class...

KHT1005 • KHT2005.2

The KHT2005.2 is the new top surround dog. KEF should be very proud."

KHT5005 • KHT9000ACE

KEF KIT1 00

i

t rerme

Home Cinema System
"Why take jive speakers into the living room when
you can use just two? Creating avirtual surround

ll

sound experience has neve -been simpler or more
effect-ye, thanks to this two speakers plus
subwoofer .:oncoction from KEF."

Mordaunt
Short epi
Genie

Mission

Elegante e82

"Performance with style If you're looking for a

"Distinctive looks, practical to use,

speaker package without
sonic sacrifices, then

first-class sonics from the sats and

look no further thar

the sub - it adds up to awinning

the Elegantes."

Acoustic Energy
Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of
Britain's premier loudspeaker manufacturers

cinema set up... For seamless

offering arguably the most targeted range of hi-fi

inteçrat on of sound, impressive

•

and home cinema loudspeaker systems on the

integrity of build and all-round

market today.

covetability, the Mordaunt-Short

Genie package is hard to beat - and

The multi-award winning AEGIS EVO Series is a

it locks rather splendid, to.D."

budget separates range for hi-fi and home cinema

M-Cuue
Elegante
Colour Options Avallable

enthusiasts alike, offering exquisite transparency,
detail and clarity, coupled with awesome

'Mission has shaken

bass and dynamics.

up this market with
an innovative,

AEGIS EVO SERIES INCLUDES

desireable produc•

EVO One • EVO Three • EVO Centre & Sub

of rare ability -

AELITE SERIES INCLUDES

audition today."

Aelite Two • Aelite Three • Aelite Centre & Sub

5
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A/V AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS

Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to
confirm or see the brand locator at www.ssay.com before travelling.

TURNTABLES
Goldring GR1
Linn RANGE
Michell RANGE
Project RANGE
Roksan Radius 5

£ CALL
ECALL
ECALL
ECALL
ECALL

TUNERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus Fr,
.1 X
Denon
MKII
Harman Kardon RANGE
Linn - NGE .
Marantz ST4000
Pure DRX-701E DAB
Pure DRX-70215 DAB/EM
Rotel RANGE

CALL
fCALL
E99.95
fCALL
fCALL
f99.95
£ 179.95
f229.95
fCALL

Mission r
n301
Mission ri .
31 I
Mission ,n33i
Mission , 11341
Monitor Audio GRID .
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad . NGE .
Ruark •\ NGE
Wharfedale RANGE

£89.95
£119.95
£199.95
£ 69.95
£599.95
ECALI.
CALL
fCALL
ECALL

CALI.
£469.95
f289.95
(179.15
fCALL
£CALL

Arcam ;
o10 Ex Speakers .
Denon 201 Ex Speakers
Denon DF101 Ex Speakers
Denon IDM31 Ex Speakers
Linn Classik Music Ex Spks
Teac KANGE

DVD SYSTEMS

CD PLAYERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus FANGE

fCALL
fCALL

Denon 1CD48E
Linn
Maranta CD54140
Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE
Quad
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE.

CD RECORDERS

Yamaha CDR-I-01500

(119.95
fCALL
£119.95
ECALL
ECALL
( CALL
( CALL
ECALL

f469.95

ECALL
ECALL
£159.95
ECALI.
£139.95
£239.95
CALL
ECALL
£ CALL
ECALL
fCALL
(169.95

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
Acoustic Energy Aelite RANGE
Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII
AVI Neutron IV
B&W RANGE
KEF RANGE
Linn RANGE
Meridian RANGE

f119.95
f229.95
fCALL
ECALL
fCALL
CALL
CALL
ECALL
CALL

Cyrus Link RANGE
Living Control RANGE
Yamaha MusicCast RANGE..

fCALL
ECALL
fCALL

DVD PLAYERS
MODEL

REGION / MULTI REG«

Arcam RANGE
fCALL
Cyrus RANGE
fCALL
Denon DVD-17 ' 0
.
E99.95
Denon END-2910 Universal . 1489.95
Denon DVD-3910 Univers3I £699.95
Denon DVD-Alxv
ECALL
Harman Kardon RANGE
ECALL
Maranta RANGE ..
fCALL
Meridian RANGE . .
fCALL
Panasonic RANGE
ECALL
Pioneer DV370
£S9.95
Pioneer DV575A Uriversal . E119.95
Pioneer DV668Av L/nive'sal
E46995
Pioneer DV868Avi Lnive-al E79995
Samsung DVD-HD945
£139.95
Toshiba 5D350
£79.95
Yamaha RANGE
fCALL

fCALI.
fCALL
£ 109.95
f499.95
f719.95
fCALL
ECALL
fCALL
ECALL
ECALL
f69.95
£ 129.95
(479.95
£819.95
£ 149.95
f89.95
fCALI

DVD RECORDERS

.0Pl
fiLLOL
MULTI ivocv,
Panasonic DMR.-ES10
(199.95 £209.95
Panasonic DMR-EH50
(339.95 £ 349.95
Pioneer :)VR-320
£299.95 f309.95
Pioneer A/R-420H
£ 49.95 £ 369.95
Pioneer A/R-520H
(399.95 f419.95
Pioneer DVR-720H £469.95 £489.95
Pioneer DVR-920H
f999.95 £ 1029.95

MAKI

SUMMER EVENT
PRICING
POLICY

£429.95
f599.95
£CALI
fCALI

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

MAKE

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon PMA355
Linn RANGE
Maranta PM4400
Maranta PM7200
Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE
Quad RANGE.
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE
Yamaha AX396

Denon DHT-500SD Inc 5.1 Solo;
Denon IDHT-5505D Inc 51 Soks
KEF KrT100 Inc Speakers
Teac RANGE .

f149.95
f299.95

AN SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy RANGE
CALL
Artcoustic RANGE
( CALL
Audica RANGE
CALL
B&W UNGE
B&W Mini Theatre RANGE
fCAL
CALLL
L
KEF KHT1005£
f299.95
KEF KHT2005.2
£599.95
KEF Q7 AV
CALL
M&K RANGE
CALL
Mission M Cube
Mission leciante RANGE
f
CALL
(CALL
Monitor Audio RANGE
(CALL
Mordaunt Short Genie
E649.95
Quad '
,. ries
CALL
Wharfedale Diamond 9 RCP
(CALL
Yamaha YSP-1 Sound Projector
fCALL
S UBWOOFERS
B&W RANGE
M&K RANGE
M.1 Acoustics RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad LSeries
REL RANGE

£ CALL
fCALL
CALL
ECALL

Wharfedale Diamond SW150

ECALL
ECALL
( CALL

The right accessories can make
or break your system.

£2299 CLAIM £ 400
TOWARDS THE SPEAKERS OF YOUR CHOICE INIONA00) .

SCREENPLAY
5700 DLP PROJECTOR

£1999 CLA!"
TOWARDS THE SCREEN OF YOUR CHOICE

•

DV6500/SR5500 DVD/AV RECEIVER
.....08111110

-

0
0 •
. ..

fCALL
(
ECALL
fCALL
(699.95
(949.95
ECALL
£999.95
fCALL

11

••.•

£599

LCD TV
Hitachi RANGE
LG R2321250 32"999.95
LG RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Sharp Aquos LC26GASE 26"
Sharp Aquos I.C32GASE 32"
Sharp Aquos RANGE
Toshiba 32WL56 32"
Toshiba RANGE

,_

_

Ellab

SAVE f250

KEF
KHT2005 2SPEAKER SYSTEM

PROJECTORS
Optoma H27 DLP
Screenplay RANGE
Sharp xVZ91E
Sharp RANGE
Sim 2RANGE
ThemeScene RANGE

CALL
CALL
(799.95
CALL
CALL
CALL

0

%

FINANCE
OPTION'

Spread the cost of buying.

Our z.arefully selectee range,

0% finance option is available on

products ard excellent service at a

including QED, Soundstyle and

the majority of products we stock.

lower price, please bring it to our

Graco, will ensure yo..i get the very

store managers' attention

best performance f-o^n your system.

In the even ,you can find the same

o

•••
••• .......... .!•••

MARANTZ

PLASMA

Fujitsu RANGE
( CALL
Hitachi 42P05200 42"
(1699.95
11
Hitachi RANGE
ECALL
LG RZ42PX11 42"
L
(1399.95
G RANGE
ECALL
Panasonic TH37PV500 (Wal) 37" ... 11999.95
Panasonic TH42PV500 (Wal) 42" . 12299.95
Panasonic RANGE
ECALL
Pioneer PDP435XDE 43"
FROM f2499.95
Pioneer PDP505XDE 50"
FROM f3599.95
Pioneer RANGE
fCALL

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

prices are

competitive.

Yamaha RX-V557
RX-V357 NV Receiver

ARCAM
DV79/AVR300 DVD/AV RECEIVER

£599 CLAIM FREE
SPEAKER STANDS WORTH £ 80
•NICWACIO

0,001'

NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OMER OR PROMOTION

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range
of products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

We always try to ensure our
highly

Arcam RANGE
ECALL
Cyrus RANGE
CALL
Denon AVC-A1XV AN Amplifier
( CALL
Denon AVR1705 AN Receiver
(199.95
Denon AVR1905 AN Receiver
f229.95
Denon AVR2805 AA/ Receiver
f549.95
Denon AVR3805 NV Receiver
£799.95
Harman Kardon RANGE
ECALL
Lexicon RANGE
CALL
Maranta RANGE
CALL
On kyo RANGE
CALL
Pioneer VSX-10145 NV Receiver
£429.95
Pioneer VSX-2014i AN Receiver
£549.95
Pioneer VSX-AX5A1NV Receiver
f799.95
Pioneer VSA-AX10Ai NV Amplifier . . .
f1999.95
Rotel - f.NGE
fCALL
Yamaha DSP-AX757SE NV Amplifier
f399.95

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
'Added Value Otters - From range available
in-store. Not in conjonction with any other oiler ( NICWA00)

'Written details on request Licensed credit
brokers Minimum balance £ 400. Subject to

6

ADVERT VAUD UNTIL AT LEAST 27/08/2005.E/10E.

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

SUMMER

EVENT

FINISHES 27TH AUGUST 2005

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1912, we flave giovvn steauly onto one of the leading
independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a reputation for
outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting our commitment to the

aionwid
Store guid

emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name was changed to Sevenoaks Sound
& Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land stocking abroad range of exceptional
equipment and accessories.

ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

•57 CROWN STREET opeismar

•96 WEEK STREET

BEDFORD 01234 272779

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

•29-31 ST PE1ERS STREET

•69 HIGH ST, CITY CENTRE

BIRMINGHAM 0121 233 2977

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

•ARCH 12, LIVERY STREET

•19 NEWGATE STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

•57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

•29-29A ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

•92B WHITELADES ROAD, CLIFTON

•597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988
•39A EAST STREI T

OXFORD 01865 241773
•z1 ST CLEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770
•17 81./1iLER.., 1STREET

•36- Jo I'AIIK 1,0,11)

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011

•104-106 AL3ANY ROAD

•107 CORNWALL STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466

POOLE 01202 671677

•403 KINGS ROAD

•LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171

PRESTON 01772 825777

•14 PfT1VILLI STREET

•40-41 LUNE STREET OP& SIM«

CRAWLEY 01293 510777

READING 0118 959 7768

•32 THE BOULEVARD OPEN SUNDAY

•3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

•369-373 LONDON ROAD

•109-113 LONDON ROAD

EALING 020 8579 8777

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

•24 THE GREEN

•635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPEN SLIMY

•ESTABLISH YOUR AIMS - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve sound or
picture quality, or are you looking for amore fundamental and comprehensive upgrade?
•BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU - To ensure you get the most from the
music and movies in your collection, it pays to test equipment using those very same discs
or records, That way you can readily compare levels of performance. However, if you prefer,
we can supply aselection of demo discs - current mainstream entertainment that serves to
highlight the capabilities of the equipment.
•JUST ASK - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies available, or
would like more information about installation options, simply let us know and our staff will
be happy to help you out.

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

•5THE GRA>SMARKET

•149-151 STRATFORD ROME

EPSOM 01372 720720

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

•12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPENSUAMY

•33 LONDON ROAD

EXETER 01392 218895

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

•28 COWICK STREET

•79-81 CHASE SIDE

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

STAINES 01784 460777

•88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

•4THAMES STREET °
fustian'

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

SWINDON 01793 610992

•73B NORTH STREET

•8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777

•144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

•21 NORTHWAYS PDE, FINCHLEY RD °
MISUSE«).

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAVIE STREET

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543

IPSWICH 01473 286977

WATFORD 01923 213533

•12-14 DOGS -IEAD STREET

•478 ST ALBANS ROAD

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

•TAKE YOUR TIME - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so please
take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you.

HiFi & Home Cinema
Guide - 2005 Edition
Pick-up acopy of our New 72 Page Guide
at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store or order acopy via our Website. The
brochure will be posted to you (UK mainland
addresses only) free of charge.

Custom Installation
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the
integration of ahome cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and
seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away,
speakers discreetly mounted
either in the wall or ceiling and
the complete system operated via
remote control.
Our installation experts are fully
trained to the highest standards
in all areas and provide a
prompt, reliable and professional
service. Whether you're looking for amulti- room system, adedicated
home cinema installation with aretractable screen and built-in speakers or
an integrated control or lighting
system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has
adiverse range of products available to
cater for all your requirements.

•28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

•43 FIFE ROAD °AMMO«

•43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
•1THE GROVE CENTRE

•62 NORTH STREET MINNOW

How to shop at Sevenoaks
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for actually
road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing the products in
action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to help you choose. To get
the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience, simply follow this checklist:

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSEBY LANE

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

LINCOLN 01522 527397

YEOVIL 01935 700078

•20-22 CCRPORAT1ON STREET IMAM SWEAT

•14 SILVER STREET •
SIRECT TO LEGAL COMPLETION

OPENING HOURS: PI FAV TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR wEesn

E-MAIL insert store locatereseav con-

FREE
CUSTOM INSTALLATION BROCHURE
available now from your nearest store
or via our website.

Sevenoaks Website
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. In addition, there are hundreds of
SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit
www.ssay.com and click on special offers

•29-30 CLEVELAND STREET
'
OPENING SOON

www.ssay.com
7
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Accessories Club

Incognito internal arm wiring upgrades were
originally designed for Rega tonearms and
their many OEM derivatives. Subsequent
development of the Incognito loom, which
is now available in six arm-specific versions, has
allowed us to be able to rewire virtually any arm.
So far we've rewired Syrinx, Linn (
all types),
Helius, SME (
all types), Decca, Hadcock, Mission,
Townshend, Origin Live and Zeta — as well as the
odd parallel-tracking device.
Up to 20 solder joints and eight plug/socket
connections are done away with in each
installation. Incognito's high-quality Cardas
copper litz wire and cartridge tags, plus the
improved signal routing system and unique
grounding techniques, all lead to major
improvements in detail and control of the
processed signal. The cable assembly is very
flexible, an essential feature when dealing with
suspended chassis turntables, and is fitted with
high-quality direct gold-plated non-magnetic
RCA connectors.
While both the Rega form of the Incognito
loom and the various Universal types are all
available in kit form, the vast majority of rewires
of non-Rega arms are done by our
staff in Bedford. For the in-house
service, which has atypical
turnaround time of two to
three days, costs are
£139 for Rega arms,
£180 forall
others. Both
prices
include
return

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
Special Delivery postage within the UK. See
www.hifiaccessoriesclub.co.uk for more
information. Kit prices are £ 125 for the Rega
loom, and £ 176 for any of the Universal models.
When ordering kits, please be sure to specify the
arm that is to be rewired.
We also rewire arms to their original form,
using various cables. VdH, The Cartridge Man and
customers' own silver wire have all featured in
recent jobs, as
well as
numerous
rewires to
original
specification
with original
wire, particularly
of Rega arms
which have been accidentally shorn of their
output leads! Costs start from as little as £45.
For aquotation, call 01234 741152, fax
01234 742028, or email info@
hifiaccessoriesclub.co.uk
On the subject of cables, the Accessories Club
has for some time been stocking the full range of
Atlas cables. Its Hyper loudspeaker cable is
proving particularly popular with our customers.
Available in four sizes, either by the metre, off
the reel, or in pre-terminated specific lengths,
it's ahigh performance, reasonably priced
complement to the company's ranges of Equator
and Questor interconnects.
Universal Incognito in-house rewire

Incognito Universal DIY Kit

£180 L
£1390
£1760

Incognito Rega DIY Kit

£1251—

Rega Incognito in-house rewire

•Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.corn — email orders welcome

raccessories club order form

HEN 001 FLUXDUMPER 'Magic Brick for valve amps
HEN 002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'
HEN 004 BLACKHEAD Moving- coil transformer
HEN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel
HEN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MCI 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d)
CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£85 O
£99 D
CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 723(h) x 165(d)
£99 0
HEN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
£85 O
HEN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mm
£13 0
HEN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£12 El
HEN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£12 0
HEN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
£18 D
HEN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
£10 0
HEN 031 IEC LINE SOCKET
£8 O
FIFN 032 SORBOTHANE FEET 40mm hemispheres ( each) £4 O
Blue ( Soft) 0-4kg per set of 3
£
El
Red ( Medium) 5-8kg per set of 3
£1
12
2
Black ( Hard) 9-12kg per set of 3
£ 12 (0

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
THE FULL RANGE of Ben Duncan's mains conditioners, wiring
and other products, is available: call for more details.

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
LP OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP

Address

Post code
Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*
Card Number

LJI I

I

II , II I

£20

GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25 £20
INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 100
£ 12
INNER SLEEVES Poly/paper, per 100
£ 15
INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50
£ 10
STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 100
£ 10

DECCA 2+21 Record- cleaning brush
SHORE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level
MOTH
MOTH
MOTH
MOTH

RECORD-CLEANING
RECORD- CLEANING
RECORD- CLEANING
RECORD- CLEANING

MACHINE
MACHINE
MACHINE
MACHINE

Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk

DI
D
17
D

I
£400
1Kit £225
II
£450
II Kit £255

O
O
O
D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk Il Pro £ 500
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre £ 17.50
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres £35
RINGMAT 330 Mk II XLR Ringrnat
£ 50
RINGMAT Anniversary Ringrnat
£70
RINGMAT LP Blue Statmat/Statcap £45
RINGMAT LP support system full spacer set, blue £ 145
NAD PP- 2Phono stage, in-ni/in-c £ 50
LAST Power clean LP cleaner
£27.50
LAST LP preservative
£27.50
LAST Record cleaner
£15
LAST Stylast stylus treatment
£27.50
LAST Stylus cleaner
£15

GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser
CARDAS Sweep LP
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Rega)

MICHELL VTA adjuster ( Rega)
MICHELL Unicover ( universal
KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source

INCOGNITO CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, gold
INCOGNITO ARM WIRE 5colours, per metre
INCOGNITO ARM PLUG JLS 5-pin
INCOGNITO ACRYLIC RATTER (Rega)
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Rega)
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Linn)
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Thorens)
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Roksan)
SRM
SRM
SRM
SRM

D
D
CI
17
D

£ 13
£24
£220
£220

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Rega) 1.2m
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( universal) 1.2m
INCOGNITO VTA ADJUSTER ( Rega)

Name

£30 O
£25 D
£140 O
£12

TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Manticore)
FELT TURNTABLE MAT
SILICONE TURNTABLE MAT
TURNTABLE SPIRIT LEVEL

SRM PRO CARTRIDGE MOUNTING KIT
MFSL GEODISC cartridge alignment gauge

£100
£25
£37.50
£67.50
£25
£44
£75
£125
£180
£.30
£18
£25
£12
£45
£30
£35
£48
£48
£43
£9
£25
£15
£6
I1()

0
O
0
D
El
D
0
O
DI
D
O
D
0
D
D
O
O
O
D
O
0
O
D
D
D
O
DI
El
0
El
n

CD/DVD CARE & PROTECTION
Expires ( date)

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1TH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at wwwhifiaccessoriesclub.com
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UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

CD 'JEWEL' CASES
Standard Sin complete, pack of : 0
Maxi- single slimline, pack of 10
Slim double, pack of 5
Standard double, pack of 3
Sin PVC protective sleeves, pack of 30
DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser
DENSER DMAGIC DVD demagnetiser
AYRE System Enhancement Disc
CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD
CHESKY ULTIMATE DVD 5.1 setup disc
ULTIMATE Stereo Hearing & Equipment Refresher

£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£10
£25
£16
£15
£22
£15

D
El
D
11
D
11
D
D
CI
D

www. hifinews. co. uk

Audio Destination
Tiverton, Devon

01884 243 584
Audio Venue
Maidenhead, Berks

01628 633 995

electronics

MOO M

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire

01925 828009
Loud & Clear
Stockbridge, Edinburgh

b Yslm

0131 226 6500
Loud & Clear
Finnieston, Glasgow

0141 221 0221
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon, London

0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
Rainham, Kent

01634 389004

Sim Audio, manufacturers of
high end audio since 1980.

Romers Hi-fi
Ut Harwood, Lams
01254 887799

Numerous award winning products
including CD players, integrated

The Sound Practice
SI Albans Hens

amplifiers os well os pre- amplifiers

01727 893 928

and power amplifiers.

redline
MMIDON

Velodyne

ARTISON
.....

tributed in the UK by Redline

T: 0131 555 3a2.->F. info@red-line.co.uk

www red- line cc»

To hear the fine
detail you some
times need alittle

muscle
AU DIA

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

www.htfinews.co.uk
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A5 SERIES. CD PLAYER. I
NTEGRATED AMP. PREAMP. POWER AMP.

MUSICAL FIDELITY

11› MUSICAL FIDELITY

111111,MUSICAL FIDELITY
lip Musick. FIDELITY

O
P> MUSICAL FIDELITY

I
>MUSICAL FIDELITY
I
II,› MUSICAL FIDELITY

I
>6

111›

MUSICAL FIDELITY

IIIle, MUSICAL FIDELITY

po.

MUSICAL FIDELITY

JP"

3

NEW FROM M USICAL FIDELITY.
A5 SERIES.
X SERIES ACCESSORIES. X SERIES COMPONENTS.
KW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
M 1TURNTABLE.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST, RING 020 8900 2866 OR VISIT M USICALFIDELITY.COM

eon traPunik'
_-__-__-_---_---- 11

joñann Sebastian

would-have been very yrottd:

The Kontrapunkt series from Ortofon. Named as a sign of respect for possibly the
greatest, and the last, of Johan Sebastian Bach's works - The XIXth Contrapunctus.
From around £400 and available from most quality HiFi stores.

Distributed by Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Ràdlett Audit
Orl

l
Lo

EST. 1978 g
z

VISA

9 Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

tr 01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CELLO * CHORD C
COPLAND * D ON
IA
EAR
* IV"
solson..

It takes

25 years
experience to
get this good

RE \
Iii.t:m4N
SME * SONUS FABER& ,
i111 ,
DOR* STAX
STEREOVOX * SUM11&:«
I- nt4N NOY * TEAC
THIEL * TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WWI * VERDIER
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
‘IAIL ORDER CARRI.M:E

www.hifinews.co.uk

11-11El
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t: 0141 333 9700

mon-fri: 9 - 6pm

e : info@audiosalon.co.uk

sat: 9 - 1pm

w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

audio salon

4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland

FIRST AMONG EQUALS

F 1111111 g
AX-7e Integrated Amplifier

are mass-produced and bear huge
marketing on costs that you pay for and
don't recover upon resale.You may have
to look further than the High Street for
products like Ayre; now you know why!

The Audio Salon is
proud to represent
Symmetry in
Scotland. Offering
our customers the best
portfolio of audiophile
products. the best postsales support, and the
most ethical pricing policy.
It is hardly surprising that Ayre Acoustics has joined the
portfolio and this advertisement celebrates Ayre's stunning
achievements as best we can, with ten reasons why we sell
Ayre Acoustics.
I. Only Ayre has the services of Mr Hansen.
Ayre Acoustics, from Boulder Colorado, is the creation of
Charles Hansen:a motivated, visionary and sincere man
untainted by the materialistic and marketing ethic which
unfortunately does succeed in audio and most other
industries.To summarise Mr Hansen's views, he has never
lost the core values ( musical involvement) and is equally
comfortable with very high-technology and very traditional
means which play equal parts in his designs. For more details
you should read his recent press interview.
2. The evolution series
is the third generation
of his audio designs. The
x- series was the previous
level; thus, anew product like
the C5 universal player is designated C5-xe, but adefinitive
product like the KIpre-amp became KI
- xand is now
KI-xe since its launch ( nearly ten years ago). Upgrades to
products can be done; please enquire for details.
3. Each of Ayre's three product series
competes with rivals at least one price level up.
For example, the KI-xe is atwo-box pre-amp selling for
only £ 4,995 (£ 5,995 with its legendary fullybalanced phono
stage) including VAT in the UK. It may sound different to
rivals at £ 15k. but not inferior.
4. The same may be said
about the VI - xe power
amplifier £6,495 buys adevice
that competes with the very best
valve and transistor amplifiers that cost many times the
price. Reviewers have said so; more convincingly, we can let
you be the judge. Five minutes are enough!
5. On a lower budget? It is wise to spend as little as
possible to achieve your required performance level. But
it is foolish to buy used and abused, obsolete in the sense
that it was never good value, equipment correctly rejected
by previous owners! Enter the K5-xe preamp, astoundingly
now £ 1,995 including VAT How can they do it, don't hang
around, and don't judge audio by its price tag? The series- 5
amplifier is the VS-xe, and the UK price with the present
low dollar is not £ 3,995, but £ 2,995,1 had to take asecond
glance at the new price list!) At last, UK audiophiles can buy
state of the art for High Street domestic products which

I

6. If you want to pay f5k for
your system, Ayre can present
you with the legendary CX7xe CD player, now just £ 2,195
(under Path Premier it was £ 2,995 only
two years ago). It can be confidently
asserted that the CX-7 performs by huge margins above
rivals up to and beyond twice the price. Introduce the
integrated amplifier AX- 7at £ 1,995 (formerly £ 2,995) and
your choice of loudspeakers, and no one in-the-know can
complain that true high-end is unaffordable.
7. If you are avinyl lover
and own satisfactory
r
amplifiers, the
astonishing K Iphono
stage has inspired the stand-alone P5-xe
single- ended and fully- balanced phono amp.
Again, staring at the new price list in disbelief: £ 1,695
because this device is not atwo grand phono stage; it's a
top level piece of kit that brings analogue to its full potential.
Consult the reviews, then come and hear it, and/ or Ayre's
phono leads which seriously revise anything you are using
with these new dedicated low-level cables.
8. Digital has been evolving fast but has always
seemed acompromise, and we have despised
all universal players we have heard as seriously
flawed; but as stated above,Ayre have acquired traditional
and cutting edge techniques. Perhaps we should have
expected their universal player to rewrite the book. Price
is less than HALF the expected ten grand at £4,495, and
performance on all formats is user-friendly and musically a
revelation. It is one of the greatest hi-fi products ever made.
At its price it is the nobramer CD Player to buy, which also
happens to--not just play—optimise the huge benefits of
SACD, and DVD in its various versatile sub-formats.
9. Ayre Acoustics has the same reputation
in video and home theatre circles with its
multi- channel amplifiers and DVD players. If
you want to integrate without compromise you have one
manufacturer at the top of your list.
10. Ayre Accessories. If you are an
impecunious, sceptical, or loaded with
appalling part-exchanges no one wants,
get ataste of Ayre's refreshing value
and performance; buy aset of Myrtle
wood equipment feet £ 11.50 including VAT and postage;
the enhancer CD E17.95; or Signature cables ( prices on
request).
Every journey begins with afirst step, and this could
take you right to the place you starteck the desire
for musical involvement not disappointment

professional and hand-crafted hi-fi equipment
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Maestro

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different!
Densen Audio Technologies

At uthorised

dealers:

4coustic Arts. Watford, Tel. 01923 245250 - Adams & Jarrett, East Sussex, Tel. C1424 437165 - Glasgow AudO, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-FI Studios.
Doncaster, Tel. 01302 725550 - Holbum HiFi. Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Kevin Galloway Audio, Kilmarn6ck, Tel. 01563 574185 - Midland Audio Exchange,
3elbroughton, Tel. 01562 731100 - Mike Manning, Taunton, Tel. 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361- New Audio Frontiers, Lo1 hborough,
'50
el. 019 264002 - Phonography, Ringwood, Tel. 01425 461230 - Practical Hipl, Lancaster, Tel. 01524 3S657 - Practical HiFi, Manchester, Tel. 016
)ractical

398869,

HiFi, Warrington, Tel. 01925 632179, Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks. Tel 01732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield, Tel. 01484 516670 '-

Jensen products are in a minimalist Scandinavian design, which

Though design is important, music is what is reae close to our

3re made of 100% non-magnetic aluminium, making the casing

heart. Our philosophy is that music must be engaging to listen

slim and sexy like none other. No visible screws make the cabi-

to, and we are not satisfied until you feel like standing up,

let

look like one slab of aluminium.

playing the AiuGuitar and forgetting ALL about Hi Fi. After all a
good hi-fi system is a tool to enjoy and discover music !

fhis focus on perfection also continues inside our products, as
they are produced with extreme precision to ensure outstanr-

Having taken so much care in designing and producing our

Jing mechanical and electrical performance. As an example,

products, we naturally back it up with a decent warranty, so we

311 components are mounted by robot, to a precision of more

give a lifelong warranty to the first owner. As we believe audio

than 0,02 mrn (!) using silver solder, and soldered in an artificial

equipment should be a worthwhile investment, we try to design

3tmosphere of nitrogen to avoid oxidation of the soldering.

our products so that they can easily be upgraded in the future.
Densen products are ready for the future. For example you can

'The absolute reference or simply an exceptionally transparent electronics,
Dpinions differ, but results endure: a profound respect for the modulating
ignal and the musical message which should delight the most sharpened
aar".
MANUFACTURE - 5out of 5stars
MUSICALITY - 5out of 5stars
DUALITY/PRICE - 5out of 5stars

upgrade the CD players and add external power supplies to
pre-amps and the tuner. Upgrade your system from being a
dedicated stereo system to a high- end surround system.
Upgrade the power and integrated amplifiers with electronic
crossovers for active systems. Our own Denlink system provides
multiroom capability, and even the possibility to dim the lights in
your room.

2eveiw of the B-250 pre amp
3y Haute-Fidelite (France)

relt=
BEST ANALOGUE
TUNER

GOLD

D,rsen BC, B ,

Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 - Denmark - Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk - www.densen,com

"The best tonearm I've
WORLD
heard"
HI FI

W inner of Stereo limes magazine Most wanted component II
of 2004 award

‘‘A

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
«

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Demonstrably better

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £ 70
Silver - £599
OL1 from - £124

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. Ir sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable 8c illustrious tonearm

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

I

Full information on web site
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SPECIALIST HI-FI DEALER SINCE 1989 - NOW IN OUR 16TH YEAR
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.BASED IN HI
GH W YCOMBE . EXPERT, FRIENDLY & UN-BIASED
ADVICE . DEMONS
TRATIONSBY APPOINTMENT ONLY
•EVENI NG DEMONSTRATIONS UPON REQU EST
@COMFORTABLE LI ST ENIN G ROOMS • HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
(MON-SAT) 9AM-6 PM ( TEL) 01494 865 829
INFO@HAZLEMEREAUDIO.
CO.
UK VVWW.HAZLEMEREAUDIO.CO.UK
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LAT INTERNATIONAL -

USA

Power, Analogue, Tonearm, Digital,
Video interconnects and single and
biwire speaker cable.

ACOUSTIC SOLID

small

Turntable hand polished aluminium finish with
60cm aluminium platter,toppec with a 6mm
acrylic platter and leather mat. Features a near
zero tolerance bearing. Nylon thread belt weight 25kg,
shown withType Two stand.
Available in a mat finish. One of a range of
turntables made by Acoustic Solid - Germany.

UM°
-.frée MC
J
Cartridge
with certai
9
1
- combo '
MC Value'
£600-£

Silverfused wire technology.

Royal.

NEW FOR 2005
IC 300 Analog and

DI-30 Digital

Interconnects, AC-2 MKII Power
cord, SS800 and SS1000 MKII
Speaker cables.

Acoustic Solid
One to One turntable

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers,

by the

company who make, arguably the best pianos in
the world, certainly the oldest piano maker - 1828

LAT AC-2MKII
Power cord
compare with
products costing
ten times as
much, then
decide

HiFi Choice April 2005

HiFi News and Record Review May 2005... The
sound is extrordinary in its overall balance. The VC7's are capable of exceptionally fine detail and dimensionality. In terms of,
the sensible compromises, the sheer musicality and sense of
being there, the VC7 is masterpiece. The Bosendorfer VC7 is
for me a dream come true

Best Loudspeaker 2004 -

Wallpaper Magazine

Le Festival Son et image de Montréal 2004
It was
also perfectly obvious that the Bbsendorfer loudspeakers had
the finest reproduction of piano music that Ihave ever heard.
Seeing the quality of the piano in the same room as the loud-speakers, Iwas impressed, but not surprised. They obviously
knew what they were doing when they built these beauties

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true Ferrite
technology cables - a high
quality ferrite is extruded over
the conductor strands. Power
Cords - GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA 2.5)
and GNLM 05/04. From £48 for
Ihi a 1m cord terminated with an IEC
and MK tough
Ill
plug. Also available are the CMS
Analog, Digital
and Video Interconnects with
RCA, XLR or
BNC connectors

IC-200 MKII Interconnect
even better than before,
available with Jack, XLR,
Phono, Din connectors
and as atonearm lead

AUDUSA 00M

products include

ceramic speaker cable isolators from the USA,
MK Tough plugs, IEC's, & Wattgate 320L IEC
with silver plated contacts. Locking banana
and RCA connectors with silver plated pins.

LAT International

Maintenance

products - Contact Cleaner, Record Cleaning
solution, CD/DVD disk cleaning solution
Enhancement products - Vibra Killers,
C Diamond, Once & Done and Green Line

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lits wire is also offered at an additional CO and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

111111211iii

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can trepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT Niel?
SOUND AND VISION

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times sc nnidi or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valliulls, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit -£339

by Rega) £ 124

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

www.originlive.com

the long- a, aitt d new loudspeaker

art
i
oudspeakers
tel/fax + 44 ( 0)1292 319 416
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contact@loudspeaker-art.com

www.loudspeaker-art.com
www. hifinews.co. uk

The new High Performance Phono Amplifier
from Trichord Research - fully adjustable
for any cartridge

In ¡tiro OW fir IA 171115

Diablo (.!

PSI/1

Moving Coil, Moving Magnet, Switchable Gain, Switchable Loading,
Super Regulators, Dual- mono construction, Various Power Supply Options

Ne
Paisvair-Connected

'Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology availab ,
for this product.

TRiChORd RESEARCh

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
sales@trichordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichordresearch.com

Aud lOreflections
.
Limited
REAL. HIFI SYSYTEMS

BRITISH HI FIDELITY AT ITS BEST
For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration
of some of the World's finest audio equipment contact
JOHN BLEAKLEY on LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458
(evening calls welcome).
Generous part exchange allowance always available.
Agencies include ATC Audionet
VI Bryston
•Chord • Gamut • Nordost Primare Systems REL
•Wilson Benesch • The Professional Monitor Co
Wadia and many more.
&HORD

Wx)ia
70;;rksh ire

CDilson benesc

Now you can buy a beautiful all valve 40w
Stereo 40ie for the price of a budget amp! Same
spec and build quality as the £ 899 model but
without triode switching or tape monitor.
Various valve and other upgrades available.
"Tile Stereo 401 sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with
plenty of depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass
below 10Hz" ..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery
sharp price"....

"Editors Choice" Award Winner
in HI Fl News for 2nd Year
Hi Fl News Feb '04 said... "
ample, deep, bass, underpinning a
lucid and effortless midrange and treble"... 'lliked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

No One else gives you OHM'S value
•

Beautiful see through valve cover (Included in the price)

•

Over 32 options of Stereo 401 from £599 to £1079

•

Choice of Mullard, Ji, EH & Svetlana valve upgrades

•

Switchable Triode Mode ( 40i&SE) highly praised in reviews

•

Tape out (for tape, CD- R, MP3 recording) I & SE models.

•

Soft Start', protects from switch on '
power surge'

•

Optional HT Delay to protect & extend valve life £79.95

•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

Good old fashioned technology built to last, easy to maintain. We
guarantee you can listen all day without " listening fatigue"
Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built ' Point to Point' wiring. Tape
monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control No printed circuit board. Gold plated
terminals. Audiophile components by Solen. Rubycon Silver audio cable
Stainless steel & alloy plate construction. Soft start Ple. ,tàs valve cage included

Buy with confidence. 1001 sold at home and abroad. Proven reliability.
Unbeatable advice & back up service. Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted*
Elterrecr. -arOire

EL34 40 watts integrated

from

Eiter-lecs 440 ie

KT88 45 watts integrated

from

f699.95'

from

£699.95'

terlecs .40i SE KT88 45 watts (20 triode)

from

£799.95'

Stereo. -401

EL34 40w ( 19 triode) integrated from

£899.95*

!Stereo, 20

EL84 15 watts integrated

£499.95'

LA. a

All Triode Line Level pre amp

lvi Et 25

300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr)

f599.95'
£1799.95

Ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment
Beware ot Imnations! Other amps may look similar hut

our circuits are unique to us a
sales in Leicester OIL

designed tor WC 240v operation lull repair aalter

Come see, 8/ LISTEN to us at the
Hi Fi Show 23-2 5' September

Servicemark

info@audioreflections.co.uk
Web: www.audioreflections.co.uk
EMail:

LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458
Fax: (
0113) 253 3098

www.hifinews.co.uk

f599.95"

!Stereo 401 SE EL34 40 watts ( 19 triode)

elf1115•41. • IA

Phone:

Hi Fi Choice June 04

Visit our new website at wv4v.iconaudio.co.uk
•

Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

LC.OL CAIE_
LL IT 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

HI- F1'
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Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re-tipping service

www.cartridgeman.com
thecartridgeman@btinternet.com

020 8688 6565

uiti
lNear Norwich, Norfolk

Your friendly cable store

9High ', Icel. Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thum,.
Surrey Kl' I4DA TO: 020 8943 3530
Open Toes - Set 10em - 11pm

Web Site

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash

High End Cable

indecently good hi-fl

Email.

Norfolk

AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
What HiFi 5 star and best buy
To find out more quickly

www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system with quality new cables
and power accessories from

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

Chord Company - Full range
Stereovox - Studio and Reference
Nordost UK
Black Rhodium - Deep Cryogenic Treatment
Tannoy
van den Nul - Full range
ISOL - 8
Stan earspeakers - Full range
Ortofon - moving coil cartridges
Acoustic Zen
Turbosound personal headphones
Ayre CD
and many more

www.basicallysound.com

Suffolk

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.
For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson
01775 781880 or better still visit

arc
cubasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon
mok
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottinoham

www.highendcable.co.uk

I v'
A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

', le

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

www.servicesound.com

sme Sig

"mare

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

Ipswic

Specialists in Valve and
reel to reel tape recorders

f‘

(014731

n

(01 473)
0,I.encesignals uk corn

,

uk.co

W

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
90% of " Imonth home trial" customers keep our valve amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £30 UK or £ 100 overseas, within 30 days) that you
prefer £650 or £ 1,400 "Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £ 200,000
amplifiers (integrated,pre,power,monoblocks,power supply) (transistor,valve,digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil
1. Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end? valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £350 or £650 transformers are bigger.
2. You do not have to muck about with aseparate power supply,
if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.
3. The " heart" of a "typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £0.50 " Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2,800 is gross profit. VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £ 100 300B
valve or £40 KT88 valve ( matched by our computerised valve tester) ?
There is a difference between " High Price" and " High End"
and " King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.
A magazine gave arave review to £ 3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine
described it as "slightly bright" and should be used with "warm sounding" speakers.
Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
any £3,000 pre Ipower/ monoblock against our £650 "Triode Connection"

HUGE

expensive " High End"

"potted"

' huge
transformers

i
S. )
expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
OP
steel
Ire
Ultra Linear
chassis £ 1,050 £ 1.150

Larger
transformer

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves

are more
expensive
%le than
6550
valves

L

American
5670 valsfes

Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
£650 £ 750 £850 £1,000

Larger
nsformer

Even our " standard"
transformers
are

valves

Unbelievably

Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of
2 or 6
distortion ( 1% to 3%). Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers pieces
for 5" or 6" drive units ?
Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion of silver
capacitors
and audible compression of 100 watts of bass into a5" or 6" drive unit ?

Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550

transformers

Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana

EL34 valves
40 watts

Buy direct & save £££
Free UK delivery
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
2 years guarantee on amplifier

& valves.
8times longer than
"typical" 90 days guarantee for
most valves of ?high?end? amps
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40 watts
American
5670 valves

t.:hk.nes
6N3 y

40 watts
+ 40 watts

£500

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600 £700
hifinews.co.uk
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

West Midlands

MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 5TD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OREN TUES - SAT 10 00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

MUSIC
MATTERS

nterest free credit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available

CEDIA

for many products

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

London

‘
1

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Ent

4

•AIM • ARCATDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • BEYER • CABLEIRLA • CHEM CABLES • GREER • CUSTOM DESIGN • SENOR • DENSER • DIAPASON • DYN,VECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO
•GRAAF • GOLDRINII • GlITWIE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • RE • MIZHELL • MURRIO • MOON • MYRYAD • NU • NAIM • OPERA • ONKTO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM - PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • OED
•Ri SIILUTION • RESON • SLIINHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONOS WEFT. STANDS • MOUE • SPECTRAL • WADER • TUC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TX ATIIILE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair fac Mies • 5mins wa'k Raynes Park BR
•20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Pak 8282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Jonc 10. Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
WAS
NOW
Acdia Analogue Duninti Mcnc(pr)(s/h) £1050 £495
Aorta Analogue Paganiui CD(ex-dem) £895 £395
Audio Analogue Dorizet stereo Power Amp (s/s. £595 £350
Audra Analogue Pepin' SE inee) £895 £649
Aide Analogue Maestra CD (nee) £1700 £945
Auction 3008 SE Silver night Integrated (set) £375
;wen 3008 Silver Night Mono's £375ea
Cro-k A5041 (new
£594 £399

Kemp Hiltowd• co -d
Martin Le .'
Aeon (ex dem)
Morino AstyS7 amplifier (50 Watts ex den))
Mondo Aslyamp OXdem) black
Mission 751s11)
Moon 5080 q3) (ex/dem)
Musical Fideliti Ti tuner(s/h)
1/AD C542 CDrnew)
'.AD C541 40(new)

£92
£
40
£3150 £
1500
£450 £
269
£450 £
221
£250
£0
£1550 £
895
£500
£
95
£329 £
199
£429 £99

Onix-various modos
Pioneer PDS703 CD poyer(s/h)
Sony WMD6C pro cassette recorder
Sound Style speaker eands(sh)
Sugden masterclass O(new)
Sugder 8dcu system : new)
Sugden Masterclass amp (new)
OED Ma speakersinew)
Theta Data 11 CD ( new mach)
Transparent MusicLink Plus ( 1m) new
Unison UWO UleY')

60 Durham Rd. West Wimbledon. London SW20 OTW ipe,r 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 We!: www.obnieihjfl.co. uk

Devon

Devon

dio Destination
devons audio specialists
Audio, Audio
, hysic, Audion, Avid, Ayre, Bel
Canto, Chapter Audio, Cairn,
Chord, Dab, Exposure, Grand
PIIX Audio, Inca Design, tool
8, Lexicon, McIntosh, Monitor
Audio, Moon, Musical Fidelity,
Parasound, Primarn, Project,
Rel, Roksan, Ruark, Stax,
Tannoy Prestige, Thiel, Tivoli,
Totem Acoustics and many
mo.e.
> Free Advice in arelaxed
and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
> Mike&Caroline > 2Demonstration Rooms
> ChiIds Play Area
> Out cf Hours Apoointments
>Home Demonstrations
>Open mon - sat . 9am - 5pm

Call 01884 243 584
> McIntosh

please enquire
E---- £45
C300 £90
£---- £65
£2700 £2200
£2647 £1750
£3150 £2250
£99 £49
£1500 £600
£299 £249
£1195 £945

1.1:I

shop@obrienhifi.com

0.7,- Instant Finance Available
Written detail, on requesz

HIGH END SALE

'Lockwood Audi

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

KRELL SACO Standard

3100

KRELL KAV-250a

1400

PATHOS LOGOS

1950

MARANTZ SA- 12

(
unused

KRELL KPS-25sc (
latest)

1500
POA

A-A MAESTRO 192/24 CD

1300

TRANSPARENT CABLE

Cag

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
gar

+44(0) 10 8864 8008
or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

=

mail: saleselockwoodaudio.co.uk

Mike & Caroline look forward
to Teeing you soon 1

Shunyata

Research

32L b.
Ii
, 011
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email -mail@au ,liodestination.co.uk

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
SpOMIhsh m home ertmlommon,

SOLID SILVER
Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, FTFE insulated
0.25mm at £ 12/m or 0.037mm at £ 19m.
P&P @ £2 per order

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,

CSS, 12 Willow Walk, Cambridge, CBI ILA

Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,

www.silvervvire.demon.co.uk

NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksara, Trichord

Tel:01223 501833

37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

THE PROFESSIONAL'S REFERENCE
AUDIO ATMOSPHERE
tel 01785 71 1232
www.audioatmosphere.com
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HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE
MICHELL ORBE
POA
MICHELL ORBE SE
POA
MICHELL GYRODEC
POA
MICHELL GYRO SE
POA
TECHO ARM A
£340
DENON DL304
£175
SHURE VI 5VXMR
£270
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
£1900
KOETSU BLACK
£800
KOETSU RED T
£1300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
GRAHAM TONEARMS
EPOA
PESON LEXE
£1050
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD
£475

TRICHORD DINO
£250
TRICHORD DELPHINI
POA
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+
£425
WHEST AUDIO
POA
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
ZYX
POA
VAN DEN HUL
POA
GRADO RSI
£62 5
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
£490
SUMIKO BPS EVO 111
£190
SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE £ 845
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£ 2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE £ 350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE, £ 525

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8. AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW A BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 600
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Absolute Analogue®

Artist
turntable

eue)

ftfie

high perfomance audio systems

Your access to musical truth

TacT-Lyngdorf Audio Digital Amplification
and Room Correction Systems

Nordic 'Concept
with
airbearing

Set Music Free!
"Few Exhibits, indeed, could compete
with the TacT system for revealing

It is not necessary to have great hi-fi
equipment in order to listen to music...

both the true timbres and the
original acoustics."
The Absolute Sound April/May 2005

Plinius
CD101

To audition these revolutionary procbcts,
Reference 3A Duice::-Luerims'fi:ugre
Ca
3ntus
SE

_bot ii helps.

please contact Formula One Audio

Get it right!

Tel 020 8480 3333
Mob 079 1802 2870

PO Box M1429, London, NW6
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analogue(demailmsn.com
»viw.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

Fax 087 1243 2003
Web www.formulaoneaudio.com
Email info@formulaoneaudio.com

Dynavector's SuperStereo
The on1x

Ili- channel for music loyers and audiophiles.

Simply add a Dynavector SuperStereo Adapter to your system and 2 small speakers.
Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..." Hi-Fi News
"Superb" HI-Fi World
"Produces astonishing results" Hi -Fi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" Hi -Fi Choice
"Indespensable for listening to music" Stereo Sound, Japan
Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: 44 + (0)1 202) 767873. E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com
Web: http://web,onetel.com/—dynavector

Ill

M
i
nf
a
or
e
:hall
mca u
Cdh
io
oc
oong
ukAudio
+44 ( 0)20 8670 3770

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
020 8255 0572
07973 436135
Liew
Lie
Audiomeca Mephisto II CD transport £2750
L1195
Audio Note AN/J spics & stands
£ 1099 £ 399
CharioAcademy 3. 5h. solid Italian walnut spks £ 8000 £ 2995
Chario Academy Millennium 1 & stands £ 1650 £ 750
Conrad Johnson DV I
OAL pre
£995 £ 500
Crimson CS610 pre/CS630 monoblocks £ 1250 £ 525
EAR 859 pwr amp
£ 1800 £ 599
Jadis JPL pre
£ 4300£1 295
Jamo Concert 8 piano black Ut
£ 1800 £ 750
Linn Kolektor pre, r/c
£495
LISO
McIntosh MC7010 CD player
£ 3500 £ 1199
Meridian 0600 Active spics
£500
L995
Musical Fidelity A370 Mk Il pwr amp
£ 2500 £ 695
Pink Triangle Decapo 1307 chip
£ 1550 £ 495
Rogue Audio M120 valve monoblocks £ 3000 £ 1600
Sonic Frontiers power 2valve amp 110 verts
£ 5000
L1995
Sonic Frontiers Line 3,2 box valve pre- amp,
r/c, bal & s/e
£ 5000 £ 1995
Talon Raven 2032 spks
£ 7500 £ 3500
Yamaha CT7000 Tuner Box - Rare
£ 495
All Mare equipment in good working order.

SOUND PRINCIPLES DIPOLE LOUDSPEAKERS

Everything must go, ail reasonatde offers considered.

www.mcaudio.co.uk
Distributors and dealers for

CARDAS

COMPONENT PARTS

rhodium & gold plated copper phono sockets

LAID.BACK AUDIO LTD

phono plugs banana plugs spade terminals
speaker terminals biwire jumpers solder
cartridge leads naim converter boxes
tone arm wire contact conditioner

For the Nweet sound from usingle-ended
valve amplifier made by hand.

ACOUSTIC ELEGANCE subwooter drivers
BG planar drivers
CLARITY CAP crossover capacitors
EICHMANN bullet bayonet and cablepod
RYTHMIK AUDIO subwoofer plate amps
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For more information

Call for an audition in our
listening room in London

Phone

mail@laidbackaudio.co.uk
www.laidback-audio.co.uk
01905 640028 Fax 01905 641596
www.hifinews.co.uk
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Naim Audio Specialist

Hertfordshire

UK Wide

thesoundpractice

tom tom oudi

sumaudlo moon
47 laboratory
avid
shahinian
lavardin
electrofluidics
living voice
border patrol
neat acoustics
isoblue
resolution audio
tom evans audio
dnm/reson
Ifd audio
audio physic
shnkylinks

est selection of Mint, pie- love
Y* MpOnents on the plan
• 12 month g
• credit/debit cards
• dem facilities
• mail order

4

• open 7 days
• products tested
• help 8 advice
• see website fcr stock

stalbans: 01727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

Tel: 01727 893928
www.tomtomaudio.com

M ADISOUND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.

------ seas
EEZ-"-%e.

rr:11-1 -1

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

tikaaning
Loudspeakers

liaglYLE3
ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel'

ALF2/•

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

Mks
virea c

accuphase
arcam
cyrus
clynaudio

LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

FOS1EX Dove Jots
r,muffing Phone . oday for your FREE
now 'variable r
the FE bah range series
FULL COLOUR Catalogue
with caamet plais
or check out our website.
avalable . rn racgrest

NÔÉDOST

focal jm lab

Range of replacement onve units from Sea, Volt,
Vita, Scanspeak, Peerless Foateo and Ail0fEq, for use in AR
Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc. Rogers
TOL plus many others.
•Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland MusiCap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.

linn

*HON

nagra
naim audio
peak consult
proac

sca-kspEaK

siltech
spectral
spendor
the audio room

2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 BJH
tel 01482 891375
www.theauclioroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a m.-6p m.

D0 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE96RD
Tel: 01455 286602 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.witmslowaudio.com

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 537444283 U.S.A
TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 608-831.3771
e
mart Int60,machsomd cam
Web Page http ..www macksound corn

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:

01992-653999

MOBILE
E-MAIL:

VINYL

FORSELL AIR FORCE-FLYWHEEL/ARM
BOXED £7500
NOTTS ANA.S.DECK/GRAPt. PLAT/SME 309
MINT/BOXED... £1350
CLEARAUDIO CHAMP LEV. 18 UNIFY ARM(20 HAS/BOXEO).. £1695
LINK LP- 12 CIRRUS/TRAMPOLINE (WALNUT)
MINT/BOXED .. £795
QUASAR TURNTABLE ULTRA RARE
EXCLT... £1250
ROKSAWREGA COGNOCENTI/PSU
MINT/BOXED .. £
795
THE SOURCE 1/TABLE ORIGIN LIVE PSU
EXCLT .. £750
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE r£6501
BRAND NEW .. £450
McCORMACK MICRODRIVE PHONO STAGE..
NEW/BOXED .. £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC ' NTIE BCX
EXCLT . £150
SYRYNX PU 2TONE ARM
BOXED .. £225
ADC ALT- 1TONEARM
£150
LINK ITTOCK LV-11
MINT/BOXED £295
SME 309
MINT £375

COMPACT DISC
MOON AUDIO ECLIPSE 2BOX CD (£5000+)
AS NEW
£2795
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT P1A/P3A/PSU
BOXED.. £1095
MARANTZ CD- 11 LE
BOXED . . £895
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£1000 TRICHORD MODS)
MINT
. £995
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO NEW KIECH)
VGC/BOXED . . £895
AVI 2000 CD PLAYER
GC . . £395
ALCHEMIST NEXUS CD
EXCLT . . £375
PRIMARE V-25 DVD 10080)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED . £595
ARCAM DIVA DV88+ DVD/110CD
MINT/BOXED . . £575
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT
FORSETTI DAC/REMOTE VOL
MINT/BOXED.. £1795
TECHNICS Z-1000PX1000 TRANS/DAC
BOXED.. £1995
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED.. £1695
THETA GEN Ill DAC Si' GLASS ETC (£6000+) .
MINT/BOXED.. £1495
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX-2HDCD/BAL/ETC
MINT/BOXED.. £1195
AUDIOMECA DAMNATON TRANSPORT
EXCLT . £575
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ (£6800)
MINT/BOXED.. £2850
EAD-1000 SERIES-3DAC ST GLASS HDCD
EXCLT . £995
PERP.TECH PA- 1DSP
BRAND NEW . . £895
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG-2PA-3
BRAND NEW
• £795
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG -2PSU
BRAND NEW
. £495
MONRIO 186 DAC/PSU
EXCLT . £375
MSB LINK DAC-3 2419.6Klu
MINT/BOXED . . £375
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSALIPLER (£1450)
MINT/BOXED . . £495
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
MINT . £325

SOLID STATE

'THE ALCHEMIST PRE AMP
THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST'MONOBLOCS ( 4)

www.hifinews.co.uk

EXCLT... £3450
EXCLT... f2750
EXCLT .
TBA

07860 511111 WEB: www.heathcoteaucho.co.uk
FicatlicoteAudio@aol.co

CLASSE CA-400 POWER/MONO (2)
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO POE
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
CLAUSE CP-60 2BOX REM.PRE
SIRIUS D-200 POWER AMP .
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
ELECRECOMPANIET ASW 220 POWER
MUSICAL FIDELITY F-22/F-15/FCD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-300
MUSIC/I. FID. A3cr PRE/ A3crPOWER
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-370 MK2
ARCAM A-85
THORELS 2000 PRE PHONO/POWER AMPS
AVI M-2000S PRE/SYSTEM REMOTE
AVI 200OM MONOBLOCS
AVI STEREO POWER AMP
BAETOLAMEO TFtANSPARENZA
DPA 505 PRE/POWER/CABLES
PLIGIUS SA-102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-5B
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE
ALOIA PST11.01 PRE/PSU
NAIM 42.5/140/NAT 101/SNAPS

VALVE AMPS

LUMLEY 120 MONOBLOCS (CHROME)
A. 191.1000 MKIII MONO'S B.PATROL MOD.
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
AUDIONOTE ZERO PRE & MONO'S
TU8E TECH.SYNERGY NO.1
JADIS ,IPS-2 (WAS £8000)
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP .
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/PHONO
MICHAELSON CHRONOS 4BOX

EXCLT
TBA
MINT/BOXED. £6250
MINT. 1
2895
MINT. £1695
MINT/BOXED. £1295
NEW/BOXED. £1095
NEW/BOXED. £1095
BOXED. £2450
MINT/BOXED £895
MINT. £1195
MINT. £1295
MINT . £495
MINT £695
MINT/BOXED £395
MINT/BOXED . £695
MINT £425
VGC . £795
MINT/BOXED. £1250
MINT. £2795
EXCLT. £2795
MINT/BOXED. £6495
MINT/BOXED. £1795
EXCLT. £1395
MINT/BOXED .
MINT/BOXED
£1895
MINT/BOXED £1250
MINT/BOXED. £1595
MINT/BOXED
£
850
MINT. £3450
EXCLT. £2995
EXCLT £2995
EXCLT £595
MINT £3995

TAPE/TUNERS

NMAMICHI DRAGON
£850
NAKAMICHI DR-2
MINT/BOXED £325
NAKAMICHI DR-3
MINT/BOXED £225
LYNX THETA TUNER
VGC £225
QUAD FM-4
MINT/BOXED £225
LEAK 1/LINE 3STEREO
£175
NAIM NAT 101
MINT/BOXED.
TBA

LOUDSPEAKERS
INFINITY SIGMA'S
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)

EXCLT £3750
MINT/BOXED £1595

DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 MK11/STANDS.
MINT/BOXED £ 995
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS (RIBBON)
MINT £750
CELESTION A-1 CHERRYWOOD
MINT/BOXED
f495
EPOS ES-14 8. STANDS
MINT £375
TRIANGLE TITUS ( 1WEEK OLD)
BOXED £275
PROAC RESPONSE-3
BOXED. £1595
PROAC STUDIO 150 (YEW)
EXCLT £995
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS ROSEWOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED. £1195
ALR.JORDAN NOTE 5 (BOBINGAWOOD)
EX.DEWBOXED. £1295
CURA CA-30 MAPLE
MINT/BOXED £895
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED £750
APOGEE CALIPERS RE-FINISHED
EXCLT/BOXED. £ 1195
APOGEE CALIPERS COM. RE BUILD
£2250
MIRAGE Mini
TBA
MIRAGE BPS-20 SUB
TBA
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK
MINT/BOXED... £3250
SNELL CMKIV
EXCLT.. £1295
AUDIONOTE ANE ROSEWOOD
£795
CASTLE AVON
EXCLT £375
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
EXCLT £650
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD
EXCLT . £495
REL STORM
GC £395
A.ENERGY.ASW FB110 SUB
NEW/BOXED £ 350
CELESTION A-6 SUB
NEW/BOXED £295
LINK SARA'S
MINT/BOXED ..
IBA

CABLE/INTERCONNECT
TOO MANY CABLES IN STOCK TO LIST HERE PLEASE RING/SEE WEBSITE
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 3.5 METRE XLR
£1450
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1.5 METRE RCA
£650
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF.1 METRE RCA
£495
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£1200)
£495
XLO 3METRE PAIR EX.DEWNEW
£225
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR
BOXED/AS NEW
£195

STANDS
SOUNDSTYLE ST-105
NEW £275
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100
NEW £250
SOUNDSTYLE XS-105
NEW £225
SOUNDSTYLE XS-100
NEW £200
COPULARE AMP STAND
f495
ELEMENTAL REF.SC2
MINT/BOXED. £1250
TARGET R-2 SILVER
£250
ATACAMA R-274
£ 149
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HICAM

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Avid, tato, PrimaLuna (valve], Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Research, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection.
Sonus Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryod
Michell, SME, Rote" Denon,
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
B&W 804 Speakers, red cherry, boxed (ex deer) £2,500 £ 1,695
B&W 805 Signature, boxed,
mint, red tiger eye
(ex dem) £2,500 £ 1,750
Meridian DSP 5000 rosewood, boxed (ex dem) £4,540 £2,295
Meridian 5000 centre, boxed (ex dem) £2,150 £ 1,195
Acustat Speakers, sub and
electron active xover
(s/hl £4,350 £1,250
Linn Classik, block, boxed
(ex dem) £1,000 £685
Rotai RSX 1055 AV amp, silver, boxed
leu-dem) £1,195 £795
Rote] RSP1066 AV Proc/pre, silver, boxed
lex-dem) £995 £695
Please contact us for afull list of ex-dem equipment.
To see our full up to date listings go to www.chansyaudio.com
NB. M Ex Dem items ore as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
toll manufactures guarantee! Offering a minimum of 2 years and up lo 5
years, depending upon the product.
Moil Order Available ..**********
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone

(
01 7771

870372 Facsimile

(
01 777)

870437

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0
Loud

Too Loud

0

Way too Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise
There is now a simple

loor may be audible too.
and effective solution - the

www.oudiolincs.com
47 LAB 4700/4706/4707

Amplifiers

The Term" of high-end hi-fi? Were C3,81X

Now £2395

ADVANTAGE S-2

Pre-amp
Dynamic yet so refined. Current model E2750 Now £ 1295

AUDIOSTATIC

Loudspeakers
Rill range, no-compromise electrostatic elegance. Indulge
yourself in unadulterated music! (05,()0)
Mint £3495

BAT VK-51 SE

Pre -amp
Fantastic musical insights, especially with the new
VK-150SE power amps. Words simply aren't enough!
I'm tempted to keep it. New £7,995
Now £3995
BAT VK-150 Valve monoblock power -amps
Authority with subtlety agiant leap for the high end.
Bought new in late summer 2004, and absolutely
unblemished. Oh, so tempting! (015,500) Now £9995

CARY 300B SE

Monoblocks

Special edition in gold/chrome. New valves

£1995

CARDAS Golden Reference Interconnects
Astonishing, we use this ourselves.

RCA lmtr £ 595

CONRAD JOHNSON PV- 14L

Pre Amp

TWo in stock, ex-dem and s/h. (£2250)

Prom £1,295

CROFT Charisma

Pre-amp

Upgraded (caps/silver) with phono stage (02700) £ 1795

CUTLOOSE AUDIO

Battery Power -amp
Production quality prototype, 15 sm0000th watts per channel.
Amazing 12 hours per charge, or run on mains direct.
Production models will be lao 04060.
This me £995

Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used

HORNING Agathon

with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the

On permanent demonstration because Irove .. with mine!
Visit http,wwwtrininghylxid.com
New £.6,300

problems

of

excess

gain

and

bring

sonic

benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The rr,St is only £ 39 pi - rpair delivered. To order, call

Rothwelh 01204366133

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
lie excellent reviews in HI-FI Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi- F, Plus and on the web at www tnt-audio corn

Loudspeakers

HORNING Perildes

Loudspeakers

Slightly smaller than the Agathon. Same majestic
soundstage, valve friendly drive (E4400)

LAVARDIN IT

Mint £2495

Integrated Amp

The giant killer EfforrieEaly dynamic and tirelessy entertaining.

=

Simply incomparable at its price.

LFD Mistrale LE

MO

Integrated Amp

Quite lovely outstanding value.

Just £495

LINN SONDEK 1212 fliampolin)

Complete

with Origin Live Ultra DC motor drive, new illustrious arm,
new Transfiguration Espirit cartridge
Mint: £2,995

LUMLEY Reference Stereo
Magic! Authoritatively musical.

Power amp
Amazing for £795

MERIDIAN GO7

CD Player
Now £ 1195

One tiny mark (not obvious) saves you filCO!

ORIGIN LIVE

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
U T UB
ES
fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-48/0 • fax ( 215) 862-4871

CaO, write,

Visit our website et:
brtp://www.futwyre.com
email: fotwyre@fotwyre.com

THE
CAME

nuicomPany
125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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llrirntables/Arms/Llp -grades

The ccmpiete professional 9aurioe!

Iti=13

PAPWORTH M200

Monoblocks
mint £2995

Demonstrably world class. Were £4995

QUAD ELS 57 Electrostatics

Loudspeakers

Rebuilt by us with all new panels in 2005.

Superb £ 1,295

QUICKSILVER ' Mono'

Monoblocks

Deliriously fluid 60 wpc with superb control.

REFERENCE 3a Dulcet

Only £995

Loudspeakers

Award winning miniatures.

IEZIECEI

TOWNSHEND

Super Tweeters
It's like giving your speakers pure oxygen. .3211Mil

UNISON S2K

Integrated

Valves again, highly reviewed Italian beauty

Only £895

USHER P303

Pre-amp
Exceptionally detailed and has the real benefit of tone
controls. Separate power supply. Boxed
Rare: £395
KTC Piel (Remote control)

Pre-amp
Incredible value with aperformance far above its price
point even when new!
Simply unbeatable at £495

KTC CDT1LE

CD Transport

High-end performance standards in all respects from
the Orelle/XTC stable! Remote, boxed.
As new: £545

GRAMIHAM (
Al) LINCOLNSHIRE
DEMO'S BY APPOINTMENT

SELL

Tel: 078 2192 5851 YOUR HI-FI
FOR WHAT
01476 591090 IT'S WORTH
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
HIGH- END REPAIRS AND SERVICE

We do it all for
alow, fixed fee

WAS NOW
PATHOS LOGOS INTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC
2750
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24/96 CD PLAYER
900
395
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD PLAYER
1195
995
ALPHASON AKROS 2 SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
60
30
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP MM/MC REMOTE
625
395
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130WPC
3690 3200
MONRIO AST ,/CD PLAYER 24/96
895
595
GAMUT COI MK2 24/96 CD PLAYER
2950 2500
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MONOBLOCKS
1150. 595
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
2350
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
425
GRAAF VENICINOUE 1NT AMP
2300 1500
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
2100
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 20S INTERGRATED AMP
1500
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70.
70WPC
3100 2700
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
2450
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE WC
770
ACCUSTICS ARTS DAC 1 32/384KHZ D/A CONVERTER
2900 2400
EXIMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/XLR INPUT
2531
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
2895 2400
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
1299
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONOTDAC
1499
AVI LAB SERIES CO PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1469
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 3SE STANDMOUNT SPKS
1200
995
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC EX DEM
1499 1350
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 10 PRE/PSU JUST SERV/CED
MOO 1200
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
999
BLUENOTE DUCALE REFERENCE QUALITY
BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
1800
BLUE NOTE BELLAVISTA SIGNITURE TURNTABLE
1900
BOSENDOFER AC7 LOUDSPEAKERS
4745
BOSENDOFER VC7 LOUDSPEAKERS
FROM 5820
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MIR PAIR
150
90
ACOUSTIC SOLID ONE TURNTABLE
2825
MONRIO MP2 POWER AMP 135 WPC
1095
795
BLACK RHODIUM POLAR ORATORIO 2 IMIR PR
697
CROFT VITA PRE AMP EX DEMO
990
795
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS EX DEM
1500 1200
CROFT DAKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
3600
CROFT GO INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
1250
NEW BLACK RHODIUM DCT HARMONY 2 1MIR PR
160
ACOUSTIC SOLID ROYAL TURNTABLE
6400
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CONCERTO 1MIR PR
225
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
ACOUSTIC SOLID SMALL WITH RB250
1270
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
2400
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
2000 1395
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
2440
TRESHOLD STASIS R 3 PRE AMP
2750
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE NEW
715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3075 2600
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3250 2600
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
2275
EAR 864 PRE AMP
1850 1475
ELAC CL 310.2 JET SPEAKERS NEW
799
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799
625
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
GAMUT 1MIR TEFLON COATED 1NTERCONECTS RCADCLR
195
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
GAMUT 03 PRE MP BALANCED IN/OUT
3430
GAMUT 0200 MK3 POWER AMP NEW 200WPC
3990
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
6100
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
600
RUSS ANDREWS 8 PLUG MAINS PURFIER/CABLE
325 . 250
HALCRO DM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
13550
HALCRO MCA70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
5100
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
795. 695
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1145
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
495
MICHELL FIR PSU DC MOTOR NEW
315
EXIMUS DP1 DAC/PRE 24/192 BALANCED CLASS A
2531
MICHELL GYRO SEARB300 ARM
1128
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
2413
CLEARAUDIO BLUEMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
695
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
655
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
GOLDRING GRI TURNTABLE CW ARM AND MM CARTRIDGE
140
CABASSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
595
450
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
2250
CASASSE 005 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
895 . 595
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1105
950
STELLO AI320 INTERGRATED AMP
1685
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1495
STELLO 5200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC EX DEM
1495 1200
GRAAF GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50WPC
3950
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6 FT LONG
125
KMBERKABLE SELECT 1METRE INTERCONNECT
1200
700
AUDIO ANALOGUE ARIA MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
495
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
1695 . 1295
BASIS OVATION TURNTABLE
4000 . 1500
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
1325
THRESHOLD STASIS 7 POWER AMP
5800
THRESHOLD 5/7000E MONOBLOCKS 600WP
4900PAIR
KIMBERKABLE TAX (
oo) TURNTABLE INTERCONNECT SME
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970 .. 970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
1570 . 1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
1970 . 1970
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
3750
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPCH8OHMS
2250
PLIN1US M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PRIMARE AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSB ALPHA 6 ACTIVE SUBWOOFEF1 AS NEW
MO . . 225
STANDS UNIQUE AV ISPEAKERS BEECH FINISH AS NEW
399 . 250
ATC CAB PRE AMP BALANCED/BOXED
750 . 525
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695
995
HUARtS PRELUDE it NEW
900 .. 550
RUARK VITA 120 ACTIVE SUB NEW
625
395
KIMBERKABLE MONOCLE XL SPK CABLE 1X4,1X2
1400. 800
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHE1SER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL IS TURNTABLE NEW
2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 . 1000
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
1615 . 1400
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
5273
WHARFENDALE AIRDALE SPEAKERS 1960 SPEAKERS .. PHONE FOP DETAILS
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT 1MIR NEW
499
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 5IMIR INTERCONNECTS NEW
149
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NAIM OWNERS DIN/DIN
109
STAX SR 007.SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2495
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
349
STAB SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
995
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
589
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
65
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T.A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo 111 MC NEW
239
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 51 MIR INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
SME V ARM BOXED
1615
895
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 1/2 METRE INTERCONNECT
THRESHOLD S300 POWER AMP
4000 . 1200
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
NEW TA/CHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP MARC INUNE PSU
699
AS ABOVE WITH THE NEVER CONNECED PSU
1198
OED Si DISCSAVER CONVERTS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
35
SAURE FULL RANGE
POA
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 13 125 MIRS NEW
45
35
KOESTU URUSHI BLACK MC CARTRIDGE VERY LOW HOURS. 2700 . 1500
MISSION RANGE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
POA
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5 SPIS CABLE AWARD WINNER
FROM f132
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 INTERCONNECT 1MIR PR
219
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
. 149

peas

-

AGENTS FOR, EAR, TRICHONS. AUDIONOTE, MICHELL, HI. STAG. LAT. ELAC, ROARK.
SME. PLINIOS BLACK RHODIUM. LYRA. SUNNIS. SED, GAMUT, ORIGIN LIVE, ORELLE,
WIREWORLD.TRANSFIGURATION, AURUM CANTUS. ACOUSTICS ARTS. HALCRO, STELLO.
CLEARAUDIO. ALMA. SHUN NOOK. CROFT 800105815E. VIRTUAL DYNAMICS.
THRESHOLD. ACOUSTIC SOLIO, BOSENDORFER
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

Open Man-Son 9am • 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax:

Mobile:
Email:..
Website

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICANI.CO.UK

HICAM.CO.UK

www.hifinews.co.uk

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

Eil

ff

o

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT,
BOUGHT, SOLD,
PART EXCHANGED
Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•harma
B AT •• Boulder
Lumley • Hovla
Pass nd
labs
•K
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP

NOW

AUDIO RESEARCH D130

2000

895

AUDIO RESEARCH V70

4000.. 1495

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2

2000... 595

ACCUPHASE DP75V

7500..

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 MK11 ROSEMAHOG

N/A.

3995
450

ATC C2 SUB

1600... 895

BAT 51SE PRE 6 MTHS OLD

7950 . 3995

BAT VKD5SE

5495 . 2495

BAT EXTRA CHANNEL FOR 6200

1175... 495

BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
BOULDER 1060 POWER EX DEM

12950 . 7995
9450.. 6495
16500

9995

BRYSTON BP25 PRE

1500.

BRYSTON BP20 PRE

1800

795
895

BRYSTON 3BSST

2200

1395

CHORD CPM3300 SILVER WITH LEGS

6500

3495

DCS DELIUS FIRE WIRE

6500

3495

DENSEN BX340 NEW

1850

995

DENSEN B200 NEW

1000 .

EAR V20

3500

1795

GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER

5000

2495

HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO EX DEM

7325

4995

HOVLAND SAPPHIRE

7000.

3495

KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO

7639.

2695

12000.

5995

MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I3 MONTHS OLD

4333.

2995

MERIDIAN M60C BLACK

1000 .

MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA SACD

4000

MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA DAC

1200..

KRELL FPB 400CX

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CD
NAIM 500 s/n 179450/177734

800.
12350

595

495
2495
695
395
7995

NAIM NBL BEECH s/n 159946

7500.

3995

NAIM 252 s/n193419

4265.

3195

NAIM S/CAP2 s/n196744

2885 . 2145

NAIM CDX2 s/n206916

2800.. 1995

NAIM CDX2 s/n209469

2800 . 1995

NAIM 82 s/n 102930

2600.. 1195

NAIM FLATCAP s/n

N/A... 250

NAIM 180 s/n 106985

1220... 495

NAIM SBL BLACK s/n 097689

2700... 695

NAIM 102 s/n 151705

1210... 495

NAIM SNAXO 3-6 S/n 187399

829..

PATHOS LOGOS 3 MONTHS OLD

395

2850.. 1995
550.

395

SONUS FABER GRAVIS SUB

REL STAMPEDE BLACK 2 MONTHS OLD

1100.

695

SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA

1500

TANNOY DIMENSION 8

4000.

TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED

2300

395

T AND A TALLIS 5.1

2200

1295

VPI TNT HRX NEW

9250.

5995

VPI SUPER SCOUTMASTER NEW

4750

2995

VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO PIANO BLACK

8000

3995

18000

7995

5000

1995

NEW UNUSED

WADIA 270/27IX
WADIA 850

695
2295

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246

brighton
11 -4ti exchange
01424 201 157
07734 436 180

we are the south coasts
leading stockists of
quality new, used
and ex-dem Hi -Fi
eqs.ipment.

daveehifiguy.co.uk

wiE
anywhere in the
country to pick up
or deliver your
eqt. iprnent.

www.hifiguy.co.uk

website updated daily!

just In
£900
£2,950
£1,900
£700
POA
£P0A
£450
£750
£4500

BAT VK3i PREAMP WITH REMOTE
CANA.RY AUDIO CA303 MONOBLOCKS
CARY CAD300 SIGNITURE SE AMPS
CARY SLP 50 PREAMP
MERIDIAN DSP5500 SPEAKERS
MERIDIAN DSP5COOC [CENTRE]
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT
MUSICAL FIDELITY M250 MONOS
TANNOY CANTERBURY'S

£2.300
£8.000
15.500
£ 2.500
£N/A
LN/A
£900
£ 1300
£9500

Current
AIRTIGHT ATM 2[SUPERBAMPLIFIER]
ALON MK4s
APOGEE DUETA SIGS
AUD1ON QUATRO VALVE MONOBLOCKS[4BOX]
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120. MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100
AUDIO STATIC 5s [new]
AUDIO STATIC 4s ELECTROSTATICS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE AMP
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE[DAC PRE]
AVID DIVA/RB300[MINT BOXED]
B&W NAUTILUS 801s
BATVK 60
BEARD P35 MK2 POWERAMP
BEARD CA35 PREAMP
CADENCE AN1NA SPEAKERS[NEW]
CAT )1, IMONOBLOCKS
CAT ULTIMATE PREAMP
CAT ULTIMATE PRE
CLASSE CAV I
SO 6CHANNEL POWERAMP
CLEARAUDIO MASTER REFERENCEIMASTERTQ IARM
CONRAD JOHNSON I
6LS PREAMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 3A.'MONOS
EXPOSURE SUPER 15 INTEGRATED
GAMUT CD2
GOERTZ AG3 DIVINITY SPKR CABLE 4metres X2
GRAHAM MODEL 2TONEARM[boxed as new
INNERSOUND M300 POWERAMP
JM LABS COBALT 807 SPEAKERS
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA. MK2[BOXED AS NEW]
KRELL FPB300
UNN SONDEK LP I
2/ITTOK/ASAK
LINN SONDEK LP12/ITTOK/KHARMA
LINN SONDEK LP12/BAS1K PLUS
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE POWERAMP
MARANTZ CD23[VERY RARE]
MARANTZ MA23 MONOBLOCKS @PRE[BOXED AS NEVV]
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
MARANTZ CD 12
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
MC INTO&-IMA 6850 INTEGRATED
MUSE 18 SUBWOOFER[with actve :ards]
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
NAIM NAIT 3INTERGRATED
NAIM 10 I
/SNAPS PSU
PASS LABS ALEPH 4POWERAMP
PASS LABS XI50 POWERAMP
PLINIUS ODEON 5CHANNEL AMP
DS AUDIO CLASSIC 250 POWERAMP
QUAD 989
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOS
SIMON YORK MODEL 8
SONIC FRONTIERS CDI TRANSPORT
SONUS FABER MUSICA. INTERGRATED AMP
SPENDOR LS35A SPEAKERS[ I OHM]
SPI,ALBATURNTABLE
TOM EVANSTHE VIBE/PULSE PSU
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 6M PAIR
VTL 85 VALVE POWERAMP
VVADIA 7&9 CD TRANS AND DAC[4 BOX PLAYER]

£3,250
£8.000
£1,200
£ 3.500
£1,500
£ N/A
£1,800
£5.000
£2,400
£8.000
£2,995
£14.000
£9,995
£ 38.000
£2.700
£ 5.995
£2,000
£1.000
£3,250
£ 5.550
£1,500
£4,000
£1,200
£3,000
£1,100
£3.000
£850
£1.400
£3,750
£8,500
£1,700
£4.500
£450
ÉN/A
£300
LN/A
£1,900
£4,500
£6,995
£30,000
£2,995
£ 6.500
£2,950
£ 6.500
£1,500
£ 3.600
£6,000 £ 14,000
£2,850
£8.000
£7,995 £ 16,000
£295
£800
£1,500
£ 3.000
£1,000
£ 5.000
£1,100
£ 1.900
£1,500
£3,500
£350
£700
£3,500
£ 7,500
£3,400
£8.000
£625
LN/A
ÉN/A
£595
£450
£ N/A
£650
£ 2.450
£1,900
£5,000
£1,500
£ 3,500
£1,200
£ 2.800
£1,200
£ N/A
£1,700
£4,500
£1,500
£ 3,500
£1,500
£ 3,500
450
£ 1.500
£295
£ 1,200
£325
£ N/A
£495
£ N/A
£1,995
£ 5.500
£1,800
13,750
£3,200
£4.000
£1,800
£ 4.500
£2,995
£5.500
£2,200
£4.400
£2,995
£4,250
£2,500
£ 7.000
£1,500
£ 2,995
£550
LN/A
£7,000 £ 15.000
£3,250
£4.800
£1,000
£ 3.200
£850 '_' 1.850
£5,995
£24.000

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

Acoustic Zen

Audience lAudio Valve

Border Patrol lBoLlder

I

Cabbase

Clear Audio lGamut lGraham

BAT

CAT

I Halcro

J

CEC
Hpvland

I Oracila IPass Labs IPlinius
PS Audio
Reference 3A
Rcgue Audio IS.PJ Record Players ITransfiguration IVincent

Lavadin
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Heatherdate
Oaudio limited

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi- fi by enthusiasts
We think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop.
why not pop in, visit our web- site or call us and see if
you agree
Special offers
Below is asmall selection of some of our ex demonstration
and pad exchanged special offers. For more information and
plintos of most Items please see our website.
Turntables & Phono Stages
Audio note TT1 turntable. Ex dem

Was

Heybrook 112, Rega RB300 & Sumiko BPS

30C
155

Exposure 2010 CD player in silver. Ex dem
Rega Planet cast case version
Marantz 01/8300 SACD/CD/DVD-A. Ex dem

1.100

775

600

455

500

295

1500

875

600

425

Tuners
Talk Electronics Li. htnin. 1.1 tuner
Am. Wien
Bryston BP20 & 3PST pre & power amplifier

1856

Chord CPA2200/SMP600 Pre/Power

5295

3795

Consonance Reference 1.1 valve line pre

2,495

1.995

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black

600

455

Exposure XXI remote controlled line level pre

650

Icon LA3 valve line level pre amplifier

450

Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

900

Magnum ASO monoblocks. Factory modified
Marantz PM6010 K.I.Signature in goid. New

695
1,200

500

Rega Eles integrated with MM phono stage
615

485

Sugden AmpMaster stereo power amplifier

698

395

3,000

1,500

B&W DM601S2 speakers

250

125

B&W P4 speakers in black. Marked.

675

180

Tube Tech Seer/Unisi s valve pre/pewer,

Beauhorn B2 Gold. AID driver & Vibraplinth

2.895

BC Acoustique Tibre in cherry. ex dem

890

730

Castle Richmond 3. New , in Black Ash

280

200

Epos M12 speakers in dark cherry.

500

300

JM Labs Electra 906 speakers in grey/rose

675

Omega full range Fostex based speaker

2.000

1,100

ProAc Studio 125 in Maple. Ex dem

1.000

655

ProAc Tablette 2000 in natural Oak

650

495

Quad 11L in Birds Eye Maple. Ex dem

380

295

Rega Alya speakers in Maple

398

275

Revolver R33 speakers in Maple/Grey
Rethm ' Second Rethm' serious Lowther hom
Tannoy R2 in Cherry

500

370

7.000

3.999

350

175

1.500

875

2.500

1,475

330

250

Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch powel amp_1.050

650

Henley WR5 hoe tier rack. Ex display

225

Vienna Mozart in Gloss black li.htl

marked

Home Cinema
Denon DVD-A1 their flagship DVD player
Nad T532 OVO player New
i.r nrr
• • f.oxa.iy iii.

300

Rega 4 tier rack suitable for cast case range

90

Target 171 one tier amplifier stand

40

ACCESSORIES
We stock a wide range of accessoires to cater for the needs o'
ever),enthusiast
-Cones etc frost Michell. RDC Something Solid & Nordost
-Turntable dus; covers from Michell ani. Clearcover
-Range ot LP s held in stork iinclininin HIFI News Testdiscl
-Hill Plus magazine stockists
'Isolation platforms from Voodoo Something Solid ROC
-LP tweaks horn Ringmat Verdier Last Zerostat Shure
'Mains items tr,ir Isol-8 ! sr:nett Power Wrap MusicWorks
-CD tweaks fro n Audroprisin Statmat Bedini
-Antistatic LP rims tilt`inCt, I
I
0111 Nagaona. Goldring & Maher
-Record cleaning products, machines and cleaning service
Please see our website fee our full range of accessones
NOTEWORTHY DIY
-Stoetiut superb range of Valve amoral& kits starting from
£395
-139A & LIX4 va ve bases
-Lowther drive units
-PFIY-liP drive .inits
-Wonder Solder
-Eichmann phano and 4rnm plugs
-Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
-Inca Gold plated mains plug
-DeoxIT/Pro Gold contact cleaner
-Unsleeved 0 5min Pure Silver wire
-Voodoo pure silver plated 4min plugs
-Silver plated ploonoplugs sockets and binding posts
Visit www notewcythyaudio co uk/dry for.hirther details or call
to receive a copy of our DIY tweelder

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
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> VISATON

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS

LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

£2795
£8500
£595

fee*

,.SOLEN

£ 595
£495
£12,500
£ 1,495
£ 1,395

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

AMPLIFIERS
Krell 250a/3 3- channel Amp
Mark Levinson ML 432 Amp

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949

£ 1995
£ 4750

Email. soleriesolen.ca
Web: vvvvvv.solen.ca

Mackintosh MC2000 limited edition Amp Boxed/Mini/Rare £ 8995
Parasound HCA 1206 6Channel Amp
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
Spectral DMC 12 line Pre Amp,
DMA 90 Power Amp with MIT Speaker Cable
and Interconnect ( boxed, mint)
Parasound RCA 1000a Power Amp
Musical Fidelity A3.2 CR Power Amp
Mark Levinson ML 336 Power Amp
(cost new £9.995)
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300tes.
Brand new ( retails £28,000)
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4,000)
Advantage Integrated Amp
CD

PLAYERS

6

£ 1595
£5,495

£4,995
£ 345
£ 595

Absolute Demos

£4,495

£15,000
£2,950
£1,495

Gamut CD / 1R CD player
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transpon. Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU

O

£1995
£1695
£3,995
£895

MISCELLANEOUS
IS Audio powerplant mains conditioner
Krell Home Theatre Standard Processor
CZ gel Balanced interconnects

CO

CO

TRANSPORTS

Sony SCD1 CD / SACD player

£ 1695
£ 2995
£ 250

Research Kaleidoscope phase II balanced interconnects £250
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair ( ex demo)
£ 450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair ( ex demo) . . £ 695
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£ 25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) .. £ 17.50
Selection of AudioTekne Tables and accessories
at unbeatable prices..
Phone for details
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARIIIS
SME V Gold plated tonerarm mint/boxed
£ 1.495
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new. retails £ 1,500)
£ 995
Project 6.9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£ 425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2.995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge ( as new)
£2,750
Dynavector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge
(as new, retails £2,900)
£ 1,995
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £ 550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS- Al with rotary headshell
(as new. retails £ 850)
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

C°

O

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
£265.00
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier
£219.00
Audio research VT100 MKIII - Valve Amplifier
£4650.00
Audio research 150.2 - Class Tdigital amplifier
C1494.00
Audio research 150.M5 Class T5ch digital amplif ier C4025.00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
f699.00
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
f650.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
f1099.0
Copland CVA 535- 5X125W amplifier
C1700.00
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
( 899.00
Krell KAV250P - Preamplifier £ 1499.00
Krell KPS 25&c-Preamplifier/CD player CAST2 £ 18995.00

Krell KSL - Preamplifier
f800.00
+ Martin Logan Odyssey- Electrostatic Loudspeakers f4700.00
• Martin Logan Ouest - Electrostatic Loudspeakers
f24C0.00

E Martin Logan Script - Electrosatic Loudspeakers £ 1225.00
o Mcintosh C200 - 2chassis Preamplifier £42C0.00
• Mcintosh MC2000 - Ltd. edition Valve Amplifier
£ 000.00

4

Mcintosh
McIntosh
Mcintosh
• McIntosh
LY.)
• PS Audio
CO

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD

Tel:

.4.

z Wilson Audio System 6 - Loudspeakers Cashmere £ 12500.00
t7 Wilson Audio Witt It Loudspeakers Black
f5400.00
Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer
f1850.00
no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

'
I
"

,
.4111/

Premier Audio
EigyLagmonntrating
lks Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transpon, Plinius CD Lad &

250 Fouet', Verity Fidel° & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
'Room Li

Isotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Amu, Audio Syrithisis, Kora Pm & Power, Pink
Triangle CD' Amp. Martin Logan Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici F.otopMent Stand, Isotek Sub Station PIS

'vnli,i Ss n1111-4, - .4rrilin Inn - Andio AM ,

Evenings
,••••
/

CR16 - Multizone control system
£2299.00
MC58 - Amplifier
£ 1719.00
MC202 - Amplifier
£ 1999.00
MHT100 - Home theatre processor
£3199.00
Ultralink II - DAC
f989.00

• PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
f1999.00
.13
Soma Faber Concerts.) Home Loudspeakers £399.00
CO Theta Digital David II - CO/OVO Drive
f2999.00
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver £2900.00
= Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black
£5499.00

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply,

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

- USED BY THE

MOST DISCRIMINATING

PR E- A M PS

N OTEWORTHY A UDIO
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

> SEAS

SPEAKERS

VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury. Bucks. HP20 2LH.

PEERLESS

> SILVER FLUTE

ATC Active 20/2 speakers
£ 2750
Audio Physics Tempo Speakers ....
£ 795
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £ 7.000)
£4,450
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£ 275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Thiel CS6 Speakers Rosewood finish
(superb condition, retails £ 8,500)
£4,495
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £ 5,700)
£2,950
Tannoy 15" HPD drivers with cross overs
£ 395
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails £ 35.000)
£16,995

Mark Levinson ML32 Ref, Pre Amp with phono
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
Nalm NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
loft LBPA-5 Line level Pre Amp
Audio Note M8 Pre amp with phonostage
(brand new, retails £ 19,500)
Audio Research SP14 Pre- amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

Rose Scion 2 box integrated. Ex dens

>

> SCAN- SPEAK

> VOLT

215
375

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

99CDP CD player,99 pre Amp,

ATC SCA2 pre Amp Mint

498

> LPG

909 power Amp Boxed & Mint £ 1750

250

Rega Mata 2000 power amp in Silver Ex dem

> ETON
> FOSTEX

QUAD SYSTEM

CD Pis ers
Audio Note CD-T1 transport Ex den

> AUDAX

Main dealer for
Tanta)) ,Prestige Speakers

375

Linn Basik with Basik LVX atm marked lid

> ATC

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page 11111P hifbeeren corn

Now

499

DRIVERS:

bora - Plimus
VISA .

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Siltech - - HDA - Pink

riangle

1, id ' Turntables - Project • ° moron - Vanden hall - Minage
T/x iwi come

dmonsrration

ljoodserecrion of SAfand

We are 1OrninsJ 39 - MI
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

www.hifinews.co.uk

A

Award Winning Retailers...

Audi
AudiO .
Audio -

kers Hi- Fi

Castle_
Cyrus
KEF
Marantt

The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

Meridian :‘
Micheff
Nkt Aco

bQuality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10.000

Monitor

le Widest choice in the area

Monrio

bIndependent advice

te Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

Morduan

Over 35yrs experience. bQualified staff

NAD
Nordos

Comfortable dem rooms

Opera

I Main road location

Origin L

le Insurance estimates

Ortofcn

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby
bService Dept.

Pathos

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit'

Pickeiin

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)

Primare

Delivery & installation

Pro-Ac

only 20% deposit
subject to status

lb Part Exchange

Project '•

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

QUAD

Visa. Access, Switch etc.

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Roksan
Shantung
SME

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ

Sugden

01904-629659

Tannoy

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

TEAC
Trichord
Unison R
Van Den
Wharfed

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

Yamaha

"If music be the food of love, play on...
(Willliam Shakespeare - Twelfth Night)

If you love your music, you'll play it
through Beauhom loudspeakers
Single- driver horns give the clarity, dynamics
and imaging of electrostatics. But they're
easy for valve amplifiers to drive. And the
unique styling of the Beauhorns shows that
these are not run- of- mill conventional
speakers, but hand crafted objects of beauty
as wel as unrivalled music reproducers.
If you know what live instruments sound like,
you'll want nothing else
Find out why Beauhorn users enjoy their
Istening so much - just ask for a
demonstration

Beauhorni,,
website: www.beauhom.com email: infon(Cbeauhom.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888

Hi-FiN...
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01376 521132
07709 260221

S Mgg e

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.tik
BY APPOINTMENT ONL1

Chelmsford, Essex

www.sound-stage.co.uk

CROYDON'S
KIMBERLEY
AUDIO 84 VISUAL
352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON CRO 7AF

TEL: 0208 654 1231 / 2040

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

• QUALITY HIFI SYSTEMS

ROOMS
• HOME DELIVERY
• CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
• QUALITY SERVICE FROM OUR

CABLES & TABLÉS

& HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT

• COMFORTABLE LISTENING

Analogue

Dynavector XVI s200hrs S/H
EAR The Head MC Transformer S/H
Heed Ouazar 2box MC:MM Phono stage new
Krell KPE Reference. PSU S/1-1
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi S Turntable Nevi& Boxed
Roksan Xerxes
rS1/Alphason HRS100 S/H
SME 20/2A Turntable S/1-1
SME 30/A Turntable S/16
Triplannar Series VI Tonearm S/H
Transfiguration Temper MC 600Hrs S/H
Tesserac Taada MULIAC Phono Stage S/H
Audio Analogue Bean, Remote Preamplifier X-demo
Audio Research LS16 Preamplifier
Bryston BP25 Preamplifier, balanced silver. remote
Convergent Audio Technologies SL1 Reference S/H
Electrocomparset EC4R Balanced Preamplifier S/H
Hovland HP1OOMC Preamplifier S/H
Krell < CT Preamplifier S/H
Nairn Supercap Power supply 1995 S/H
Mark Levinson No380 Preamplifier S/H
Raga Cursa Preamplifier Black xdemo
Spectral DMC 30s Reference Preamplifier S/H
Spectral DMC15 Preamplifier S/H

Amplifiers

Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers Xdemo
Audio Research VT60 Re Valved S/H
Audio Research VT2C0 Mkil Valve Power Amplifier S/H
EAR 509 MK1 ( huge amount spent/S/H
ECS EA1 Mono AmMifieis / pair)
Jeff Rowland Mode110 Power Amplifier S/H
Musical fidelity A1000 SM
Krell FPB750mcx Mono Amplifiers S/H
Nairn NAP180 S/H
Red Rosa Sprit Integrated x-demo
Rega Maia Power amplifier Black mdemo

Loudspeakers

SOUTH LONDON'S DEALER

• MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS

Accuphase DP77V CO/SACO player mdemo
Audio Synthesis DAS Decade.22bit Single Ended S/H
dCS Elgar 24/192 1998 Version ( non-firewire) S/H
dCS Verdi Transport latest software S/H
Denser, Beat400, x-demo
Mark Levinson 31.5/30.6 2 Box Ultimate CO S/H
Mark Levinson No3605 DAC S/H
Meridian 008 CD S/H
Naim Audio CD3 S/H
Primare V10 CO/OVO Player mdemo
Sugder. CD21 Graphite S,H
TAG Mclaren CDT2OR Transport S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Theta Fro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H

Preamplifiers

AMPLIFICATION

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL

Digital

SPEAKERS

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
MUSE MODEL THREE PRE AMPLIFIER BLACK BOXED SUPERB
£895
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE INTEGRATED PHONO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB £399
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£549
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
CYRUS Illi INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED AND SUPERB
£249
DENON DVD5000 OVO PLAYER BLACK IMMACULATE(NEW £1600)
£499
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
EPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE
£329
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT
£599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£399
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND
£649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER 1110K TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£1295
£695
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
LINN SARA 9BI-WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
£499
LINN SONDER LP12 VALHALLA BASIK K9 AFRO BOXED VGC
£499
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£995
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£795
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM SNAXO 362N IMMACULATE BOXED 2004 MODEL
£599
NAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 x2BLACK FRONT 1988 LOVELY CONDITION BOXED
£1595
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
AUDIOLAB 8000A GREY CASE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£179
PRIMARE 020 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£495
PROCEED AVP AUDIONIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC-3, DTS, THX,DPL ( NEW £4700)
£1495
PROCEED MDT MODULAR OVO TRANSPORT (NEW £5500)
£2495
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB
£279
ARCAM ALPHA CD PLAYER BOXED AND SUPERB
£129
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE £995
REGA PLANET CD PLAYER CAST CASE BOXED SUPERB
£199
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK, RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279
RUARK REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKER STANDS SILVER BUT DISCOLOURED HENCE
£229
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£289
ROKSAN L1 5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2295
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£1495
RUARK TALISMAN II ROSEWOOD FLOORSTANDERS
£449
RUARK TEMPLAR 2CHERRY FULLY VENEERED LOUDSPEAKERS SUPERB
£349
THORENS TO 160 SUPER BLACK/SME 3009 IMPROVED
£259
THRESHOLD MODEL FET ONE 8 S/150 STASIS PRE/POWER AMPS SILVER
£695
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD
£ 1295
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995

ATC Active 10 SL xdemo
ATC SCM7 Cherry mdemo
ATC SCM50 ASL Active Loudspeakers Birds Eye Maple S/H
JM Lab Micro Utopia Anigre with Stands S/H
JM Lab Mini Utopia Centre Aniore S/H
JM Lab Sib XL > 5Grey S/H Lumley reference2 Signatures Mahogany S/h
Nairn Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
Peak Consult Incognito Rosewood xdemo
ProAc CC1 Response Centre Speaker Black Ash S/H
Quad ESL 63 Brown just serviced with stands S/H
Raga ELA Cherry Xdemo
Spendor SP1 with Stands Walnut S/H
Sonus Faber Guaneri Homage Siff
Sonus Faber SignurrVStonewood Stands S/H
Sonus Faber Concertino Home. Walnut xdemo
Sonus Faber Concerto Home. Walnut mderno
Sonus Faber Ironwood Stands. Walnut. adjustable xr
demo
Sonus Faber Leather Stands, fixed height. xdemo

Cables and Accessories

Alphason Concept 3tier Rack SI1
Alphason Concept 4tier rack S.H
Gerdes Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Cogan Hall Intermezzo EMD 0.75m RCA S/H
Madrigal MDC1 1m AES/EBU 110ohm Digital Cable new boxed
Mane Acoustics Add on Table S/H
Mana Acoustics Reference Table S/H
Mandrake 1.0m Silver/Gold RCA Interconnect S/H
Nordost SPM 2x2m Speaker cable Biwired S/H
Nordost Valhalla 2x5m Speaker cable Biwired S/H
Sennheiser HD565 Headphones S/H
Siltech HF9G3B AESEBU digital 1m S/H
Tara Labs.RSC 1800 Prime 2x4rn Speaker cable Bi wired
Sound Organisation 4Tier in Glass S/H
SoundsFantory Tripod system 6tier modular S/H
Spectral MH-750 10ft Spker cable xr
demo
Spectral MH-750 2011 Speaker cable ademo
Spectral MI- 330 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x-demo
Spectral MI 330 311 Interconnect RCA- RCA S/H
Spectral MI 350 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA xdemo
Target TT2 Turnatable Stand S/h
Transparent Audio Music Wave . Bi wire 2x8ft S/H
Vdh CD102MKIII 2x4m balanced S/H
Wireworld Equinox 3.. 3m pair apeaker cables S/H

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Aiwa F770 3head cassette deck S/H
Magnum Dynalab MD1067 4 months old
Moth Record Cleaner Mitt ( cover and case Included) S/H
Rega radio 3Silver Xdemo
Tice Solo Powerline Enmarcar S/H
Tice Solo AV Power Conditioner Sill

7600
3000
8500
7999
1295
26000
7500
2250
980
795
1099
1500
6290
2990

4999
1499
2999
3999
979
12499
2999
1899
399
499
649
749
1999
995

2900
N/A
550
2487
N/A
N/A
5537
12905
3500
1950
1199

1699
399
395
1299
1399
599
3799
7999
1999
799
499

625
2999
1800
6500
N/A
5495
9989
2390
4999
598
7600
4800

499
1799
695
1799
499
2999
5998
1350
2499
429
4999
3250

1050
1999
9998
N/A
6500
7300
1500
28900
1189
1000
548

729
995
6999
1799
3999
3299
849
17995
499
649
399

1650
499
7999
3999
1999
100
4500
875
7500
599
N/A
7r19
1200
5398
1750
599
999
480
310

1199
375
3999
1699
999
650
1499
499
5799
299
1499
579
299
3495
950
420
699
339
220

N/A
H/A
550
N/A
420
300
500
1250
2199
8400
199
230
1500
400
369
1050
2100
8G0
500
1400
N/A
769
309
1199

149
179
375
199
199
179
349
399
799
4999
99
169
499
129
149
599
1199
499
329
799
49
429
149
399

N/A
3600
599
398
N/A
N/A

99
2999
250
279
299
299

Midland Audio Xchange are looking for Audio Research. Krell,
Mark Levinson. Naim Audio. SME. Wadia,
WWW.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

EXPERIENCED STAFF
Stockists of. ARCAM, ATC, BOSE,

DENON, KEF, LEXICON,

LINN, MISSION, NAD, NAIM AUDIO, PIONEER, PRIMARE,
PROJECT, PURE, QED, QUAD, REL, ROKSAN, SENNHEISER,
TEAC,

TUBE

TECHNOLOGY,

VIENNA

ACOUSTICS,

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA AND PRODUCTS FROM HITACHI,
JVC, LOEWE, PANASONIC, SONY & TOSHIBA
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t.01562 731100 f.01562 730228 m.07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD
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turntable world!

•

30b Larchfield st, Darlington - 01325 241888
or e-mail us... news@turntableworld.co.uk

The biggest and best analogue dem selection in the north
Turntables
Clearaudio
Cartridges
Audio Technica
Michell
Dynavector
Nottingham Analogue
Goldring
Origin Live
Grado
Project
Lyra
Wilson Benesch
Ortofon
Sumiko
Tonearms
GFC Hadcock
Transfiguration
Michell
Wilson Benesch
Moth
Nottingham Analogue
Stages
Graham Slee
Origin Live
Proj_ect
SME
Tom Evans
Wilson Benesch
Trichord Research
Accessories
Protective sleeves. Record Cleaning Machines. Platter Mats, Wail shelves.

•

Carbon Fibre Brushes. Stylus Pressure Gauges. Stylus cleaner. etc etc
Used Items

Over 50 used items by the following great names
Alchemist. Alphason. Audiolab. EAR, Chord. Garrard, Hadcock, Linn.
Logic. Michell. Monrio. Mission. Musical Fidelity. MTM. NAIM,
Origin Live. Odyssey. Pink Triangle. Project. Rega. Rotel. Roksan,
Thorens. Transcriptors. and more by the time you read this!

Trade Ins
Why us

Helping you to make the right upgrade at the right price is our speciality
We probably have the widest experience of working with turntables in

,

theLIK and have over 100 fully working models for servicing info etc

hifisound

30b Larchfield st, Darlington, DL3 7TE
01325 241888 or email news@hifisound.co.uk

We are proud to announce that we have been appointed stockists for

USHER AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS
AND

CHORD CABLES... PAY US A VISIT!
Ali! Njoe Tjoeb
Arcam
Audiolab
Advantage
Micromega
Quad
Resolution Audio
Rotel
SAT
Teac
Quad
Audiolab
AVI
Audio Research
B&W
Amphion
Meadowlark
PMC
Quad

Valve co - 6 months old boxed. remote
CD827 - nr mint, boxed, remote
800000M/DAC - nr mint
COIS - nr mint. black superb. elk new!
CD3 and BS2 - nr mint, boxed, remote
99CDP - nr mint. boxed
Opus 21 - nr mint, crated 2 boxer, just a year old
RCD991AE - nr mint. boxed
CDFix - nr mint boxed, in silver
DV50 - nr mint boxed, under a year save over £2k!!!
Upgradeable to current spec
67/66/66/606 - ex, sought after combo with system remote
8000P - ex. boxed
SC2000MM - ex pair monoblocks
LS7 - ex. bargain intro to the high end
80153 Matrix - vgc, last of the pre Nautilus
Xenon - nr mint. boxed
Shearwater Hotrod - ex, boxed reduced to
FBI - nr mint, boxed. cherry
ESL63 - nr mint. black rosewood. just back from Quad service. boxed

279
399
779
1199
899
699
1799
399
699
2399
1449
399
699
699
1999
1399
999
799
1299
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Definitive Audio creates aquality of musical experience
that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy
is unique and our results are celebrated the world over.
We use aselection of the most artful and ingenious
creations, including the emotionally persuasive and
sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers
and Living Voice loudspeakers.
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ITEMS TO SELL? CALL US - WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE COMMISSION SALES TOO!

definitive audio
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New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock.
Sale of part exchanged and ex dom items

Sale

Living Voice Avatar 1 - cherry

New

£ 1900 £2700

Living Voice Auditorium - cherry - bruised but nice

£ 800 £ 1700

Living Voice Auditorium - maple - 12 months

£ 1100 £ 1700

Art Audio Quintet integrated - 6 months - hair- shirt, single input joy

£ 2400 £ 3100

Art Audio Concerto power ( 6550) - old bird but serviced and happy

£ 1600 £ 3800

Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type £ 3000 £ 4000
Eastern Electric Mini Max pre- amp - new. boxed - compact, quality cube £ 400 £ 800
AudioNote ( UK)

Ltd

PZero pre * monos

£ 500

Audio Reseach Reference 600 monos - very powerful and very heavy

£ 10000t30000..

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck

£ 700 £ 1080

Nottingham Analogue lnterspace

Living Voice Mystic Mat
RB300 r- Living Voice Mystic Mat

£ 500

£ 860

Ruark Crusader II - black - OK condition tweed jacket styla
Sugden Masterclass integrated - nearly new

£ 800 £ 1900
£ 2500 £ 3300

AVI 02000 M1 integrated amp

£400 £ 1000

Border
Border

Patrol
Patrol

S20 - mahogany - power amp - 6 months

£ 5900 £ 7300

P21 - mahogany - integrated - 11 months

£ 3800 £4800

Canary 608 ( blue) line integrated - great sound for low dough

£ 1900 £ 3000

Canary 303 ( 110v1 - new - fillet mignon
£ 3800 £ 7200
Canary 309 - very nearly new - beef wellington
£ 4800 £ 10000
Canary 801 [ 110v1 line pre- amp - lemon torte
Cyrus CD8 CD Player - 2 years old

£ 2500 £4500
£ 600 £ 1000

Cyrus DAC X - 1month old - perfect
Cyrus PSX - Black - 1month old - 2 pieces

£ 900 £ 1100

each

£ 300

£400

Monitor Audio Studio 15 in rosewood ( Sept 93)
£ 500 £ 700
Chord DAC 64
£ 1100 £ 1900

Aloia pre- amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK
Thomas Sheu turntables ( 80mm platter with 12" arm)
(50mm platter with 9" arm)
Sugden A21a - titanium - classic integrated
Audio

Innovations

2nd Audio 2A3 Monos - aclassic

Kimber Select inter- connect - 0.75m - new - in elaborate plastic box

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

£ 1000 £ 2800
ring for details
£ 600 £ 1050
£ 1000
£ 250

£ 500

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
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The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

07813-136-321 EGJ171
Wilson Witts finished in piano black (£8888)

Levinson 331 power amp, 95 model, 100 watt into

Meridian DSP5000 MRK1 loudspeakers also

£2900 ono, Theta Data Basicl1CD (£2397) £ 900

8ohm 200 into 4ohm, manual but no box, vgc £ 750

Meridian 500 CD Transport System. In mint

ono, Theta Pro Geny DAC (£ 1145) £600 ono,

Tel: Craig 020 8905 1621 fHJ14]

condition with original boxes, instructions, cables

manuals Tel: 01372 450969 fGJ171

and remote control. Genuine enquiries only Tel
01383 413695 or 07971 632162 EGJ171

427777 [ NJ]

Shan Shimna speakers with matching stands £ 160,
Theta Davidl1CD/DVD transport, excellent

Croft Super Micro AMK4 valve MM preamp £ 300,

condition £ 1500,worth it for the CD replay alone.

Sound Factory Tripod stands, three shelves £40, Tel:

Avalon Eidolan speakers in unmarked cherry wood

Mark Levinson Proceed AVP1, av pre-amp, excellent

Alex on 02380 225239 or email:

finish £ 12500 (£23000) Tel: 01797

condition £ 1000. Tel 07773 374508 or 01538

apm@noc.soton.ac.uk fF1J141

253073/07801 837927 [ GJ17]

399347 fGJ17]

Kimber Select KS3033 15ft pr Reference Copper

Sansui CA-3000 pre amp and BA-3000 power amp,

Samuel Johnson ppa 100 & pca 100 pre/power

speaker cable complete with Pelican box and

also interested in Yamaha NS- 1000M speakers, only

amplifiers £ 1695 the pair (£4700), Pathos TT

terminated with WBT0645 banana plugs 12

mint or near mint. Tel: 01327 855454 ( eve).

integrated class Ahybrid amp with phono section

months old, excellent condition, as new (£2200)

Karl.holtey@btinternet.com EGJ17]

£1895 (£3250), Wadia 301 CD player £ 2250

Spendor S3e speakers, rosenut £485 (£ 795),

£1250 inc. carriage, Atacama R724 silver speaker

(£3650) Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) 11-1K171

stands (£ 250) £ 125 Tel: 01772 721114/07899

Theta Carmen CD/DVD Transport, £ 1500, Copland

828232 fGJ17]

CTA305 Preamp and CTA520 Power, £ 1300, Sonus

Martin Logan SL3 electrostatic speakers £ 1000

Faber Signum speakers and Stonewood stands,

(£3300), mana stands £ 100, Harmonitech Pro9 8ft
biwire speaker cable £300 (£800), Bryston 7BST

Revox B77 Mk11, Koetsu with diamond counterliver,

£850, all immaculate and boxed. Growing family, no

top of the range, silver cables, again hand made,

time! Tel:Simon 07711 912094,

500watt mono amps, long warranty £ 1400 ( 3600),

probably the best in the world Tel: Tue-Thur 07802

email:simonrilot@yahoo.co.uk ( Richmond, Surrey)

pair Elrod EPS-3S amp power cables us

843769 7-8pm [GJ17]

EGJ17]

plug/adapters £800 ( 1600), all mint condition Tel:
020 8850 6287 evenings tH..1191

Michell Gyrodeck £ 550, SME IV £ 595, Michell

Bryston 4BSST, black, 18yr warranty, £ 1600, Rel

Alecto stereo £ 550, Michell Orca £695, Musical

Q400E £380, Cyrus ACA7.5 balanced preamp,

Fidelity Xcan V3 £ 120 (£ 250), Nordost blue

black £380, Nordost Solar interconnects £40,

ESL 57 speakers, £825 ono Tel: John 020 8325

Heaven 0.5m £ 50, Red Dawn 11.0m £ 140 Tel:

speaker leads £ 140, everything mint, boxed,

0860 ( Beckenham) EHJ141

01202 381413 fGJ17]

receipts, Essex, email: p_vantage@yahoo.co.uk
[GJ171

Naim CD53 / XPS CD player, few months old, 3

Quad 33 pre-amp, 303 power amp, FM4 tuner, two

Nairn NAC 282, £ 1900 ono, Naim Supercap,1 year
£2100 ono, Naim NAP 200, £ 950, Main CDS3, 15

years g/tee, boxed/instructions, Al condition

XTC-Pow 1power amp, 200 watts, excellent £600,

months £3750, Naim NAP 500,7 months £9500,

£5250 ( new £ 7244) Tel: 01623 740872 or 07816

Alphason Ribbon speakers £200, Target R1 stands

all boxed and as new. Tel: Chris on 07967 031286

063648 fGJ17]

£100, Denon AVR 3801 processor £ 300, Kef

and leave voicemail which I'll answer shortly, email:

surround speaker system with Active sub £450,

chris-metcalfe@tinyonline.co.uk ( F1J141

Audio Research Reference 2Mk11 line stage, 11

wanted Krell KSA50-S, Tel: 01942 707751/07979

months old, perfect, boxed, manuals, £ 5000 ono

300421 ff-1J141

(£10000), can demonstrate in your own system if

DCS Elgar/Purcell, DAC+ upsampler £4500, Z
systems RDP-1 digital equaliser pre-amp £ 1250,

genuinely interested. Tel: 01925 656990 (eves)

Revox B77 stereo open reel tape recorder, stunning,

email: nemall@aol.com fGJ171

near mint condition throughout, has just been fully

boxed with instructions Tel: 07916 176399

serviced! detailed photos available or can

(London) fH..114]

Audioquest: Anaconda 5M balanced interconnects,

demonstrate £495ono. Tel. 07813 960156 E-mail

mint, 2months old (£2300) . Volcano 2M speaker

ob.mm@virgin.net [ I-1K 17]

cable, mint, 2months old, single to biwire (£ 1800),

Accuphas PS- 500 clean power supply £ 1250, all

Sugden Masterc lass pre/poweramp, cost new
£5600, asking £3400, may split, XTC pre- ls Mk Il

Electrocompanient ECI 1mint amplifier, true dual

Revox B77 parts and service offered, new & selected

preamp, cost new £ 1500, asking £800, J . P.S.

mono original anniversary edition with blue stone

used parts available, very competitive service rates,

superconductor + 5foot bi-wire, cost new £800,

front, will accept reasonable offers, Son us Faber

located in Bristol and Southampton areas but can

asking £300 Tel: 01296 437314 ( Aylesbury,

Electra Amator Mk 1, mint early originals with no

arrange courier. Tel. 07813 960156. E-mail

Bucks) EHK171

fixing holes in the base, will accept offers around

ob.mm@virgin.net [ HK17]

£1500-£1700, JPS SC2 10 feet unused speaker

Rotel RCD991 CD player, complete with remote and

wire pair ( cost £ 2500).As moving will accept

Audiolab 8000P and 8000A amplifiers, black,

manual £300, excellent condition. Tel: 01793
490968 or mobile 079414 19196 [ 1-1K17]

reasonable offers. Email: zi.jafferji@ukonline.co.uk.

boxed, first class condition, bargain at £325 for the

Tel: 07921 044254 [ GJ42]

pair. Contact Stuart on 020 8443 5174 [ FG14]

Nola speakers the Pegasus outboard crossover

Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace, white with new

Sennheiser HD650 h/phones ( 15mins use) £ 150,
Ortofon MC30 supreme, any inspection £350, all

Kef Reference 1.2 speakers, Rosen ut £675 ono,
network Grand Reference sound, walnut, ex-dem a

RB250 £900, Townsend Rock with RB250, good

no substitute products, mint condition, cost

condition, great sound, can demo, email pictures,

mint/boxed, World Audio Design speakers KL5 9's

£34000 - £21500, Nola Signatures £4500

£500, Meridian 508.20 £850, call Philip ( Ealing)

93x38x25, ring for details Tel: 0115 9754070

(£9000), Thunderbolt Sub £ 1000, Tel: 07905

020 8991 2911. Turntables collection only. ff-IK17]

352793 EGJ171

(Nottingham). Wanted M.F A3 CR gold trim mono
amp, willing to p/ex an item with cash difference.

Sugden Azia, black mint £ 500, Azia power £ 500,

[HK17]

dCS Verdi Transport, mint condition, 2yrs warranty,

both £900, Krell 300i, mint £ 1000, Tom Evans

£3995 ono, Wilson Benesch ACT1 speakers, mint

Groove phono stage £ 1100, all boxed with manuals,

Advantage integrated amplifier S-100 £ 1000, Rel

condition, 3yrs warranty, £3000 ono. Contact Ben,

prices include posting, Tel: 0161 2266125/07961

Stampede subwoofer, new £325, Isotek Gll mini
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sub station £ 300, NHT speakers M6 monitors, new
£500, NHT Al 250w mono blocks £400. Tel: 020

Soundstyle 4rack shelf, tubular black steel (gloss),

8531 5979 [ HK17]

smoked glass shelves, £ 75, Mana Power amp

listens more to radio than CD, cost £ 1400, sell

platform ( 20in x19in) black steel and smoked glass

£790, Nordost Vishnu power cable, cost £450, sell

Meridian 518 digital processor £395, Audio

£100. Any demo welcome, pics available,

£300. Tel: 020 8374 9788 [J8]

Synthesis DAX £450, Transfiguration Temper

David.woods@db.com 07768 773912 [JK29]

Supreme cartridge £495, Revox G36 tape recorder

winning amp, excellent condition because owner

Musical Fidelity E100 amplifier, 70 watts per

plus tapes £450, Teac VRDSIO CD player £ 335 Tel:

Michell Focus one turntable with Michell arm,

00 353 87 7788846 email:

Shure R47 cartridge and sweep arm, excellent

5400, new boxed, (£ 149) sell £80 Tel: 01491

pau1999murray@netscape.net [J8]

condition plus lots new spares inc. perspex lid,

613760 ( Oxford area) [ J8]

channel, v.g.c. (£650) sell £ 200 ovno, Marantz CD

motor, belts £ 225, Garrard 401 chassis turntable,
Spectral Audio DMC-30s pre Spectral Audio DMA-

no plinth or arm, tidy condition £ 175, buyers

Unison Research 56 valve amp £900, 35wpc,

150- 2power amp Accuphase DP- 75v CD Jeff

collect. Tel: 01273 583675 ( Brighton) [J1350]

Audio Innovations Series 400 valve amp £ 300

supply Wilson Audio Maxx series 1, serious enquiries

HiFi System, ThorensTD124 Mk2 turntable, Sony

710547 ( N. Lincs)(JK141

only, please phone or e-mail for prices and details.

TA 1130 power amplifier, Sony ST 5150 tuner,

Ian on 020 7584 5784 email:

Denon DR- M20 stereo cassette tape deck, Yamaha

ianbodiebtinternet.com EJL221

DSP-1, natural sound, digital sound field processor,

interconnect cable, very good condition £400. Tel:

Yamaha M-35, natural sound, 2/4 channel power

01902 782015 [J8]

Rowland Model- 2power amp with battery power

12wpc, Denon M31 CD receiver £ 100. Tel: 01724

Meridian 206 Bitstream CD player, remote and

HiFi System NAD stereo tuner, Yamaha stereo

amplifier, two monitor audio main speakers, four

cassette deck, Marantz compact disc player, Arcam

Wharfedale Diamond III surround speakers. Tel:

Rega Planar CD player, silver £ 185, Rega Mira amp,

A65 amplifier special edition, stand and two mission

01565 631488 [J171

silver, £265, AVI FM tuner £ 155. Tel: 01438

'floor standing speakers, Atacma £ 150 Tel: 01372
374959 ( Surrey) [J8]

230496 EJ K141
Acoustic Zen Hologram II, bi-wire, 6ft pair £375ono
Tel: 020 8764 5458 [ JK141

Two Garrard 401 decks, series 2, SME arms, one
Ortofon cartridge, one Sure, plinthed, Wharfdale

Dynaudio 42 cherry standmounting loudspeakers,
stands 34 months on guarantee, boxed, Deon DM-

Spendor S9e speakers, maple finish, mint

31 CD receiver, 22months on guarantee, boxed

condition, boxed (£2895) selling £ 1850, buyer

£525, stands unique four shelf mahogany

collects, Oxford area Tel: 01491 613760 [ J8]

56x72x42 £ 180. Tel: 01360 312132 [J8]

lead/manual, reasonable offers considered. Tel:

Sony Recorder RDRGX500, month old, plays all

Exposure IVDR power amplifier, 5years old, one of

0121 476 7621 (evenings) [J1350]

formats, inbuilt tuner, superb pictures great sound,

the last units produced, in immaculate condition

list £400, offered £300, also Panasonic VHS deck,

and never been in the hands of acourier, £ 1650

free. Tel: 01526 320513 ( Lincs) [J8]

(£2500) Tel: 07879 460935 Laurence [J81

Lavardin IT amplifier, latest 2k2 model, 18 months

Modulus LI valve preamplifer, ex demonstration

-- Teesdale speakers, pair, Technics Quartz synthesiser
tuner ST-G5OL, CD SL-PS62CA, double cassette
RS-T6OR, integrated amplifier ( repair needed) with

Quad 44 pre-amplifier, mint, original box, manual
£199, Quad 405, mint, all original £ 189, classic
combination. Tel: 0141 942 3500 [ J8]

•

IF

Rouge 120/99 mono pre, VTL mono 18/6/24

• , . months old all mint with manual and box very little
used £2000 mono pre limited edition with balanced
out £ 1800 vtl £ 1700 phone

old, as new, boxed with manual exceptionally

linestage version of legendary Modulus3a, black

musical well reviewed amplifier, £2100. Tel:

faceplate, mint condition, new valves, 2year

0035386 8196711/00353506 45951 [J8]

guarantee, £ 1250. Tel: 01304 382128 ( Dover) [J8]

Musical Fidelity Nu Vista M3 integrated amplifier,

Modulus3a single ended triode, full function

'". 02083571264/07840 920419 [ JK14]

mint condition, superb sound, original boxes and

preamplifier with John Curl gold phonostage, black

.„

manual, genuine reason for sale £ 1600 ono

faceplate, brand new, 2year guarantee, £2750

Telephone 07860 668334 [ JK14]

(RRP £3400). Tel: 01304 382128 ( Dover) [ J8]

with manual, one very careful owner. £ 1500 (£ 5000

Living Voice 0BX-R2 ( Santos- Rosewood), just 6

Gamma Space Reference single ended power amp,

new) Tel: 01296 681547 (Aylesbury) EJK141

months old, Al condition inc. boxes, cost new

upgraded Audio Note 300B's, excellent condition

£4300, asking £ 2900, see

£1750 ( new £8000) Anallysis Oval 8biwire 5metre

Nordost Moonglo silver shadow digital interconnect

www.definitiveaudio.co.uk for the exceptional

speaker cable £ 595 ( new £ 1190) hardly used. Tel:

1m RCA, bargain £200, retails at £ 368, superb,

reviews. Tel: 01296 437314 ( Aylesbury, Bucks)

Chris on 020 8993 2006 [JL17]

only selling because I
now use Audio Synthesis

[JK141

:

Mark Levinson No.39 CD player, Stereophile Class A
recommended component, mint condition, boxed

Custom ASL lead, call Martin on 020 7684
2046/07730 912080 [J8]

Spendor SP2/2 Bi wire speakers, black, mint,
Blue Heaven interconnects, New, 0.5m, Eichmann

original boxes and grills, previously owned by Glen

RCA or gold plated XLR, £ 55. Blue Heaven REV- II

Croft £ 550. Tel: 07968 778616, email:

Krell KSA 100S ( 240v), recent Absolute Sounds

speaker cables, bi-wire, Z- plugs, 8m, £ 520.

edd@reed.30.fsnet.co.uk ( eves) 01934

£1000 rebuild (all receipts) and guarantee,

Transparent Reference Digital Cable, XLR, mint,

511938(Bristol) [ KL141

immaculate condition, original remote, pwr cable,

£420. Tel: 020 8661 5329. Email:

box, etc. £ 1,900 ono, Krell KRC3 ( 240v),

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com D1171

purchased new in UK ( original receipt), remote,
boxed, manual, immaculate condition £ 1,900 ono,

Naim Audio 140 power amp £295, Naim 1XO
Active Crossover £ 195, both units boxed with

AVI Laboratory Series CD player, partner to award

annuals, Naim NAC A5 speaker cable 2x3.25 mtrs

Due to limited space this month we are unable to include an order

remember to mark it for inclusion in the ' For Sale' or ' Wanted'

form, so to place an advert for the next issue either email:

sections.

carole molloy@ipcmedia.com or fax 020 8726 8399. For your

Rates: £8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months

security, do not include acredit card number in any email.

£14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3

Alternatively, send your advert in writing to Hi Fi News, IPC Media,

extra. Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word

Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CR( 1HZ and

(eg, Pioneer A400 = two words).
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£20. Tel: 01305 779692 [J8]

01235 768606 evenings Oxfordshire [J8]

Tube Technology Synergy valve integrated amplifier,
very low hours £3295, Chord DAC64 ( silver) little

Sonus Faber Cremona Auditors with dedicated

Nordost Valhalla i/c, 1.0m, terminated with

use, both items mint with manuals and original

stands, 10 months old, mint condition finished in

Eichman silver bullets, includes original wooden box

packing. Atacama SE100 surround speaker stands,

maple (£2500) £ 1850, all boxes and packaging,

750; Nordost SPM Reference speaker cables, 2.5m,

1mtr tall ( black), shot filled, good condition £ 55

Kimber Select 1121 balanced interconnect, mint

spades to biwired z- plugs ( bananas), 750; Quad of

Tel: Mike on 07711 688385 [ KL14]

unmarked condition £( 595) £320 supplied in

EAT KT88's, 50 hours, 300. Prices are firm. Please

Marsh P2000 Class A, high resolution line pre-amp

unmarked Pelican travel case. Tel: 07946 678545

contact david@pelleg.net or 07799 416 742 1181

(7 inputs), R/C, boxed, manual, v.g.c. £ 500

mobile, 01709 380764 (evenings) [ J81

(£1040), Hovland Music Groove phono cable,
Meridian M20 Rosewood Active speakers, boxed

1.5m, RCA, little used £ 525 (£ 725) Tel: 01737

Acoustic Energy AEI speakers Series I, rosewood

v.g.c. £400, Audio Research LS9 pre-amp, boxed,

248473 [ JL17]

finish with Dedicated stands £495, Alphason

as new, with manual and remote £650, great

VR5555 Support, five thick mahogany effect

combination, both items for £950. Tel: 01782

Bow Technologies ZZ-8 CD player, perfect, plays

shelves £ 160, Music Works 6way mains block

397971 ( Staffs) EJL171

beautifully, upgraded very latest 24/192 spec in

£115 Tel: 0117 962725 [JK141

May 2004, £3250 (today's price £ 5500), price
Experience Filtration six way horizontal power

includes insured UK delivery and FREE Transparent

distribution unit (white/silver) with integral 1.5

Audio MusicWave PLUS single wired 12ft speaker

old, little use, boxed as new RRP £ 7950, sell for

power chord (white/black) £ 150 (£345 new). Tel:

cable (£ 500+) and MusicLink PLUS 1m I/C

£3495 ovno.Tel: 01638 731888 ( daytime) 01638

Shaun 07835 836565 ( Wiltshire)[JK14]

(£300+), photos available, call John on 0141 639

BATVK51SE Reference Tube Pre Amp, 10 months

, 602319 ( evenings/weekends). Mobile
07956222919 e-mail:- steve-byrne@ntlworld.com
L171

3985 or email: jbrien@g775yn.freeserve.co.uk
Cyrus Link Solo server 80gb hard disk audio server,
be replayed instantly, brand new, boxed £ 1000. Tel:

Linn CD12 £4750, Naim NATO1 Tuner £800, Naim

01902 6334411181

NACDXPS power supply £ 800, Tom Evans Groove

passive pre amp, approx 12 M old, mint condition
with manual, PSU, remote and all accessories. See

Export £850, Chord SPM1203E £2000, Chord

Nordost Valhalla speaker cables, 2metre bi-wire, all

HOT 100 in this magazine. £ 700ono. Tel. 0780

original Nordost banana plug terminations, an

3037 837/0161 44981661181

manuals ( Sussex) JL171

astonishing cable, more important than source
upgrade. Tel: 01296 437314 (Aylesbury, Bucks)

Copland CDA 822 CD player, highly reviewed ( cost

LIL171

£1600 2003) £995, Arcam 75E CD player £ 195.

£11750. The best British speaker ever made.

p
H

Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate remote controlled

DAC64 £900, Tel: 07973916645 all boxed with

ProAc D100 stunning ebony finish, mint, boxed,

C

UL25501

copy CD's as bit- perfect copies onto its hard disk, to

Tel: 01670 514119 ( North East) [J8]

Gryphon Mikado highly acclaimed CDP, mint, boxed,

Bangand Olufsen Beosound 3200 system, Beolab

bought new from UK dealer, 10 months old £4150

8000 speakers, beautiful speakers, beautiful

ATCSCM20 Speakers, Rosewood £ 550, Pri mare

(RRP £6800). Transferrable warranty arranged with

system, best sound around, 4months old, original

V20 DVD player, multi region £325, Meridian 598

Gryphon. Contact: JSpratt007@aol.com for
references, photos etc. I
KL171

packing/documents, mint condition £3250 ono Tel:

DP Progressive Scan £ 1,400, Meridian 555 £425,

01748 826372 email: mail@adamleverinfo

P.S. Audio Reference One Pre-Amp + Dac, cost

(Richmond. NYorks) LI L171

£000's, sell £400, contact: wshaw@eircom.net

Audio Research LF8 tube pre-amp, satin black
finish, brand new valve just fitted, mind condition,

11K141
Electrocompaniet AW120 DMB power amplifier,

boxed £ 1024 including secure postage. Tel: 01752

dual mono fully balanced, 19 months, excellent

Emperor loudspeakers by Faradaysound, low

291625/mobile 07969 773164 1181

condition, boxed, manual £ 1100, Cardas Cross

density, concrete cabinets, reviewed as a ' Sonic

power £ 125,black rhodium leads, XLR 0.5 m,

Revelation', excellent with Naim, Quad, Musical

Wilson Watt Puppy 3/2 black immaculate like brand

power, extension 8socket. Tel: 4info 01234

Fidelity, Linn etc. as new £ 795 ono Tel: 01603

new £4250 (£ 14000),Wilson Witts black £2250

302769 LI81

632248 EJL171

(£12000), Hales Signature System 2with Cardas
separate crossovers rosewood £ 900 (£ 6000),

MarantzSystem for sale, DR4050 recordable CD

Duntech The Princess Walnut ( Dunlavy IV

player SD4050 double tape deck PM6010F

equivalent) £900 (£4000). All sound different but

amplifier and two Kef Q35.2 floor standing

Wanted

brilliant. Theta Data II transport £ 350 (£3500)

speakers, all in excellent condition with manuals,

Counterpoint dal0a dac £ 300 (£ 2500) Audio

cost £ 1400 new, sensible offers only please

units, valve amplifiers, cartridges, arms, turntables,

Research LS2b pre balanced and s/e in/out £ 700

(Cambs) Tel: 01223316074 email:

record decks, microphones, audio valves,

(£3500) Musical Fidelity A308 preamp £ 700

mike.worth@ntlworld.com [ J8]

(£1800) Classe 30 pre balanced and s/e £450
(£1800) Yamaha E800 Dolby digital processor

Quad 77 CD player, pre-amp, amplifier and remote
control, carbon finish and boxed £ 950 ono, rare

call 01726 812966. IGJ171

Quad 50E monoblock amplifiers, boxed, etc ( see

Monarchy Audio SM-70 stereo amplifier, must be in

HiFi News July 2005) £350 ono, Hi Fi News

very good condition, please phone 01903 247779
(Sussex) (
J8]

DVD32R £900, Audiophile Base ( 5tier BASE 01's

magazines from the 1960s, 1970s and 1990s,

&02) £ 750, all boxed etc Chord Chorus 1m £ 75 ( 6

offers? Email: ADavies95@aol.com for details or

pairs), Townshend ISOLDA speaker cable 3m pair

phone 01446 7923191.IL171

terminated £ 150 Tel: 07973916645 ( Sussex)
1.1K171

headphones, or anything old and interesting from
the 1950s onwards, will travel ( cash paid). Please

£150 (£450) Bill 01993 851508 11331
DynaudioConfidence 5 ( black) £ 2750, TagMclaren

Vintage Hi Fi quality items, unusual speakers, drive

Sonus Faber Grand Piano original Mark 1version
must be walnut and like new condition. Tel: 07791

Audioquest GBC Helical LGC speaker cables 27ft

361620 LIL17)

quality spades £95, Volt B250 bass units, new,
Conrad Johnson Premier 17 preamp (£4500)

boxed £95, Musical Fidelity MX pre and P270

Technics SLIO or SL7 direct drive auto record

£2500ono, Pass labs Aleph3 power amp (£ 2300)

power £250, SD1 speakers £ 100 Tel: 0774

turntable in full working order please. Tel: Mike

£850ono, both near mint, box, manuals, current or

8107206 [ J8]

recent Stereophile Class Arecommendations. Tel
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Rodway on 01202 481386 ( Will pay carriage or
collect) LIL171

www.hifinews.co.uk

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

Gto)

•

THE CROFT ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAM
RANGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS ARE
THE PERFECT EXTENSION OF OUR

ACOUSTIC

TRUE FIDELITY PHILOSOPHY - TO

HOLOGRAM

GET YOU STRAIGHT THROUGH TO
THE MUSIC. AND, LIKE CROFT
AMPLIFIERS, THEY DELIVER HIGH
END MUSICALITY AT LOW END
PRICES. FROM THE DIMINUTI!
AHI STUDIO MINI MONITOR TO
•

THE COMPACT BUT MIGHTY AI]
FLOORSTANDER,

THE

FINES I

MATERIALS AND COMPONEN1'
ARE

COMBINED

TO

CRI

REMARKABLE INSTRUMENTS THA I
OFFER POINT- SOURCE ACCURAC1
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING AN I
INCREDIBLE DYNAMICS.

AH I

2- WAY MINI MONITOR / 651-1:-20kHx / 1ST ORDER
CROSSOVER / INFINITE BAFFLE / BI- WIRE TERMINALS
CARBON FIBRE MID/BASS FERROFLUID TWEETER
BIRCH PLY OR BLACK MEDITE
DIMENSIONS (
mtn): 140W x203H x 1650

ecieoyi.teyele-e6
ji

£700,p
AH2

30 High Street Rochester Kent ME 1 1LD
01634 880037
info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

3- WAY COMPACT MONITOR / 65Hz-20kH. / 1ST
ORDER CROSSOVER / TIME- ALIGNED D'APPOLLITO
ARRANGEMENT DELIVERS DOUBLE THE OUTPUT OF
AH1 / BI- WIRE TERMINALS / CARBON FIBRE MID/BASS
FERROFLUID TWEETER / BIRCH PLY OR BLACK MEDITE
DIMENSIONS (
mm): 140W x305H x I
65D

£1100,-,
AH3
2- WAY FLOORSTANDER I35Hz•20k1-1x / 1ST ORDER
CROSSOVER / UNIQUE TRANSMISSION LINE
BI- WIRE TERMINALS / CARBON FIBRE MID/BASS
FERROFLUID TWEETER / BIRCH PLY OR BLACK
MEDITE
DIMENSIONS (
rnm). 140W x940H x 1520

3- WAY FLOORSTANDER / 30Hx-20kHz
1ST ORDER CROSSOVER / SPECIAL
DUAL TRANSMISSION LINE / BI- WIRE
TERMINALS / CARBON FIBRE MID/BASS
FERROFLUID TWEETER / BIRCH PLY OR
BLACK MEDITE
DIMENSIONS (
nun), 140W x 1092H x2670

ADVANTGE, AEON, ATACAMA, AUDICA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE,
AVI, BAT, BOULDER, CAIRN, CLEARAUDIO, CYMBOL, FOCAL, JMLAB,
GAMUT, GOLDRING, GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO,
LINN CLASSIK, LOEWE, LUMLEY, MERLIN, MUSIC MAKER, MUSIC TOOLS,
NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, OPTIMUM, PARTINGTON, PURE,
QUADRASPIRE, STELLO, USHER, VINCENT

CALL NOW TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM
hifinews.co.uk

CROFT
LOUDSPEAKERS

www.eminentaudio.co.uk
Eminent Audio Limited - Trinity Cottage, Worheld, Bridgnorth, WV15 SNT
el: + 44 ( 0)1746 716881 / 07792 420266 Email: audiognosisit eminentaudio muk
Hi-FiNews SEPTEMBER 2005
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"... one of the greatest
examples of the genre..."
Gramophone Magazine

HI-FI NEWS
AWARDS ISSUE JAN 2004
EDITORS CHOICE
BEST IN CLASS
THUNDER 3.18 CD

"...this preamp rocks"
Hi Fi Choice, February 2005

"This 200 - watt monoblock
delivers awesome dynamics
that verge on the scary.
Better than that though,
it plays music"
1-1i Fi Choice, February 2005

Listen and believe
Talk Electronics Ltd., The Old Barn, Higher Park Farm, Halebourne Lane, Chobham, Surrey GU24 8SL
Tel: + 44 ( 0)8456 123388 info@talkelectronics.com www.talkelectronics.com

Performance
Perfected
The Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show is the
only place to see, hear and experience the very
best performers in high- end sound and vision.
The event attracts a raft of exhibitors with products
that are quite simply the very best in their
respective classes.
If you take audio and vision seriously make sure
you're at the only show that promises to scintillate
your senses.

Entertainment Show

Book Tickets Now!

The Very Best in Sound & Vision

Get 2 for the price of 1
Call 020 8726 8317
Visit www.hifishow.co.uk
Hi Fi • Home Cinema • Speakers
136
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Hi- Fi & Home

Hi Fi>

The Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show,
Renaissance and Park Inn Hotels, Heathrow, London,
23rd*- 25th September, 10am-6pm • 23rcl trade and

e

press only)

Amplifiers • Digital Correction • Accessories
hif inews.co.uK

HiFi News Ad Index September 2005
Absolute Sounds

OBC

Acoustic Arts

82

Icon Audio

121

Isotek

98

Affordable Valves

122

Metropolis Music

Art Loudspeakers

120

Midland Audio Exchange

130

Musical Fidelity

114

Atlas Cables

82

Audio & Visual

130

Audio Consultants. The

54

Audio Lincs

126

Audio Reflections

121

Audio Salon

IFC, 116 & 131

Audiophile Club. The

96

Audusa

119

B & W Loudspeakers

5,7,& 9

Beauhorn

129

Brighton Hifi Exchange

127

Central Audio

127

Chapter Electronics

78

Choice Hifi

135

Chord Electronics
Definitive Audio

19
54 & 131

Densen

117

Eleanor McEvoy

92

Eminent Audio

135

Formula One Audio Systems

124

Grass Dance Audio

84

86

Musicology

86

Noteworthy Audio
Origin Live

128

118

& 120

Oxford Audio Consultants

20

Pinewood Music

94

Practical Hifi

78

Quad

16

Radlett Audio

115

Redline

113

Right Note. The

94

Rochester Hifi

135

RPM Audio
S.M.E.

96
84

Sevenoaks Hifi

105-111

Shadow Audio Consultants
30 & 50
Signals
Siltech Cables

?fie Old Chapel282 Skipton Road.
Harrogate, N Yorks
HG1 3HE

12

Soundstage

130

Symmetry

IBC

118

Heathcote Audio

125

Tact Audio

Heatherdale Audio
Heatherdale Audio

128

Talk Electronics

136

14

Thomas Transducers

129

Henley Designs
26, 40, 72, 92 , 113 & 115

Trichord Research

121

Tube Shop

98

Hicam

126

Unilet

65

Hifi Sound

131

Usher Audio

HNE Systems
Ian Edwards

98
137

Vickers Hifi
Walrus Systems

'Id: 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

118

Hazlemere Audio

72

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

III
a

ii

19.76

10
129
24

Next Month... HI-FiNews
EURO STARS!

We reveal the best hi-fi kit of 2005-06
as voted for by the EISA panel of experts
SUB-£ 1,000 CD
SYSTEM SHOOT-OUT
•Harman Kardon yOnkyo
Rotel yNAD
WAR OF THE WORLDS
EXCLUSIVE!
We interview Jeff Wayne on
the remastering
of his classic album
ALSO ON TEST...
•Van den Hul cables • Revel speakers
•Marantz PM7200 amp • Audio Research REF 3
•Musical Fidelity A3.5 amp & CD player

Don't miss HiFi News October issue, on sale Friday, 2 September
www. hif inews.co. uk
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Opinion

Letters
from the front
Ken Kessler

Why confusing formats keep the audiophile alive

H

Now Ithought that

ow reassuring that
almost-forgotten silver

'enhanced CD-ROM

disc variants have been

features' had bitten

rearing their little heads again.
Their refusal to vanish has

the dust in favour of

made me realise that any digital

case

deviation, however minuscule,
can peacefully survive thanks

they added a photo
gallery,

lyrics,

to universal players, with the
possible exception of CD-G. We

timeline,

a list of

who cherish the obscure are

member biographies.

worrying about nothing.
Example: I
was shocked recently
to find that none of my CD players

bonus DVDs. In the
of

the

ISP,
a

every gig and group

Marantz SR9600 receiver: afascia filled with format legends

New Guitar Summit
on Stony Plain, with
Duke Robillard and

had HDCD capability. And while few of us are over- burdened with

Jay Geils added abonus CD video to the main CD, not DVD. Neil

HDCD discs, acluster of my most cherished are HDCD-encoded.
Among them are reissues of the three Buffalo Springfield albums.

Young's Greendale was available with a bonus DVD as is the

Big deal, you're thinking. HDCD is compatible' with non-HDCD

current norm, but the CD itself was HDCD-encoded, while the
DVD offered DTS — not typical of the freebie DVDs. And Neil

players. True, in the sense that it will work, and work well for the

Young's Greatest Hits came with a bonus music DVD rather than

majority of listeners. On the other hand, if you've played an

DVD-A, with the music accompanied by videos of arecord player

HDCD disc back through asuitably-attired machine, you will hear
more convincing playback on every count, and you won't want to

playing the original disc that provided each track; all the same,
the main CD was, yup, HDCD-encoded.

give up any of it. Don't believe me: go try it for yourself.
Aargh!, Ithought for a millisecond, before moving onto my

WHAT ARE WE TO MAKE OF THIS?
I've no doubt that the music industry wants all of this stuff to go

next crisis. But lo and behold, the lack of HDCD was rectified
when Ifound that my unjustly overlooked, budget- priced Musical
Fidelity X-DAC had, sure enough, the HDCD logo on its front

away, as do the hardware manufacturers who certainly begrudge
paying royalties to inventors ( unless, of course, they happen to

panel. Ihooked it up to the Quad 99CDP, dug out Buffalo
Springfield Again, and was, as they say, in business.

be the ones who do the licensing). They'd love aone-size-fits all
format, like LPs used to be for playback. They certainly aren't in

Then, in June, Iwent to the annual Marantz press conference.
Marantz was showing its new ranges when, all of asudden, there
it was, hugely displayed via projector onto the screen in front of
the assembled hacks, an HDCD logo on the front of the SR9600
THX receiver. The rest of its THX receivers had it, too, as did the
DVD players. Now HDCD isn't high on anyone's Scale of
Preoccupation, and the room was filled with Euroscribes more
interested in pixel density and colour temperature, but Ihad to

The manufacturers aren't in love
with having to explain ATRAC and
WMA before flogging aplayer

III

ask: why HDCD? And Iwas told, succinctly, ' So we can decode

love with having to explain MP3, ATRAC, WMA and all of the

absolutely anything fed into our equipment.'
Sheer logic prefaced that by, ' Why not?' The license fee is

other abbreviations to decipher before flogging aplayer. Which is

probably negligible when manufacturers already pay for an
alphabet soup's worth of acronyms. And what with HDCD being
owned by Microsoft, and with Windows Media acertain bet to

Consumers? With the exception of having to select manually
between Dolby and DTS on DVDs equipped with both, or PCM

grab a massive slice of the future convergence pie, well, it all

one of the reasons why the iPod is ahuge hit: it ignores them.

stereo versus one of the multi-channel formats offered on music
DVDs, most playback is painless, brainless and invisible. PCs

makes perfect sense, doesn't it?

certainly don't faff about format selections, which bodes well for

Sure as shooting, everywhere Iturned there were odd little
throwbacks to seemingly passé silver disc adjuncts. Imean, you

those buying into the notion promulgated by Microsoft that the
heart of future home entertainment systems will be computers.

don't get any more obscure than a 2CD Illinois Speed Press

You and I, on the other hand, are perfectly capable of choosing

package ( Futuredge Music 8699), and Ishudder to think how
low the sales were (we Poco fans aren't exactly challenging the

And we actually like these quirky little enhancements. Why?

between everything from Dolby HX tapes to dbx LPs to WAV files.

U2 fan club for size), while the label it's on didn't ring awhole

Because it keeps us one meagre push-button step away from

helluva lot of bells. But there it was, in small print: ' Enhanced

being one of the uncritical, unquestioning, lowest-commondenominator morons who have turned music into wallpaper. •

CD-ROM features.'
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a solic

foundation

A transparent musical source is the foundation of afine audio system. Recent advances

in analog and digital technology are allowing music lovers to get so much more from
their favourite records, compact discs and high resolution digital formats.
At Symmetry we are proud to announce the availability of these fine new components.
Allowing you to experience the music you love and experience it as never before.

C-5xe Universal Player
Introducing a giant leap forward in digital
playback technology-the Ayre C-5xe universal
stereo U2 player. The first of it's kind, this no
video, no-compromise design plays all existing
optical disc formats. The C-5xe is for those of us
who value the enjoyment of music above all else.

X-01 SACD/CD Player
The Esoteric X-01 establishes a new benchmark for
digital replay, from it's propriety and exclusive
VRDS-NEO mechanism to it's high precision 24 bit,
dual monaural digital decoding system. The X-01 is
the ultimate source for the finest high end systems.

RIC

Titan iMoving Coil Cartridge
The Lyra Titan iis an improved version of the widely
acclaimed Lyra Titan. More than just a refitment the new
Titan iis equipped with adifferent suspension and damping
system. Tracking ability has been substantially improved,
bass performance is lifted to new levels of refinement and
speed, low level resolution and dynamics has gained a
marked improvement. Finally the Titan ihas been voiced by
master craftsman Yoshinori Mishima, who builds and
painstakingly adjusts each and every cartridge by hand.
For the finest playback of your favourite records.

c
Ô LYRA )

symmetry
Ayre Acoustics, Cello, Esoteric,

t: 01727 865488

Grand Prix Audio, Lyra, Mark Levinson, Stax,

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

Stereovox, Sumiko, System Audio & Thiel

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"THIS MACHINE IS PURE AUDIO RESEARCH:

HIGH- END, THOROUGHBRED AND UTTERLY MUSICAL."

ARC ANGELS

"SOUNDS ARE PRODUCED FROM
AN UNSHAKABLE FOUNDATION...
YOU FEEL LIKE YOU COULD TRIP
OVER THE MUSICIAN"

"A SUPERB
ALL-ROUNDER AND
AN OBVIOUS BEST BUY"

"THERE IS SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT THEIR
SIMPLE 1950'S STYLING; THEIR USE OF VALVES
AND THEIR UNDOUBTED ABILITY TO PRODUCE
MUSICAL SOUNDS THAT MAKES THE PRODUCT
EXTREMELY DESIRABLE."

"OUSTANDING SOUND
QUALITY AND EXCEPTIONAL
EASE OF USE"

II112

FI

STAN CURTIS

LUS ,• 11,

Audio Research has studiously applied the technology
gained from their Reference series amplifiers to every
model in their range, right down to the entry-level designs.
The SP16 preamplifier, VS55, VS110 and VM220 power
amplifiers, the state-of-the-art CD3 Mk II CD player, the
multi-channel amplifier and the VSi55 integrated amplifier
are not only packed with knowledge gained from the
company's legendary flagship models, but they herald a
change in the way reasonably-priced high-end equipment
is perceived. The astonishing PH5 brings Reference
Phono performance to a remarkably affordable price
point. The LS25 Mk II Pre-amp clearly shares parentage
with the Reference pre- amplifiers. And the VT100 Mk Ill
boasts DNA derived from the Reference 300 and 600
power amps.
Now, there is new inspiration. Joining these classics is the
most radical product yet to wear the AudioResearch logo:
the Reference 3 preamplifier. An absence of conventional
controls, refined circuitry, better sound.
The bloodline strengthens.
For details of the full range and your nearest dealer,
contact Absolute Sounds.
AUDIO RESEARCH VM220

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION

Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a
considered one.

AUDIO RESEARCH CD 3MK2

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com
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